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INTRODUCTION: 
THE LITERARY REPUTATION OF FORD MlDOX FORD 
inconclusive literary reputation. During his lifetime he was an 
intimate friend of m&DY of the leading writers of our day, from 
Joseph Conrad to Katherine !nne Porter, and he was an acquaintance of 
a number of other writers, from Algernon Charles Swinburne to Robert 
Lowell. It aeeaed to Graham Greene, writing an obituary summary of 
Ford's career, that Ford had been •an impossibly Napoleonic veteran 
••• whose i~enae meaory spanned the period from Jena to Sedan.•2 
To Robie Haoauler, who knew Ford in the year before Ford died, he 
seeaed e~ually iaplauaible, •a kind of vast, benevolent and harmless 
Uncle Tob,y, leaning on his stick in class (at Olivet College, Michigan, 
where Ford was teaching at the time) or sitting in his dark little 
1Ford Madox Ford was born Ford Hermann Hueffer. See Douglas 
Goldring, Trained for Genius: The Life and Writin s of Ford Madox 
~ (English title: The Last Pre-Rapbaelite , New York: E. P. 
Dutton, 1949), p. 28. In the earl7 part of his career, Ford used the 
names H. Ford Hueffer, Ford H. Hueffer, Ford Huffer, Ford H. Madox 
Hueffer, Ford K. Hueffer, and finally a reasonaily consistent Ford 
Hadox Hueffer. He was known to Violet Hunt as Joseph Leopold Hueffer, 
and he used as pseudo_, .. the naaes Fenil Haig, Dan Chaucer, and 
Ignatz von Aschendrof. In 1919, for personal reaaons, he changed his name 
to Ford Madox Ford and thereafter used this name. 
2•Ford Maaox Ford," The Lost Chi dhood and other ia as (New York: 
The Viking Pre1a, 1952), p. 89. 
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baseaent office and wheezing out his stories of Henry Jaaes as Toby 
might have spoken of .Marl borough."' 
The purpose in this dissertation is to investigate some of the 
relationships Ford established with other literary men in order to 
discover what influence he had on their books aDd on the modern 
literary climate of ideas. ~ .. in concern is to discuss Ford 1s 
literary theories in order to show how he promulgated these theories 
among writers and the general public. The intent of the dissertation 
is to show that Ford adopted a sigDifioant set of ideas or approaches 
to literature derived from Gustave Fla~bert, that he developed these 
ideas as a lasser partner in collaboration with Joseph Conrad on some 
novels, that he used these ideas as the basis for his poetry and his 
criticism, and that he effectively taught these same ideas to a number 
of other writers. Furthermore, since Ford considered himself 11an 
essential liak in the evolution of modern ingliah literature, finding 
his place somewhere between Conrad and Jaaes, but extending past 
Conrad 114 to a position from which be influenced yo~g writers, this 
diasertation atteapts to help justify Ford's self-image. 
The question of influence is often difficult to prove. In soae 
instances, a writer has flatly stated that he has read a particular 
author and drawn on that author 1a work for hia own purposes. There 
are instances in which writers have indicated such an obligation to 
'
11 Introduction," Parade's End by Ford Hadox Ford (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf, 1961), p. v. 
4Herbert Read, The Innocent if• (New York: Henry Holt, 1947), 
p. 225. 
Ford Hadox Ford, e.g. Ezra Pound and Allen Tate, and in discussing 
these relationships and defining the influence, the claim is supported 
in this dissertation by ~uoting the acknowledgement if it is in print 
or mentioning the source of information if it is not. In treating 
these matters, however, I have gone beyond the bare statements to find 
verification in the works themselveB. 
In some instances, Ford has claimed an influence on a particular 
writer which moat have donie&, e.g. Joseph Conrad, or he has claimed 
an influence which has been neglected, e.g. D. H. Lawrence. In 
discussing these relationships and the possible influence, I have 
used Ford 1a claima warily and have tried to give specific illustrations 
that relate to Ford 1a work and to the work of the wtiter being 
discussed. My assumption is that anything that Ford claims is worth 
noting and investigation, but tto significant claim of Ford 1s has been 
accepted as fact merely on the basis of his word. Soaetimes it 
becomes necessary to advance an argument which, given a set of facta, 
seems logical. However, mJ intent has been to avoid the post hoc ergo 
propter hoc fallacy. 
In some cases, I have tried to establish a Ford influence on a 
writer even though such an influence has neither been claimed by Ford 
nor acknowledged by the particular writer, e.g. Ernest Hemingway and 
F. Scott Fitzgerald. Ford did not mention in print the services he 
performed for every writer he knew. For example, one would not 
perceive from reaaing Ford 1a works how much he taught Allen Tate of 
4 
the techniques for writing a novel, and yet Allen Tate bas generously 
recognized his debt.5 Furtheraore, authors are sometimes reluctant 
to acknowledge a debt to a contemporary. 
This dis1ertation is 10 structured that the main eaphaais falls 
on Ford 1s view of the novel and the noveli1ts he helped either 
directly or indirectly. It is difficult to discus• this without 
showing how Ford emerged from hi• Pre-Rapbaelite background and 
developed an interest in Flaubert under the tutelage of Joseph Conrad. 
One can hardly conlider Ford 1s ideal for the novel without considering 
Conrad at soae length. Ford 11 relationship with Conrad, therefore, 
is treated in soae detail. 
In dealing with Ford 1s poetry, ay aethod ha• ieen to analyze 
1ignificant poe .. that _, have influenced other writers. In dealing 
with Ford 11 literary criticism, ., method baa been to explicate his 
theory ot the development of the novel. Since Ford 1s poetry and his 
literary criticism are auch le11 known than his novels, I have felt 
it necessary to illustrate aore tully troa the1e area• in order to 
1how how clo1ely related they are to Ford 11 general theorie• about 
literature and to indicate how they have been influential in thea~elve•. 
Ford 11 literary reputation a• a novelist i• by now well e1tablished. 
During his litetiae, however, he received little homage in coaparison 
with that rendered .any of the aen he knew. His novels were, ot 
5•Techni.ues of Fictien,• The Man ot Letter• In The Modern World 
(New York: Meridian Book•, 1955), pp. 8'-84. 
5 
course, reviewed and often praised, but the culainating effort of 
the first part of his literary career, Tae Good Soldier,6 was scarcely 
noticed by the press and by the periodicala.7 It vas perhaps a casualty 
of World War I. Ford 1a tetralogy baaed on World War I, Parade'• ind, 8 
made for him a critical and po,ular reputation as a novelist, but ita 
significance was partly obscured by the host of other war novels 
being published at the time, and ita length and scope caused it to 
be associated in the ainds of aa~ critics with John Galsworthf 1s 
The Forazte Saga.9 
In acre recent years, interest in Ford 11 novels hal quickened, 
perhaps mainly because other writer• who have some ideas in common 
with Ford, notably Henry Jaae1 and Joseph Conrad, have been reevaluated. 
In 1950, Alfred A. Knopf published a new, one•voluae edition of 
Parade 1s End with a discerning preface by Robie Macauley, and in 1951 
Mr. Knopf published The Good Soldier with a preface by Mark Schorer. 
The latter book ca .. reoomaended with a atateaent signed by fifteen 
6London: John Lane, 1915. 
7Theodore Dreiser wa• one of a s .. ll number of critics to review 
the novel, and he thought it used a "bad aethoa.• Theodore Dreiser, 
"The Saddest Story,• lew Republic III {June 12, 1915), 155-156. 
8The four voluae• were originally published separately by Duckworth 
in London: Soae Do Not, 1924, No More Paradee, 1925, A Man Could Stand 
~' 1926, and The Last Post, 1928. 
9Paul Wiley sensibly argues that Parade 1a End has •an essentially 
different chronicle pattern• froa Gal•wortby*• saga and coapares Ford 
with James Joyce: Novelist of Three Worlds: Ford Madox Ford {Syracuse: 
Syracuse Univ. Preas, 1962), p. 221. 
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distinguished critics and authors to the effect that it • is one of 
tho fifteen or twenty greatest novels produced in English in our 
century.•10 The Good Soldier becaae a Vintage paperback in 1957, 
and Parade 1s End was re-issued b,y Mr. KRopf in 1961. Ford 1s current 
reputation rests mainly on these two voluaes. 
ford 1s poetry and his literary criticism have receivea less 
attention. The fiaal collected edition of ford 1s poeas has long been 
out of print and is unusually difficult to obtain on the antiquarian 
book market. 11 ford 1s fullest discussion of literature and literary 
movements bas also long been o•t ot priat, 12 and although it is more 
readily available than the poetry in secondhand bookstalls, it is 
beooDdng scarce. In fact, though Robert Lowell was able to say just 
a few years ago ot Ford 1s fiction 1the bales of your left-ever novels 
buy/ less than a bandage tor your gouty foot,• 1} today most of Ford 1s 
works, except Paraje 1s End (or the inaividual voluaes that comprise 
Parade 1• End. ) ad The Good Soldier, are difficult to obtain. 
During Ford 1s lifetiae, he received soae general recognition. 
10Tbe fifteen are& Conrad Aiken, Louise Bogan, Leon Edel, 
Caroline Gordon, Graham Greene, Joseph Beary Jackson, Robie Macauley, 
Williaa Carlos Williaas, Arthur Misener, Lloyd Morris, John Crowe 
Ransom, Mark Scherer, Jean Stafford, Allen Tate, and Willard Thorp. 
11collected Poema of Ford Madox ford (New Yorka Oxford UDiv. 
Preu, 19}6 ). 
12The Marolt ef 1.1••••-- •n•·"Wwti•' .9!z to Our Own (New York: 
Dial Press, 19,8). 
1 ~Robert Lowell, •ford Madox Ford,• Life Studies (New York: 
Farrar, Straus & Cudahy, 1959), p. 50. 
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Granville Hicks, in an esaay, 14 wrote an appreciative account of Ford's 
career up to 19}0 in which he discussed the neglect of ma~ of Ford's 
novels and of Ford 1s general accomplisbaent. Mr. Hick•~• 1u.mary of 
Ford 11 career wa• naturally •ketchy, but the critical judgments be 
aade of Ford a1 a novelist were •ufficiently perceptive to be of value 
a• an introduction to Ford 1s work. The e1aay was considered worthy 
enough to be reprinted in the fir1t lengthy po1thuaou• tribute to 
Ford. 
That tribute caae in 1942 when New Directions publi1hed a 
syapo1iua in honor of Ford Madox Ford.15 The 1yapo1iua consists of a 
nuaber of tribute• from people who actually knew Ford, soae rather 
casually and 1oae well. Alao1t all the contributor• are author• 
theaselve•, and they have written brief accounts of their own relation-
1hip1 to Ford. Thi• hal been a valuable source for ~ study. Among 
the contributors are Richard Aldington, Jobn Gould Fletcher, Katherine 
Anne Porter, Ezra Pound, and Allen Tate. The naae of Erne1t Hemingway 
i1 noticeably absent. 16 
The next substantial work to treat of Ford wa• a biographical 
study by Dougla1 Goldring entitled South Lodge: Reaini1cences of 
14•Ford Madox Fora,• Bookaan (New York), LXXII (Dec. 19}0), }64-70. 
15New Directions: Nuaber 7 (Norfolk, Conn.: New Directions, 1942), 
pp. 441-91. 
16Ernest Hemingway apparently aad a tendency to abandon his 
former friends. See MOrley Callaghan, That Suamer In Paris (New York: 
Coward-McCann, 196}), p. 2}}. 
8 
Violet Hunt, Ford Madox Ford and the English Review Circle. 17 This 
work baa very valuable details about Ford 1a life before World War I. 
At the time, Goldring was Ford 1s sub-editor on 1be English Review, 
and he was able to observe Ford at work and in his relationahips with 
other writers. However, as the title indicates, Violet Hunt, who 
lived at South Lodge, occupies center stage in the study, and Goldring 
gives a portrait of her in her later rears that is poignant and vivid. 
In 1948, Ford was paid another group tribute, this time in a 
library journa1.18 Among the contriWutors to this symposium were 
R, P. Blaokmur who was DOt enthusiastic about Ford as a novelist and 
Mark Schorer who was, Mark Schorer's article on fhe Good Soldier19 
was an early version of his preface to the Vintage paperback edition 
20 
of that DOvel. Mr. Blackaur 1s article justly notes that Ford 1s 
reputation was da .. ged b.1 his facility at writing, and adds that had 
Ford been less technically competent, he might have struggled and 
achieved more than he did. 21 ot the four contributors to this journal, 
Edward Naumburg Jr. has both an article and a bibliography of Ford's 
works.22 The latter is a valuable and authoritative list of Ford 1s' 
17(London: Constable, 194~). 
18princeton Libraty Chronicle, IX (April, 1948). 
19~., uThe Good Novelist in The Good Soldier,u pp. 128-1~~. 
20Ibid., uThe King Over The Water: Notes on the Novels of F. M. 
Hueffer,u pp. 12~-127. 
21 Oddl7 enough, Ford expressed this view of his own writing: 
Return to Yesterday (New York:Horace ldveright, 19~2), p. ~48. 
22uA Catalogue of a Ford Madox Ford Collection,u and uA Collector 
Looks at Ford Madox Ford,u Princeton Univ, Library Chronicle, pp. 1~4-165, 
105-118. 
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first editions. 
In 1949, Douglas Goldring published Trained For Genius (English 
titlez The Last Pre-Raphaelite). Ford had not wanted a biography of 
hi .. elf written, and his executor, JaDice Biala, tried to abide by 
Ford 1a wish and did not per.tt Mr. Goldring to have access to 
biographical data. Perhaps consequentially, Trained For Genius does 
not contain much infor.ation about Ford 1a later years, but it also 
contains very little criticiaa or co .. ent on the writings of Ford. 
Nevertheleaa, it ia the only available full-length biography, and 
it presents a great deal of infor.ation not otherwise available. 
In 1956, Kenneth Young published a thirty-seven-page full-length 
account of Ford 1a life and his worka. 2' Obviously thia was not a 
definitive study, but again it ia a good introduction to Ford 1a 
writinga. Mr. Young writea particularly well on Ford 1a historical 
trilogy (The Fifth Qyeen, 19o6, PriJl Seal, 1907, and The Fifth Queen 
24 Crowaed, 1908), and he conven1ently Daaes these novels the Tudor 
trilogy. His co..ants throughout are perceptive and mainly on Ford 
as a novelist. The selective bibliography which is appended to the 
pamphlet ia notable because Mr. Yeung baa listed 1oae of the books by 
other authors which contain iapertant .. terial on Ford. 
2' Ford Madox Ford. Writer• aad Their WOrk, No. 74 (London: 
Longman 1a Green, 1956). 
24All three were publi1hed in London, the first two by Alston 
Rivera, and the last b,y Nash. 
10 
Then in 1958, a very valuable contribution was made to Ford 
scholarship. Six authorities on Ford (Richard A. Oas1ell, Charles 
Green, Richard J. Herndon, Richard W. Lid, Richard M. Ludwig, and 
Helmut E. Gerber) published an annotated checklist of eighteen 
pages,25 made up of articles, books, aad soae dissertations which contain 
significant reference to Ford. The list is coaprehensive, and the 
critical co .. ents are all by aen who appreciate Ford as a writer and 
know what are iaportant areas of controversy. 
26 One significant omission is The Desirable Alien by Violet Hunt. 
The authors of this checklist perhaps did not include this title 
because the book contains soae aaterial written by Ford, and the 
checklist dealt only with material on Ford. However, they could have 
made an exception. Moat of the book consists of Violet Hunt 1a account 
of a trip she and Ford .. de thr~ugh Geraa~ in 1912. There is con-
siderable reference in the book to days they spent in the baths at 
Nauheim, and there is a description of the heart sufferers, ma~ of 
thea English, who were recovering there. This is, of course, source 
material for The Good Soldier. One of the characters at the baths, 
a Grand Duke who repaid all his dinaer debts by giving one banquet a 
year,27 is directly presented in Ford 1a novel. A visit that Violet 
25English Fiction in Transition, I (Spring-Summer, 1958), 2-19. 
26violet Hunt, The Desirable Alien At Home In Germ!pl. With 
preface and two additional chapters by Ford Madox Hueffer (Londona 
Ohatto & Windus, 191}). 
27~., pp. 99-100. 
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Hunt and Ford make to aee the origiaal document of Luther'• prote1t28 
becomes a key acene in The Good Soldier, and the Catholic and Proteatant 
argument between Ford (a Catholic) and Violet (a Proteatant) ia also 
regiatered in Ford 1a novel. Yet in the bibliographie• of the pub-
liahed atudiea of Ford aa a novelist, thia work ia not listed. It 1• a 
•ignificant oversight, and it leads to an occaaional error in the 
critical discuaaiona of the inception of the novel. 
The checkliat aeemed to aigaal an iaportant awakening of interest 
in Ford 1 a work, and there have now been unpublished diasertationa and 
publiahed studiea that mainly analyze the novela. Among the un-
published diasertationa there is one by Richard Weld Lid which diacuasea 
Ford 1s conception of time in his novels and the technique of tae ti .. 
ahitt,29 This work trae••-tk•·! .. wth et the device of the time shift 
from the early novela to ita perfection, moat notably in The Good 
Soldier. Another diasertation by John Meredith Robinson treat• Ford'• 
literary principles and his practice in the novels.~0 In the main, this 
work ia an analytical diacuasion of each of the novel• Ford wrote, 
but there ia also some treatment of Ford 11 attitudes and theoriea of 
the novel. 
The published works on Ford are studie• of his novel•. The 
28~., pp. 157-158. 
29"Time In The Novell of Ford Madox Ford 1 (Univ. of Michigan, 
1959). 
}OaFord Madox Ford: His Principle• and His Practice• (Univ. of 
Toronto, 1960). 
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first of these was Richard A. Cassell's Ford Madox Ford: A Stydy Of 
His Novela.~1 The value of this work, in Mr. Cassell's words, · ·, 
is that, at the least, it begins to give attention to all of Ford 1a 
novels, to his major themes, and to the excellence of his techniques, 
and to pa1 tribute to a brilliant technician with a fascinating 
mind whose art at its beat is instructive to other novelists and 
to atudenta of cont .. porary fiction, whoae analyaia of society from 
the age of Victoria to the eve of World War II is incisive and 
revealing, and whose aesaage may atill have appeal for those who 
read today ia the context of our tradition.~2 
Mr. Casaell ti:eatarFord 1s relationship to the Pre-Raphaelites, and I 
have notea hi• poaition and argued againat it.~~ 
Mr. Caaaell 1s work was publiahed in 1961; in 1962 two more studiea 
of Ford aa a noveliat appeared in print. John A. Meixner's work, 
Ford Madox Fora 1a Novela: A Critical St~dy,~4 is an attempt to describe 
Ford 1a fictional world, to ana11ze hia craft, and to evaluate hia 
accoapliahment.~5 On aoae occaaioaa in my own diacuasion, I have 
disagreed with Mr. Meixner on a particular matter; however, he has 
presented what I believe are the beat discusaions of The Good Soldier 
and Parade's End. He presents also a .are reatrained view of Ford's 
final achieveaents as a noveliat than do any of the others who write 
on Ford. His work ia a uaeful corrective for some of the excesaive 
~1Baltiaore: The Joana Hopkins Preas, 1961. 
~2!£!!., 1Preface,• p. 11. 
~~See chapter II. 
~4Minaeapolis: Univ. of Hinnesotta Preas, 1962. Mr. Meixner 1s 
stud1 is based on his theaia of the aaae title written at Brown Univeraity 
during 1957-1958. 
~5~., 1Proface,• p. vii. 
claims aade for the value of Ford 1a minor novels. 
The other stuay of Ford which appeared in 1962 is Paul L. Wiley 1a 
~oveliat of Three WOrlds: Ford Madox Ford.}6 Mr. Wiley has atteaptod 
to determine •what Ford accoapliahed as a writer and along what lines 
his literary course proceeded.u}7 In order to accoaplish this he has 
given •an analysis and commentary in general chronological sequence 
of tho fiction coaposed throughout his BFord 1a) working life, which 
extended virtually to the tiae of his death.•}8 In discussing the 
sources of The Good Soldier, Mr. Wiley has overlooked the very iaportant 
aaterial in The Desirable Alien and has speculated that Ford was instead 
drawing on aoae earlier experiences he had had on the continent.}9 
Mr. W1ley 1s book, however, is another generally fine study of Ford as 
a novelist. He has also .ade ocoasiomal brief reference to qualities 
in Ford 1a novels that are reflected ia other modern writers. Soae of 
these co .. enta have beea useful to ~ study. 
Throughout all these works, there is a discussion of Ford 1a 
attitudes toward the writing of fiction. There is soaeti .. s reference 
to Ford 1a criticia .. of other writers, and there is, though rarely, a 
co .. ent on Ford 1a attitudes toward poetry or a comment on Ford 1a own 
}6see above, fn. 9. 
57rbia., PP· }-4. 
}8!!!!· 
59~., pp. 182-184. 
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poe ... Ford wrote over seventy five books,40 and he was forever 
talking about aethoda for writing, forever making judgaenta of other 
writers, and forever experiaenting with techni.ues in his creative work. 
Naturally aoae of the1e writer• have u1ed soae of the 1ame •uotationa 
from Ford that appear in the following thelia. 
In this dissertation, the intention is to document aore fully 
than heretofore, Ford's antipat~ toward the Pre-Raphaelite• and hi• 
adherence to the precept• of Gu1tave Flaubert. Admittedly other writers 
before Ford, notably Henry Jaaes, George Moore, Arnold Bennett, and 
Jo1eph Conrad, al•o drew some inlpiration froa Gu1tave Flaubert and 
Guy de Maupa1sant, but they did not atteapt so actively to transmit the 
French view of the novel to young writers as Ford did. One aust regard 
Ford, in view of the evidence, as one of the great teachers in aodern 
literature. Unlike ma~ author• who chose to surround theaselve• with 
a protective butter of lesser talents in order to conserve their 
creative energiea, 41 Ford sought out new taleated writers and helped 
thea whea he could. Unlike aoae writers who were generally reluctant 
to talk about their art, 42 Ford was alaoat always willing to discuss 
40rhe exact nuaber of books Ford wrote is between severty five 
and eighty five depending upon how one counts some pamphlets aDd some 
works written with Violet Hunt. 
41Perhapa Conrad during his years of faae. 
42Jamea Joyce was generally reluctant to talk about his art. Ford 
describes a meeting between Joyce and Prouse in which they talked of 
their ailaenta: It Was The Nightingale (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott, 
19,,), pp. 292-294. Morley Callaghan describes an evening with the 
Joycea at which he tried unsuccessfully to discuss the novel: That 
Summer in Paris, pp. 141-145. ----
15 
hia views on techniques with anyoae wao ahowed interest. 
Ferd 1s relationship to Conrad i1, of course, an important aspect 
ot Ford's career. Every author who has written on Ford hal made soae 
co .. ents on the re.alta of the years Ford and Conrad spent in 
collaboration. Various claima of influence on Conrad that Ford has 
made have been neglected. Douglas Goldring did make a general attempt 
to defend Ford against those who theught he did no good tor·ConradJ 4' 
and recent Conraci studies are begiJUlill& te taka ·Feri •r•··..,i.M~ia' 
44 than previous ones had. 
John Hope Morey in Joseph Conrad and Ford Madox Ford: a Study in 
Collaboration45 baa attempted to show that it vas postible and even 
probable that Ford did write some words and sentences into various 
works b,y Conrad. Mr. Morey treats the circumstance• surrounding the 
coaposition of Conrad 1s Soae ieaiaiaoencet, "The End of the Tether,u 
"Gaspar Ruiz," The Secret •g•at, The ietcue, and 1 The Heart of Darkness.• 
Ford hal claimed that he helped Conrad in toae minor waye for each 
of these works, and Mr. Morey show• that this was postible. Mr. Morey 1s 
maia focu• is on Nottromo. He builda a case that a particular manuscript 
of fifteen pagea from Nostromo in the handwriting of Ford indicates 
that one section of that novel was written by Ford. Mr. Morey has 
4'Goldring, Trained For Geniua, pp. 76-78. 
44see, tor example, Frederick Karl, • Reader 1a Guide to Joaeph 
Conrad (New York: The Noonday Preas, 1960), pp. 4'-49. 
45cornell Univ., 1959-1960. 
16 
exa.ined the manuscript at the Yale University library, and he 
reproduce• it in full in an appendix to his study. In the following 
dissertation, there is some discussion of the posaible assistance Ford 
gave to Conrad while Conrad was at work on his own book•, and Mr. Morey 1s 
claim that Ford wrote some pages of ~ostromo, which was also Ford 1s 
contention, is discussed. The conclusion I have reached is that the 
evidence does not sutfioiently warrant accrediting Ford with a part of 
Noatroao. 
This dissertation atteapts to add material to what may be called 
the Ford-Conrad controversy. The details used here are drawn froa 
priaary sources, and the arrangement of these details and the assessment 
of thea naturally differs froa that of other studies. For example, 
the amount of writing that Ford did for Conrad is, in this study, 
regarded as negligible and unimportant on the basis of Ford 1s own words. 
There is here, however, an attempt to connect Ford more closely than 
heretofore with the developaent of Lord Jim and with certain technical 
attitudes and concern• that Conrad held. 
The discussions of Ford 1s relationships with other authors that 
are presented in this dissertation are mainly aimea at showing that 
Ford 1s role in modern literature was an important one, and that he did 
assume a position of considerable influence on young writers during 
the years between 1908 and 19'9· Here Ford is related to D. H. Lawrence, 
Ernest Heaiagway, aDd several other novelists. One cannot influeace 
such notable writer• and be of little iaportance in the development of 
the modern novel, yet little mention has been made of this in even the 
17 
best studies of the aovel. 
There is also an attempt to demonstrate in this dissertation that 
Fora bad a po1ition of crucial iaportance in the development of modern 
poetry. It has become a commonplace to 1peak of the iaportaDce of 
T. E. Hulme and Ezra Pound as the shaper1 of modern literary mov .. ents, 
but Ford Madox Ford has been virtually ignored as a positive influence 
in poetry. Hugh Kenner has coapared soae of Ford 1s techniques in the 
novel with the techniques Ezra Pound used in the Cantos, and he has 
stated that Ezra Pound derived these techniques fro• Ford.46 However, 
this dissertation atteapts to establish that Ford 1s influence on 
Ezra Pound caae before the Cantos, though it is there also, and that 
it consisted of Ford inlpiring Pound with attitude• toward poetry that 
Pound wa• then able to co .. unicate to other poets. 
Finally, the discus1ion ot Ford as a critic of literature that 
is presented in these pages i1 an att .. pt to show that Ford 1s criticism 
was designed also to help bring the attitudes of Flaubert into England 
and to advance the reputation of authors who practiced the technique• 
of Flaubert in their works. That Ford and other• succeeded in this 
effort can be seen in Grahaa Greene 11 complaint, •For how tired we have 
becoae of the dogmatically 1pare 1 novel, the tradition founded b,y 
Flaubert •••• •47 Ford Maaex Ford would not have cared for this 
46The Poetry of Ezra Pound (Norfolk, Conn.z New Directions, n.d.), 
pp. 264-272. 
47•Francois Mauriac,• The Lost Childhood, p. 70. 
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disaissal ot Flaubertian-type noYels, but he would have been pleased 
to see that the cause he so long chaapioned had becoae an established 
part ot English literature. 
CHAPTER I 
THE PRE•iAPHAELITE BACKGROUND 
Ford Madox Ford 1a role as a literary theorist and his contribution 
in this role to the mainstream of modern literature has not been fully 
acknowledged. In part this i1 due to a misrepresentation of Ford 1s 
aesthetic position by some of the critic• who have dealt with him. 
Douglas Goldring, Ford 1a lone biographer and a man sympathetic to Ford, 
insists on regarding hia as 1 the last Pre-Raphaelite 1 and gives that 
title to the English edition of his sometimes critical study of Ford, 
deepite Ford 1s already recorded dislike for this deaignation. 1 Marya 
Zaturenska also maintains that Ford had spiritual affinities with the 
Pre-Raphaelitea aad that toward the end of his life, he once again 
assumed the value ache•• of the poets he had kaown as a child.2 Both 
of these claims blur an attempt to eatablieh the more modern critical 
position that Fora came to hold,' to teach, and to illustrate in his 
own work. 
1Ford calla this description of himself 1 abaurd 1 in his last 
book, The March of Literature, p. 8'9· 
2Marya Zaturenaka, Christina Ro .. etti (New York: Macmillan, 
1949), p. 264. Marya Zaturenska vaguely bases her statement on the 
evidence of some of Ford'• friends, but she does aot name the friends. 
'van W,ck Brooks ca1ually notes a Pre-Raphaelite influence on 
Ford: The Confident Years: 1895-1915 (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1952), 
p. 52,. 
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That these critics have associated Ford with the Pre-Raphaelitea 
is not wholly without justification, for Ford at one time in his 
career was in faot allied to the -.ve .. nt. He had while a young man, 
as H. G. Well• notea, •cast hiaaelf for the role of a very gifted 
•cion of the Pre-Raphaelite atea,•4 It was natural for Ford to have 
taken this direction initially, fer hi• maternal grandfather, Ford 
Madox Brown, had a very active connection with the aoveaent while 
Ford waa growing up. Madox Brown, onetiae painting master to Dante 
Gabriel Rosaetti, waa on friendly teraa with moat of the Pre-Raphaelitea 
and himself participated, if only peripherally,5 in giving direction to 
the group. Dante Gabriel Roaaetti had becoae known to Brown first 
aa hia student and then aa hi• friend, and Madox Brown 1s daughter, 
Lucy, aunt to Ford Madox Ford, had aarried William Michael Rossetti. 
While Ford waa a child viaiting at Brown1a London hoae and later a 
youth ~ing there, he frequently met Chriatina Roaaetti, Dante Gabriel 
Roaaetti, William Morria, and Algernon Charlea Swinburne among other 
distinguished viaitora and on varioua oocaaiona heard his grandfather 
tell fond anecdote• about thea. 
By the time Ford came of age in the 18901s, the main Pre-Raphaelite 
force waa al .. at apent. Dante Gabriel Roaaetti had died in 1882, and 
4H. G. Wells, Experiment in Autobiography (New York: Macmillan, 
19}4), p. 526. 
'For Madox Brown1a relationahip to the group, see Ford Madox Ford, 
!noient Light• And Certain New Reflection• (London: Chapman & Hall, 
1910), p. ,,8. 
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Christina Rosetti, whoa Ford admired very much, died in 1894, the same 
year that fora reae&M.a1a •Jority. On the other hand, William Morris, 
still very active, was then holding weekly meetings in a shed near 
Kelmscott House and had attracted a number of disciples to his lectures. 
Ford and his wife, Eleie Martindale, were regularly in attendance, out 
of friendly reepect and conviction, but in retrospect, some ten years 
later, Ford regarded his attendance there as a youthful affectation: 
And on Sunday afternoons, in a pleasant lamplight, to a number 
perhaps of a hundred and fifty, there we used to gather in that 
shed. William Morris would stride up and down between the aislee, 
pushing his hands with the perpetual irate movement through his 
splendid hair. And we, the young men with the long necks, long 
fair hair, protruding blue eyes and red ties, or the young maidens 
in our blue curtain-serge with our round shoulders, our drawings, 
uttered with rapt expression, long sentences about the Social 
Revolution that ~as just areund the corner. We thought we were 
beautiful •••• 
The Pre-Raphaelite atmosphere pervaded even Ford 1s home, both 
when he was a child and when he was a young man. It aas not wholly 
true, despite Ford's description of him.elf, that as a child he was 
forced to wear, in recognition of his Pre-Raphaelite origins, "very 
long golden hair, a suit of greenish-yellow corduroy velveteen with 
gold buttons, and two stockings of which the one was red and the 
other green•7; yet Ford 1s description was true in part. The one 
6Ford, Ancient Lights, pp. 119-120. 
1so Ford maintains in Ancient Lights, p. 70. Helen Rossetti 
Angeli disproves the description Ford gives of himself in her book: 
Pre-Ra haelite Twili ht: The Stor of Charles A atua Howell (London: 
Richards, 19 , p. 1 5. She points out that Ford Hadox Brown would 
never have allowed this, and that it really applies to the son of a 
Pre-Raphaelite Brother, F. G. Stephens. 
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surviving portrait of Ford as a child, painted U, Madox Brown, shows 
at lea1t that he wore the velveteen clothe• while modelling and had 
long golden hair.8 Ford 11 father, Dr. Franz Hueffer, mu1ic critic 
for the London Ti .. s, had great admiration for the Pre-Raphaelitoa 
and pa1sed thi• on to hi• children.9 EYen when Ford was a young married 
man liYing in a 1mall farmhouse in the English count~1ide at Kent, 
he not only attended the Horri1 1 lecture• but al1o lived according to 
the Morris 1 precepts. Ford and hi• wife dre1sed in medieval-like 
clothe• (apparently the blue curtain-•erge he had spoken of) and drank 
mead out of bullock1s horn.1° They were aurrounded U, other reminders 
of their immediate .. ~ural heritage. OD the wall was a death aask of 
Damte Gabriel Roasetti placed abeye a desk that had formerly belonged 
to Christina Rossetti. Near the de1k vas a large table designed by 
Williaa Morrie and a picture cupboard that had once been Ford Nadox 
Brown1s. 11 There Ford, when he wa1 only twenty-two, worked at his 
first critical study, written to co .... orate hi• recently dead grand-
father: Ford Madox Brown& A Record of Hi• Life and Work.12 It is little 
8For a reproduction ot this oil ••• Ancient Lighta, p. vi. 
9Franz Hueffer was Yery friendly with Dante Gabriel Rossetti and 
with William Morris. 
1°Ford, Ancient Lights, p. 226. 
11Je1sie Conrad has described the appearance of the hou1e when she 
and her hu1band aoYed ina JoaeEh Conrad and Hi• Circle (New Yorka 
Dutton, 19}5), p. 66. 
12London: Lon~ 1s, Green, 1896. Ford wa1 recomaended to the 
publisher a• a coapetent peraon to write a life of Brown by William 
Michael Ro11ettiJ 10 ironically Ford waa launched on hi• critical 
career, ~ch of which was anti-Pre-iaphaelite, ~ a member of that group. 
wonder that Ford considered his inherited identity and the already 
shaped set ot artistic standards that saae with it wholly adequate for 
the literary career that be had decided on; worka on the Pre-Raphaelites 
and poems in their manner were readily marketable, and Ford was able 
to supply both. 
Nevertheless, Ford did chan~ his artistic principles, and what 
he finally preached and illustratea in the main body ot his work was 
an aesthetic position that was tar r.-oved froa aDd, in tact, opposed 
to the beliefs ot the Pre-Raphaelitea. Dante Gabriel Roaaetti disliked 
Flaubert 1s writings, 1' and Fora Madex Ford becaae perhapa aore than 
a~ .. n of his day in Eaglish l•ttera, the apolesman of the new attitudes 
toward literature ot Stendhal, Flaubert, and de Haupaasant. Ford 
helped to effect the change in attitude aaong the English and American 
writers which Henry James and George Moore had begun, aDd between 1908 
and 19'9 he served as an iaportaat liDk between Jaaes and a host ot 
rising young literary figures. 
The account of how Ford abandoned his belief• in the value of 
Pre-Raphaelite art ia a difficult matter to discuss. It is inextricably 
bound up with Ford 1a relationship to Joseph Conrad. The intention in 
this chapter is to discuss the novels that the two men wrote together 
and to illustrate some of the ways in which theae novels differ troa 
Pre-Raphaelite standards for art. The intention is also to show that 
,,Rossetti coapared Flaubert to Nero. See Oswald Doughty, ! 
Victorian Romantic: Dante Gabriel Rossetti (Lonaon: Frederick Muller, 
1949), p. 615. 
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Ford maintained throughout the rest of his lite a negative attitude 
toward the Pre-Raphaelites which he had in large aeasure derived troa 
Joseph Conrad. 
The changes in Ford 1s view of literature took place slowly and 
almost iaperoeptibly over a period of little more than ten years, troa 
1898 to 1909, and they are directly related to Ford 1s association with 
Conrad. Ford was, however, given •••e preparation tor these changes 
in the work of two Pre-Raphaelites then less well-known than the others: 
Ford Madox Brown, if he aay be ter..t a Pre-Raphaelite, and Christina 
Rossetti. These two had differed troa the others in significant ways. 
Madox Brown was acre of arealist than ~ other of the Pre-iaphaelites 
with the possible exception of William Holman-Hunt, a.d Christima 
Rossetti, at least in Fo.rd '• view. was a.n ex-.pti_.l uat-.~· f•r 
that group. These two major interest•, realiaa and crattsaanship, 
were to come together in Ford 1s mind and aerve aa the foundation for 
all that he believed in about art, but without Conrad's aid this attitude 
would probably not have been toraed. 
Ford aRd Conrad first aet in late 1897, 14 or in early 1$~8 at 
Stephen Crane 1s Brede Place, 15 or aost likely, as John Hope Morey 
aaintains, 16 in the Spring of 1898 when Edward Garnett brought Conrad 
to Ford 1a little cottage near the Reaney Marsh --it scarcely matters 
p. 56. 
14Ford maintains that they met at thia time: Return to Yesterday, p. 57. 
15Thia is Jeaaie Conrad 1a recollections Joseph Conrad and His Circle, 
16 Joseph Coarad and Ford Madox Ford, p. 1~. 
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which. They began immediately to discus• Flaubert and de Haupalsant.17 
At one of their aubsequent aeetings, Ford mentioned Seraphina, his 
novel about Cuban pirates that was then in the making, and 1oon after 
Conrad •amazingly• (Ford 1a word) propoaed in a letter that they 
collaborate. 18 Ford gratefully accepted in October 1898, 19 and the two 
began to diacuas the collaboration almo1t immediately. They decided 
that they would re-work Ford 1s Seraphina, but they did not labor in 
earnest on the book until 1899; then for the next four year• they worked 
closely together and frequently visited for days near or at each other 1s 
hou1e1. Both continued to write separately, as well, on their books. 
1roa 190' to 1909 they were still friendly but much le11 10 than 
20 
earlier when they were engaged in their joint enterpri•••· In 1909 
the relationship becaae strained, apparently beoau.e of Ford'• critici•• 
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of Conrad 1s Soae Re~Diloences, and froa then until the death of 
17Ford, Joseph Conrad: A Personal Reaeabranoe (Boston: Little, 
Brown, 1924), pp. '0-,1. 
18Tbe apecitic letter ia DOt publi1heda however, Conrad frequently 
indicates in hi• corre1pondence that the •uggestion to collaborate wa• 
hila Gerard Jean-Aubry, The Lite and Letters of Jo1e h Conrad. 2 vol1. 
(Bow York: Doubleday, 1927 , I, pp. 6, 168, '12-,1~, '18. See also 
Goldring, Trained For Geniu1, p. 70. 
19Jean-Aubry, Lite and Letters, I, p. 195. 
20They did have one minor coll~boration in these years. 
21Ford was angry becau•e Conrad tailed to meet a deadline with an 
in~tallaent of so .. RemiRilcences tor Ford 1a English Review and because 
be felt that Conrad wa• giving hia inlerior work: Jean-Aubry, Lite and 
Letters, II, p. 101. 
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Conrad in 1924, despite somo correspondence, they saw little of each 
other. The early yeare, those ot the important collaborations, were 
naturally more formative tor Ford, who was fifteen years the younger, 
than they were for Conrad; however, Ford did contribute a share to 
Conradfs development, and what the two produced together and the 
critical principles that they shaped effected an important change in 
modern literature, both in prose aad ia poetry.22 
The main product of the Ford-Conrad relatioaship -- the three 
novels, The Inheritors, Romance, and Tho Nature of a Crime (serialized 
in the Inglish Review beginning in April 1909)2} --was in itself less 
important to literature than the techni~ues they developed in writing 
these novels. Not one of the three movels is a work of genius, but 
Romance is worth reading for its own self while the others are oddly 
noteworthy in the canon of bota writers. The collaborations are 
uneven. Conrad 1s prose will dominate in one section and Ford 1s in 
another, but very often they achieve a third voice, one aore sub-
stantial than Ford 1s and leas raetorical then Joseph Conrad 1s.24 
Ford provided all the plots and the first draft of each work, and then 
he took the books to Conrad whereupon they both, under the supervision 
of Conrad, turned thea into finished novela.25 
22This, at least, is the ar~nt of mJ dissertation. 
2}The Inheritors: An Extrava nt Stor (London: Heinemann, 1901), 
Roaance (London: Saith, Elder, 190} , The Nature of A Crime (London: 
Duckworth, 192~). 
24Ford, Joseph Conrad, p. 42. 
25conrad, as I shall explain, worked mostly on Romance and hardly 
at all on The Nature of A Crime. 
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That Conrad vas the major partner in the collaboration vaa, 
naturally, important to Ford 1a development. Ford learned meat from 
the parta of the novels that he wrote with Conrad, the parts of the 
•third voice,• Left to hiaself, aa we ahall soe, Ford had a tendency 
to write in a Pre-Raphaelite manner. 
The Inheritors vas the firat publi1hed novel of the three, although 
it was 1tarted after the two author• ha• been working on Seraphina 
(re-titled Roaanoe at publication). Of the roughly 1eventy five 
thousand word• in the novel, Conrad contributed only about a thou•and; 26 
his function va• aore superviaory, and hi• commitaent wa1 le11 serious 
than Ford 1s. In a letter to Edward Garnett, a man Ford miltakenly 
suppo1ed a friend, 27 Conrad •aroastically explained his part in the 
making of the novel: 
I set ~1elf to look upon the thing a1 a sort of 1kit upon the 
sort of political (I) novel, fool• of theN. s. aort do write. 
Thi• in ~ heart of hearta. And poor H. val dead in earneatl 
Oh Lord. How he workedl There i1 not a chapter I haven't made 
hia write twice -- aoat of thea three tiaea over.28 
26Ford, Joaeph Conra•, P• 142. 
27Ford learned of Edward Garnett 11 di1like for him much later. 
At this time, Ford vas in The Inheritors drawing a sympathetic portrait 
of Garnett a• Lea, a publisher•• reader who discovered talent. For 
the attitude of Garnett and hi1 family toward Ford see David Garnett, 
The Golden Echo (London: Cbatto & Windua, 1954), pp. }5-40, 127-}0. 
28Lettera From Jo1e h Conrad 18 -1 24. Ed. by Edward Garnett 
(Indianapolis: Bobb1, Merrill, 1928 , pp. 168-69. The ~in the •uotation 
stand• for Hueffer, of course, but I cannot identify the N.S. 
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The forced re-writing, difficult aa it may have been at tho time, was 
exactly tho kind of apprenticeship Ford Deeded to loosen the hold that 
tho Pre-Raphaelites bad on him. 
Ford 1a main problem was with bia prose style which was very auch 
Pre-Raphaelite. The evidence for tbia can be aeon clearly in the one 
novel, The Shifting of the Fire (1892), which Ford had written before 
be .. t Conrad. Here, for example, is a aeath scene froa that novel, 
ana it is obvioualy meant to be iapresaive. 
The room grew darker and aarker, until the dawn began to abow 
itself in silver cracka through the grey cloud-wall, li~e fur on 
the edging of a lady 1a coat. Tho cloud itself aailod up from tho 
horizon, and paaaed majeatically from the aea overhead. From 
north to south the aky grew yellow, and the sea, kissed by the soft 
wine, smiled and dimpled ita surface into diamonds of gold and 
blue, mocking the tints of Heaven. The thin creaceDt of the 
jealous moon hung in the aky, more and more silver in the rose of 
the dawn, until at laat it faded away.29 
The proportion of direct color words, the delicacy of the coloring, 
and perhapa even the peraonificationa, excessive though they are, 
indicated Ford 1a artistic origins, the sensibility that be brought 
to the firat draft of The Inheritors. 
Ford wrote The Inheritors in a manner that, taking a term over 
from painting, he called his •silverpoint.u~O This consists of a 
delicate outlining of tho aubjeet alii i• •aua•t•l'i.Hci ~ w.ftativc 
29Ford, The Shifting of the Fire (London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1892), 
p. 284. 
~Oford, 1Appendix," The Nature of a Crime. With Joseph Conrad 
(New York: Doubleday, 1924), p. 97. 
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or elliptical oonver1ations and vague hints; the effect is often similar 
to the Pre-Raphaelito delicacy and vaguene••· There is tho leas 
delicate sugge1tion of ince1t in the novo1~ 1 (Etchingham Granger, 
the aain character, i1 in love with a girl who re1embles and is posing 
a• hi1 lister), and thia 1ugge1tion gives to the work the tainted 
dimension of unholy love that appealed to Dante Gabriel Ro1setti.~2 
The proae of the beginning and middle part of the book, where Conrad 
exercised tho greate1t control, is often direct or realistic. For 
exaaple, Etchingaam Granger 1s aunt is there introduced as a •heavy 
featured, tired-eyed w.illage tyrant ••• ao obviou•ly worn out ••• 
that her face would have been pitiful, but for its expres1ion of class 
pride.•~~ On the other hand, much of the prose, particularly in the 
last chapter, is characterized by a rhetorical emotionalism that suggests 
the Pre-Raphaelites. It ia difficult to illustrate this in a single 
pa1sage, for it peraeate1 a whole 1cene in which Etchingham Granger 
aeet1 tor the la•t time the girl who po1ed as his sister. She says to 
him: 
~ 1Ford maintain• that it i• thil suggestion which attracted Conrad 
to collaborate on theonovel. See Ford 1s introduction to Joseph Conrad, 
ihe Si1ter1 (New York: Cro1by Gaige, 1928), p. 6. 
~2Rossetti, as in the •Paola and France•ca• painting wa• more 
drawn to the adultery theme. The heroine of The Inheritors is al1o 
thaumaturgic a1 are .. ny of Rossotti 1s w .. en. 
~~Ford Madox Ford, The IDheriters, pp. 169-70. 
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•You loved me • • • • Well, it I had loved you it would have 
given you a claim • • • • All your misery; your heart-ache comes 
from • • • from love; yo~r love for me, your love for the things 
of the past, tor what was dooaed • • • • You loved the other• 
too ••• in a way, and you betrayed them and you are wretched. 
If you had net loved them you would not be wretched now; if you 
had not loved ae you would not have betrayed your -- your very 
self~ At the first you stood alone; as much alone as I. All 
these people wore nothing to ~lu. I was nothing to you. But you 
must needs love them and me.•' 
Ford hiaaelf recognized the prose of this last chapter aa Pre-
Raphaelite inspired and compared it with •the sentimentality of a 
Pre-Rapbaelite actor in love soenea -- precisely ••• Sir Johnston 
Forbes Robertson dyspeptically playing Roaeo to Mra. Patrick Caapbell's 
Juliet.•55 In retrospect Ford conjectured that Conrad, impatient to 
get the book to a publisher, bad only glanced at the laet chapter; 
otherwise, it too would have been more aubatantial,;6 for Conrad 1a 
influence on Ford was to turn hia fro• tho romantic attitudes of the 
Pre-Raphaelito• to the realiaa of Flaubert. 
Ford baa described in some detail how Conrad helped him with 
hia prose. He hal cited pas1agea from hia own early draft and then 
given them with Oonrad 11 emendations and addition•. Conrad 1s main 
function, particularly in the dialogue, was to give each aoene a 
•final tap• that dia1olved Ford 11 vaguenea1e1 and often "brought the 
whole meaning ot the scene to the reader 11 mind.•57 For example, where 
;4~., p. 210. The ellip1o1 are Ford 1a. 
55Ford Madox Ford, Jo1eph Conrad, p. 15;. 
}6~., PP• 151-152. 
57~., p. 144. 
}1 
Ford had the unfinished or banging line, •aaron Halderabrodt has. 
• • • Conrad clarified by adding •comaitted auicido 1 and added 
tho realistic detail that the Baron bad shot himself through the left 
temple.58 In addition, Conrad made the characters better realized 
physically. Where Ford had giYen the heroine a vague •something,• 
Conrad made it an explicit 1glance• with •an extraordinary sense of 
life.•59 Conrad wanted also to giYe the heroine 1good teeth, 11 but 
Ford objected. 40 MaDJ years after, when he aad long been a practicing 
realist, even that mundane detail aeeaed to Ford a touch that should 
haYe been added.41 
The early effect of the collaboration with Conrad waa to raise 
doubts in Ford 1a mind about the achieY .. ent of the Rossetti school. 
After the publication of The Inheritors, he was able to look at 
Rossetti with a more critical eye than formerly, to find him "never 
technically conau..ato.•42 Ford began at this point to make a distinction 
between a ~ster• and a •genius.• He considered a master a man who 
controlled his instrument so that he could •produce consummately the 
impression that he aims at,• while the genius was a aan who, despite a 
;a~., PP· 146-148. 
}9~., p. 142. 
40 ~., P• 152. 
41~. 
42Ford Madox Ford, Rossetti, p. 2. 
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considerable amount of talent, moved "along the lines of least resistance."4} 
Ford uaed "geniua,• in thi• context, aa a pejorative term which indicated 
that a man of considerable ability had not submitted himaelf to diacipline, 
and he saw Rossetti as auch a man. Thia distinction between "maater 1 and 
"genius" was to stay with Ford for the rest of his life and serve him 
later in his criticiam of proae fiction in the terma "novoli•t" and 
•nuvveliat.• The lessona learned in re-writing The Inheritors must have 
taught Ford something about not aoving along the lines of leaat reaistance 
in shaping a novel. 
Moat of the le•sons Ford learned from Conrad concerning prose 
atyle and treatment in the novel were gained in the labors on the 
secona publiahed collaboration, Romance. Much of this novel was written 
aimultaneoualy with The Inberitora, and Ford was learning certain larger 
leasons from working on both. Again the evidence indicate• that Conrad 
gave vigor or direotnesa to a perhaps elegant but lifeless prose. Ford 
mentions that in the first draft "every aentence bad a dying fall and 
every paragraph faded out."44 The novel dealt with an old man looking 
back on an adventuroua youth, and Ford had given the first draft the 
tone of 1the whisper of a ao.a~ ... -4, When Conrad came to Ford 1s 
cottage to hear a reading of the manuacript, expecting •a drama of 
4}Ibid. 
44 Ford Madox Ford, Joaeph Conrad, p. 6. 
45~. 
Cuban pirates, immense and gloomy,•46 and heard insteaa this quiet 
book, he felt that Ford had commdtted an unnatural criae by ruining his 
own subject.47 
The source that Ford had used, a purportedly true autobiographical 
account of piracy and abduction b,y Aaron Smith, 48 was told in a vigprous, 
adventure-loving manner, and Ford chose to mute for the sake of elegance 
the treatment of what was essentially dramatic material: Cuba in 1820, 
piracy, and a trial at the Old Bailey. Conrad diaagreed with thi• 
appreach, and his judgaent wa1 allowed to prevail; the book was changed 
in tone and acope49 and occupied the aollaborators tor over three years 
of arduous labor beyond the first dratt. 5° Ford did most ot the writing, 
under Conrad 11 eupervision, but Conrad was directly responsible tor 
the aiddle part of the book,51 tor the addition of a few minor charactera,52 
46 ~., pp. 14-15. 
47lli!,., p. 2'. 
48Aaron Smith'• original account, The Atrocitiea of the Pirates 
(London, 1824) has been reprinted by The Golden Cockerel Press (London, 
1929); hewever, Ford used as his source a much later .agazine article 
that ie aore highly roaanticized than the original book: •cuban Pirates: 
A True Narrative,• All The Year Round, New Series, III (1870), 172-178. 
See also Ford, Return to Yeaterday, pp. 169-172 and Joseph Conrad, p. 5. 
49Gerard Jean-Aubry, Life and Letter• ••• , I, p. 168. 
50ao.ance was worked on froa 1899 until 190,. 
51In the appendix to The Nature of a Crime, p. 95, and in the 
tranaatlantic review of January 1924, Conrad apportions credit for the 
several parts of the book. 
52conrad added aome character• on shipboard in the middle part of 
the book: Mra. Williaaa, Sebright, and the aeaaen. See Richard Curle, 
The Laat Twelve Years of Joseph Conrad (London: Samp1on Low, Marston, 
1928 ), p. 111 • 
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and for intenaifying the action.53 
The technique of the narrator looking back on his experience --
the technique alao of "The Heart of Darkneaa• and of The Good Soldier --
waa to become very important to the work of both men, and it will be 
discuased more fully in a later chapter. However, there are some 
observations that ahould be made here on the techniques of Romance, 
in order to illustrate what Ford waa learning from Conrad at this time. 
By having the narrator looking back on the past the authors could 
break up the straight chronological tale and re-arrange it at will 
into a siaulated memory pattern. They do not take advantage of this 
to the degree that Ford later doea with the same device in Tpe Good 
Soldier, nor indeed to the degree that Conrad does in Lord Jim.54 
They do not uae extenaively the ironic or the draaatic juxtaposition• that 
the perapective of the narrator, knowiag how thing& turned out, would 
permit. The book opens with a dra.atic meeting -- John Koap and 
Seraphina's aristocratic father --taken out of context and used for 
effect as a dramatic opening for the atory, but the novel then proceeds 
53conrad intenaified the action of the story at alaoat every point. 
Where Ford had made John Kemp an ordinary aeaman going out to Cuba in 
the courae of hi• duty, Conrad changed him to a smuggler barely escaping 
with hi• life froa England. For Conrad'• satilfaction, Ford added a. 
political intrigue. In short, Conrad wanted Kemp to live "perpetually 
under the ahadow of the gallows.• See Ford, Joaeph Conrad, pp. 41-43. 
54Joseph Warren Beach points out howdittle Ford and Conrad use 
the time shift in oompariaon to what Conrad does in Lord Jim and Ford 
in his later novels& The Twentieth Century Novel {New York: Appleton, 
1932), p. 361. 
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with few disruptions of the straight time-sequence plan. 
Having the narrator look back on the story makes the romantic 
adventures more acceptable by placing the• in the past, at the same 
time that it permits the realistic counterweight of a dull present. 
The aarrator does occasionally interrupt his tale to note that the 
apirit of romance has disappearea froa the world: •Tho spirit of the 
age has changed; everything has changed so utterly that one can hardly 
believe in the existence of on•'• earlier self.•55 The balanced 
treataent is further carried on in tho tact that the characters of the 
novel are men of different teaperaaents. John Kemp, the Englishman, 
is to Conrad •an ordinary good man,• but to the Spaniards he meets in 
the novel, he is a heroic figure,56 and the difference of temperament 
primarily explains tho glamour. Ford in aany of his later novels was 
to use the eontrast of men from different cultures in order to show 
national characteristics, as in The Good Soldier where Dowell, the 
American, is so frequently perplexed by Edward Ashburnham's English 
attitudes. 
The attempt to analyze national character in the novel is a 
Flaubortian kind of concern that differs from the Pre-Raphaolite desire 
55aoaance, p. 17. Conrad had already uset the device of the saa-
noss of vanished romance in Youth. 
56Joseph Conrad: Letters to William Blackwood and David s. 
Meldrum. Edited with an intrDuaotion ana notes by William Blackburn 
(Durbaa: Duke Univ, Press, 1958 ), p. 1,0. 
for mystery. However, Ford was learning more than just thil from 
Conrad. The major characteristic of Romance i• •liat.lt 1• written 
in a manner that Ford and others came to call Engliah impre&aioniam. 
Conrad in his preface to The Nigger of the 1Narciaaus 1 had stated 
his dosirc to make the reader feel, to make him hear, and, before all, 
to make him soe. He had expressed a strong concern for the surface of 
things with the dictua, "All art ••• appeals primarily to the scnses,•57 
Conrad had developed •an astoniahing power of visualization,n58 and 
much of it ca .. from the labor• over Romance which contained what 
Conrad believed to be aome of the best pages of his writing up to that 
time.59 
Conrad taught Ford the .. lue of thia vivid description, for it ia 
lacking in Ford 1s fir1t novel, The Shifting of the Fire, and only 
begin• to emerge in The Inheritors where Conrad had a part in the 
prose. In Roaance tho technique haa become realized, as we can readily 
see from one of the opening passages: 
The black cane that had made the tap, tap, tap dangled by a 
silken cord from the hand whose delicate blue-veined, wrinkled 
wrist ran back into a foam of lawn ruffles. The other hand paused 
in the act of conveying a pinch ot anuff to the nostril• of the 
57Joaeph Conrad, The Nigger of the 1Narois1ua 1 (New York: Doubleday, 
1918 ), p. ix. 
58Richard Curle, Joaeph Conrad: A Study (New York: Doubleday, 
1914 ), p. 74. 
59Letters From Joseph Conrad, 1895-1924, p. 180. 
hooked nose that had, on the akin stretched tight over the bridge, 
the polish of old ivory; the elbow pressing the black cocked bat 
against the aide; the legs, one bent, the other bowing a little 
back -- this was the attitude of Seraphina'• father. 
Hugh Kenner, citing this paragraph, saya of it, "The language exists 
to preaent the man seen. And it ~ the language and not a stock reaponae 
of the reader'• that does preaent the man. Hia age and aober splendour 
are given in one vivid close-up of 1tbe band whose delicate, blue 
veined, wrinkled wrist ran back into a foam of lawn ruffles.au60 
the basia for these effect• that Mr. Kenner admire• was Conrad 1s 
concern for detail that would kake the reader aee. Tbia is the reason 
he wanted Ford 1a prose in both The Inheritors and Romance to be more 
substantial. Conrad bad already emphaaized concrete and vivid detail 
in The Heart of Darkness, which Hugh Kenner mistakenly assumes to have 
been improved by the joint diaooveries the authors made in Romance,61 
but which in reality was written before serioua work on Romance had 
even begun.62 Yet while the principle vas derived from Conrad, the 
execution of mos~ of the descriptive passage• in Romance, including 
the one Hugh Kenner praiaes, was b.y Ford,., the holograph •howa.63 
Therefore, we may conclude that Ford was learning from Conrad attitudes 
60The Poetry of Ezra Pound, p. 267. 
61n!!., p. 266. 
62ioaance was not aeriously worked on b,y Conrad until 1899. Ih! 
Heart of Darknesa waa aoatly written in December 1898. See Gerard 
J ean-Aubry, The Sea Dreamer: A Defim ti ve Bio .9!. ~e.PA _C.!,DJ:!.! 
(New York: Doubleday, 1957 , p. 2}8. 
6
'soe the preface and appendix to The Nature of a Crime for 
selections from the holograph indicating authorship. 
and techniques that were taking hi• away from Pre-Raphaelite values, 
and he was learning thea well enough to be able to apply thom to his 
own work. 
These two early collaborations wero written during the warmest 
part of tho Ford and Conrad friendship, while they were living near 
oach other. The final joint book, The Nature of a Crime, can scarcely 
be called a collaboration. In 1924 when Ford wanted to publish it in 
book form in their joint names and thereby profit from his collaborator'• 
64 fame, Conrad had forgotten that he had contributed anything to the 
book, and Jessie Conrad in order to convince him had to show him some 
of the pagea she herself had typed ant the copies of the English Review 
in which they had appeared.65 Conrad then remembered it, but only as 
a fragment with which he had become impatient.66 It is surely not 
Conrad 1s kind of novel. 
The book deals with the unapprohended cfiainal, the securities 
manipulator or the upper classea. Ford regarded it as a stock subject, 
the kind of story writers like to attempt almost as an exercise on a 
set theme.67 The we~k recalls, as Conrad aentioned in 1924, the age 
before World War I ain whieb unscrupulous, cultivated, high minded 
64This was a fair enough wish on Ford 1s part. The funaneial 
advantage for the first two novels of the collaboration had been given 
to Cenrad when he needed money. See Goldring, Trained For Genius, 
p. 84. 
65Jessio Conrad, Joseph Conrad As I Knew Him (New York: Doubleday, 
1926 ), pp. 151-152. 
66see Joseph Conrad's preface to The Nature of a Crime, p. vii. 
67see Ford's appendix to The Nature of a Crime, p. 97. 
jouisseurs like ours here attended to their strange business activities 
and cultivated the little blue flower of sentiment.u68 It is a one~ 
sided epistolary novel, and to Ford the unnamed author of the letters 
baa had his attitudes on love shaped by the Pre~Raphaelites. 
The man writing the letters has gambled unsuccessfully with stolen 
money from the estate of his ward and is about to have his truat ex-
amined. To avoid jail he has decided to commit suicide, but not before 
he writes letters of explanation to a married woman for whoa he has 
long had an unfulfilled passion. He experiences love in a Pre-Raphaelite 
manner as a awooning e.otion with a protective glamour about it that 
obaoures the moral question of his relationship to another man 1s wife. 
Ford caae to believe that the Pre-Baphaelites aaae love •a great but 
rather sloppy paalion,n69 ana he uaed thi• novel aa a negative 
corrective which exposed the emotional shallowness of these attitudes 
by exposing them in the main character. Conrad felt, in retro1pect, 
that the conception of this character was •toe fanta1tic,• 70 oven 
though he recognized the type. 
These then are the novels that the two authors worked en, and 
the lea1on1 that Ford learned from Conrad kept him, as he later explained 
to Herbert Read, froa having become only •a continuation of Dante 
68Joseph Conrad, The Nature of a Crime, p. vi. 
69Ford, Ancient Lights, p. 62. Ford discu1ses the Pre-Raphaelite 
attitude toward love in this book (pp. 54~9) and 11111.kes only Christina 
Rossetti an exception to the other1. 
7°Joleph Conrad, The Nature of a Crime, p. vi. 
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Gabriel Roaaetti,•71 Yet while Ford'• proae atyle waa changing, hia 
poetry waa continuing in the Pre-Raphaelite manner. Ford'• realization 
that the aame techniques that he waa uaing in his novels could also 
be applied te hia poem. was delayed until 1908 when as editor of the 
English Review he found it neceaaary to eatabliah his criteria for 
poetry. 
Ford 1a first book of poetry, Po ... For Pictures (1897), was 
very much Pre-Raphaelite. Both this book and The Face of the Night 
(19o4) subtitled •a Seoond Series of Poe .. for Picturea• were inspired 
by the example of Dante Gabriel Roaaetti 1a •sonnets For Picturea.• 
The first book also contains directly influenced poeas such aa "Beginnings• 
written in celebration of Dante Gabrtel Rosaetti 1a first painting, and 
a aong drama "King Cophetua 1a Wooing• baaed on the Burne-Jonea 1 
paintiag. 
That Ford was in bia early work a poetic diaciple of the Pre-
Raphaelitea waa made painfully evident to bia at the time by two writer• 
of a quite different bent. Ford has recorded Henry Jaaes 1s reaction 
to aoae of these poems. 
Once, after I had aent hia one of -r volumes of poema, he juat 
mentioned the naae of mJ book, raiaed both hi• hands over his head, 
let thea slowly down again, aade an extraordinary, quick grimace, 
and ahook with an immense internal ~oke. • • • Shortly afterwards 
he began to poke fun at Swinburne.7 
71Herbert Read, The Innocent Eye, p. 225. 
72Ford, Return to Yesterday, p. 212. 
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Ford's poems were more closely related to Rossetti's than to Swinburne's, 
but James had located their general source. 
Stephen Crane also berates Ford for going out of his way "in 
the Pre-Raphaelite manner, to drag in rhymes which made longeurs and 
73 diluted the sense." Crane, of course, had little sympathy for the 
Pre-Raphaelite ways; he wanted poetry to be more direct and perhaps, 
even, more harsh. His own attempt at delicacy in the novel The Third 
Violet had not been very successful. So one night he showed Ford how 
to kill flies with the sight of a Colt revolver and advised him, 
"That's what you want to do instead of interring yourself among purple 
Pre-Raphaelite pleonasms. • • • That's what you learn out in the 
74 
West ••• •" 
Examining Ford!s early poems one can see that for diction and some 
of the coloring, he did go to the Brotherhood. For example, even as 
late as 1913 in one poem, "On Heaven," the narrator's loved one is 
75 
"golden like a quattrocento saint." This, however, was an unusual 
Pre-Raphaelite touch in a work that Ezra Pound spoke of as "the best 
76 poem yet written in the •twentieth-century' fashion." It is in the 
earlier poetry that Ford's debt is clearly apparent. One stanza from 
73Ford, "Stephen Crane," Portraits From Life (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1937), P• 26. 
74 ~., P• 26. 
75
collected in On Heaven and Other Poems (London: John Lane, 1918), 
P• 79. 
76 Ezra Pound, "Mr. Hueffer and the Prose Tradition in Verse," 
Poetry, IV (June, 1914), p. 112. 
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1 To Christina at Nightfall 1 {written in 19o4), perhaps Ford's best 
known early poem, indisputably shows the influence. 
Little thing, ah, little mouse, 
Creeping through the twilit house, 
To watch within the shadow of my chair 
With large blue eyes; the firelight on your hair 
Doth glimmer gold and faint, 
And on your woolen gown 
That folds a-down 
From steadfast little face to square-set feet. 
In this stanza we can see the Yery obYious Pre-Raphaelite repetition 
and alliteration; the sweet note that Crane, for one, did not like; 
the archaism• 1doth 1 and 1a-down 1 ; and eYen the touch of the color 
1 gold 1 that 10 fascinated the Brotherhood.77 One could take most of 
Ford'• poems written before 1908 and find similar characteristics in 
them, a• Marya Zaturenaka has, in fact, shown in her brief disous1ion 
of 1 Love in Watchfulness.•78 
Yet after 1908 and particularly during the years of World War I, 
the poems that Ford wrote were so unlike the work of the Pre-Raphaelites 
that he had difficulty in getting thea accepted by the aagazines he had 
been accustomed to publishing in and had to find a new audience for his 
work. That be succeeded in aaking the tran1ition is demonstrated by 
the new publishing outlot& Ford found for his poetry and b,y the critics 
who began to praise bia. Ezra Pound was not his lone reader. T. s. 
Eliot called Ford 1s 1Antwerp 1 1The only good poem I have mot with 
77see, for example, Ford's discussion of this preference in 
Ancient Lights, preface, p. xv. 
78Marya Zaturenlka, Cbri•tina Ro11etti, p. 57. 
on the subject of the war,•79 and it was published at The Poetry 
Bookshop in 1915 in a limited edition with decorations by P. W,yndham 
Lewis. 80 Two of the Poeu ( 11 0n Heaven 11 and 11 What the OrG.erly Dog 
Saw•) were published in the avant garde magazine, Poetry of Chicago, 
and 1The Old Houses of Flanders• was included in P. Wyndham Lewis 1 
almost anarchistic aagazine Blast. Ford was, in his poetry, linking 
himself with more radical movements. 
Ford's critical views were also changing during these years. 
In l907 he e1tabli1bed a more unsympathetic po1ition on the Pre-
Raphaelite movement in a book of art criticilm entitled The Pre-
Rapbaelite Brotherhood. In this book be gives little prai•e to the 
Brotherhood, and the final judgaent i1 a severe one. He sums up the 
moveaent by s~ing that •it gave to the world ten or a dozen pictures, 
five or six poea~, a few statues --and it has caused an inordinate 
heap of Momoirs,•81 Moat critics would certainly increase the number 
of poems Ford allows, but few readers other than literary apecialists 
of the Victorian era would quarrel with the general soundnea1 of the 
position. 
Ford himself contributed a more than generous share of books and 
article• to swell the •inordinate heap of aemoirs," and be becaae in 
79T. s. Eliot, 1Reflections on Contemporary Poetry,• Egoist, 
IV (November 1917), p. 151. 
80London: The Poetry Bookshop, 1915. 
81 Ford, The Pre-Rapbaelite Brotherhood, (London: Duckworth, 1907), 
p. 2. 
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fact, at least to a general audience, the leading authority on the 
Pre-Raphaelites.82 As a critic, Ford 1a effect was to help diminish the 
reputation of these men he had known. In Anoient Lights, Ford mentions 
that it is his impression that he has written •more than 17,000,000 
wearisome and dull words a1 to the faota of the Pre-Rapbaelite movement.a85 
There were the three books of art oriticism (Ford Madox Brown 1896, 
Rossetti 1902, and The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood 1907) plu• Ancient 
Lights which itaelf ia an anecdotal account of what it was like to grow 
up among the Pre-Raphaelites and about how they behaved toward each 
other. Ford never dialike4 moat of these artists aa men (though he did 
not care tor Ruskin whom he usually associated with the Pre-Raphaelites 
and Holman Hunt even as men) and much of Ancient Lights is an affectionate 
re-telling of anecdotes about them that he had heard from his grandfather. 
However, Ford~d feel that they were inadequate as artists. Ford had 
coae to believe through reading Flaubert and do Maupassant that the artist 
should efface himself and not overtly preach, and he felt that Ruskin, 
Holaan Hunt ant soaetiaes Damte Gabriel Rossetti were lesser artists 
for not realizing this. 
Essentially Ford came to hold these attitudes toward the individual 
~re-Raphaelites and their champion, Ruskin. Ruskin was an 1intolerable 
moralist•84 with standards that were impractical and unnatural. As a 
82Ford was often introduced to lecture audiences by this deaignation. 
85Ford, Ancient Lights, p. xv. 
84ll!.!!,., p. 289. 
critic Ruakin was hazy in his uae of.language,85 ungoneroua toward Ford 
Madox Brown, 86 and diadaintul of Christina Rosaetti 1s poetry.87 Ho~n 
Hunt had a great deal of this aaae moral atrain, but he at leaat tried 
aometimea to render accurately the subject• that he painted. Though 
he caused a atir with hia rea~istically painted Biblical scene• that some 
thought aacrilegioua, Ford believed that he thereby encouraged clarity 
of thought.88 
Dante Gabriel Roasetti, on the other hand, stoed for aome of the 
artiatic fault• Ford came to dialike moat. As an artiat and poet Ford 
oonaidered him ultimately an amateur with little knowledge of the media 
he worked in. He often forced hia moral89 and, as was true of other 
Pre-Raphaelites, his art depended mere on alluaions to other works of art 
than direct comment on life.9° Aa a thinker he was dangeroua to aooiety, 
particularly when he diacusaed love, for he made love a passion which 
•excussed all sins• and •aanctified all purposea.•91 The Nature of a 
Crime is a novel intended to expo•• thia view of love, and Ford 1s attitude 
ia further expreaaed in Some Do Not by Christopher Tietjens, the hero 
of the Parade 1a End tetralogy, who see• war reaulting from this moral 
lality. In a conversation with Vincent Macmaster, Christopher's fellow 
85Ibid., PP• 58-59. 
86 ~., p. 11. 
87~., p. 55. 
88~. 
89Ford, Rosaetti, p. 142. 
9°Ibid., p. 6,. 
91Ford, Ancient Light•, p. 6,. 
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civil servant and a would be litterateur, he upbraids Macmaster for 
his muddled thinking. 
"War, my good fellow ••• , is inevitable, and with this country 
plumb center in the middle of it. Simply because you fellows are 
such damned hypocrites. There's not a country in the world that 
trusts us. We're always, as it were, committing adultery--like 
your fellow /iossetti71--with the name of Heaven on our lipsA" 
He was jibing again at the subject of Macmaster's monograph.~2 
Douglas Goldring has stated that the influence of William Morris 
93 
"can be traced unmistakably" in Ford's Great Trade Route. Even this 
is a misrepresentation, for Ford in that very book dismisses Morris 
94 
as a sentimentalist. Ford did throughout his life maintain that a 
man should be growing something, but his models for rural life became 
George Herbert, Gilbert White, and w. H. Hudson rather than William 
Morris. For a time Ford was attracted to the idealism of Morris, but 
he saw in practice that it led away from private life and to the 
establishment of sham communals. Under the pen name of Daniel Chaucer, 
Ford wrote a novel entitled The Simple Life Limited (London: John Lane, 
1911) in which he satirically exposed the Morris' disciples for their 
rigid and unrealistic principles enforced in the communals and for their 
covert violations of them. 
Again with Algernon Charles Swinburne, Ford had undergone the 
same pattern of initial acceptance and ultimate rejection. As a young 
man he had read and enjoyed the poetry of Swinburne, but he lost all 
92 Ford, Some Do Not, p. 22. 
93 Goldring, Trained For Genius, P• 50. 
94 Ford, Great Trade Route, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1937), 
P• 204. 
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taste for theae poem. as he grew older. TGwards the end of Ford's 
life, ho recorded the fact that ho could not road Swinburne without his 
mind drifting off to the state of hi1 bank balance or to the world 
lituation.95 If it had not beon for Christina Rossetti and Ford 
Madox Brown, he would havo rsjected all of.the Pre-Raphaelites. 
Ford vas able to differentiate between Christina Rossetti and tho 
rest of her circle becauae he believed that ahe worked with care and 
knew her craft.96 Tho high compliment that he pays her is that she 
used words with the precision of a Maupas•ant.97 In Ford 1s late books 
even though he tall• ma~ moro of the humorous anecodotes that hi• 
grandfather had told him about individual Pre-Raphaelites, he gives 
critical p~aise only to Chriatina Rolsetti.98 
In fact, throughout Ford 1s later novels and particularly in~ 
Do Not, Ford 1s criticism of the Brotherhood is 1harply satirical. In 
this novel two character•, tho Reverend Mr. Duchemin and hie wife, embody 
the Pre-Raphaelite value•. He is •a per1onal disciple of Mr. Ru1kia•99 
and said to be "the molt Ruskin-like of th .. a111•100 The connection 
95Ford, •Swinburne,• Portraits From Life, p. 199. 
96For a di•cu11ion of Christina a• a craft1man ass Ford's Ancient 
Light•, PP• 59-69. 
97ill!.' p. 54. 
98For Ford'• anecdotes, soae of them unreliable, see "Swinburne,• 
Portraits From Dte. For hi• critical judgaonts of Christina Ro1etti 
1ee The March of Literature, pp. 774, 785. 
99Ford, Some Do Not, p. 105. 
100il!!,. 
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with Ruakin has determined to a conaiderable degree the texture of 
Duchemin's life. Hia home i1 decorated with paintings by Simeon Solomon, 
an actual minor painter of the Brotherhood, which are satrically deacribed 
im the novel as conaisting of •aureoled, paliah heads of ladies carrying 
101 lilies that were not very like liliea.• Duchemin undertook on 
principle a complete1kst, except for alcohol, on each Friday, and he 
quoted aa the ultimate in aublimity Ruskin 1s word• to his wife on their 
wedding day, •we will live like the bleaaed angelat•102 His ideal• had 
been foraed b,y the ascetic or moral aapect of the movement represented 
by Holman hunt and chaapioned b,y Ruskin. 
Phyaically Ducheain is a strikingly handaoae man, and to the 
ca1ual observer he had all the grace• that would normally have led to 
preferaent in the ehurch. One thing had kept him from advancement, a 
touch of madn••• that revealed itaelf in a crude sen1uality. At Oxford 
he had been knowa aa "Breakfast Duchemin• becauae h••• in the habit of 
making a gouraand 1s event of that aeal, and he insisted on keeping up 
the reputatiom when he had his church living. On Saturday•, he had 
caviar shipped in from the city through lpecial and involved arrangement•, 
and guests were soaeti••• invited; however, on an average of five out 
of aeven of these breakfaata Ducheain revealed his obaeasiona, partly 
released by hia faating, in a acandaloua way. He broke into scatalogical 
quotation• from the Latin (1uch authors as Petroniua), English obscenities, 
101~., p. 59· 
102~., p. ,,,. 
and the most frank revelations of his own intimate life with his wife. 
This naturally terrified her. She kept available a very muscular 
curate and an ex-prize fighter named Parry to control him when he 
became too shocking, and she tried with all her social presence to 
smooth tho eabarrasaing situations that arose. She, too, had boon 
determined by the Pre-Raphaolites to a considerable degree. She had 
their kind of elegance, and she had studied to attain it. One of her 
habitual poses wa1 for her to be aeon burying her head in flowora in 
imitation of a Rosaetti painting.1°' When Macmaster meets her, he ia 
reminded of aomo linea from Roasotti, •r looked and saw your eyes/ 
In the shadow of your hair.•104 She is also favorably impressed by 
Macmaster who has written a monograph on Rolsetti. 105 Tietjens, an 
admirer of George Herbort 1s.U.plicitie•, she finds merely crude. As 
the novel progresses, sho and Macmaster are drawn into a •ordid, adul•·· 
~rous affair that, in the manner of the Pre-Raphaelites, they attempt 
to •sanctity.• 
Throughout the book the best dividing line for fixing Ford 1a own 
attitude toward the characters is arrived at by noticing their attitudes 
toward tho Brotherhood and Ruskin, for in Ford 1s view we are shaped by 
what wo read. 1o6 Those who moat beli•v• in Pre-Raphaelite attitudes, 
10'~., P• 299. 
104!£1!., p. 60. The linea are from the poem "Throe Shadows," 
105~., p. 58. 
106There has been considerable difference of opinion concerning the 
character of Edward Aahburnhaa in The Good Soldier. I 1uggoat that Ford 1a 
opinion of Edward is related to the fact that he (Edward) has had his 
mind shaped by sentimental romances and Swinburne, as Dowell points out 
in the novel. 
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Duchemin, Mrs. Duchemin, and Macaaster, are treated with the most heavy 
iro~. Those who dislike the values expressed in the movement, Christopher 
Tietjen& and Valentine Wannop, are accorded the most eympathy. Valentine 
Wannop, herself a classical scholar, disaieses Ruskin's Queen of the Air 
as his •Greek rubbiah,•107 in a judgment that Ford share1. Christopher 
Tietjens denies that a~ worthwhile poetry ha1 been written eince the 
eighteenth century except by Christina Rossetti, and had be merely 
excluded also Robert Browning he would have presented Ford's own view. 108 
With this evidence of Ford's change ot attitude as background, it 
becomes peesible to look critically at ths most substantial attempt to 
link Ford with a national background in the admirable study by Richard 
A. Cassell of Ford 1s novels. Mr. Cassell is at his weakest when he 
tries to show Ford's debts to the Pre-Raphaelitos. He believes that 
Ford acquired a sense of generosity toward his fellow artists from Madox 
Brown's exaaple, 109 and that ia certainly true. This, however, i1 not 
so much a Pre-Raphaelite influence as the effect of a strong and warm 
grandfather on a grandson. Ford bas shown that not all the Pre-
Raphaelitea were generous, that Ruskin, as I have mentioned, wa• unkind 
to Ford Madox Brown and Christina Rossetti. Ford's own father was a 
sternly righteous man ana undoubtedly served for Ford as a prototype 
107 S D Ford, o .. o Not, p. 97. 
108In The March of Literature, p. 774, which ie Ford 1s last book, 
he etates that Christina Roseetti and Robert Browning were the only two 
poet• in the 19th century who were artists in verse. 
109Richard A. Caseell, Ford Madox Ford, p. 10. 
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figure of the awesome Viotoria1~. 110 The young Ford, as so frequently 
happena, patterned his character on that of his grandfather who without 
the responaibility for railing the child could be acre permi•sive and 
who was by nature generou• and opposed to all strict authority and to 
what is called •the eatabliahment.u111 
When Mr. Cassell list• other influences he becomes contradictory. 
He credits the Pre-Raphaelites with giving Ford a "diatru•t of 
pcliticiana•112 whereas he had earlier 1hown that Ford prided himself 
on his political tt.iands.11~ He credits Ford before he met Conrad with 
114 
a "devotion to the life of art• whereas he had already shown that 
before Ford .. t Conrad he waa soaething of a dilettante.115 He credits 
the Pre-Raphaelite• with a concern for reality as they •perceive it to 
be, not a1 the 1master1 1 or the public or anyone else thinks it is,•116 
and thereby links thea with the iapreslioni•ts, but then he 1hows that 
this was not the practice of the Pre-Raphaelites. 11 7 He credits Rossetti 
t1osee, for example, Ancient Lights, p. viii.· 
11 1Madox Brown ~sat• tpr tije portrait of Jenkins in Tho Inheritors 
in which be is pictured with his actual 1trong hatred of the AcademJ 
of Arts ana his actual generosity to troubled artists. He is also in 
ma~ of Ford 11 aa.cdotes and dilplayed these views. 
112Richard 1. Cassell, Ford Madox Ford, p. 11. 
11 ~Ibid., p. 5. 
l14lbid., P• 11. 
-
115il!!·· p. 4. 
1161.lli.·, p. 26. 
117ill!·, p. 27. See elpecially footnote number ~7 on that page. 
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with a concern for the •fundamental braimwork•118 (Roasetti 1s phrase) 
that goea into the work of art, but in 1tre1sing the intellectual 1ide 
of Rossetti, he 11 taking him at hi• own word, whereas to Ford Ro11etti 
wa1 an arti•t who lacked an intellectual approach and took the path of 
leaat re•istance. 119 He atatel that the transition from Pre-Raphaelite 
120 
to iapreaaioniat waa •a relatively simple one• for Ford, and yet 
he knows of what he call• •the intricate, at tiaes agonizing, personal 
relationship• between Ford and Conrad,•121 and he must certainly be 
aware that auch of the agoDY Ford felt caao from being told by Conrad 
in all the ahirea of England that he could not write and would never be 
able to write. 122 
Joseph Conrad once remarked to Ford about the matter of consi•tency 
that he (Ford) was wiae and that unlike the aerpent be did not change hi• 
skin but would die in the original one. 12' Conrad was right within his 
context (he wa1 speaking of Ford as editor, and Ford had ju•t assumed 
control of a aecond magazine after a lap•• of fifteen year• from his first 
one), but the statement, aa Conrad knew well enough, does not apply to 
Ford a1 a writer or a1 a literary theoriat. Actually it was only by 
118 ~., p. 25. 
119see, for example, Ford, Rosaetti, p. 1. 
12oaichard A. Cassell, Ford Madox Ford, p. 20. 
121~. 
122see, for example, Return to Yesterday, pp. 197-201. 
12'Quoted by Ford in Return to Yesterday, p. 192. 
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shedding the Pre-Raphaelite skin that he had start~d out with that 
Ford was able to find a place for himself in both criticism and fiction. 
All of Ford 1s work that is worthwhile coaes during and after the years 
he spent with Conrad and is directly related to that apprenticeship. 
Some of the early lyrics, such aa the poem previously quoted in part, 
have charm, but they are too derivative or imitative. The early prose, 
including even The Inheritor•, which was done with some help from Conrad, 
is marred b,y unaucceasful Pre-Rapbaelite effects, and the early criticism 
is of little value. What comes later is more a part of modern literature, 
and it is what qualifies Ford for the recognition he deserves. 
CHAPTER II 
FORD'S THEORY OF THE NOVEL: 
THE FLAUBERT INFLUENCE 
Ford 1s increasing doubts about the values of the Pre-Raphaelite 
aesthetic had ~rown in proportion to his acceptance of the theories 
on the construction and purpose of the novel that he waa learning 
sometimes with and sometimos from Joseph Conrad. Primarily the two 
authora were becoming champions for the cause of realism and were using 
the discoveries and the tochniqu&s of Stendhal, Flaubert, and Guy 
de Maupassant in•; their own no·nll. Many of the critics who have con-
sidored Ford's work do recognize that aesthetically this is where Ford 
came to stand, among other writers such as Henry James and Stephen 
Crane who were partially influenced by the French novel.1 This is a 
reasonable attitude, and it is one worth establishing in some detail. 
During the time Ford and Conrad worked on their first two collabor-
ations, they spent a part of each day they were to!ether in reading 
over an edition of Flaubert 1s letters for the critical insights they 
contained,2 and in studying the examples of Flaubort 1s and de Maupassant 1s 
1This is the gist of the position taken by Joseph Warren Beach, 
Tho Twentieth Cent r Novel: Studies in Techni ue (New York: The Century 
Company, 19'2 , Merton Zabel, Craft and Character In Modern Fiction (New 
York: McDowell, Oblensky, a.d.). Despite Richard Cassell'• feeling that 
Ford owed a great deal to the Pre-Raphaelites, he has an excelleat chapter 
on Ford 1s theory of fiction (pp. '7-72) and relates some of Ford 1s views 
to Flaubert. Paul Wiley and John A. Meixner have occasional comments 
relating Ford to Flaubert. 
2Ford, Joseph Conrad, p. 57. 
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novela. They discovered in the early days of their ac~uiintance that 
they each bad lengthy passages from Fla.ubert and de Maupasaant 11 so 
nearly by heart that what the one faltered over the other the other could 
take up."' The effect of this study and interest undoubtedly influenced 
Conrad,4 but it waa decisive in Ford 1a development as a novelist. 
Perhaps tho aoat important effect on Conrad of his close study of 
Flaubert waa that it helped him construct in his mind an imago of tho 
artist that fitted and gave direction to hia own intenaity. Until 1898, 
Conrad had conceived of himself primarily aa a ahip captain, but some 
tiae during that year, or shortly thereafter, he gave up his pursuit 
of the aea for lack of opportunitiea and •resigned himself• (the 
expreasion is Jean-Aubry 1s)5 to the life of a novelist. Conrad could 
not follow a career lazily, and benauat certainly have learned from 
reading Flaubert 1a letter• and examining his novel• much about the 
pains one might auffer in achieving techni~ue for a story. Perhaps 
he also learned much about the dignity of following writing as a career, 
and learned of the inevitable exaaperationa that would como and later 
cauae Conrad to break out in the manner and language of Flaubert and 
call his new profoasion •1o v"Y'.r.ai aetier de chien. 116 How else explain 
'ill!·, p. ,1. 
4To aoae critic• Joseph Conrad is closer to Doatoioveki than to 
Flaubert. See, for example, Morton Zabel, Craft and Character, p. 22,. 
5Jean-Aubry, The ,Sea Dreamer, p. 2,1. 
6Ford often quote• Conrad aaying thia. See, for exaaple, Joseph 
Conrad, p. 119. 
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the difference between the diffident author who met Edward Garnett 
toward the end of 18967 and the inten.e artist that H. G. Wells came 
to know in the early yeara of the twentieth century who uhad gone 
literary with a singlene1s and intensity of purpose that made the 
kindred concentration of Henry James seem lax and Arge and pale"18 
At a~ rate, Conrad had, during hi• year• with Ford at lea1t, the 
Flaubertian reverence for art, and it was from him and not from the 
Pre-Raphaelites that Ford derived his strong faith that "the writing 
of novels is the only pursuit worth while for a proper man.•9 Thi• 
above all else that Ford learned from Conrad wa• the gift that he 
cherished most, and it forced him to put his •nose hard down again on 
the grindstone of writing.•1° 
This sense of calling also forced Ford to clarify his intentions, 
and he proceeded to develop a theory of the novel to guide his efforts. 
First, and aost important, Ford saw the novelist "in his really proud 
position as historian of his own time.•11 To hia the artist at his 
best was a •sensitized instrument,•12 and ho saw his own function ae one 
to •record as pallionleasly as possible mr iapressions of -w own times 
7Jean-Aubry, Tho Sea Drea•r, p. 204. 
Swells, Experiment in Autobiography (New York, 19,4), p. 526. 
9Ford, Return to Yesterday, p. 181. 
10 lei!·' p. 267. 
11Ford, It ¥as The Nightingale, ~. 199. 
12Ford, Return to Yesterday, p. 214. 
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and the places in which I have worked."1; However, as an impression-
ist Ford realized, even mors than Flaubert, how,:much the personality of 
the artist oolors the aost objective description.1~ 
If a novelist is aainly responsible for interpreting his own age, 
then tho hiatorical novel 11 a DliMr ar\1.&\1•· fen, &n4 10 Fort •a.v it. 
He was generally unsyapathetic toward the greatest of the historioal 
novelist•, Sir Walter Scott, 15 aDd even disdainful of his own historical 
~vela, including the Tudor trilogy, which is an acknowledged critical 
success.16 In a review of Coapton Mackenzie'• Sinister Street, Ford 
commented.: 
For•'in the end the really historical novela are tho chronicles 
of BrakeloDd, the works of Defoe, Richardson, Smollett, Mark 
Rutherford, and George Gissing -- the cbroniclcre of their own 
day. The Gadzooks style of thing, whether it be Juliua Caesar, 
Salammbo, The Castle of otraato, The Tower of London, or my own 
contrivances, is .. rely a display of ingeuuity with no f~ther 
significance than just the amount of ingenuity displayed. 7 
1;Ford, "Traveller's Talea,• New York Essays (New York: Rudge, 
1927), p. 71. 
14Reeogniziag differences amgng mirrors, Ford comments on himself 
aa a mirror "as true -- and DQ doubt as misleading" as other mirrors. 
See A Mirror to France (New York: Boni, 1926), pp. 7-9. Flaubort 
recognizes this, if negatively, when he says, "I have always forbidden 
myself ever to put anything of aJBelf into ~ works and yet I have put 
in a great deal." See The Selected Letters of Gustavo Flaubert, ed. 
Francis Steegauller (New York: Vintage, 1957}, p. 70. 
15soo, for exaaple, The March of Literature, pp. 709-711. 
16Joseph Conrad praised the Tudor trilogy as •a noble conception" 
(Jean-Aubry, Life and Letters, II, p. 67). All of the modern studies of 
Ford find these novels among his best. 
17Ford, "Mr. Compton Mackenzie and. Sinister Street," Tho Outlook, 
Vol. ;1, p. ;5;, Septeaber 1;, 191;. 
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Ford's view is semantically confusing. It reveals also an uncritical 
grouping of disparate works; however, it does indicate a passionate 
conviction Ford held about the subject for the great novel. 
Despite his belief that the novelist functioned best as a historian 
of his own day, Ford valued a sense of the past. The two attitudes are 
not incompatible. He considered himself a 11 Tory man about historic 
continuity, u18 and he regarded a sense of history as necessary for an 
examination of the present. Furthermore, he felt that there was a 
place evan for the historical novel, for a novelist could give an im-
aginative view of another time, much as Scott had done for the ~addle 
Ages, 19 which would vicidly remain with a reader when the dry facts of 
a history text would be forgotten. To obtain his own sense of history, 
Ford read historians, historical novels, and histvtical documents. Out 
of this study, he developed certain large views of the progress of 
civilization and of the relationahip between the artist and the community. 
Among the views that Ford came to hold waa the belief that Provence, 
during the time of the troubadoura, had developed a highly civilized 
culture that gave to the Southern part of Europe much of what Ford valued, 
including the best example of a meaningful relationship between the artist 
and society.20 The troubadour poets,, including Arnaut Daniel, Peire 
Vidal, Guillem de Cabestanh, and Bertram de Born gained respect for 
18Ford, Henry Jamea: A Critical Study (New York:Boni, 1915), p. 10}. 
19Ford, to the Death of 
Joseph Conrad (Philadelphia: 
20see Ford's Provence: From Minstrels to the ~achine (Philadelphia: 
Lippincott, 19}5) for Fordfs tribute to that area. 
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themselves from others and had self-respect.21 They established a trad-
ition of careful workmanship and interest in technique that persisted 
in Provence even up to Ford 1s own day and that spread throughout 
Southern Europe and helped to make a Flaubert possible. In Northern 
Europe and in England Ford saw a quite different climate. He marvelled 
at what he considered the greatest mystery in Shakespeare's life, much 
more surious to him than the dark lady, the fact that Shakespeare did 
22 
not correct his own proofs. He was diaconcerted by Thackeray, closer 
to his own day, who in Ford 1s view Mmust attempt to retrieve himself by 
poking fun at his book and so proving that he at least did not take the 
Novel seriously, his heart being in the right place be his occupation 
never so ungentlemanly."2' In England Ford also lamented the fact that 
where once, for example, Carlyle 1s Frederick the Great had been revered 
by merchants while Carlyle himself was suspect because he was a writer. 
A time had come when neither the author nor the book was given respect 
in the market place.24 In part, Ford placed the responsibility for this 
state on the authors then practicing, and his search with Conrad for new 
methods was an attempt to bridge the gap between the author and his 
21 0ne of Ford 1s favorite stories included i~ The Good Soldier but 
told more fully in Provence, pp. 64-5 is about the gracious treatment 
Peire Vidal receives from a noile because he is an artist. James Trammel 
Cox has an excellent article on Ford and courtly love in ELH, Vol. 28, 
/4, December 1961, but he does not seem aware of Ford 1s approval of the 
Vidal episode. 
22Ford Madox Ford, The English Novel, p. 44. 
2'~·· p. 15. 
24Ford, Ancient Lights, pp. 162, 187. 
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audience. They hoped, following the example of Flaubert, to make the 
novel more relevant to peoples• lives so that 1t would be more respected 
and more read. Despite the limited, almost cultish, success of lh! 
Good Soldier, Ford was writing for and often had a bread audience, and 
he tried to achieve this goal of a broad audience without damaging any 
of his artistic beliefs. 
Ford made a distinction between the imaginative novel which gave 
men experience of lives outside their own, lives they couldn't otherwise 
have known so wei!, anu ~n• mereLy inventive aevel, such as many of the 
popular historical novels, which functioned 11to divert, to tickle, to 
promote appetites.••25 The imaginative novel, iri Ford 1s sense of the 
word, was a~kind of investigation of the current scene that cast light 
on hUman motives and ways of men, that gave man the experience of other 
men of the time and thus promoted understanding, and it was different in 
quality and form from the tabloid press while its larger intentions, to 
bring a portion of the world to the reader, were the same. 
The serious novelist, by Ford•s definition, could render valuable 
service to the state, insofar as be brought awareness to its members. 
Ford like Flaubert and Henry James demanded more of his writing than 
that it should glitter by moonlight; he was not one of::.tht late_Matury 
aesthetes who placed art above life. He believed that a writer could 
make the people of a country more moral and/or make them better educated.26 
25Ford, The Critical Attitude, (London: Duckworth, 1915), p. }2. 
26 ' Ford, Henry James, p. 2}. 
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For this reason he disagreed with Ma&iae Du Camp who scoffed at Flaubert's 
belief that had the French read seriously The Sentimental Education 
there would have been a tightening of the national character that could 
have prevented the debacle of the Franco-Prussian war.27 Fordmw in 
both Madame Bovary and The Sentimental EducatiQn the kind of criticism 
of society that it was perilous to ignore, and he sounded warnings to 
England in his own criticism and novels, warnings that exposed English 
sentimentality in general and the Pre-Raphaelites and the attitudes that 
they fostered in particular. 
Throughout his life, Ford stressed the value of the artist to 
society, even to the extent of appealing to the businessman and the 
goverament official on their own terms by trying to estimate the financial 
benefits accruing to England from the art dasplayed in museums throughout 
the country. 28 Ford believed that the official attitude toward the 
artist was unfriendly, and he particularly lamented the conclusion 
reached by many in the early years of the twentieth century that art 
itself had been found guilty at the trial of Oscar Wilde.29 He wanted 
the state to regard its artists as a part of its natural resources and 
to permit them to reveal within adult limits of decency the conditions 
27Ford, The Critical Attitude, pp. 29-}0. Also see Ancient Li~hts, 
pp. 18}-84. 
28Ford, The Critical Attitude, pp. 45-51. 
29Ford, Return to Yesterday, p. 51. 
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of things,;o as they saw them, without interference. This meant in 
practical terms that he felt the state should neither exert pressure on 
a writer to make him a propagandist,51 nor should it deny him the freedom 
to choose his subject.52 Even in Ford 1s beloved France there was the 
trial of Flaubert which Ford saw as a national disgrace comparable to 
the trial of Oscar Wilde. 
The conception of the novelist as historian of his day, Ford 
maintained, was held also by Conrad; however, Conrad had been to a 
considerable degree trapped by his subject. Ford stated that Conrad came 
to regard the sea with all the detestation that a man sometimes gives 
to a cast-off mistress, and that Conrad frequently quoted in anguish 
Christina Rosaetti 1s lines,"! little while and we shall be,/ Please God, 
where there is no more sea.•;; He explained Conrad 1s partial bondage to 
his subject as due not to state pressures but rather to the particular 
IQFord wanted writers to be able to treat adult subjects in an 
adult manner, but he was against obscenity. See, for example, Ford 1s 
argument with James Joyce as recorded in Sisley Huddleston's Paris 
Salons, Cafes, Studies, (New York: Blue Ribbon Books, 1928), p. 219. 
51see, for example, Ford Madox Ford, 
Mercury, Vol. ;4, pp. 402-408, April 19}6. 
state literature of Soviet Russia. 
"Hands Off the Arts, 11 American 
Here Ford reacts against the 
}2Ford recognized the general fear of English writers to give 
anything but what Henry James spoke of in "The Future of the Novel 11 
as "the most guarded treatment of the great relation between men and 
women. 11 Ford ls more serious novels, The Good Soldier and Parade 1s End 
to name the best, take this as a major theme and treat the great relation 
realistically as an adult problem. 
;;Ford, "Conrad and the Sea," Portraits From Life, p. 57. That 
Conrad did come to feel this way is further substantiated by Richard 
Curle, The Last Twelve Yeart of Joseph Conrad, p. 41. 
6) 
pressures of William Ernest Henley and Edward Garnett, both of whom 
influenced Conrad and discouraged his attempt to treat more often the 
less exotic theme of city life.54 Ford believed that this kept Conrad 
from becoming the even greater artist that he might have been, and he 
speculated on what might have resulted had Conrad chosen 11to write in 
French of the misty problems of the Slav soul amidst the more complicated, 
strained and subtle psychologies of city streets. 11}5 After Conrad 1s 
death, when Ford thought about him as a novelist, the works that he 
remembered were the ones not really about the lives of seamen: The Arrow 
of Gold, Under Western §Yes, Nostromo, and The Secret Agent, and Ford 
accurately predicted Oonradts eventual re-emergence as a novelist more 
respected by some for Nostromo than for Lord Jim)6 
Ford did not himself have the "disadvantage" of overly zealous 
friends that handicapped Conrad and prevented him from examining his own 
age inuore commonplace surroundings, and he proceeded to form an estimate 
of the current scene. Speaking in the early years of the twentieth century, 
he noted a breakdown of common values and assumptions that prevented any 
writer from seeing his age whole.57 But if a writer could not do this, 
54Ford, 11 Introduction 11 The Sisters by Joseph Conrad (New York: 
Crosby Saige, 1928), p. }. 
55ll!,!., p. 16. 
56 Ford, 11Conrad and the Sea, 11 Portaits From Life, p. 68. Ford did 
not much care for Chance and so he.leaves it off his list although it 
would qualify. 
57Ford, The Critical Attitude, p. 28. 
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what he could do was to shed light on particular areas of society and 
thus discover a purpose for his work. In Ford 1s eyes the familiar 
criticism that Henry James was limited in his characterizations to 
upper class people was generally true, but it was not a weakness in 
James 1s writing in the same way that Conrad 1s sea stories were a weak-
ness. James was writing about a large segment of society, and to Ford 
both the producing and the leisured classes had somethi»g to tell the 
man of intelligence: from the one he could learn 11what sort of animal 
man becomes under the pressure of necessity, 11 and from the other 11what 
sort of being he will be, when the pressure of necessity being removed, 
he has the leisure to attend specifically to those departments of life 
which differentiate man from the animal. 11~8 
In fact, Ford himself wrote almost wholly about the upper classes 
because these were the people he knew best. The realist, of course, 
tries to present a convincing texture in his novels, and that can come 
only with a sure grasp of the details that surround his subject. Ford 
recognized the need in England after the death of George Gissing and 
before world war I t'or a novelist who wou.Ld treat the working cJ.asses, 
or more specifica1.Ly the poor, anu he na~ura~!y di•qualified himself 
for the task and urged it on others.~9 Before he would write a novel 
there were certain self imposed demands that had to be met: 
~8Ford, Henry James, p. 61. 
~9 11Editorial, 11 The English Review, I, p. 162. 
But unless I know the history back to the remotest times of any 
place of which I am going to write I cannot begin the work. And 
I must know -- from personal observation, not reading, the shapes 
of windows, the nature of doorknobs, the aspects of kitchens, the 
material of which dresses are made, the leather used in shoes, the 
methods used in manuring fields, the nature of bus tickets. I shall 
never use any of these things in the book. But unless I know what 
sort of doorknob his fingers closed on how ~hall I -- satisfactorily 
to myself -- get my character out of doors? 0 
Again Ford is displaying an attitude, exaggerated for effect in this 
passage, which is derived from, or at least paralleled in, Flaubert 1s 
letters and evident, of course, in the detail of his novels.41 
As a natural outgrowth of this attitude, Ford held the view that 
the artist should live in the world rather than retire from it. Perhaps 
this is more than Flaubert would have asserted, shunning marriage and 
living as he did so isolated at Oroisset, and certainly it goes against 
the tenets of the fin de siecle writers who believed that living was for 
the servants, but Ford wished that if he had a son he would start a 
writing career by earning his living 11as a sailor, an agricultural 
laborer, a veterinary surgeon -- as anything that was real and non-
parasitic.n42 He believed that a writer need not have experienced 
nmillionaire yachting on the Aegean 11 in order to make reference to it, 
that he need not go to extremes for verisimilitude as Zola sometimes 
4GFord, It Was the Nightingale, p. 224. 
41see, for example, Flaubert 1s concern with the accuracy of the 
stock market detail that went into The Sentimental Education, Flaubert, 
Letters, pp. 208-209. 
42Ford, New York Is Not America (New York: Boni, 1927), p. 160. 
It is interesting to note that Ford himself shares the English prejudice 
about writers that he cavils against. 
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did, that there were some tpings a writer could imagine; however, if he 
really wanted to express the passions of normal humanity, he would do 
better to have experienced them directly and in the life situation 
itself.45 In his own life, Ford was at times a farmer, a soldier, a 
teacher, an editor, and a writer, but he was most of all a writer, and 
the other guises had reinforced his basic identity. 
44 And if Ford went perhaps beyond Flaubert in this view, there 
were other important tenets which came directly from the master. To 
return again to Ford's definition of the task of the novelist, he had 
said that the novelist should render his story "as passionlessly as 
possible." This did not mean that the writer should be without a 
feeling for humanity, as Ford believed that Henry James cometimes 
was, 45 but rather that while writing he should be in complete artistic 
control of himself. The dictum is stated by Flaubert: "The less ;you 
feel a thing, the fitter you are to express it as it is (as it always 
is, in itself, in its essence, freed of all ephemeral contingencies). 1146 
What Ford meant, in its simplest terms, was that a writer should not be 
a passionate moralist or propagandist, as he believed Galsworthy sometimes 
was,47 else he would lose his perspective and his ability to render 
4; 6 
.!.!&!.·' p. 1 1 • 
44Flaubert 1 s attitude 118.8 that "contact with the world • • • makes 
me feel more and more like returning to my shell." Letters, p. 107. 
45Ford, Henry James, pp. 24-5. 
46Flaubert, Letters, p. 1;6. 
47Ford, 11Galsworthy, 11 Portraits From Life, p. 125. 
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objectively and to criticize intelligently. He meant also that the act 
of writing was primarily an act of mind rather than of spirit and that 
the writer of hia type did not sit idle waiting for dramatic inspiration. 
In keeping with this artistic control, Ford accepted the Flaubertian 
impersonality of tae author, the view, expressed by Flaubert, that 
"Nowhere ••• must the author express his emotions or his opinions.n48 
In the first novel that Ford wrote, The Shifting of the Fire (1892), 
he had commented in his own person on the action of the story so fre-
quently and so dogmatically that an anonymous reviewer for the Athaneum 
considered the comments and the personality that they derived from as a 
major fault of the book.49 Afterwards with Conrad, Ford learned the 
technique of self effacement, and both writers learned it primarily by 
noting what Flaubert and Henry James had already accomplished. 
Flaubert had revealed the texture of Emma Bovary 1s life dispassion-
ately or with irony, perhaps an intellectual equivalent for passion, 
and James had developed the idea of. a •register 11 or "reflect·or.~: f.Dr.· 
experience, a character within tho story who provided the point of view. 
Both of these approaches were to be used by both Conrad and Ford,5° and 
when the two men met they were each at about the same stage of development 
in their search for aesthetic detachment from the story. Both had read 
and admired the French realists -- though it is difficult not to believe 
48Flaubert, Letters, p. 127. 
49 Athaneum, 100, P• 700, November 19, 1892. 
50conrad uses the ironic tone in Tho Secret Agent and the narrator 
in Lord Jim to name but one example of each. Ford uses the ironic tone 
in A Call and the narrator in The Good Soldier. 
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on the basis of the relationship they entered into that Conrad had 
better understood them --, and they bad both admired Henry James as 
well. Conrad was looking for a new form for the novel,51 and while he 
had not yet found a new form, he had begun to use Marlow, his famous 
master mariner, who in Youth, written in May and June 1898,52 first 
served as a device to set some of Conrad 1s stories in motion. Marlow 
in that book was looking back on the romance of his early years at sea, 
and Ford Madox Ford in his already writtan first draft of Romance had 
used an older man than Marlow who had also gone to sea, found romance 
in the experience, and was much later trying to bring it into some kind 
of perspective. The two men came to work together, one would suspect, 
because of at least one common artistic conc.mn.5; 
In studying Flaubert with Conrad, Ford also learned to present 
his characters life size. In Ford's first novel, he had invented a 
lecherous old man named Kasker-Ryvves who was a considerable villain 
and hypocrite, but for his later novels Ford accepted Flaubert 1s dictum 
that there should be 11 No monsters, no heroes."54 Ford realized that 
he and Conrad were living in 11 the backwash of the Romantic movement,tt55 
when both men in the public imagination and characters from fiction had 
51Ford, Return to Yesterday, p. 20;. 
52Jean-Aubry, The Sea Dreamer, p. 2;;. 
5;Ford 1s first draft of Romance is not available for study, so it 
is difficult to discuss the role of his narrator in the story. We do 
know t@at the character's age had given the story a tone 11of the whisper 
of a nonagenarian" (see above chapter I, p. ). 
54Flaubert, Letters, p. 247. 
55Ford, The Critical Attitude, p. 26. 
an exaggerated size, and in many ways he was thankful that the great 
Victorian figure was passing. He welcomed the oncoming spirit of the 
age in which lesser men, himself included, were no longer 11 little men 
forced to run up and down between the mighty legs of intolerable moral-
ists like Ruskin or Carlyle or Tolstoi, to find ourselves dishonourable 
graves. 1156 He recognized that there was a value in the larger-than-
life novels in that the examples that they gave often made men bold 
in the presence of danger and gave a directness to their glance. On 
the other hand, they did not reflect life as it was really lived, and 
thus they took away fortitude 11 in the time of protracted trial. 1157 
As an illustration of what Ford meant by this, one might examine 
his comments on The Red Badge of Courage. F'ord believed that when this 
book appeared in the 1890's, it showed many readers to the point of 
full conviction 11how the normal, absolutely undistinguished, essentially 
civilian man from the street had behaved in a terrivle and prolonged 
war. 1158 Before reading that book, Ford believed, many honest men had 
imagined that in war they would have acted almost as demi-gods, but 
this was a delusion of the Romantic novel and of the Victorian moralists 
that applied accurately to only a very few, and they the strongest. 
Crane 1 s novel dispelled the notion that soldiers fell 11 like heroes on 
ceremonial bettlefields.•59 The realistic novelist did not idealize 
56Ford, Ancient Lights, p. 289. 
57Ford, The Critical Attitude, p. 27. 
58Ford, "Stephen Crane," Portrait.a;; From Life, p. 2}. 
59IJ2i!. 
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man, and he provided for many readers what Ford called "a map showing 
us our own hearts.u60 
In accord with the realistic method, both Ford and Conrad often 
drew their characters and their situations from life. Conrad was less 
bound by reality than Ford, and characters such as Mr. Jones and Almayer 
underwent radical transformation in his fertile imagination.61 Ford 
often remained very close to a basic situation as it had actually 
occurred in life.62 Scattered about in Ford 1s lesser known, discursive 
books of memoirs and travels are comments about the actual persons one 
or another of his characters are based on. Perhaps the most important 
of these passages is the account in The Spirit of the People of the real 
events that went into the making of The Good Soldier.65 From this 
excerpt we learn that the basic triangle (husband, wife, and girl ward) 
and the resolution of the situation had been taken directly from Ford 1s 
own experiences and used with but slight artistic change of the events 
themselves.64 In another book, Ford tells us that his novel The Marsden 
60ibid. 
61 see the discussion of the original Almayer in Richard Altick, 
The Scholar Adventurers {New York: MacMillan, 1960), pp. 289-297. See 
also Conrad*s author 1s note to Victory {New York: Doubleday, 1957). 
However, Conrad often drew heavily on his own experience for detail and 
incidents of his novels. 
62Ford naturally did some concealing of his original models. See 
It Was The Nightingale, p. 211. 
65Ford, The Spirit of the People, (London: Alston Rivers, 1907), 
PP• 148-51. 
64The girl dies at Brindisi and the man went nearly mad in the 
real situation, but it is heightened somewhat in the novel and the roles 
are reversed so that Edward commits suicide and the girl goes mad, In 
terms of improvisation this is a slight change, though in human terms it 
is considerable. 
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Case (1925) was based on the life of Ralston, the translator of Turgenev,65 
and in still another book that the Misses Hurlbird of The Good Soldier are 
characters drawn from life.66 Furthermore, it is common knowledge among 
people even midly interested in Ford's work that his Christopher Tietjens 
is modelled, at least in part, on his friend Arthur Marwood.67 
Ford gave names to his characters in much the same way. Sylvia 
Tietjens of Parade's End was given her Christian name when Ford happened 
to meet Sylvia Beach in a railway station at the time he was writing 
68 the novel. Her married name, or Christopher's surname, Ford must 
certainly have taken from Eunice Tietjens (1884-1944), the Chicago 
author, who was writing for some of the same literary magazines in 
which Ford's work appeared during and after World War I. John A. Meixner, 
in a generally fine study of The Good Soldier,69 derives a symbolic 
meaning from the names of the characters in that novel when there is a 
simpler origin at hand. Ford saw that Joseph Conrad could take a name 
such as James Wait or Almayer (with only slight modification) directly 
from life, and he did not hesitate to do the same. For example, the 
name Ashburham given to one of the two major characters in The Good 
Soldier may, as~~. Meixner states,7° have a symbolic suggestion contained 
65Ford, Portraits From Life, pp. 144,45. See also Goldring, 
Trained For Genius, p. 225. 
66Ford, Return to Yesterday, p. 265. 
67see, for example, Goldring, Trained For Genius, p. 97. 
68Ford, It Was The Nightingale, p. 211. 
69John A. Meixner, "The Saddest Story," The KeAfon ~y~, XXII 
(Spring, 1960) 254-264. 
70 4 ~., p. 2 2. 
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in it, but Ford himself was primarily thinking of the actual Ashburnham 
line, quite well known in England, and he makes this clear by drawing 
on that family 1s recorded history in discussing the lineage of Edward 
Ashburnham.. 71 
Perhaps the name that any given character has is a trivial matter 
to some; however, Flaubert considered it "extremely important in a 
novel -- crucial. 11 72 He named his own~ Bovary 11 by garbling the 
name Bouvaret,u7} an undistinguished name used to suggest her peasant 
background. Ford intended that the names he used would also suggest 
the class and background of the people who bore them, and the prominent 
names in his modern novels are names that suggest the upper-class, such 
as Kasker-Ryvves, Dudley Leicester, Ernest Jessop, Christopher Tietjens 
(representing the distinguished families that settled in England from 
the Lowlands), and Hugh Monckton Allard Smith.74 These are surely not 
71Ford speaks of the ancestor of Edward Ashburnham who accompanied 
Charles I to the scaffold, and since an Ashburnham did die with Charles, 
he gives historical root to the character. See Ford, The Good Soldier, p. 5. 
For the most thorough discussion of the Ashburnham family see !!! 
Ashburnham Archives issued by the East Sussex Count:r.·Council (Lewes, 1958). 
There was an actual Ashburnham namej Edward (1857-59), but he was 
obviously not the person whose story Ford was telling. Interestingly 
enough, Algernon Charles Swinburne was a nephew to the titled Ashburnham 
of his day. 
72Flaubert, Selected Letters, p. 214. 
75il!!., p. 225. 
74In order, the names are from The Shifting of the Fire, A Call: 
The Tale of Two Passions (London: Chatte & Windus, 1910), The Marsden 
Case: A Romance (London: Duckworth, 192}), Parade 1s End and The Rash Act 
(London: Jonathan Cape, 19}}). 
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symbolic names,75 and Ford 1s American leisured, upper-class male, John 
Dowell, probably owes his family name more to an altered version of the 
famous Lowell (just as in the same novel the Guggenheimers of Chicago 
no doubt relate to the actual Guggenheim family,76 rather than, as Mr. 
Meixner suggests, to a second and rather obscure meaning from Webster 1s 
Unabridged Dictionary that really does not accurately apply.77 
The habit of representative names is also an attempt to make the 
novel mirror life as accurately as possible, while remaining art and 
not photography. That is the aim of ma~ of the conventions of Ford's 
kind of novel, just as it was for Flaubert. It is the same view that 
governs Ford 1s attitudes toward beginning and ending a novel. Usually 
Ford would open a novel by plunging his read8n directly into the story 
so that only gradually would he get his bearings. The effect might 
correspond to one 1s entrance into a new social set that is only slowly 
going to reveal itself and then, because Ford dealt with sophisticated 
people, only to an alert observer. 
Ford's endings have a smilar purpose. He wanted to avoid the 
75Perhaps Ford, a Catholic familiar with the saints, had St. 
Christopher in mind when he named Tietlens, for both symbolically carry 
the troubles of the world on their backs. 
76Ford, The Good Soldier, p. ;1. 
77John A. Meixner, NThe Saddest Story,u p. 242. Mr. Meixner suggests 
that Dowell is ha necessary center of composition,u just as a dowell is 
ha piece of wood driven into a nail so that other pieces may be nailed 
to it." A Bowell is hardly a center of composition. It is used to 
strengthen skirting or a border. 
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tidy finish to a novel that made it seem like a package that bad been 
wrapped up and could be put aside by the reader as something no longer 
necessary to think about. Often members of Ford 1s broad audience would 
object to this "zero ending," the ending that is somewhat inconclusive 
and that bas since Ford 1s day become so common. Ford tried to explain 
in print his attitude about endings to Violet Hunt, the novelist of 
more traditional stories, and by extension to a broad audience of readers 
conditioned to something else. 
The foxes have boles, the birds of the air have nests, and you, 
together with the great majority of British readers insist upon 
having a pappy ending. Or if not a happy ending, at least some 
sort of an ending. This is a desire, like the desire for gin-and-
water or any other comforting stimulant, against which I have nothing 
to say. You go to books to be taken out of yourself, I to be shown 
where I stand. For me, as for you, a book must have a beginning 
and an end. But whereas for you the end is something arbitrarily 
final, such as the ring of wedding bells, a funeral service, or the 
taking of a public bouse, for me -- since to me the novel is the 
history of an "affair" -- finality is only found in what seems to 
be the end of that "affair," There is in life nothing final. So 
that even "affairs" never really have an end as far as the lives of 
the actors are concerned.78 
Nevertheless, Ford did sometimes give in belatedly to the public will 
and carry things through to a finality, as when be wrote the explanatory 
epilogue to the book version of A Call which he had originally published 
in The English Beview without epilogue, and when be wrote the fourth 
volume of Parade 1s End, which he had originally conceived of as a 
trilogy. 
These were, however, unusual instances in which Ford compromised 
with his audience and sought to gratify their expectations at the expense 
78Ford, epilogue to A Call, pp. 294-5. 
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even of his own aesthetic. They were very minor compromises, for in 
the epilogue to A Call Ford does, as the quoted passage shows, try to 
make his position clear as he reluctantly informs his readers of the 
characters' later lives, and in The Last Post (the fourth volume of 
Parade's End) which Ford wrote only because of his friend Isabel 
Patterson's 11almost virulent insistence on knowing 1what became of 
Tietjenll 1 "79 he gives in very little by making Christopher Tietjons 
a minor character in a book which focuses instead on his oider brother 
Mark. 
The1e two exceptions did not prevent Ford from upholding in 
general the rule for the scope of the novel that he had worked out 
with Conrad. The two men were against the serial kind of novel that 
had periodic emotional climaxes so that it would be eminently suitable 
for publication in magazines. Instead they wanted a novel more like 
those of Flaubert and Maupassant (not their novelletes) which led 
more evenly to the conclusion. Ford has stated that to him and Conrad 
a novel was the rendering of an affair: of one embroilment, one set 
of embarrassments, one human coil, one psychological progresseion. 
From this the novel got its unity. No doubt it might have its 
caesura -- or even several; but theae muat be brought about by 
temperamental pauses, markings of time when the treatment called 
for them. But the whole novel was to be an exhaustion of aspects, 
was to proceed to one culmination, to reveal once and for all, in 
the last sentence -- or the penultimate -- in the last phrase, or 
the one before it, the psychological significance of the whole. 
(Of course, you might have what is called in music the coda.) But 
it is perfectly obvious that such a treatment of an affair could not 
cut itself up into strong situations at the end of every four or 
every seven thousand words. ~market at least was closed to us.8° 
79Ford, dedicatory letter to The Last Post, p. v. 
8
°Ford, Return To Yesterday, pp. 20~-4. 
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This definition of the scope of the novel relates the work of 
Conrad and Ford to the novels of Henry James as well as to Flaubert 
and Maupassant. In fact, Flaubert and Maupassant in say Madame Bovary 
and Une Vie had more of a tendency to treat the whole life of a person 
from childhood to death, although they did not have the periodic dramatic 
climaxes so common in the Victorian novel. F'ord and Oonrad followed 
James more in treating •one embroilment• even though it might stretch 
over a period of years, and by this limitation they gave their novels 
a greater sense of tightness and made them seem less rambling then a 
Dickens novel or even one by their French masters. This also, very 
obviously, meant that Oonrad and Ford were not interested in the kind 
of novel that spanned generations which John Galsworthy (The Forsyte 
Saga) and Thomas Mann (Buddenbrooks) were wnting in the early years of 
this century. 
Their novel was to be one embroilment only, and Ford and Oonrad 
were to move away from the tendency of the Victorian novel to have two 
or more plot lines being worked out in the story. Instead Ford and 
Oonrad were going to take hone psychological progression" and develop it 
in what the French called a •progression d 1effet." What this meant 
for both writers has been succinctly expressed by Robert F. Haugh: 
The term, employed by Conrad and Hueffer in their conversations 
on the art of fiction, embraces growth, movement, heightening of all 
elements of the story: conflict and stress if it is a poetic story; 
complexity of patterns; balance and symmetry; evocation in style 
used for mood and functional atmosphere.8t 
8!Robert F. Haugh, Joseph Conrad: Discovery in Design, (Norman, 
Oklahoma: Univ. of Oklahoma Press, 1957), p. 46. 
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This meant that in the novels of Ford and Conrad there was usually going 
to be a gradual intensifying of the action until the plight of the main 
character became almost unbearable, and then there was to be a res-
olution, either in tragedy or near tragedy that would release the 
tension. In some instances they might employ at the end of the story 
what Ford called 11a coda, a short sweet passage of reminiscence -- the 
children tumbling over the Newfoundland on the lawn • • • • 1182 
Conrad had discovered this method before Ford, and he taught it 
to him. It is the method of 11 The Heart of Darkness" in which the danger 
becomes more apparent as the story goes on, and the mood becomes more 
oppressive. It is the form of The Nigger of )he 'Narcissus '1 which starts 
out harmlessly enough with some seamen signing aboard ship and builds 
up to the frightening, almost ritualistic death of James wait. For 
Ford it became a standard method for developing a novel. Usually, in 
his work, a highly civilized man would at the start of the novel be 
entering a situation or only slightly involved in a situation that would 
eventually bring him to commit suicide or narrowly to miss committing 
suicide. 
In The Good Soldier, for example, Edward Ashburnham is a rather 
normal English gentleman given to romantic affairs. As the novel pro-
gresses, however, the tensions of his life so build up that at the end 
he cuts his throat in despair. In Parade's End there is a similar form 
for the novel, but the outsome is more happy. Christopher Tietjens is 
82Ford, Thus To Revisit, p. 46. 
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hounded and shamed by his errant wife, Sylvia, and even by some of his 
well meaning friends, so that he is brought to the point of wanting to 
die in the war or to find relief deep in the English countryside, away 
from civilization, as he believed George Herbert had found peace in a 
parsonage at Bemerton. Finally in Parade's End with the coming of the 
armistice, there is a sudden almost miraculous abatement of Sylvia 1s 
fury that for Christopher ends both his public and his private woes. 
The "progression d 1effet 11 is paralleled in Flaubert 1s Madame 
Bovary, of course, where Emma's life becomes so increasingly despondent 
that she ends it in suicide. The form was used by Henry James in whose 
novels Ford found that,"The aspect of the 1affair 1 in hand will change 
incredibly whilst the characters do no more than sit in arm-chairs or 
open bookcases.•8' However, it did not as a method originate even with 
Flaubert. It was,Ford found, used in many works, even as far back as 
Aucassin and Nicolette 11and with only such employments of digressions 
as the unknown writer may have found necessary in his or her naive 
heart.•84 
All of these attitudes toward the novel may be regarded as a 
part of the general theories of Ford Madox Ford and, in the main, of 
Joseph Conrad. They came to Ford, most of them, from Flaubert through 
Conrad, and they were not widely held in England at the turn of this 
85Ford, Henry James, p. 168. 
84Ford, The March of Literature, p. 525. 
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century. What Ford succeeded in doing with these theories was to apply 
them in his own novels, and to preach them to young writers who were 
appearing on the scene in England between 1900 and 1914 and then later 
in France during the 1920 1s. 
This was yeoman's service perhaps, but it was a valuable service 
to English letters, at least to those who regard the rise of the 
Flaubertian tightly con~cted novel as a worthwhile movement. Ford 
found that as late as 1908 in England the Maupassant kind of writer was 
disliked because the English demanded "qualities not of the head, but 
of the heart.••85 He saw the English as "sentimentalists before every-
thing and in all their arts ••86 whose minds had been 11anodyned 11 with 
the works of Charles Lamb and other essayiets, 87 and the Flaubertian 
approach that he and Conrad took over wae almost a remorseless denial 
of eentimentality. As Dilthey has pointed out, 88 realism (and Stendhal 1s 
and Flaubert 1s reiism in particular) is associated with a predominance 
of the intellect over feeling. However, among the Pre-Raphaelites and 
their large number of readers, the prevailing attitude was certainly 
that the feelings were more worthy than the intellect. They were more 
interested in bringing about in Watts-Duntonrs famous phrase "a ren-
85Ford, The Critical Attitude, p. 15. 
86Ford, The English Novel, p. 79. 
87Ford, It Waa The Nightingale, p. 71. 
88see the discusaion of Dilthey in Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, 
Theory of Literature (New York: Harvest Paperback, 1956), p. 1o6. 
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ascence of wonder" than in subjecting the age to examination. 
We have already discussed how Ford attacked the Pre-Raphaelites, 
but this was only a part of his effort. Now er can approach in a more 
general way some of the other literary figures and movements that Ford 
was alternately trying to attack or win over. For purposes of focus, 
I shall confine comment here to the crucial years between 1900 and 1914, 
the years in which the Flaubert aesthetic was only gradually being 
accepted in England. 
Ford saw the state of letters in England at the turn of the 
century and before World War I as rather depressing for the conscious 
artist. He did not recognize that Robert Louis Stevenson was a great 
influence toward making the novel aesthetically self-conscious. Further-
more, he attacked the Victorian novelists whom he believed "may have had 
great natures or ••• been buoyant storytellers, but of art they ladn 1t 
a pennyworth between them, and they did not even care that amount for 
analysis of human nature. 11 89 In Ford's view, they created characters 
who were 11heroes and villains, those fabulous monsters; which is as much 
to say that they have remained psychologically upon the level of Sir 
John Mandeville.u90 Surely Dickens, Thackeray, Emily Bronte, and 
George Eliot, to name but a few, were artists; however, they were artists 
of a different sort than was Flaubert, and in consequence Ford could not 
accept them. 
89Ford, Henry James, p. 55. Ford 1s critical limitations and 
judgments are treated in a later chapter in this dissertation. 
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He saw the men be regarded as the literary geniuses of his age 
including Thomas Hardy, Henry James, and Joseph Conrad, each sitting 
"as it were, alone on his little peak surrounded b.y his lay satellites 
and each ••• entirely uninfluenced by the work of all the others."91 
His friend Stephen Crane bad died, and the critical reputations of 
Henry James, George Moore, and Joseph Conrad were discouragingly low. 
Ford saw a tendency on the part of the rising novelists in England 
and America to move away from the detached art of their early stories 
or novels and become polemical. He saw the serious novel increasingly 
concerned with causes and 0 isms," and be wished to do what he could to 
counteract this tendency. There was Galsworthy who had turned from the 
art of Villa Rubein with its "sunlit quality" to a series of novels 
in which he was 11 the reformer almost to the end, 1192 There was H, G. 
Wells who had "nibbled'' at conscious artistry in such works as Ih!. 
Wonderful Visit and The Invisible Man and then had become a teformer 
who believed that science would save the world,95 There were minor 
novelists of reform (Upton Sinclair and Jerome K. Jerome), poets of 
reform (William Morris), philospphers of reform {Henry George), all of 
whom preached to their audience also,94 Finally, there was Rudyard 
Kipling who was an artist in his early stories and then began to pontif~c" 
91Ford, The English Novel, p. 11. The view is only partly true, 
92Ford, "John Galsworthy, 11 Portraits From Life, pp. 114-118, F'ord 
makes Villa Rubein, a minor novel, more important than it is in order to 
support his thesis. 
95Ford, "H. G. Wells,'' Portraits From Life, pp. 114-118. 
94Ford, Ancient Lights, p. 281. 
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icate.95 
To counteract this tendency, Ford spread the doctrine of Flaubert 
in the several non-fiction works that he wrote in the early part of the 
century. He corresponded with Galsworthy on technical problems96 and 
he argued with H. G. Wells about conscious art and the quality of words, 
so much that Wells was forced to interrogate himself, if only to decide 
ultimately to "refuse to play the artist.u97 
Finally, in 1908, Ford gpt the opportunity to spread his views 
more widely. The newspapers announced that Thomas Hardy 1s "A Sunday 
Morning Trageat" had been t~ed down on the grounds of immorality by 
the Cornhill Maiazine and subsequently by all other magazines and news-
papers in London that featured literature. Arthur Marwood, Ford's 
friend who later modelled for Christopher Tietjens, was upset b,y this 
united show of provincialism, He insisted to Ford that the poem would 
be printed, and to make this possible he raised the necessary sum of 
money to allow Ford, supplying funds of his own, to begin a magazine.98 
The magazine was The English Review, and it took as its main purpose 
the cause of advancing the school of writing that included Flaubert, 
95Ford, The Critical Attitude, p. 4. 
96Ford, 11 John Galsworthy, 11 op. cit., p. 135. Ford says that he 
sent Galsworthy "reams and reams" of letters about technical matters, 
but only one survives; H. V. Marrot, The Life and Letters of John 
Galsworthy (London: Heinemann, 1935), pp. 121-124. 
97H. G. Wells, Experi.aRt in Autobiography, p. 531. 
98Ford, Return to Yesterday, pp. 372-398. 
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de Maupassant, George Moore, Henry James, Joseph Conrad, and Ford himself. 
To thia end the first number not only carried James's story "The Jolly 
Porner," but it had as its "topic of the month" the publication of the 
"New York Edition" of James 1s work. Beaides the James 1 story, there 
was the suppressed Hardy poem, the first installment of Somo Reminiscences 
(later titled A Personal Record) by Conrad, pieces by R. B. Cunninhame-
Graham and W. H. Hudson, both of whom were admired by Ford and Conrad, 
and a translation from Tolstoi by Constance Garnett. 
Ford edited the magazine for fifteen issues (from December 1908 
through February 1910), and during that time he published Norman Douglas, 
H. M. Tomlinson, w,yndham Lewis, Ezra Pound, and D. H. Lawrence for their 
first significant appearance in print, and he published F. s. Flint, 
Walter de la Mare, E. M. Forster, and William Butler Yeats. The lilt 
greater show of talent than many magazines have for their years of effort, 
and it indicates how much Ford had become aware of emerging new values 
in literature. 
The magazine was not financially successful, but it had an almost 
startling effect on some of the young writers of that day. Richard 
Aldington spoke of it as a 11 Hufferian dawn,"99 and Jessie Chambers 
has recorded the delight with which she and D. H. Lawrence greeted the 
early issues of The English Review.100 It gave Ford a position of 
99The Georgian Scene (New York: Farrar and Rinehart, 19}4), p. 2}9. 
100E. T. [Jessie Chambers], D. H. Lawrence: A Personal Record (New 
York: Knight, 19}6), pp. 156-157 •. 
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influence over young English writers, and Ford exercised it at every 
opportunity. 
Ford often called himself, in a paraphrase of Hokusai, a man 
"mad about good letter•,"101 and he was always willing to share his 
enthusiasms. Authors sought him out, and he helped them when he could, 
always presenting to them the Flaubertian attitudes on the novel. 
Ford was not timid in his views: he would criticize Kipling, Galsworthy, 
and Wells, in print or in person, and he would deride such a novelist 
as Hall Caine. 102 If the Flaubertian type of novel was struggling to 
be born in England, then Ford as much as anyone else can claim to have 
been the midwife. 
101Ford, Ancient Lights, p. 296. Hokusai, the Japanese painter, in 
his old age used to call hims~lf, "The old man mad about painting." 
102H. G. Wells, Exieriment i~ Autobiograppy, pp. 5}0-532. Wells 
gives an account of Ford s criticism of Hall Caine and of his own 
defense of Caine. 
CHAPTER III 
FORD'S THEORY OF THE NOVEL: 
IMPRESSIONISM AND PROSE STYLE 
Despite the criticisms Ford made of the inadequate technique of 
several Victorian novelists, he recognized a relationship between his 
own work and their novels. There was, of course, in nineteenth century 
England a distinguished school of··realistic novelists who tried to 
present the world as it is by holding the mirror up to life. Charles 
Dickens, with what Ford called his "real knowledge of the harder under-
1 
sides of life," was a member of this school, as was Thackeray, who had 
2 
"a genius for projecting the lives of the comfortable." Among the 
other realists of the century were Stendhal, Flaubert, Turgenev, and 
de Maupassant in Europe, and Henry James, Joseph Conrad, George Moore, 
and Stephen Crane in England and America. This latter group of realists 
were led by Stendhal and Flaubert and had certain technical ideas in 
common that permit them to be labelled also by the name of Impressionists. 3 
They had basic ideas in common with Dickens and Thackeray, but in matters 
of technique they were widely separated. The naturalists, Zola, Dreiser, 
and others, were also realists "whose temperaments ••• impelled them 
to illustrate their subjects with only the gloomiest as well as ••• the 
1 Ford, The March of Literature, P• 811. 
2Ibid. 
3 ~., P• 839. 
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most repellent actiona and aateriall that their notebooks would allow 
them to present.•4 Realism ia, in Ford 11 view, a generic term for all 
three groupe, 
Among the Engli1h and Am.rioan impressionists, and particularly 
for Ford Madox Ford there wore certain writing techniques almost fully 
exeaplified in Flaubert5 that gave a 1pecific quality to their work. 
First and foremost, aince the author did not comment on tho action of 
hit 1tory, he tried to render his •tapressiona of hi• imaginary affairs 
ae if he had been present at th.-.16 Thia gave the reader a aon1e of 
immediacy, ef living through the experience, that could not be felt in 
a novel in which the author came be*ween the reader and the •tory with 
his reaarkt, hi• aumming up of the action, and his judgment• on the 
character•. The iaprestionists triea to fo1ter tho illusion of actual life· 
transpiring in the novel whore a commenting author might often point 
out that hit work was a story, and they put the burden of juagment en 
the reader and thereby made his a more active participant in the work 
of art,7 Ford Madox Ford hat tried to illustrate the difference by 
4 ll!!·· p. 846. 
5ill!,., p. 498. 
6 iliA·· p. 481. 
7Thil technique, of course, leaa•~ itself to differences of opinion 
on tho part of critics as to what an author intends us to tee in partic-
ular characters. For example, Fora 1s Dowell in The Good Soldier has 
been variously explained and eoaetiaea heatedly attacked. lnterettingly 
enough, Ford 1a own published comment on Dowell as a person (It ~~ The 
Nightingale, p. 2;5) suggosta that he waa charming and elegant and not 
the vapid being .Mark Schoru .U:•• h1a •-""&a ·hl• pl'ettM-· 'W the Vintage 
Good Soldier. 
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writing two iaagiuary passages baaed on the Vanity Fiir plet. 
Disgusting as we may find it, on crossing to the window our 
heroine -- whom the reader must acknowledge to be indeed a gilant 
little person --perceived Captain Crawley and the Marquis of 
Steyne engaged in a drunken boxing bout. • • • But such things 
must be when to the moral deterioration of illicit sex passion is 
added the infuriating spur of undue indulgence in alcoholic bev-
eragea.8 
That is Ford 1a exaggerated and undistinguished version of how a realist 
who was not also an impressionist aight have rendered a passage that 
an iapreaaioniat aight treat in this manner. 
In the street the eapurpled leg-of~utton fiat of a scarlet heavy 
dragoon impinged on the gleaming false teeth of a reeling bald-
headed senior. Becky screamed as a torrent of dark purple burst from 
the mar~uia 1 lipa to dribble down his lavender silk waistcoat. 
That ended, as she apasmodically recognized, her life of opulence. 
The dragoon, an unmoving streak of scarlet, lay in the gutter, one 
ara extended above his unshako 1d looks.9 
Where Dickens or Thackeray might aoralize about the action in an author's 
intrusion, the impressionist• remained silent. Where Dickens or Thackeray 
might "tell 1 or narrate the story, the impreasionists try to 0show• or 
project. What the latter are trying to do is, in Conrad'• phrase, 
1 before all, to make you !!!•u10 
If any one characteristic could be used to signify the difference 
between the Victorian novel and the Flaubertian novel, it might well 
be that in the Flaubertan novel the reader is expected to arrive at his 
own cGnclusions. He aust aake the judgaents himself, rather than having 
~ord, The March of Literature, p. 841. 
9~. 
10Ford atates that this method derives from Flaubert (The English 
Novel, p. 96), and that Flaubert and his achool uae it to •n,pnotize 
you into believing in their characters.• 
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the author o~ aoae form of the Greek chorus make them for him. This 
does not, of course, aean that the author of a particular novel does not 
so order the experience and exercise a selectivity that is intended to 
evoke a •correct• respon.e. 
The author is not ooamenting on his work, but he is presenting 
his detail so that the careful reader will see the situation as the 
author wants hia to see it. This makes the reader more a participant 
in the work of art than had been customary. It gives hia a sense of 
vicarious experience that he aust shape into a meaningful pattern. In 
the passage Ford uses for an illustration of the impressionistic 
technique, he has exercised a sele~tive judgment and concealed some 
attitudes toward the character which the reader is expected to pick 
up if only sub-consciou•ly. 
The moral drawing is all done with the words 1That ended ••• 
her life of opulence.• For even did the reader know nothing of the 
affair till that aoaent he would be a•tonishing for naivete if he 
did not realize that a lady, seeiag two intimate friends indulging 
in fisticuffs under her window and aaking the mental comment that 
that meant a future shortage of aoney -- that such a lady must be 
the mistress of at least one of the intoxicated contestants, and 
that the aarquis, because hewtuld probably be the more wealthier 
of the two. And the reader can be left to draw the extremely obviou• 
moral that an iapecunious adventuress -- for she must be impecunious 
or she would DOt anticipate ruin and she aust be an adventuress or 
she would not have been kept by a wealthy member of the British 
aristocracy -- that then, an adventuress who attached herself to 
a marquis given to overindulgence in alcohol, whilst having a 
husband -- tor DO officer of His Majesty 1s Fourteenth Cavalry would 
indulge in the public atreeta in fisticuffs with anyone at all un-
leaa he had been a deceived husband -- whilst having then, a huaband 
with the aame failing ••• that, considering all these things, 
that adventuress must be guilty ••• of iaprudence, or of hideous 
moral turpitude, accoriing to the temperaaent of the reader.11 
11Ford, The March of Literature, p. 842. 
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This kind ot close attention to the function and quality ot 
individual words that made the novel meve closer to poetry in ita 
workmanship and intensity aDd, in tact, aade Ford regard prose writing 
aa an even harder art than writing poetry,12 alao made Ford show con-
siderable interest in the matter ot proae atyle. Ford wanted to develop 
a natural atyle tor the novel baaed on the language ot bia own day, and 
be worked on this with Conrad while Conrad 11 greater preoccupation waa 
to find a new fora tor the uovel. Ford wanted a style that waa unobtrusive 
and autticiently lucid to convey readily the substance and the nuances 
ot the varioua "attaira" that he undertook to treat. He~d not feel that 
the style then generall7 in uae b7 authors, what Ezra Pound in praising 
Ford oalle• •a atilted traditional dialect,•1} could do tbia effectively. 
Aa a lieutenant in World war I, Ford bad a standing joke with his men. 
The7 would aak him to talk like a book,&Jd he would oblige with a 
atilted and poapous idiom that did indeed regiater with the men aa an 
accurate imitation. Ford called this the language ot The lii!!lr&i 
Review •which has no relation to lite.•14 
Many authors, and even auch an artiat aa Robert Louis Stevenson, 
bad at that time an often stiff or toraal tendenc7 in their use ot 
prose. Ford tr••uentl7 quoted Stevenson1s line "With interjected finger 
he delayed the motion ot the timepiece• as an illuatration ot prose 
12~., P• 12. 
1}Ezra Pound, "Ford Madox Ford,• FU[ioao I, p. 1. 
14Ford, 1Pretace,• The Sisters b., Joaeph Conrad, p. 10. 
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style that was too obviously literary.15 In Ford 1a mind, language of 
this aort gave a novel a tone of gentility that appealed to a aaall 
audience perhaps but made maBJ novels ae .. artificial or less relevant 
to coamon experience. 
When Ford and Conrad firat began their •ollaborations, tho latter 
writer knew the language of The Edinburgh Review because he had • a 
16 
marvolloU8 gift for assiailating the printed word.• Yet Comrad also 
wanted to achieve a aore fluid style, u:more natural style, and to this 
end ho used Ford as •a handy dictionary of syno~.•17 Ford would 
tell Coarad, for oxaaple, that •wire• was more colloguial than "telegram,• 
and Conrad would adjust the cadences of his sentence to use the more 
relaxed word.18 In this way, they both introQuced into their prose 
a more oollo.uial level of diction &Del thereby helped to bring the written 
language and the spoken language closer together. 
The language level that Ford wanted to achieve was the language 
"of the drawing rooa or the study, the really living language.•19 This 
was not affected or overly formal on the one hand nor full ot slang and 
neologisms on the other. It was •tairly fluid and fairly expressive•; 20 
it was DOt to Ford's mind so lucid as its French e~uivalent, but for an 
15Ford took this exaaple froa Stephen Crane (see Ancient Lights, 
pp. 52-5') and used it as his own (see The March ot Literature, p. 84,). 
16Ford, •Pretaoe,• The Sisters b,y Joseph Conrad, p. 10. 
17Ibid. 
-
18ill!·· p. 11. 
19Ibid., p. 10. 
20lbicl. 
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Englishaan it was the best instrument available and would have to do. 
Both Ford and Conrad felt a responsibility for using the lan~age with 
care, for keeping it as accurate aad flexible as they could. In their 
fr••uent discussions that sometimes boca .. arguaents, they discussed 
such matters as •the practical literary difference between 1Pennil•••' 
and 1Without a penny.'• In French •saas 1• sous,• they felt, was clearly 
a state rather than a temporary condition, but the difference in English 
was not so clear. Finally the two would agree abeut the best word or 
phrase, as in thi1 instance, that •without a pe~• was more lighthearted 
thea the other aDd usually aocoapanied by the concluding phra1e "in our 
pockets•; they agreed in this inataace that •Without a penQJ• was better 
used for a temporary condition than for a state.21 
When Coarad aad Ford discussed geaeral aesthetics and principles 
for the novel, they agreed that the author 1s main purpose was to intere1t 
the reader. 22 Then over the period of years they worked together, 
Conrad not only 1howed Ford how to make his prose less tentative, but 
he showed hi a a lao how to aake it aore exci ti:ng. He taught him how to 
achieve the vivid 1urface etfects that they aanaged in Bomance, and he 
showed him how to aake each sentence •a aosaio of little crepitations 
of surprise• and how to give alaost every paragraph its little jolt.2} 
21Ford, Jo1eph Conrad, p. 87. 
22~., P• 2o6. 
2'Ford, •Preface,• The Sisters by Joseph Conrad, p. 1,. 
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Again their models for prose style were, in the main, Flaubert 
and de Maupassant. Ford went so far aa to iaitate soaetiaes the cadences 
of Flaubert in his own novel• and particularly in the novel• that he 
aDd Conrad were writing together. He even iaitated in at least one 
instance a Flaubert sentence pattern, his syllabic length of words, and 
his vowel soUDda.24 In fact, Ferd 1a discipleahip was so strong and so 
long eDduring that he could say in 1929, •I have passed twenty-five 
years of _, life in trying to fiDd new cadence•; in chasing assonance• 
out of ~ prose, with an enraged aetioulousne•• that aight have been 
*hat of Uncle Flaubert hiaaelf.•25 Conrad, according to Ford, had felt 
nearly the aaae a•unt of intlueace au had, aa it in direct acknow-
ledgeaent of his discipleship, begun Almayer 1s Folly on the end page• 
and •rgina of Mad!P! Bovary.26 In general, whenever either Ford or 
Conrad vaa baTing trouble in expressiag an idea or describing a acene, 
they fell back on the laaguage of their masters an4 tried the acene or 
idea in French in order to get aoae 8aggeations fer an Engliah equivalent 
or to aee aore clearly what the problea waa.27 
It waa in thia aort of diacusaion that Ford helped Conrad consider-
ably. After all, Conrad deapite ail gelliua waa handicapped b.Y his 
Slavic backgrouad when he choae to write in iagliah, and Ford, without 
24Fora, Joaep! Conrad, p. 6. 
25Fora, No En!![ (New York: The Macaulay Company, 1929), p. 1,2. 
26Ford, Joaeph Conrad, p. 7. 
27~., PP• 168-70. 
auoh justification except that he bad soae feeling for English words, 
regarded hiasolf when he aet Conrad as •tho finest stylist in EDgland.•28 
Conrad had read widely in bis adopted language, but he certainly did 
not have the taailiarity with the spoken laaguage that Ford had. Ford 
regarded Conrad as •the .aster of adorned English.•29 Edward Garnett, 
who road and .ade suggestioDB about Conrad'• manuscripts and who has 
often been called Conrad's 1 literary godfather,• appareatly did not 
concern hiaself to aDJ approeiable degree with Conrad 1s prose style,}O 
aDd yet Conrad 1s style was undergoing a change during the years that he 
worked with Ford.}1 Conrad was aoviag away troa Polish literary style 
and syntax52 and beooaiag, as H. G, Wells saw it, 1Engliahed 1 at tho 
bands ot Ford.}} Evon Jessie Conrad, a hostile witness, admits that 
in those ar• Conrad had touDd Ford •a •ntal stimulus. •54 However, 
Ford 1s coaaents about his stylistic assistance to Conrad are DDt boastful; 
it -.,taiag, Ford aisaisses the assistance he gave b,y aaying that Conrad 
continued to develop in the same direction even after they had stopped 
working together.}5 
28ford, Joseph Conrad, p. 19. 
29Ford, It was Tho Nightingale, P• 129. 
}0ror ovidoDOe ot this see Ford 1s preface to The Sisters, p. 1}. 
51.wa!IJ critics have :aeticH this claaage. See, for exaaple, Richard 
Curle, Joseph Conrad (New Yorks Doubleday, Page, 1914), P• 181. 
}2Jooelyn Baines, Joseph Conrad (Loadon& Nicolson, 1959), fn., p. 150. 
}}H. G. Wells, Experiaent in AutobiographY, p. 5}1. 
'
4Jessie Conrad, Joseph Conrad As I Knew Hia, p. 11}. 
55Ford, 1Pretaoe,• The Sisters, p. 11. Ford says Conrad iaproved so 
that 1Tae Rover, for the liapidity of its style, was •l~•t unapproacbed. 1 
Both writer• wiahed to avoid uaing the word that atuck out of the 
aentence because of ita brilliant unuaualaeaa or ita aaasing aptneaa. 
Ford felt that a atartling word called attention to the writer and 
arreated the attention ot the reader. It daaaged both the general 
aeaaing of the paragraph and the cadeace of the aentence. They wanted 
a reader to be ~pnotized •into the conviction that he was listening to 
a aiaple and in DO waya brilliant narrator who was telling -- DOt 
writing-- a true atory.•;6 
The tact that the .. vels they wrote were intended to give the 
iapreaaion of the spoken word is an iaportant fact for literature. It 
deterained the shape that •111 of their succeeding novels were to take, 
a .. ng them at leaat Ford 1a ~•t i.,ortant aovel• if not Conrad 1a, and it 
helped to bring on the aodern vogue for first person narrative• that is 
evident in ••ch varied writers as .Altert Caaus (Tlw Fall) or Evelyn 
Wat.Jgh (The Ordeal of Giltert PiDfold) in which the narrator auat be 
judged as well as the story he tells. This, according to Ford, was 
utiaately derived froa Diderot who in Baaeau 1• Nephew showed the public 
•that words put into the aouth of a character need not be considered 
as having the personal backing of the autbor,•~7 and tor Joseph Conrad 
it was a necesaary first atep in fiading a vehicle of expression tor the 
new type of novel he was trying to construct. 
~6Ford, Thus to Revisit, pp. 52-~. 
~7Ford, The English Novel. p. 122. 
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Conrad had, as I have mentioned,~8 used Marlow as a device to put 
a story in motion before he met Ford Madox Ford, and his Marlow told his 
stories in a relaxed,~9 converaational manner in this way: "The ship was 
old. Her name was the Judea. Queer name, i1n 1t itT She belonged to a 
man Wilmer, Wilcox -- some name like that; but be bas been bankrupt 
and dead theae twenty year• or .are, and his name don1t matter.•40 He 
had in several in.tance• found that in Youth with his narrator looking 
back on oventa loag pa1t that he could add a note of mild despair to 
the book, much as he and Ford were to do in Romance, by contrasting the 
hope• of youth and the realization of age, often within a paragraph. 
The Conrad story of a young aan1s adventure• hal 1evoral counterpoint 
co.aents such a1 this, "However, they are both dead and Mrs. Beard i• 
dead, and youth, strength, geniu1, thought•, achievaents, simple hearts 
all dies •••• No matte~.·41 Nevertheleas, the novel as was true of 
Romance kept a reasonable chronological time pattern and was eaaentially 
42 
not anything remarkable in it1 fora. 
Marlow in Henry Jamee 1 view was •that prepoateroua master mariner,•4~ 
~8see chapter I, footnote number 55, and chapter II, p. 68. 
~9Thi1 conver1ational atyle waa improved by Ford 10 that it sounded 
moro :natural, more fluid. 
40Joseph Conrad, Youth an« other Steriel (New York: Doubleday, 
190}), p. 5· 
41 Jo1eph Conrad, Yoyth, P• 1. 
42Th• device uaed oorreapon4e4 with many nineteenth century novels 
(e.g. Le Fanu11 Uncle Silas) in which the narrator was looking back on a 
completed action. 
4~Ford, Joaeph Conrad, p. 171. 
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a aan who bad a larger and aore varied vocabulary than one would expect 
of a aan with hi1 calling, but to Conrad he wa• only a cut above the 
average, and Conrad did concern hia1elf with the appropriatene•• of the 
words he used.44 He could be aagered b,y a reader who was 1alway1 waiting 
to find one out in ailtake•,•45 but he was, for example, concerned 
enough to spead a great UtOUt of aeatal energy in looking for a 110re 
natural 1o1Uldiag word for Marlow than •as-.e. •46 
However, aore t.portant than this to Conrad wa1 another principle 
that he ud Ford had e1tablished for their novels. They agreed that 
1 the general effect of a novel aust be the geaeral effect that lite 
make• on .ankina.•47 If their narrator• were going to be looking back 
on the experience, they would, as auther1, .. ploy a coaplex, siaulated 
.... ry pattern rather than a straight chronological •••uence. Ford has 
illustrated the idea. 
Lite does mot say to youa In 1914 -r next-door neighbour, Mr. 
~ Slack, erected a greenhouse aai painted it with Qox 1s green aluainum 
paint. • • • If you think abeut the aatter you will reaeaber, in 
various uaorderea pioturea, how one day Mr. Slack appeared in hi1 
house. You will then try to r .. eaber the year of that occurrence 
and you will fix it a1 August, 1914, because having bad the fore-
light to bear the a.nicipal 1tock of t_. city of Liege you were 
ahle to afford a first-clall Ieason ticket for the first time in 
your life. • • • What a eaaage since theal Millicent had aot yet 
put her hair up. • • • You will r .... ber how Millioeat 1a hair 
looked rather pale and buraished in plaits. You will reaeaber bow 
44Ib!d• 
45aichard Curle, The Last Tea Year• of Jo1eph Conrad, p. 91. 
46Ford, Je1eph Co&rad, p. 171. 
47~., P• 192. 
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it now looka, aeana 1a; and you will aee in one corner of your mind 1a 
eye a little picture of Mr. Hill• the Yicar talking ••• to Millicent 
after 1he hal coao back fro• Brighton. • • • 
And if that il how tho building of your neighbour'• greenhouae 
co .. • back to you ju•t imagine how it wil! be with your loYe affair• 
that are 10 much .. re complicate& •••• 
This pattern ia what Coarad and Ford had decided on, but they did 
not act on it 10 evidently in their joiat production•. Instead the firet 
major •tep was taken by Conrad in Lord Jia (1900) , which Ford maintained 
waa a new fora for the noYel of that day.49 In that 1tory, Conrad had 
taken the oYeata of Lord Jia1a lito and filtered thea through Marlow'• 
mind ao that the •e•uenoe waa juablod. Where in teraa of time tho 
eYent• had occurred in thia order: Patna Yoyage, hitting the derelict, 
de1ertion of tho Pataa, court of in•uiry, Jia11 eenae of defeat, Marlow 1a 
interference in Jim11 lite, aad Jia aa water clerk, Conrad had re-
arranged the ovent1 for hi• aore dra .. tic noveli1t 11 order: Jia aa water 
clerk, Pataa voyage lketched, hitting the derelict, court of inquiry, 
Marlow•• interference ia Jia11 lifo, Jia1a 1en1e of defeat, and de1ortion 
of the Patna. Thi1 enabled Cearad to achieve a 1progre1aion of effect• 
in which each •e•uence intenaified the atory and in which Jia 11 later 
senao of defeat and hi• draaatio de1ortioa of the ~ could be placed 
1ido by aide.5° 
48lbii., PP• 19~-4. 
49Ford, Retyrn te Yoaterdaz, p. ~2. 
50Tho chronologie• are taken fro• Frederick R. Karl, ! Reader 1a 
Guiie to Jo••!h Conrad. p. 76. 
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Re-arranging chronological •e•uence il a 1tep toward the p1ych-
ological 1treaa of con1ciou1ne11 novel, that wa1 to be developed more 
fully in the work of Dorothy Richardaon, Virginia Woolf, and Jaae1 
Joyce. Conrad wa1 concerned with 1ugge1ting how the event• might have 
been reaembered in the mind of Marlow, and although each event wa1 
treated in itaelf in a rather 1traight chronolegioal order, there wa1 
the ever pre1ent idea, al1o contained in Conrad 11 1hort 1tory 1Amy 
Felter• written in 1901, that the atory wa1 being told b,y a man and 
refracted through hi• .. mory. In fact, Conrad often hal Harlow interrupt 
hi1 1tory for a drink of water or a 1aoke •• if he wi1hed to keep Marlow 
in the reader'• mind. 
Further .. re, in Roaance which both author• were 1truggling over 
at the •••e time, but particularly in the fifth 1ection of the book 
which wa1 written al-.•t wholly by Ford, Conrad having contributed only 
10 .. half dozen line1,51 the 1ubject il really the mind of John Kemp. 
Here, for e~ple, i• one illu•trative pa11age. 
It wa1 mot much good. I could aot keep to aay logical •e•uence 
of thought, ~ mind wa1 forever waadering to what aJ father wa1 
doing. I pictured hi• in hi• new blue ooat, running agitatedly 
through crowded •treeta, hil coattail• flying behind hi• thin leg1. 
The houri dragged on, and it wa1 a matter of minute•. • • • I 
tried to bury aJielf in the 1ch .. e fer _, defenae. I wondered whoa 
~ father would have found. There wa1 a aan called Cary who had 
gone ho .. fro• K1ng1ton. He had a bald head and blue eyes; be mu1t 
rea .. ber .... ~ • It began to fall du1k llowly, through the •mall 
barred window1./2 
51For how much each author did in each section aee Ford Madox Ford, 
quoting Conrad in the appendix to The Nature of A Crime, p. 95. 
52Joseph Conrad and Ford Madox Ford, Romance, p. 4o;. 
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We can see in this single passage the concern with how the mind 
works; the jumbling of impression., the way the mind when it is excited 
keeps a ti .. of its own that does not correspond with clock time as hours 
become minutes, the irrational connections (What do Oary 1s bald head and 
blue eyes have to do with the possibility that he will reaeaber John 
Keapf), and the tendency of the mind to visualize beyond r~~7 (Keap 1s 
picture of his father running agitatealy through the streets with his 
coat flying). 
Another passage from the sa .. section of that novel illustrates 
other aspeets ot the aaaner in which Ford dramatized the mind. This 
scene involves John Keap on trial. 
! dusty wig swaa up froa just below ay left hand, almost to a 
level with the dock. 
The old judge shut his eyes, with an air of a aan who is going on 
a long journey in a post-chaise. Mr. Barron Garrow dippoci his pen 
into an invisible iak-pot, and scratched it on his desk. ! long 
story began to drone froa under the wig, an intermiaable farrago of 
dull nonsense, in a A7poohoadriacal voice; a long tale about piracy 
in general, piracy ia the ti .. s of the Greeks, piracy in the times 
of Williaa the Conqueror • • • pirata aetyissiaa Euatachio, and 
thanking God that a case ot the sort bad BOt been hoard in that court 
tor an imaense lapse of years. Below ae was aa array of wigs, on 
each side a coapressed aass of humanity, squeezed so tight that all 
the eyeballs seemei to be starting out of the heads toward me. From 
the wig below, a t5~nslation of the florid phrases of the Spanish 
papers was eoai.Dg. 
Ford has the wig seta up, but it is only K .. p1s advocate rising, aad 
giving that iapression. The ink pot is aot invisible, of eourse, but 
it does seea so to Jobn Keap because it is out ot his range of vision. 
Through the repetition ot the word •piracy• Ford gets the effect ot a 
5'~·· pp. 409-10. 
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dulled aind li1tening to a long apeech, and from the la1t 1enteace in 
which the florid para••• ••e• to come froa the wig the de-personalized 
attitude toward the member• of the court that a priaoaer might feel. 
When the DOvel 1tarta preaentiag the 1tate of aind of a character 
a1 it• subject, it i1 only a .atter ot tiae before what il called 1the 
1treaa of con1ciouaneaa• ieco .. s an aekDowledged teobDique. However, 
in a •t•iot aen1e neither Ford nor Conrad wa• writing a 1treaa of 
coaaoiouanell DOvel, for if we accept the definition of Robert Humphrey 
the 1treaa ot conaciouane11 novel il oae in whieh •the ba1ic eapha1i1 il 
placed on exploration of the pre-apeeoh level• of con•ciou1ne11 for the 
purpoae, pri .. rily, of revealing the p1ychic being of the caaraoter•.•54 
Ford wa1 att .. pting to reveal John Xeap\ p1ychic being by depicting the 
1tate of hi• aind, but he wa1 DOt 1iaulating the extre .. broken 1yntax 
of the 1treaa of conaciou1ne11 writer• even if he waa intere•ted in the 
way the aind functiona. He wa1, however, trying to get the 1aae effect 
of the 1treaa of conacieuane11, which ia in Mallarae'• aeaorable phraae, 
to ahow 1 the •••t 1eised by the throat. •55 
Thi• wa• an advance in tae Englilh novel that went beyoDd Henry 
Jaae1. Ja .. 1 had pre1ented ai• eabroilaeat• coaaiatently in his later 
work• from the point of view of one of the characters, but he had aain-
tained a auch .. r• ordered, a DOW recognizable Jaae1iaa, ayntax and 
54aobert Huaphrey, Streaa of Coa•ciouan••• in the MGdern Novel, 
(Berk•l•y:Univ. of California Preaa, 1955), p. 4. 
55.11 t(uoted by Leon Edel, •Preface, • We 111 To The Wood1 No More by 
Edward Du Jardin (Norfolk, Coun.a New Di• .. tionl, n.d.), p. xviii 
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logical progreaaion, and he had BOt been concerned with the .. chanica! 
functiona of the .tad. Ford 1a version of the mind goea beyond Flaubert 
also, tor Flaubert 1a ayntax aad logical progreaaion of aentencee are 
conventional and •uite ditfereat troa Ford'•· However, both Ford and 
Conrad were inveatigating areaa that Flaubert and Jaaea had opeaed up 
Archer, aDd there waa aething ••••ntially new in what they were doing. 
In tact, all of the Ford experiaeata with ti .. had beea conducted ~ch 
earlier by Laurence Sterne in Triatraa S!!ady,55 but that wae an eccentric 
work with little aigaitieaat influence on the fora of the novel, and DO 
iatluence oil Ford aacl Ooaracl, What Porcl and Conrad and. Jaaea to a degree 
were cloing waa to aake theae techlli•u•• applicable to the aainatreaa of 
literature b,y linkillg thea with a realiatic, .. ral, appraiaal of life. 
In both Ford and Conrad the tecbni•u• became uaed for a narrator 
who waa looking ~ack on hia experieaoe and trying to evaluate it, but in 
Ford. the aixillg of tiae waa .ore kaleicloacopic, ancl in hia beat novel, 
The Good Soldier (1915), the aignificance of the event• changed. aa the 
narrator thought about th... Thia waa alao the techni•u• of Marcel 
Prouat in Beaeabrance et Tt&ag• Paat (191,·1927), aacl Ford bad, at loaat 
on one occaaion, beea regarded aa an iaitator of Prouat,57 There are 
56For a cliacuaaion of ti .. in the nevel aee A. A, Meaclilol(, Ii:!!!. 
and the !lovel (Louons Nevill, 1952) and le .. iaportant Hana Mn~•"~f, 
Ti .. in Literature (Berkeley: Univ~ of California Pre••, 1955). 
57Forcl, It Waa The Nightingale, pp. 21,-14, 292-94. 
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strikiag siailaritiel, but they were arriYed at independontly,58 and 
Ford 11 technique• were a logical doYelopaeat troa hil apprenticeship 
with Conrad, and troa hia own conception of tho novel, 
In labelling tA-..elYel a1 iapre11ionilt1, Ford and Conrad had 
al•o moYed in the direction of a Iconic pre•entation of their 1ubject. 
When one thiaka of Mada• Bovary it jump1 to the aind in terms of 
particular acene1, carefully reDdereda Charlo• Bovary at lchool, the 
ball, E.ma 1a aoetiag with Leon at Bouen Cathedral, the death bed scene, 
In each of Coarad 11 noYela there ia, according to Frederick B, Karl, 
a •central 1yabolic 1cene 1 which oould 1 giYe that ••••• ot calculated 
ro•triction which both he aad Ford early recognized aa noce1aary it 
aaarchy in prose fiction were to be eliaiaate4, 159 Thi• made their 
noYola different in kind troa the epiaodic nevel1 that ~•t of the 
ninoteoath century Eagliah author• were writing. Frederick Karl has 
cited 1oae exaaplea troa Conrad 11 DOYel• of thi• 1yabolic preaentation: 
•tao cab ride through the Lomdon atroeta to the charity homo (The Secret 
Agoat), Decoud and No1tro .. on the lighter (~•troao), Bazuaov'• confea1ion 
to Mia• Haldin (Uader Wo1torn ire•), the acone in tho Bru•••l• Coap&B¥ 
Office ( 1Hoart of DarkD••••), oto,00 
58Prou•t had only publiahed Swaan 1a ¥ay when Tho Good Soldier 
caao out, and Ford had net read it (••• It ¥a• the ~ightinJ!lo, p, 292), 
KoreoYor, tho technique• of The Good Soldier aro a natural eulaination of 
Ford'• earlier work, 
59Frodoriok Karl, A Reador 11 Guide To Joaoph Conrad, p, 16, 
60 6 ~., pp. 1 -7. 
If we look at Fora's aoYela, and particularly at the aajor ones, 
we see the saae viYid scenes preseated ia the French maaner: ADRe of 
CleYes 1 death 1oene (The Fifth Queen Crowned), the knight of Egerton 
in hi• bath (Ladiea Wb!•e Bright ifes), the Duch.-in breakfa•t (§!!! 
Do Npt), etc. There are alao in Ford 1s work soenea that fora a ayabolio 
center f•• the novel and that function on both the literal and tho 
metaphorical leYel. There ia, tor exaaple, in The Good Soldier the 
acene in which Edward take• Haney to the railroad in a dog-cart for their 
fiaal partiag. iivard and Naaoy aaiatain an Eagli•h roticeaoo aad aay 
nothing about what il oa their adnda, purpoaoly re1tricting themselves 
to triYialitiea.6t Dowell ayabolioally aita iD tho back seat of the 
dog-cart, looking on as ho has throughout tho DOYel. In Parado 11 Ead 
the opening scone ahowa Macaa1ter and Tietjona on a train which, as Robie 
Macaulay points out,62 is ayabolioally taking thea froa a well ordered 
world into the chaos ot war and eatirely new attitudes. 
Furtber.ore, both Ford and Coarad practiced a technique of juxta-
po1ition that led naturally to the .odern tandene.y to base works of 
literature oa auaioal modela. Thia vaa aot so true ot Oonrad as it vas 
ot Ford, but Conrad had proaoated the gera ot the idea. If tho tiae 
aobeae oould be rearranged, then iaoidenta that would aot normally come 
together could be juxtaposed so that ••• aight be a kind ot counterpoint 
61Thil scone vas taken troa lite and Ford used it as one ayabolic 
illuatration a .. ng other• ot tho Engliah cbaraotor. See Tae Spirit of 
the People, PP• 12}-5}. 
62soe Robie Macaulay 1a introduction to Parado 1a End, pp. vi,Yii. 
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tor another. For exaaple, Frederick Farl point• out that, uln No1troao, 
we are tlaaaed into the baokground of Dr. MoQYgham and ••• his former 
degradation at the baad1 of the tyrant O.s.an Bento at juat the moment 
whoa by hia pre1ent actioa be ia trying to regain bia maatery of aelf.•6' 
He ahowa ua bow in Victory tao elder Heyat 1a advice to hi• aon to atand 
64 
aloof ia juxtapoaed with Lena'• plea taat Axel Heyat try to love her. 
The aaae device eaabled Ford Madox Fora to preaeat Edward Aahburnbam in 
only three paragraph• aa looking with pride at hia Branahaw eatate in 
Englaad, .. king a bold and aacoeaaful .ove in a polo game in Ger.aay, 
and deciding on a new courae of action in one of his romantic affair• 
at ~vbeia.65 All three ao .. nta that· are widely aeparated in time and 
space are blended to reinforce aad provide co ... ntary on the particular 
aoaent that the noveliat ia treating. 
In Ford 1a banda, alao, the aatter of being able to move freely in 
ti .. enabled hi• to introduce a aubject ~ob aa a muaician might introduce 
a the•• and return to it tre.uently in the courae of tho novel, developing 
it or treating it in a new way each ti... In Ford 1a Parade 1a End, for 
exaaple, the title of each voluae beoo .. a the aajor tbeae tor that book. 
so .. Do Not reveal• what an EDgliahaan, Chriatopher Tietjea~, of a 
certain claaa doea or doe• not do, and repeated throughout the novel a1 
coamentary on Cbriatopher 1a actiona in aeveral different aituatioDI and 
6'Frederiok Karl, A Reader'• Guide To Joaeph Coarad, p. 69. 
~ Ibid., P• 70. 
65Ford, The Geod Soldier, pp. 28-9. 
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a• a unifying theae are tae words th••••l•••, •some do not,• which 
indicate to the reader that Chri•topher il acting in the light ot the 
Yalue• b,y which he. ha• been railed. 
Wita a similar Yiew in mind, ot relating mu1ical form. aDd literary 
toru, Ford wrote an iaaginary dialogue on how the sonata fora might 
be applied in literature. 
You state your fir•t •ubject (Hero or Heroine) in tao key ot the 
tonic. You then 1tate your second 1ubject (Heroine or Hero) in the 
key ot tae Doaimant, it the tir•t subject i1 in • major -- or in the 
key ot the relative major, it the tir1t •ubject is in a ainor key. 
You repeat all tb.at, and tllat tini.1.bed the tir1t part. Then co•• 
what i1 called the working out or free Fantasia. • • • 
In t.bat mix up th••• A. aad B, eabroider on thea in any related, 
or •••n unrelated, key• and t .. ps. You introduce foreign .. tter it 
you like. • • • 
You introduce foreign aatter, aDd geaerally haYe a good time. In 
the Re1tateaent you re1tatez A. eapb.atioally in hi• or her key, and 
B. E•ually e.phatically, but in the tonic original key ot A.. That 
beooae1 the key ot the whole 1onata. • • • You might re•tate the 
Foreign Matter which you introduced in the Free Fantasia. • • • 66 But tb.at 11 irregular. .And you •1 or •Y not haYe a eoda •••• 
Ford followed this sonata .. tbod, but rather roughly, in his Parade'• End. 
The subject t£ the priYate woes (the infidelity of hi• wife) and public 
woes (tao war) ot ChriJtopher Tietjen• are introudced in a first chapter, 
which focu••• on ChriJtopher, hi• background, hi• appearance, and hi• 
attitudes. In the 1econd chapter SylYia, the heroine-villain i• introduced 
and •got in• auch a• Christopher, who i• ab1ont troa thi• chapter, had 
already been treated. In the succeeding cb.apter• ot that book and in 
aost ot the following two noYels (No More Parade• and A. M!P Could Stand Up) 
the Free Fantasia or the working out of the two character• and their 
66Ford, Thu1 To ReYisit, PP• 95-6. 
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mutual problema is taken up at great leagth. Finally at the end of 
No More Parades, there is a very brief coda in which, after the armistice 
had been signed and after Sylvia had stopped hounding Christopher, he 
takes Violet ~nnop in his ar .. : 11She was a.azed. Did you evert He 
was swaying slowly. The elephantl They were dancing! • • • On an 
elephant. A dear, meal-sack elephant. She was setting out on ·• ••• 
These technical con .... of Ford Madox Ford were illustrated in 
his novels aDd put forward in his criticisa for the first •uarter of 
u67 
this century. He not only helped bring Flaubert 1s impressionistic methods 
to England, ho carried tho English novel further by exploring soao of the 
techniques that had been started in Flaubort, Henry James, and George 
Moore. He did this, of course, with Conrad, and it is reasonable evident 
that the greater share of credit is due Conrad. However, both of th .. were 
working out the ideas t. a degree in their joint novels and acre success-
fully in their iDdividual novels. The two authors had decided that the 
nineteenth century novel was too formless to be satisfying, and that it 
did not emphasize enough the teohaical aspect of writing. They admired 
both George Moore an4 Henry Jaaes aD& gave them credit for their own 
development. Together Ford and Conrad succeeded in uniting the nineteenth 
oentur,y attitude of aoral concern with.the aesthetic pre-occupations of 
67Ford, A Man Could Stand Up, p. '47. The quoted words are the 
last of the novel which was supposed to end the work. Ford did later 
add The Last Post to the trilogy, but be did it reluntantly because the 
fora had already been completed. 
the writer• of the Dinetiea but without their kind of anarahy, and they 
thereb,y strengthened the Ja .. aian school of writing. 
Ford particularly had tried to achieve a aore auitable prose atyle 
that moved away fr .. the literar,r language of the day, and both had 
experimented with tiae ••~ueneea that inehed the novel t.ward the atreaa 
of conaciou•••••· Virginia Woolf, Jaaea Joyce, and Dorothy Richardaon 
all p~bliahed after Ford; aad none of thea baa credited Ford with an 
influence. Nevertholeaa, tho particular proble .. he waa working on had 
become fiaiahed atat ... ata in hia critical work aDd in his novels before 
the other• begaa publiahiag, aad he had certainly coatributed to the 
literary climate of the day. Further~re, whoa each of theae novelists 
did publiah, Ford recognizeQ at once what they were trying to do aad 
encouraged thea to that oDd b,r giving each of thea a generous critical 
praiae when they moat needed it. With hia concern for literary equival-
ent• to auaical tor .. , Ford waa working in an area that baa proved eo 
very fruitful ia the works of Tboaaa Maan and Marcel Prouat in the novel 
and in the poetry of T. s. Eliot. It ia not difficult to aay of Ford 
that aa a figure liaked to the great traditiona of tho novel, he both 
realized hia paat and pointed ahead to new directions that were to be 
explored b7 thoao who caae after hia. It ia not difficult to regard 
Ford with .. ro roapoct than he baa gonerall7 beea given. 
CHAPTER IV 
FORD'S INFLUENCE ON ENGLISH NOVELISTS 
Having discussed how Ford broke with the Pre-Raphaelites, helped 
introduce the attitudes of Flaubert to the English novelists, developed 
many of the techniques of the novel that have been so useful in modern 
times, and stood as a broad influence on the literary climate of the early 
part of this century, it is now perhaps time to consider how Ford 
specifically influenced particular novelists. Again it is necessary to 
return to Joseph Conrad, but other writers will be treated, English 
novelists first, in the order that Ford met them. 
Joseph Conrad 
Almost all of the critics who write on Conrad brush over his years 
of collaboration with Ford, and so well known a Conrad biographer as 
Gerard Jean-Aubry dismisses Ford without a hearing for his claim as an 
influence by calling him a "pathological liar ••• hardly worth refuting.n1 
That Ford was sometimes a liar cannot reasonably be denied, but he did 
further the career of Joseph Conrad in a way that no one else at the time 
seemed willing to do. Also, though some of Ford's statements are calculated 
to exaggerate his own importance, a critic should not overlook whatever 
basis in fact they do have. 
1 Jean-Aubry, The Sea Dreamer, p. 232. 
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When the two men met and decided to collaborate, Joseph Conrad had 
already published some novels, Almayer's Folly, An Outcast of the Islands, 
2 
The Nigger of the 'Narcissus•, and he was beginning Lord Jim. As Jean-
3 Aubry states, it is not a body of work that suggests an author desperately 
in need of help. Yet the published books had not established a reputation 
for Conrad, except among some few intellectuals, although they have now 
been acclaimed in retrospect. Edward Garnett who was then reading for Fisher 
Unwin had set himself as a protector and advisor to Conrad; however, neither 
4 he nor H. G. Wells, who had sympathetically reviewed An Outcast of the Islands, 
had been able to bring about a good sale for any of the novels. Conrad was 
naturally disturbed by this. He was turning forty, not long married, and he 
was very nearly penniless after having given up the sea as a livelihood for 
tne even more precarious life of an author. He was subject to the gout and 
generally debilitated by poor health and a hypochondria that lasted through-
out his life and further complicated his real ailments. Ford Madox Ford, on 
the other hand, was in his mid-~wenties, was enjoying a more successful sale 
5 
than Conrad on at least one of his six inconsequential books, and had less 
than two years before inherited three thousand pounds from a German relative •. 
2conrad had written about fifteen pages of this novel before he moved 
to the house owned by Ford, "The Pent~ See Jessie Conrad, Joseph Conrad 
As I Knew Him, p. 47. 
3Jean-Aubry, The Sea Dreamer, p. 232. 
4see Oliver Warner, Joseph Conrad (London: Longman's, Green, 1957), P• 67. 
SFord's statement that he was more successful at the time than Conrad 
should be taken as one of his exaggerations (Joseph Conrad, p. 32). His 
success was mostly for the children's book The Brown Owl and for the often 
ponderous ?ord Madox Brown, both of which were popular successes rather than 
critical ones. Ford presents himself as a writer of more reputation than 
Conrad then had. 
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In the years of collaboration many of the advantages that came to 
Conrad from Ford were rather minor, and some were derived from Ford's 
greater affluence. In the aggregate, however, they amount to more than 
Conrad's biographers and critics are usually willing to allow. 
For one thing, Conrad became more financially secure because of Ford 
Madox Ford. This is not a trivial matter to consider, and it certainly was 
important to Conrad at the time, for he often, in despair of his future, 
thought of returning to the sea. Conrad had a sense of the carefully built, 
structured career, but he also had a perhaps Slavic but not solely Slavic 
sense of himself as master of the house and able provider, and his lack of 
financial success was harming that image. The immediate benefit that Conrad 
received from his proposal to collaborate was that Ford sublet his cottage, 
11The Pent," to Conrad when the latter had been given sudden notice by his 
landlord and was in desperate need of a quiet place in which to work. Ford 
not only allowed Conrad to delay his payment of rent, he also lent him 
6 
money to help sustain him. 
More financial advantage was to come. When in 1901 The Inheritors was 
published by Heinemann, the royalties from the standard edition were divided 
evenly, but Conrad was given a two-thirds share of the royalties from the 
7 
inexpensive edition because he needed the money, despite the fact that most 
of the writing had been done by Ford and that the broad conception of the 
6 Goldring, Trained For Genius, pp. 63, 73. 
7 Ibid., p. 84. Goldring discusses their financial arrangements which 
were revealed by J. B. Pinker in some correspondence. 
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novel was wholly Ford•s. The book went into a second printing and none of 
8 Conrad's other novels had at the time been so fortunate. The profits of 
9 
Romance were divided on the same arrangement, and though in this instance 
Conrad was a genuine collaborator, he would still not ordinarily have been 
given a larger share of royalties from any printing. The fact was that Ford 
admired Conrad's genius and wanted to help him. Later when Conrad was an 
acknO\~ledged master and had very good sales for his novels and when Ford 
10 
was an almost forgotten writer, it was turnabout for Ford to want to realize 
more money from these early books by adjusting the royalty allotments and 
having The Nature of a Crime, which had appeared in The English Review under 
11 
a pseudonym, re-published in their joint names. Conrad agreed only to 
save argument, and Jessie Conrad, who could be petty, publicly begrudged 
12 
Ford the support of her husband's name. 
13 
Conrad did not, despite Goldring's and Wells• assertions, stand to 
gain any significant new literary contacts from Ford that might help him 
8 Ibid., p. 83. Goldring quotes a Conrad letter. 
9 __ . 
Loc.·cit. 
10 This was in 1924 when Ford's literary reputation which had been eclipsed 
by World War I had not yet begun to rise again as it was to do with the 
publication of the separate volumes of Parade's End. 
11 
Ford published The Nature of a Crime in installments when he was editing 
The English Review. The story appeared under the pseudonym of Baron von 
Aschendarof which title Ford felt he would have inherited had his family stayed 
in Germany. 
12Jessie Conrad, Joseph Conrad As I Knew Him, p. 152. 
13 Goldring, Trained For Genius, p. 66. Wells, Experiment in Autobiography, 
p. 530. 
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to become established and talked about. Ford, it is true, knew Henry James 
14 
and did serve as a link between James and Conrad, but Conrad did not 
make a serious effort to develop the relationship despite his admiration 
15 for James's novels. Ford had known many of the Pre-Raphaelites, but by 
the time he met Conrad those he had known most intimately had died; moreover, 
the aesthetics of the group were of so little interest to Conrad that he 
would probably not have tried to meet individual members had they all still 
been living. Conrad did not need Ford's help in the literary world. He knew 
Edward Garnett very well, R. B. Cunninghame-Graham, the writer and friend 
of Shaw, and Stephen Crane. H. G. Wells and William Ernest Henley had 
admired his work and encouraged him. Through these people and his own 
limited critical success with his novels, Conrad had access to almost anyone 
of importance in London literary circles. 
Apart from the financial assistance that Ford gave to Conrad, there 
are specific influences on Conrad's work that have helped to shape his canon. 
Often Ford would mention a situation, and Conrad would take it up and develop 
it into a story or a novel in his own matchless way. Ford regarded himself, 
in a metaphor drawn from Conrad, as a discoverer of secret creeks which 
16 
contained gold, and many of these creeks were mined by Conrad. The plots 
14For the James' correspondence with Ford and Conrad, see Trained 
For Genius, pp. 100-113. 
15 Loc. cit. 
16 Ford, Joseph Conrad, p. 20. 
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for the three collaborations had, as I have mentioned, been all discovered 
by Ford, and he supplied Conrad with "germs" for other stories. The idea 
17 
for Conrad's "Amy Foster" came from Ford despite Jessie Conrad's denial. 
18 It can be found written up in Ford's The Cinque Ports (1900) which 
19 Conrad had read and admired some months before he wrote his own work. 
Amy herself, however, is Conrad's own addition to the story, and she is, 
as Jessie Conrad rightfully noted, based on the Conrad's maid. 20 
Ford gave Conrad the kernel of the story and some of the details 
21 for The Secret Agent, as Ford maintains, for although Conrad only mentions 
in the preface to that novel that he got the idea from a friend, no one has 
disputed Ford's claim, not even Jessie Conrad. Ford claims to have written 
into that book also some details about the topography of Western London 
22 
and about policemen and anarchists. These claims are reasonable. Ford 
had some years earlier met and talked with such anarchists as Prince Kropotkin 
and had kept alive his own interest in radical movements. 23 
Ford sometimes wheedled work out of Conrad. For example, he extracted 
from Conrad a two-page review of Anatole France's Isle of Penguins by 
17 
Jessie Conrad, Joseph Conrad As I Knew Him, p. 117. 
18 
Ford Madox Ford, The Cinque Ports: A Historical and Descriptive Record 
(London: Blackwood, 1900), pp. 162-163. 
19 Joseph Conrad Letters to William Blackwood, ed. Blackburn, pp. 113-114 •. 
20Jessie Conrad, loc. ~· 
21 Ford, Joseph Conrad, pp. 245-247. 
22Ford, Return to Yesterday, p. 190. 
23Ibid., PP• 92-114. 
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forcing Conrad to concentrate on it at two o'clock in the morning. 24 This 
was to appear in the first number of The English Review, but Ford wanted 
something more substantial from his friend for the review, and he persuaded 
Conrad to write his memoirs. Ford's assistance to Conrad in writing the 
reminiscences was to jog his memory when he could by asking Conrad to recall 
one or another story that he had previously told Ford and to encourage 
Conrad to put it down in writing. What resulted was A Personal Record 
(called Some Reminiscences when the major part of it was published in 
The English Review). Conrad gratefully acknowledged his debt to Ford in a 
letter to Ford's transatlantic review in 1924 in which he told Ford and the 
world that the book would never have been written without Ford's "gentle but 
persistent pressure which extracted from the depths of my then despondency 
25 
the stuff of A Personal Record." 
The method Ford used for drawing Conrad out was not confined only to 
his gentle pressure on Conrad while Conrad wrote A Personal Record. Ford had 
already given Conrad what Jessie Conrad calls rather grudgingly a "ready and 
patient assistance" in working over the material for The Mirror of the Sea 
(1906). Jessie Conrad, in noting that the book was based on personal 
24 Conrad acknowledges this in a letter that appears in facsimile as 
a frontispiece to the English edition of Ford's study of Conrad. 
25The letter is published in full in Ford's Return to Yesterday, PP• 191-192. 
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experiences, is honest enough to state that the book "would never have 
come into being if Joseph Conrad had had no intelligent person with whom 
to talk over these personal reminiscences.u 26 Her implication is that 
all Conrad needed was a willing listener, but the facts suggest more than 
that. John Galsworthy, an older friend of Conrad's than Ford, was living 
27 
nearby at the time and was in frequent contact with Conrad, and yet it 
was with Ford and Ford alone that Conrad discussed his work at hand. 
In fact, Jessie Conrad recognizes that Ford may even have written some of 
28 the pages for that book, but we shall probably never know whether he 
did or not. 
These are instances in which Conrad got direct suggestions from Ford 
or inspirations from his conversation. This was very helpful to Conrad who, 
as many critics have pointed out, 29 was singularly lacking in invention. 
However, Ford exercised a more subtle influence on Conrad. The major novels 
Conrad worked on while their friendship was at its height were Lord Jim and 
Nostromo, and the latter novel would probably never have been written had 
Ford and Conrad not done so much research and writing for the Latin American 
setting for Romance. Conrad had only visited the West Indies as a youth 
and had only caught then what Jean-Aubry calls "a few glimpses of scenery,u30 
but he managed out of his reading and discussion with Ford to render the 
setting of Nostromo so well that it is convincing to any reader. 
26 Jessie Conrad, Joseph Conrad and His Circle, p. 87. 
27 I..oc. cit. 
28 Loc. cit. 
29 See, for example, Edward Crankshaw, Joseph Conrad (London: John Lane, 
1936), PP• 88-98. 
30Jean-Aubry, The Sea Dreamer, P• 242. 
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Ford's influence on Lord Jim is less obvious and more disputable. 
While Conrad was writing that novel he was working with Ford on both 
The Inheritors and Romance. Lord Jim had originally been promised to 
Blackwood as a novelette to finish a volume that was to include also 
"Youth" and "Heart of Darkness" and resemble, if only vaguely, Flaubert's 
31 
Trois Contes. Jim has a counterpart in the John Kemp of Romance, for they 
are both impetuous, concerned with establishing their courage, and almost 
obsessed with the idea of honor. John Kemp was meant in his virtues and 
his vices to be a representative Englishman who chose to follow a career 
of adventure. Furthermore, The Inheritors is a study of lost honor. 
Etchingham Granger in that novel is of the aristocratic class, but he is 
drawn into a corrupt plot to bring down a statesman of integrity, a man 
named Churchill. He knows what is happening, and he tries to bring himself 
to prevent it, but his attachment to one of the female plotters is too 
strong. By the end of the novel he has become notorious as "the man who 
was got at." Surely Conrad while working on these two novels may have decided 
by their example to extend the plot of his own work well beyond the Patna 
episode. 
Even in Conrad's novel The Rover and in his fragment Suspense, 
both written long after the relationship with Ford had deteriorated, there 
is an echo of those earlier days. Ford and Conrad had planned to write 
a Napoleonic novel together, and they had one scene completed, but the joint 
31 Joseph Conrad Letters to William Blackwood, ed. Blackburn, P• 54. 
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work was not finished. 32 They had planned this novel in 1906 after Ford 
had returned from an American visit. He had heard there a story, which he 
told to Conrad, of a man who had once lived in the South and who claimed 
to be Marshall Ney and had an ornamental sword as evidence of his identity. 
Conrad's The Rover was the offshoot of his Suspense, written and published 
after the latter had already been started, and it was Suspense that Ford 
recognized as the novel they were to have done together, with its tense 
opening showing Napoleon in exile and all Europe waiting for his next 
33 
move. At Conrad's death Suspense was unfinished; consequently, Ford 
considered himself free to write his own version of the story, and he did 
so in A Little Less Than Gods (1928). 
Some of Ford's influences on Conrad are difficult to document. As 
I have argued, Conrad learned his English from books primarily, and he did 
not have a facility with the spoken language and conversational prose 
rhythms. Ford helped him to achieve one. It must also be true that Conrad 
learned things about shades of meaning in his lengthy discussions with 
Ford on the ~ juste, but it is not reasonable to maintain that they were 
any more important insights into the language than what one educated man 
might learn from a long working association with another and probably no 
more important than those Ford learned from Conrad. Conrad had the 
32 
Ford, Joseph Conrad, PP• 59-62. 
33Ford discusses the plot and its derivation in his preface to 
A Little Less Than Gods (New York: The Viking Press, 1928). 
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scrupulosity some foreigners (Vladimir Nabokov is another) can show to an 
adopted language, and when Ford gives us, in one or another of his books, 
a remembered conversation or argument he had with Conrad on how to render 
a particular description or state of mind, we glimpse two men of genius, 
~4 both aware of the possibilities of language.-
Ford was probably able to teach Conrad some of the less obvious 
attitudes and character traits of the common Englishman, particularly when 
they were treating the personality and attitudes of John Kemp. Conrad was, 
after all, a foreigner, and perceptive though he was, he could not know the 
hidden assumptions and beliefs of the Englishman so well as Ford who 
made this one of his life's concerns and wrote several studies of England 
and the English character apart from what is in his novels. 35 As Ford points 
out, Conrad was on occasion apt to err in the work he had done before he 
met Ford. 
He had that curious half-misconception of the English character. 
So that he needs must begin his matchless "Youth" with the statement: 
"This could have happened nowhere but in England where men 
and sea interpenetrate, so to speak--the sea entering into 
the life of most men and the men knowing something or every-
thing about the sea. • • •" 
Actually the sea in England enters more into the consciousness 
of inhabitants of Illinois or Central Russia--but not much more.36 
Ford is probably right in this instance and should know as an Englishman. 
His observation is generally borne out by English literature. Despite parts 
34some of these conversations are recorded in Ford's study of Conrad, 
but they are also scattered about in all his volumes of reminiscences. 
35see, for example, Ford's trilogy, England and the English (New York: 
McClure, Phillips, 1907). 
36Ford, "Conrad and the Sea," Portraits From Life, p. SO. 
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of Smollett, Captain Marryat, and others, it was not until Conrad came 
on the scene that English literature after the Anglo-Saxons had any 
lengthy body of work that really tasted of the sea air. 
The knowledge of national character was important to Conrad, as it 
was to Flaubert, for Englishmen very often figure in Conrad's work, and 
he bad the desire to render them accurately. Ford himself had difficulty 
in his early work, and even in The Good Soldier, representing an American 
convincingly. It is something of a surprise that Conrad made Marlow, 
who is almost his alter-ego, an Englishman rather than a Slav, but this 
shows how much Conrad bad been attracted to his adopted country. Many of 
Conrad's attitudes toward the English seaman had come, in Ford's opinion, 37 
from another strong influence on Conrad's writing, Captain Marryat. Ford 
was able to supplement this information and bring it up to date. 
Ford also possibly helped Conrad in the actual writing of some of 
his books. John Hope Morey has investigated Ford's claims that he added 
a sentence or sentences to "The End of the Tether," and words to the 
galley proofs of "Heart of Darkness," and that he discussed the story of 
"Gaspar Ruiz" with Conrad while it was in a formative stage. 38 Morey can 
only conclude that this was possible. Ford and Conrad surely talked about 
the work that Conrad was doing by himself, and perhaps Ford made some 
suggestions that Conrad accepted; however, Ford's total contribution, as 
Ford admitted, could not have made "as much difference to the completion 
37Ford, Joseph Conrad, PP• 64-65. 
38Morey, "Joseph Conrad and Ford Madox Ford," pp. 77-85, 86-89, 108-116. 
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and glory of his [Conrad'!7 prose as three drops of water poured into 
39 
a butt of Malmsey." 
Ford's major claim of actual writing in Conrad's works is that he 
40 did twenty-five consecutive pages of Nostromo. A noted collector of 
Conrad material, George T. Keating, had obtained a fifteen page manuscript 
of a. section of Nostromo in Ford's handwriting; later, seven years after 
the death of Conrad, Ford announced his claim. Ford's contention is that 
he had not said anything earlier about the circumstances in which he had 
helped Conrad because he was "practically under oath to Conrad not to 
reveal these facts owing to the misconceptions that might arise."41 He 
considered the release of these pages from Conrad to Jean-Aubry and then to 
George T. Keating sufficient authorization to break his silence.42 
Morey has examined the holograph and believes it probable that Ford 
did write one installment of Nostromo for T. P.•s Weekly. Morey's argument 
involves several points. First, he establishes that the manuscript ends 
in the middle of a sentence, and that to fill the necessary space of the 
43 
one installment it should have been twenty-one pages long. Second, he 
establishes that Conrad was intermittently sick with the gout and nervous 
39Ford, Return to Yesterday, P• 189. 
40 Loc. cit. 
41 Morey, "Joseph Conrad and Ford Madox Ford," p. 120. Morey quotes 
an unpublished Ford letter. 
42 
Ford, Return to Yesterday, P• 189. 
43 Morey, lee. cit. This indicates that the most Ford could have 
written was twenty-one pages and not twenty-five as he claimed. 
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~ depression when he was writing Nostromo. Third, and most important, he 
proved rather conclusively that Ford's copy was the text used by T. P.•s 
Weekly, and that it has some minor errors, such as the spelling of a 
character~s name, that Conrad would not have made.45 
Morey reproduces the text of the section in Ford's hand as an appendix 
to his study. It is a scene between Decoud and Antonia showing the two 
lovers together after leaving the Gould's house. Morey admits "that 
46 
nothing seems to happen" in the section that Ford possibly wrote. 
Furthermore, he argues that Ford knew Conrad's style well enough to imitate 
it convincingly, and that when Ford took Conrad's dictation, as he often 
47 did, it was in shorthand, unlike these pages. Reasonably enough, he asks 
what other explanation can be given for these pages. 
One could argue logically against Ford's claim and against Morey's 
justification of that claim. Ford may well have taken Conrad's dictation 
and then given the pages to T. P.•s Weekly. With Jessie Conrad ill with 
influenza and suffering the effects of a bad fall while Conrad himself had 
48 the gout, Ford may have been a more active secretary for Conrad than 
otherwise. It seems logical to assume that Conrad would have been more 
likely to proofread a section that Ford wrote than one he dictated to Ford. 
Furthermore, if Conrad felt a sense of shame or uneasiness about these pages, 
why would he not have destroyed them? 
~ Loc. cit. 
45Ibid., PP• 138-140. 
46 ~., P• 146. 
47~., P• 127. 
48Ford, Joseph Conrad, pp. 227-229. 
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If Ford had written the pages, one would expect to find some 
corroborating reference in his or Conrad's private correspondence, or 
even a veiled hint. Yet there is none. One would expect that Ford would 
at least have stated in his study of Conrad, written after Conrad's death, 
that he had done some writing in Nostromo. Ford made similar claims in 
that work about other Conrad stories and novels, yet there he states only 
49 that he encouraged Conrad to finish installments of Nostromo. Ford's 
claims had a tendency to grow over the years. In his study of Conrad, he 
speaks of having corrected the manuscript of "The End of the Tether" and 
having written in occasional sentences. 50 Seven years·later he speaks of 
51 having written passages into that work. One cannot accept an important 
claim of Ford's without evidence more convincing than his statements. 
Ford was, hoveve~, more than a passive partner when the two writers 
formed their aesthetic views, even though he was not the guiding force. 
On many technical matters they pooled their ideas, and in the opinion of 
Edward Crankshaw who admires both writers, it was Ford who kept Conrad 
52 
concentrating on technique. For example, they agreed that the opening 
of a novel should sound the note for the work that was to follow, 53 
49 ~., P• 229. 
50Ibid., PP• 261-!62. 
51Ford, Return to Yesterday, P• 224. 
52Edward Crankshaw, Joseph Conrad (London: John Lane, 1936), p. 150. 
53 Ford, Joseph Conrad, p. 182. 
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that it should properly introduce the mood and the action of the story, 
and they agreed that the first appearance of a character who was to play 
a prominent part in the novel should be a vivid one that would suggest 
54 
something important about that person. The Inheritors, for example, 
has this opening. 
"Ideas," she said. "Oh, as for ideas--" 
"Well?" I hazarded, "as for ideas--1" 
We went through the old gateway and I cast a glance over my 
shoulder. The noon sun was shining over the masonry, over 
the little saints' effigies, over the little fretted canopies, 
the grime and white streaks of bird dropping. 
"There," I said, pointing toward it, "doesn't that suggest 
something to you1" 
She made a motion with her head--half negative, half 
contemptuous. 
"But," I stuttered, "the associations--the ideas--the 
historical ideas--" 
She said nothing. 
In this passage there are several of Ford's concerns reflected. He wanted 
his opening to suggest the pace of the story, and he felt that this was 
55 
a fine opening for a short novel. There is a certain rapidity of 
movement, and the dominant interest of the novel is immediately brought 
out. The concern will be the clash of ideas with Etchingham Granger 
standing for the past and the unnamed woman for a rather opportunistic 
present. She is characterized in her unmasked contempt as a person of 
definite ideas, perhaps even dangerous, and Granger is revealed as somewhat 
ineffective by his stutter. The action of the story is foreshadowed in 
the image of the cathedral with the bird droppings, the desecration of 
54t.oc. cit. 
55Ibid., P• 183. 
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the past by amoral forces, much as it was later to be represented by 
T. s. Eliot in "Sweeney Among the Nightingales." The frame of reference 
of the characters is presented clearly. FUrthermore, the dialogue is not 
presented unbroken; the narrative passage increases the interest of the 
opening and gives it a sense of movement. 
Ford contrasts this with the more leisurely opening of Romance. 
"To yesterday and to today I say my polite Vaya usted con dios. 
What are those days to me? But that far off day of my romance, 
when from between the blue and white bales in Don Ramon's 
darkened storeroom in Kingston. • • •" 
Here, as Ford states, is an opening which suggests a much longer novel, and 
it is an opening which again strikes the dominant note of the story by 
reaching far into the sequence of events and presenting the Kingston scene 
long before in the story proper the narrator has even arrived in the islands. 
Ford mentions that he preferred the pensive opening to Conrad's usual 
56 dramatic opening, but both wanted immediately to establish some important 
facts, to get in a strong impression. 
In Conrad's Lord Jim, the opening attempts to present Jim in a vivid 
and memorable way that reveals him as he might be seen by someone who had 
known him and was trying to fix his qualities. 
He was an inch, perhaps two, under six feet, powerfully built, 
and he advanced straight at you with a slight stoop of the 
shoulders, head forward, and a fixed fro~under stare which made 
you think of a charging bull. 
56 Ford, Joseph Conrad, P• 183. 
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This is certainly more dramatic than Ford's opening, and it does prepare 
the reader for Jim's impulsive acts and his final almost bullish 
determination. 
Ford and Conrad both regarded the opening of any novel as a key 
scene and often revised what they had written in the light of further 
57 
developments in their novels. Ford claims to have helped Conrad in 
58 
choosing an opening for The Rescue. This again seems reasonable. As Ford 
explains it, Conrad had used a dramatic opening and was not satisfied with 
it. Ford was able, in going over the manuscript, to extract an impressive 
histotical passage from a later section and convince Conrad that it would 
go well at the beginning and spare him the necessity for a historical 
pause later in the story. 
Conrad did not learn as much about techniques from Ford as he could 
have when they worked together on The Inheritors. Perhaps this is 
unfortunate. He could have learned how to break up more skil~ully than he 
did the very long sections of dialogue that he often used. As Frederick 
Karl points out, the best Conrad could do was "to temper a lengthy 
conversation with the bustle of the passing scene as, for instance, in 
Chance when Marlow and Flora talk amidst jostling people and passing 
59 
carriages in front of Captain Anthony's hotel." Karl points out, and 
it seems reasonable, that long passages of unbroken conversation such as 
57 Ford, Joseph Conrad, P• 183. 
58 Loc. cit. 
59Karl, A Reader's Guide to Joseph Conrad, p. 47. 
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60 Conrad uses in Under Western §Yes can tire the reader. One can regard 
a lengthy, unbroken conversation as more static than a conversation with 
bits of narrative interspersed. 
But if he did not learn to handle his conversation more flexibly, he 
was learning other technical lessons, certainly not from Ford but at least 
with Ford. Almost every critic who studies Conrad sees a notable advance 
in technique between "Heartof Darkness" or The Nigger of the 'Narcissus' and 
Lord Jim or Nostromo. Conrad had in his earlier novels developed the prose 
style that placed an emphasis on vividly rendering the material world so 
that the reader would be made to see clearly, and he had established his 
technique of the progression of effect. In the years with Ford, he managed 
to produce novels that gave a much greater sense of the complexities of life. 
This came in part because Conrad began to use Marlow as a narrator 
in a more skillful way than he had used him before. In The Nigger of the 
'Narcissus• the point of view is confused. Sometimes it seems a member 
of the crew is telling the story, and at other times it is obviously an 
omniscient author who is relating inner thoughts and events that only he 
could know about. In "Heart of Darkness" Conrad uses "an almost direct 
61 narrative" and gets his effects primarily through the use of a series of 
images that give a resonance to the work. Both of the earlier novels are 
great works of art, lilt' "Lord Jim rightfully belongs in a more technically 
advanced category."62 
60toc. cit. 
61 Ibid,, P• 74. 
62 Ibid., P• 75. 
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Marlow had always been used carefully by Conrad and made to know 
only the things that he could have witnessed or been told. Conrad, as I 
have mentioned, gave some concern to making Marlow's vocabulary convincing 
for a man of his station.63 Yet these concerns were not sufficient for 
the two writers as means of expressing the richness and the complexity of 
life. They drew up some methods of treatment that would make the novel 
seem to come closer to the way things are. Their principles were set 
down many years later by Ford, but after the death of Joseph Conrad, which 
means that they are subject to error and to Ford's exaggeration. 64 
Ford maintained that the two authors agreed a narrator could not 
possibly remember verbatim conversations that had taken place some time 
ago, so the conversations could be rendered without quotation marks as 
indirect conversations or approximations. 65 He maintained also that 
normally in conversation one person would not always respond directly to 
the other, that one person might pursue his own train of thought, and that 
66 
a rendered conversation should reflect this' Both of these techniques 
were to provide verisimilitude, to keep the reader engrossed in the 
happenings of the story, and to keep his mind away from questioning the 
author. In fact, these devices were used by Ford in his novels written 
after he worked with Conrad and most notably in The Good Soldier which 
63 See above, P• 96. 
64 Ford, Joseph Conrad, Part III, Section I. Frederick Karl is one 
of the few Conrad critics to draw from this section, but he mistakenly takes 
Ford at his word. See A Reader's Guide to Joseph Conrad, pp. 70-71. 
65 ~., P• 198. 
66Ib1"d., 199 201 
- . 
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contains, as Ford notes, "hardly any direct speech at a11.n67 However, 
in Romance a large number of conversations are remembered by the narrator 
after a period of many years, and in Conrad's Lord Jim and Nostromo the 
same is true. Moreover, in the Conrad novels a question gets a direct 
answer. Ford ascribes to Conrad and himself views that he alone came 
to hold. 
What Conrad did do in Lord Jim was to present the jumbled time 
68 
sequence discussed above and to make Marlow summarize situations, interpret 
for his supposed audience and deliver in his calm voice the tale of a man 
69 
with "an acute consciousness of lost honour." The contrast between 
Marlow and Jim provided the same kind of counterpoint that had been achieved 
in Romance and in"Youth" with the contrast between the old man's after-
knowledge and his youthful innocence and impetuosity. Furthermore, the 
mixing of time enables a reader to see a complexity in a man and his actipns 
that could not be obtained on a straight time sequence. An author may 
cluster events that are widely separated in time to produce an effect, 
or he may link an act and its eventual consequence. 
This leads naturally to a de-emphasis of plot and a greater concern 
with motivation, characterization, and the inner life. It becomes, in 
effect, a method of comment for the author much more subtle than the 
direct method of the Victorian novelists. By selecting one moment to 
illuminate another, the author is arranging experience into a meantngful 
67 Loc. cit. 
68see above, PP• 96-98. 
69This is Conrad's statement on Lord Jim contained in the preface of 
that novel. 
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pattern that the exigencies of direct narrative do not allow. This was 
Conrad's new form for the novel, and he practiced it most notably in 
Lord Jim, Nostromo, and the novels that came after. It is also the 
method of The Good Soldier and of Parade's End. Frederick Karl sees in 
the chronologically disjointed initial scene of Romance the suggestion for 
the more developed experiments with time sequence that were to be carried 
70 
out by Conrad and then by Ford. 
Ford Madox Ford learned a great deal about prose style in the years 
that he worked with Conrad, but the two were experimenting together on 
other matters. Conrad also recognized a general debt to Ford and told 
him, "It is a fact that I work better in your home in touch with your 
sympathy.n71 By 1905, he had come to regard Ford as a "lifelong habit.n72 
When one examines seriously the relationship that existed between the two 
men, and the quality of work that Conrad was doing during that time, it 
reveals Ford as a great influence on Conrad, perhaps the second most 
important after Flaubert. It is unfortunate that Ford's freedom with the 
truth has confused matters and made it a simple matter for a critic to 
dismiss him with scorn. 
70 Karl, A Reader's Guide to Joseph Conrad, p. 46. 
71Goldring, Trained For Genius, P• 77. 
72 Jean-Aubry, Life and Letters, II, P• 25. 
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D. H. Lawrence 
Ford's relationship with Conrad was that of a younger man of talent 
and a mature writer with a set of convictions. In Ford's associations 
with D. H. Lawrence he assumed the Conrad stance. The major thing Ford 
did for Lawrence was to discover him. To Ezra Pound, who was on the 
scene at the time, Lawrence was "made by Ford, dug out of a board school 
in Croydon.n73 Pound, of course, was overstating the essential truth 
that Ford had been very helpful to Lawrence at the beginning of his career. 
Lawrence apparently was shy about showing his writing to an editor, so 
E. T. (Jessie Chambers) sent Ford as editor of The English Review some poems 
and stories that Lawrence had written. As Ford describes it, 74 he recognized 
immediately that Lawrence was a genius and pegan spreading his name about 
London even before Lawrence knew that his work had been submitted. 
The first poems printed by Ford were "Dreams Nascent" and "Dreams 
Old," and the first story published was "The Odour of Chrysanthemums." 
75 This gave Lawrence, who admired The English Review very much, a sense 
76 
of great accomplishment, a sense of having been launched on a career. 
In the months that followed, Ford published several more Lawrence poems 
73New Directions: Number 7, p. 482. 
74Ford, "D• H. Lawrence," Portraits From Life, pp. 70-74. 
75D. H. Lawrence, Phoenix: Posthumous Papers, ed. Edward H. MacDonald 
(New York: Viking, 1936), P• 252. 
76 Ford, "D• H. Lawrence," Portraits From Life, p. 75. 
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and stories, and he received several visits from Lawrence when he was 
able to come into London from his teaching position at Nottingham. The 
relationship that the two men established was one in which Lawrence 
demanded a great deal and Ford s~ve it. 
Ford worked over Lawrence's novel The White Peacock and made a 
considerable number of suggestions on matters of style, some of which 
77 Lawrence rejected and some of which he accepted. Their sessions took 
place when the two men met and discussed the manuscript and the pencilled 
comments of Ford. They constituted long and exhausting hours for Ford 
with scarcely any moments of rest, for Lawrence presented himself to 
Ford as a long suffering schoolteacher who could only justify giving up 
78 
one of his free days by accomplishing a great deal of work on his novel. 
Then when the novel was finished, Ford sent Lawrence a letter from himself 
to accompany the submission of the work to Heinemann. The novel was 
accepted immediately79 and published in January 1911.80 
Ford's letter, coupled with the fact that in an apparent second 
thought the manuscript was personally delivered to Heinemann by Violet Hunt,81 
77 ~., p. 88. 
78 Loc. cit. 
79 The Letters of D. H. Lawrence, ed. Aldous Huxley (New York: 
Viking, 1932), PP• 3-4. 
80 Harry T. Moore, The Life and Works of D. H. Lawrence (New York: 
!wayne, 1951), P• 39. 
81toc. cit. 
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Ford's associate on The English Review, was certainly responsible 
for getting that novel a considered reading from the publisher who 
had brought out The Inheritors, and it was no doubt an influence on 
the final decision. Lawrence, however, was the man who wrote the 
book, and he had sufficient merits so that when the book appeared it 
caused very favorable comment in literary circles if not in the general 
82 press. 
During that time and after Ford was kind to Lawrence whenever 
they met and seemed to him to be "the first man I ever met who had a 
83 
real and true feeling for literature." Ford had already called for a 
84 
novelist who would reveal the working classes as they are, and he 
saw in D. H. Lawrence just such a man as could do that. 85 He hinted so 
much to Lawrence on this subject that he must assuredly have started 
Lawrence to thinking of the autobiographical treatment of his background 
that is in Sons and Lovers. Lawrence mentions that Ford kept telling 
86 
him that every man could write one novel based on his own life. At any 
rate, when Lawrence did write the novel Ford made some editorial correc-
tions and suggestions for it and again gave generously of his time in 
87 helping Lawrence establish himself. 
82 Loc. cit. 
83Lawrence, Phoenix, P• 253. 
84 
"Editorial," The English Review, Vol. I, Number 1, P• 162. 
85 Ford, "D. H. Lawrence," Portraits From Life, p. 83. 
86Lawrence, ~., P• 372. 
87 Ford,~., P• 88. 
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The final influence Ford had on Lawrence was a rather negative 
one that broke up their friendship. Lawrence brought Ford a half-
finished manuscript of The Trespassers that was very sexually outspoken. 
Ford felt the work was schoolboyish with its phallic concerns, and he 
88 told this to Lawrence. Apparently Lawrence's feelings were badly 
hurt, for he did not again bring a manuscript to Ford, and he regarded 
89 himself as having been left "to paddle my own canoe." When The 
Trespassers did finally appear in book form, it was in a much less 
offensive version than the one Ford had seen; Ford's judgment must have 
90 had an effect and been supported by that of other readers. 
In summarizing his own total effect on Lawrence, Ford does not 
claim much of an influence. He mentions that Lawrence had a natural 
gift for form and style that was "rich and coloured and startling like 
91 
a medieval manuscript." Ford's major contribution to Lawrence was 
certainly that he first published his work, and then that he gave 
92 Lawrence assurance by highly praising his talent. Beyond this, Ford's 
love for the novels of Flaubert and his general devotion to the aesthetics 
88Loe. cit. 
89 
As quoted by Harry T. Moore, D. H. Lawrence, p. 84. 
90Edward Garnett also felt the novel was too erotic and 
Lawrence to revise it. See Harry T. Moore, Loc. cit. 
91 --
Ford, "D• H. Lawrence," Portraits From Life, p. 89. 
92 ~., P• 83. 
got 
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of realism served to steady a too romantic Lawrence who, according to 
Ford, wanted to write of "marble and gold and titled people,"93 and to 
point him instead toward the achievement of Sons and Lovers. 
James Joyce 
Ford did not have any significant influence on the work of James 
Joyce, but they did know each other in Paris during the Nineteen Twenties, 
and Ford did help Joyce to establish his reputation. Ford was one of 
the early critics to praise Joyce in print, and he praised him on 
94 
several different occasions. Then when Ford was editing the trans-
atlantic review in 1924, he persuaded Joyce to give him some pages from 
his untitled novel (Finnegan's Wake), and he published them. The "four 
masters" episode was the first part of that novel to appear, and 
interestingly enough Ford gave to the book the interim name Work in 
Progress which served to identify it for many years. 95 
Both Ford and Conrad had prepared the way for a feat of such 
technical virtuosity by their ow.n concerns for the method and manner of 
writing and the objectivity of the author. Ford had also prepared a 
climate for Joyce by attacking the Victorian pieties in producing novels 
such as The Benefactor (1905), A Call (1910), and The Good Soldier (1915), 
93 Loc. cit. 
94 See Ford, "Ulysses and the Handling of Indecencies," The English 
Review, XXXV (December 1922), pp. 538-548, and "A Haughty and Proud 
Generation," Yale Review, xi (n.s.), (July 1922). 
95 Herbert Gorman, James Joyce (New York: Rinehart, 1939), P• 336. 
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books that treated sexual motivations realistically. This enabled Ford 
to recognize easily the kind of purpose that lay behind Joyce's work. 
However, this is not to say that Fbrd whole heartedly approved of Joyce's 
novels. He argued with him about his obscenities much as he had done 
96 before with Lawrence but less successfully, and he stated a belief, still 
shared by many and likely to become a final judgment on Finnegan's Wake 
at least, that Joyce was carrying his concern with method to a point 
97 that was ruinous. 
Graham Greene and Evelyn Waugh 
Graham Greene met Ford in t938, apparently on one of Ford's 
98 infrequent visits to England during his later life, but he had been a 
longtime admirer of Ford's work. In 1935, Greene considered Ford "the 
most able living novelist.n99 However, since Ford was in the general 
tradition of Heary James, any influence he might have had on Graham Greene 
is hard to dissociate from Greene's larger admiration for James. There 
is perhaps some value in examining precisely what impressed Greene about 
Ford's work. He saw Ford's strength in his knowledge of the intricacies 
of the time shift, of course, and because he considered Ford more 
96
see Sisley Huddleston, Paris Salons, Cafes, Studios, p. 219. 
However, Ford publicly defended Joyce•s indecencies in The English Review. 
(See Note 94.) 
97Ford, Thus to Revisit, P• 244. 
98Grabam Greene, "Introduction," The Bodley Head Ford Madox Ford 
(London: The Bodley Head, 1962), P• 8. 
99Graham Greene, "The Dark Backward: A Footnote," The London Mercury, 
Vol. XXXII, No. 192 (October 1935), P• 564. 
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capable with the technique than Conrad, he suggested that Ford not 
Conrad was the teacher in their relationship. 100 He saw Ford's time 
shift as a device admirable in itself which Ford, as a genius aware of 
his own limitations, developed to hide his weakness with direct narrative. 
Greene himself is capable in the use of direct narrative, and he rarely 
makes time juxtapositions. 101 
Graham Greene also admired Ford's ability to render direct 
conversation and to stage a dramatic scene. 102 Although Greene's novels 
do, as a rule, have a considerable amount of dramatic conversation that 
adds to the strong scenes, this does not argue an indebtedness to Ford 
except in the most general sense as appreciation for another's work 
shapes one's own sensibility and helps to define roughly one's conception 
of the form of the novel. Henry James is the stronger influence on 
Greene in these matters, for he follows the Jamesian method of handling 
conversation but at much shorter length, and he does not use Ford's 
technical variations. 
Paul Wiley points out that Greene learned from Ford's experiments 
in transferring elements of the detective story to the novel proper. 103 
100Greene, "Ford Madox Ford," The Lost Childhood, P• 91. 
101There is, however, a time shift in Greene's short story 
"The Basement Room." This enables Greene to juxtapose a situation (a child 
witnessing a murder) with its consequence (when the child is an adult he 
is timid and dilettantish). 
102Greene, "The Dark Backwards A Footnote," The London Mercury, P• 564. 
103
wiley, Ford Madox Ford, P• 52. 
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This may be so, for some of Ford's novels such as Vive Le Roy (1936) 
and When the Wicked Man (1931) are close enough to the detective story 
to suggest that genre. Yet these works by Ford are written with a 
technical care and a serious purpose that makes them appear more than 
"thrillers." There is certainly an air of conspiracy that runs through 
most of Ford's novels. Leonora and Florence had deceived John Dowell 
in The Good Soldier, and Graham Greene himself praises the "secret 
104 gossip" that Ford introduces into Parade's End. This, as Mr. Wiley 
is quick to point out, 105 is not a kind of treatment that is peculiar to 
Ford alone. It is also the method James employed in What Maisie Knew 
or The Sacred Fount. One can only conjecture that Greene's attraction 
for the work of Ford and of James may relate in part to these elements 
of the detective story, and that there may be a general influence. 
There is, however, a theme relationship that exists between Greene 
and Ford which includes also Evelyn Waugh. Ford was the originator of 
the modern Catholic novel in England. This may be described as a novel 
in which Catholic attitudes are presented by an English Catholic, often 
in a harsh light but without apology, and one in which the clergy figure 
as human beings with strange limitations. The treatment was common enough 
in France (i.e. in the novels of Balzac), and it was to become prominent 
in the novels of James Joyce in Ireland with the publication of his 
104 
Greene, 11Ford Madox Ford," The Lost Childhood, P• 91. 
105 Wiley, loc. cit. 
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Portrait of the Artist As a Young Man (1916). In England and America 
where Catholics were in a minority, they tended, with some reason, to 
be defensive and sometimes perhaps sentimental about their religion. 
Ford's Catholic women are usually daemonic. In The Good Soldier 
and in Parade's End, Leonora and Sylvia have each married a non-Catholic, 
and they pursue their husbands with a fur, that is in part religiously 
motivated. Leonora cannot have children because Edward Ashburnham is 
determined to bring up a male heir as a Protestant, and Sylvia, though 
she is unfaithful to Christopher Tietjens, will not divorce him because 
she is Catholic. In both instances the religious attitudes of the 
women make the marriages they have entered into more desperate. The 
basic religious difference is the key also to Graham Greene's The End 
of the Affair and to Gur Crouchback's unhappy marriage in Evelyn Waugh's 
trilogy on World War rr. 106 
Ford also has in Father Consett of Parade's End a priest who is 
generally unwashed, who is superstitious as Ford himself was, and who 
drinks whiskey and plays whist right up until twelve o'clock of the 
night before he is to serve mass. Father Consett evolves into such 
types as Graham Greene's "whiskey priests," seen most notably in 
The Power and the Glory, and Eveyln Waugh's sly priest of Officers and 
Gentlemen who is engaged in espionage. This recognition of individual 
106Men At Arms (1952), Officers and Gentlemen (1955), and The End 
of the Battle (1961), All were published in Boston by Little, Brown. 
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weaknesses among the members of the clergy is, in fact, realistic, but 
it is unusual coming from a Catholic in England, and it prepared the way 
not only for English authors, but also for the stories of the American, 
J. F. Powers. 
Evelyn Waugh, it seems likely, is indebted to Ford Madox Ford for 
more than a character type. His career is oddly parallel to that of 
Ford. They both admired the Pre-Raphaelites in their youth, and both 
wrote a book on Dante Gabriel Rossetti. They both were primarily'known 
as sophisticated authors who satirized the upper classes, 107 and both 
turned to a lengthy work on the disillusioning effect of war upon a 
man of great potential. They both objectified an autobiographical 
segment of their lives by giving the major character a name other than 
their own but making it apparent to the publishers for the purpose of 
the dust wrapper comment just who was being represented in this semi-
autobiographical form. 108 It is difficult not to believe that tvelyn 
Waugh knew Ford's work intimately, as well a writer might who wanted to 
know more fully what it meant to be a Catholic author in England and to 
come out of the Pre-Rapbaelite background. Believing this, it is perhaps 
possible to conclude that Ford stood almost as an image of the artist for 
Evelyn Waugh as be did for several other writers in the Paris of the Twenties. 
107
see, for example, Eveyln Waugh's Vile Bodies {Boston: Little, 
Brown, 1930) and Ford's A Call. 
l08Tbese would be Evelyn Waugh's The Ordeal of Gilbert Pinfold 
(Boston: Little, Brown, 1957) and Ford's No Enemy (New York: The Macaulay 
Company, 1929). 
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Mr. Waugh's trilogy on World War II has so many parallels with 
Parade's End that one can consider it in many ways an updating of 
Ford's work on World War I. Guy Crouchback like Christopher Tietjens 
is a man who acts as adjutant and concerns himself with the petty 
details of war. He is also cuckolded by his wife who, like Sylvia 
Tietjens, is "incapable of shame."109 In both novels much of the 
emphasis is on the lulls of war, and in both novels the general staff 
and other people responsible for the broad conduct of war are presented 
as confused and often ineffective. In the "In the Picture" section of 
Officers and Gentlemen, Evelyn Waugh uses the chapter heading for a 
thematic effect much as Ford had used his individual titles of the 
novels of Parade's End. If this were not enough, Evelyn Waugh has 
110 Guy Crouchback assume a self-imposed silence under the guise of shock, 
surely a peculiar situation, much as Mark Tietjens had done in Parade's 
End. Both are brought to reveal this sham by a powerful enough 
emotional demand that is put upon them. 
One finds also in the early Ford a sophisticated comic vein which 
111 
suggests the early Waugh books written so much later than Ford•s. 
Paul L. Wiley has commented on this resemblance and has quoted wisely in 
109waugh, Officers and Gentlemen, p. 182. 
110
rbid., pp. 307-310. See also the final section of Ford's 
The Last POSt. 
111I had naturally prepared to establish this relationship, but 
since I find I am now preceded by Mr. Wiley's study, published in 
September 1962, I rely on his comment and well chosen illustration. 
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revealing it. He uses a passage from Ford's novel A Call (1909) • 
• • • Senhora de Bogota was leaning, a splendid mass of dark 
and opulent flesh, across her diminutive neighbor's form to 
whisper with a strong Brazilian accent to Madame de Mauvesine: 
"Regardez done cette Etta! Ces Anglaises, a-t-on jamais ou 
rien de pareillesl" 
And Madame de Mauvesine, blonde with coppery hair and a 
peaked, almost eel-like face, raised her eyes to heaven, or 
rather to the ceiling that was painted to resemble a limpid112 blue sky filled with chains of roses and gamboling cherubs. 
Surely anyone seeing this passage for the first time would attribute it 
to Evelyn Waugh or perhaps to Ronald Firbank, both novelists in whose 
works such ceilings and such people flourish, and if Evelyn Waugh was 
not directly influenced by Ford,
1
the series of parallels is quite 
remarkable. 
Other English Novelists 
Ford's influence on other English novelists was slight. There are 
several reasons for this. Ford left England in 1922, and in his late 
years he could not even get a publisher in England for some of his novels 
and critical works, though they were all published in America. 113 Ford 
had been involved in personal squabbles and marital difficulties that 
made headlines in the English papers and these things together with 
his claim of influence on the then s~lidly established Conrad, whom the 
112 
Wiley, ·Ford Madox Ford, P• 154. The quotation is from Ford's 
A Call, P• 60. 
113 See the bibliographies contained in Goldring, Trained For Genius. 
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English had come to venerate, gave Ford a bad reputation in England 
that persisted up to his death. Furthermore, Ford was an innovator, 
and as Graham Greene has pointed out in discussing Ford's neglect, 
conservatism in England is very tenacious. In fact, Ford's neglect 
was such that Lawrence Durrell had not even heard of The Good Soldier 
and on reading it was so astounded to find his own technical feats 
already accomplished, primarily the time shift and the effect of 
different characters viewing a subject with different preconceptions 
and attitudes, that he was brought to say he might never have written 
the Alexandrian novels had he first read Ford's book. 114 American 
authors and the American audience were more receptive to Ford's ideas 
and to his novels so that he eventually moved to this country, and 
it came to seem to him that most of the literary activity that was 
worthwhile after World War I came out of the American Midwest. 115 
114 
"Interview with Lawrence Durrell," The Griffin, IX (February 
1960), P• a. 
115 Ford stated this view on several occasions. It may be found, 
for example, in his preface to a collection of stories from the trans-
atlantic review, Transatlantic Stories (New York: Dial Press, 1926). 
I mention here that Ford had an English admirer in Storm Jameson. 
The relationship of her novels to his has been treated by w. c. Frierson, 
The English Novel in Transition: 1885-1940 (Norman, Oklahoma: University 
of Oklahoma Press, 1942), PP• 312-313. 
CHAPTER V 
FOiD 1S INFLUENCE OB AMERICAN NOVELISTS 
The iRflueaoe Ford Madox Ford exerted on Aaerican DOYeliata caae 
priaarilJ after 1922 when he had eatabliahed hi .. elt in Paria, and though 
it waa due in part to hia peraonal aagnetiaa, it related alao to the 
tact that Ford waa a leading practitioner of the Flaubert-Jaaes-Conrad 
aehool of writing. Ford bad taken a tor.al leaYe of literature when he 
entered upon ailitary aerYice, and, except tor aome poeas, a book na .. d 
Zeppelia Bi&Pt• that Violet Huat had put together troa hia hiatorical 
aketchea publiahed in newspaper• and .. gasinea before the war, aad two 
propaganda werka ua.ed Between St, Deaia and St, George and When Blood Is 
Their Arl!!ent, he bad kept hia word. Feea anyone but the prolific 
Ford this would aeea to be a auaber et exceptions to a leave-taking, 
but oDlJ the po .. a were literary work• written in the war years, and he 
wa1 generallJ sincere aboat being an author whoae career waa ending. 
After the war he burrowed into the country in a little houae in 
Suaaex aad took up again the lite of a faraer. Since !k• Good Soldier 
had 10ne al .. at uanoticed, he felt that in England there waa no audieace 
tor hia own work, and amoag the otaer writer• he admired, Conrad'• 
career waa Yirtually eaded &ad CUDRinghaae Grabaa waa •lipping into obacutity.1 
To izra Pound, alao, Ford ao .. ed a neglected writer. He regardea thia 
aa a part of the ahaae of poatwar EDgland, and ho dra.atized Ford 1a 
plight in hia poea •Hugh Selwyn Mauberley.• 
Beneath the aaggiag root 
Tao atyliat haa taken ahelter, 
Unpaid, unoelebrated, 
At laat troa the world 1a welter 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The haYeD troa aophiaticationa aad contentions 
Leaka througa ita tbatchJ 
He otter• auooulent cooking; 
2 Tae door haa a creaking latch. 
The obituary ha4, howeYer, been written too aoon. 
Glenw!f Woacott 
In the early twentiea, Ford began gettiag letter• froa the Aaericau 
Midweat in praiae of hia work.~ Soae of hia correapondenta oaae to aee 
hia, aDd one of theae, GlenwaJ Weaoott, ata,ed with hia tor a lengthy 
Yiait.4 In talking with ._acott, Ford arriYed at the conoluaion that 
there waa a atirring of literary actiYitJ in Aaerica and an intereat in 
the coaaoioua art et Flaubert. UDdoubteil7 Ford talked to Wescott about 
hia own teohDiquea and about hi• conception of the noYel, tor it waa hia 
ooaaon practice with roung writera. 
GlenW&J Weacott ieoaae a liteleag ad.trer of Ford 1s work,5 aD4 
2Poraonao: The Col ected Po ... et isra Pound (Norfolk, Conn.a 
New Directioaa, M.d. , p. 195. That the character ia Ford was firat 
pointed out bf Hugh Keanor, The Poetrl of Ezra Pound, p. 174. 
~Ford, It Waa the Nig!tingale, p. 170. 
4 ~·· p. 171. 
5Katberine Anne Porter hal aentioned her own and Mr. Weacott 1a 
great adairation tor Ford 1a worka New Direotiona: Nuaber SeYen, p. 478. 
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perbapl he wa1 iDtluenoed b,y the fora of The Good Soldier when he wrote 
The Grand.uther• in 1927. In The Graadaotherl, AlWJB Tower i1 looking 
~ck on tae livea ot varioua a .. bera of hie family in order to diacover 
a pattern or a aeaning in thole livea. John Dowell had alao been looking 
back on .t:da yeara vita Edward ancl Leo110ra Aahburnhu to diacover what 
their relation8:11t.ip had aeant. In both novel•, having a central character 
retle1t over a bo4y of aaterial gives focu1 to a 1tory that aight other-
wile appear foraleaa bf projectiag it tarough the mind of one per1on. 
In treating the hi1tory of hi• faaily back to ail grandparent•, 
Alwyn Tower decide• that the belt method forrevealing the meaning of the 
individual livea of the taaily a .. b•r• .. uld be •to tell the •toriea 
the .. elve•.•6 A• a re1ult, he take• one 1tory at a tiae, of a graad-
aother, a grand.father, an uncle, an auat, and ao forth, and treata each 
ene aa fully a1 he can. Dowell had alao wondered about the be•t .. thod 
he might uae and decided to tell hia atory aa if aeated by the tire and 
talking to a frielld. 7 
Both novel• have a juabled tiae •••••nee, but Weacott 1a aethod ia 
cloaer to Comrad 1a taan to Ford 1a. One story reiatorcea another that 
hae preceded it by treating 10 .. ot the 1aae .. terial while focuaing on 
a different meaberat the family. For ~ of the 1torie1 there ia the 
aue aenae of inevitability that ia preaent in Conrad 1a novel auch aa 
Victory in which we know in advance at leaat a part of the outcoae. 
6Glenway Weaoott, The Graaiaothera (Jew York: Harper, 1927), p. ''· 
7Ford, The Good Soldier, p. 12. 
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For exaaple, Ralph Tower court• Mariaane Dutt, aDd we know while reading 
ot the eourt1bip that they are to get married and have a 1on, Alwyn. 
Ford al•o anticipate• the action ot hi• •tory and then catch•• up; 
howeYer, hia treataeat ot tiae i1 more kaleido•copic than either Conrad'• 
Both Ford and Coarad bad .... their narrator• diacu11 their own 
experience•. Glenway We1cott ha• tr61G to achieYe a wider raage in 
tiae, and it re1ult1 in 1oae technical tailur••· Alwyn pre1ent1 iatora-
ation that only an oani1cient author could know. For exaaple, in di1• 
cu••iag hi• great-uacle LeaD4er, he co .. ent•, •ae ••ilea a1 he 1aw 
Haney'• eye1 brightea, aad realized that froa the aask ot his attect-
ionate taco, while 1he had talked and he baa failed to li1ten, •h• bad 
reoeiYed a •ort ot ble11ing or ab•olutioa.•8 
We1cott 11 al•o torced to u1e 10 .. rather weak deYicel in order 
to preYide intoraation. Alwyn include• part ot a biography which hi1 
grandfather, ••ite out ot character, had written.9 Later in the noYel, 
We1cott ha• Alv.ToR turn oYer the page1 ot a photograph albua and giYe a 
10 
chapter of Yigaett••· 
In geaeral, Glenway We1cott regard• hialelt a• one ot a school of 
writer• •who went to France• tolleara troa Flaubert.11 Perhaps Ford 
8we1oott, The Grantaetaera, p. 125. 
9~ •• pp. 41-50. 
10 6 ~., PP• 14o-1 '· 
11 weacott, •rae Moral of F. Scott Fitzgerald,• iacluded in F. J. 
Hotfaan, Tao Great Gat•!f: A Study (lew York: Scribner'•, 1962), p. 217. 
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encouraged hia in this direction. !• a leading practitioner of Flaubert 1s 
metaoda, Ford oould at least help a young writer interested in the French 
novel to crystallize his views. It is even possible that during Wescott's 
oxteD&ed stay at Ford 1s farabouse in Suasex, Ford turned hia in the 
direction of prose writing. He had •••• to Ford as a poet •aaving his 
firat experience with the ••••·•12 His career, however, bas been aainly 
as a writer of fictioa, aa4 the trie.aship that he established with Ford, 
as well as his reading ot Ford 1s aov•l•, aust have had soao effect on 
Wesoett 1s developing literary interests. 
tra.-atlantic rtYif! 
After talking with Gleaway W.seett, Ford learned to his satis-
faction that there was a potential audienee tor his own novels in 
!aerioa, aD4 he recovered a sease of literary purposo.1' In Noveaber 
1922, he lett hglaad tor France, deterained to find. a waraer cliJU.te 
and a richer artiatic and intellectual lite. Ma., of the writers Ford 
moat appreciated were then living in Paris, aaong th .. James Joyce and 
Ford 1s loagtiae trieui lzra Pouaa, and Pari• bad supplanted tho London 
of 19oo-191• as a literary aeeca. 
In France, Ford travelled widely about the country and began his 
Tietjena tetralogy. ~ile passing through Pari• on one of his trips to 
the Riviera, he aet his brother, Oliver Madex Hueffor, a rather journal-
istic author, and was persuaded te found a new review to be backed by 
12Ford, It W&s Tho Nightingale, p. 171. 
1
'Ibid. 
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soae .. n of fiDABce who had approached Olivor.14 Ford agreed, but only 
on the condition that he aight have absolute control of editorial policy. 
When Ford told Ezra Po~d of his plana, Pound began to ahape the magazine. 
He hired for Ford as sub-editor a White Ruasian exile who saw conapir-
acios everywhere aad as secretary an English conacientioua objector. 
Williaa Bird, the printer, gave Ford an office over his Three Mountains 
Preas, and John Quian, whoa Ford had only aet at Ezra Pouad 1s studio, 
gave hia the services on one of h18 secretaries, a Mrs. Foster, to 
handle .._rican distribution of tho aagazine. The review seeaed launched. 
It soon became apparent, however, that the business .. n were going 
to make judgaents on what could go into the review, aDd that they were 
going to place so .. articles of their own in its pages. Ford saw that 
he would not be able to publish J..e. Joyce ..a Ezra Pound, and he 
even wondered if he would be able to print his own~werk or contribution• 
froa Joseph Conrad.15 He felt betrayed, and he resigned. Then, partly 
through the iafluence of Mra. Foster but also because Pound, Yeats, and 
Conrad had at one tiae or another praised Ford, John Qutaa decided to 
help finaaoe the review. Ford was respenaible tor raising fifty-one 
percent of the stock and given coapleto editorial control. 
14All of the details for the establiahaeDt of tae review are taken 
froa It ¥as ±be Bigbtingale, pp. 270-,42. Goldring has verified their 
acouracya Trained For Genius, P• 226. In footnoting, I give a page 
nuaber only tor what .tght appear straDge or unusually significant. 
15rord, It Was The ~ightisgale, p. ,,4. 
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In the course of the twelve months that the review operated 
(January 1924 -December 1924), Ernest Hemingway became sub-editor in 
place of the White Ru11ian exile and wa1 wholly re1pon1ible tor the one 
iaaue that might be ter .. d a failure. Heaingway publi1hed a aerie• of 
poems of little aerit b.f an eccentric poet named Baroness von Freytag. 
Ford had not wanted her work included at all.16 In the issues that Ford 
aupervi.ed, he encouraged a&DJ peeple of talent by printing their work. 
He published such little known writers aa Ernest Hemingway, e. e. 
cu.ainga, John Doa Pas1oa, Djuna Barnes, and A. E. Coppard. He publi1hed 
the ltett..-,Jr ••"lairt:·J'•••• .JaJUI Joyce, Gertrude Stein, and Dorothy 
Richardaon. He included illuatrationl by Picaaso, Braque, and Juaa 
Gri•, a• well aa a ~•ical 1core by George Antheil. Ja .. • Joyce thought 
the review a little ahoddy, 17 but to Wllliaa Troy, liven 1ome per1pective, 
it waa •the model tor the variou• other exile publicationa,•18 Once 
again Ford had ••tabliahed tor hiaaelt a position in the world of 
developing writera that would give hia the opportunity to exert influence. 
Erneat He!ingway 
Ford does not claia to have diloevered any writer in the d~y• ot 
the transatlantic review, and he first became ac.uaiated with Ernest 
Hemingway through Ezra Pouad. Bevertheleaa, Ford would not have published 
anyone who•• work he did uot adair~, and he decided, aa he states it in 
16n!!t· 
17Jaaea Joyce, Letters, ed. Stuart Gilbert (New York: Viking, 
1957 ), p. 208. 
18william Troy, •The Story of the Little Magazine•,• Bookman 
(New York) LXX (February 19,0), 657-6,. 
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one of his characteristic exaggeratioDa, to publish ever1thing that 
He~ngwa1 sent hia after he bad read only six words of a .anuacript 
from that author. 19 As the two got to know each other better and 
Hemingway becaae a sub-editor tor the review, the relationahip developed 
until He~agway was, figuratively speaking, sitting at the foet of Ford 
aDd, literall1, aaking him somewhat nervous with his ad~ration.20 
When Heaingway met Ford in 1924, he was in the process of writing 
the stories that .ake up In Ogr Tiae. In fact, one of the upper-
Michigan atoriea for that voluae first appeared in the transatlantic 
reyiew.21 Hemingway bad aiready aeen aubjected to the influence of 
Gertrude Stein, which waa to contiaue, and to that of Sherwood Anderaon, 
which was to decline.22 He bai alao developed .an1 of his basic ideas 
about prose &7le, .ainly when he worked UDder Lionel Cahoun Moise on the 
Kansas Cit1 ~aDd then experiaented with different styles of narration 
on the Totonto Star Weekly.2' Nevertheleaa, he was still an apprentice 
writer and decidedl1 aot aure of hi .. elf. On his second peat-war trip 
to Paris, he was deter~ned to make hiaaelf a serious writer and to go 
beyond aewapaper repertiag. 
19Ford, It ~· The Nig!tiagale, p. '~· 
20Gertrade Stoia, The Avtobiograp!y of Alice B. Toklas (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace, 19,}), p. 271. 
21 Tr•••atlantic Stories, ed. Ford Madex Ford (New York: Dial, 1926), 
pp. 21,-19. The work is entitled siaply 1A Story.• 
22He~ngway rejected Anderaon 1a sentiaentality. See Gertrude Stein, 
The Autobiegrapbl of Alice B. Toklaa, p. 268. 
2'see Cbarlea A. Fenton, The A;§{ontioeahip of Ernest Hemingway 
(New York: Farrar, Straus ~ Yoang, 1 ). 
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In tae aatter of •tyle, Headngway had already indicated the 
direction he would take. A paseage froa Three Storie• and. Ten Po ... 
(192,), which Ford aaadred,24 IAoWI tAe kind of pro•• the young H .. ingvay 
wu writing: 
Eyerybody va• drUDk. The waole battery wa• drunk going along the 
road in the dark. We were goiag te the Chaapagne. The lieutem&Rt kept 
riding hi• hor1e out into the tiel&• and laying to hia, •I'• drunk, I 
tell you, aon Yieux. Ob, I aa 10 souled.• 
Here i1 the liaplicity d.er:hecl perhap1 froa S.b.erwood Aader1on but allo 
a part of Haaingway 11 own aaaner, aDd the use of repetition• deriYed 
troa Gertrude Stein. Thil val &l•tk~le beginning tor Heaingway, b\lt 
he wa1 aile to a111ailate much aore kaewledgo of writing, a1 Alfred. 
Kazin point• out, 25 trea other writer• he va1 .. eting or reading, aad 
Ford becaae one of thea. 
Ford 1trengthenecl Heaingvay 1• belief in u1ing pattern• tor 1entence1 
baled. on the •peaking Yoice rather tAan tho longer, aore elaborate 1en-
tence1 wherein one idea i1 carefully 1\lbordiaated to aaother. Heaingvay 
wa1 capable of a Ciceroaian rhetorio aad did later u•• that •tyle tor 
Tao Green Hill• ot At*ioa,26 but he aUit eurely haYe heard troa Ford 
tho arguaent1 tor pre1enting a •tory in the uatural rbythal of oonver• 
•atioa.27 Ford bad adopted. the 1peaking Yoice of a aan of the upper 
24Th• pa11age i• •uoted by Foraa •Preface,• A Farewell to Arma by 
Erneat Heaiagvay (iew York: Moaern Library, 19,2), p. x. 
25Alfred. Kazin, On NatiYe Groua41 (New York: Doubleday, 1956), p. 258. 
26.Micbael P. Moloney, •Ernelt HeaiJ1i¥8.Y' The Mi81ing Third Diunlion, • 
Fitt~ Year• of tho Aaeriean ioYel, ea. Harold Gardiner (New York: Scribner'•, 
,,., , p. 189. See al1o Jo1eph warren Beach, Aaericaa Fiction: 192o-1940 
(New York: MacMillan, 1942), P• 72. 
27 s •• aio••· p. 58. 
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ola11e1 appropriate to hil IUbjeot aatter; Hemingway pitched ail tone 
aDd words lower and oaught the raw laagaage of boxera, gaag1ter1, and 
bluat aen at war. It ie a ai1take, though, to think that in uaing 
thi1 appareatly 1iaple language Heaiagway i1, aa lazin IWigesta, going 
•beyond even the Flaubertian tradition of dilcipline and le aot juate.•28 
In fact, it 1eea1 po11ible that Ford convinced Heaingway of the 
technical iaportance of Flaubert aDd other French DOveliltl. During 
tiemingway 1a firat trip to Paria after the war, he had kncwn Ezra Pound 
and Gortrude Stein; however, neither one ot thea apparently arou1ed hia 
intereat in .the French novel. Heaingway hal stated that the writer• he 
appreciated up until hi1 1ecend poat-war trip to Paria, the trip on 
which he met and worked with Ford, were author• auch aa W. Soaeraet 
Maugham and •stephen St. Vixen Benet.•29 In Pari• during 1924 and after, 
he bagan aerioualy reading all the writer• Ford admired among French 
noveliataa Flaubert, Stendhal, Daudet, and de Maupaasant.'0 Theae are 
the logical French writer• for a beginming noveliat to read, but aurely 
Ford 1a devotion to their work encouraged Hemingway to make the effort. 
Alfred lazin doea aot explain hia re .. rk that Hemingway goe1 
beyond the Flaubert tradition ot diacipline and the preciae word. 
Hemingway wa1 a di1cipliaed wtiter: one need1 only to read hi1 reaark• 
on hia craft that are 1cattered throughout The Green Hilla of Africa 
28Kazin, On Native Greumi1, P• 257. 
29Lillian Roa1, •Profile• of Eraeat Heaingway, New Yorker, XXVI, 
May 1,, 1950, p. 41. 
'
0Ibid., p. 45. 
or hie precise and evocative mat•r• deec~tions. Heaingway waa iaterested 
in the accurate word, even though he did avoid the •ten dollar word.•}1 
Perhaps Kazia was thinking of what Beach recognizes as the refusal of 
~agway characters tommake fiae distinctions in judging 1the weather, 
the whiskey, or the emotion of two lovera.•}2 A. Beach points out, 
He~agway characters toDd to describe the value of .aterial and spiritual 
experiences with s•oh vague ter .. as 1t1~ 1 or 1nice• or 1d~good.•}} 
This is not a matter of going beyond the Flaubert tradition. Ernest 
Heaingway is apparently .aking so.. ot his characters apeak like members 
ot the Inglish uppor-clasa while some others, of course, speak like 
Aaeric&ll br•isera. In Tlae SUD .Uso Rises, Jake Barnes had uticed that 
for Brett Ashley the word •rot• described everything she did not like. 
He noticed also, "the inglish spoken language -- the upper classes aDY-
W&J -- -..t have fewer words than the Eskt.os.•}4 For his own characters, 
Heaingway a&opted these saae vague value judgaenta probably because, as 
is tr•• of Eaglish upper-class usage, thoy are convenient counters that 
can effectively conceal •~tion. 
Wkon Heaingway is speaking as author, his raago of words is 110ro 
narrow taan Flaubert 1s, but he is u.uall7 willing to be precise within 
th.an range. Mr. Kazin knows tat He~ngwa7 1s art conceals his art; 
}1Ibid., p. 44. 
}2Beaoh, The Twentieth Century Novel, p. 5}6. 
}}Loc. cit. 
'
4Ernest Heaingway, The Sun Also Riaes (New York: Scribner's, 
1956 ), p. 14f 
howeYer, he eee .. to be uaaware of the nuaber of tiaea Hemingway uaea 
the aot 3.ate, the word that giYea a little jolt of aurpriae to the 
reader aa Ford and Coarad had tried to do. One aight look, for exaaple, 
at another aenteDCe froa Heaingway that Ford adaireds 11 waa in under the 
canyaa with~· They aaelled cleaaly of oil and greaae.• Ford aaya 
of thia •ntenoe, 1Heaingway 1a uae of the word 1oleaaly 1 is an inatanoo 
of what I haYe juat been aaying. The guaa aaelled cleanly of oil and 
greaae. Oil and greaae are net uaually aaaooiated in the aiad with a 
clean ... 11. Yet at the ainutoat reflection you realise that the oil 
aad greaae on tho clean aetal of the big gun• are not dirt. So the 
adyerb ia juat. You haYe the aeaent of aurpriae and then your knowledge 
ia added to.•}5 An, reader of Heai~y could produce other inatancea of 
the just word froa hia worka, auch aa in the opening of 1The Snows of 
Kiliaa.._.,._..r• the vulture• are deaoribed aa bird• who 1aquatted 
obacenely 1 near the tent of the dying hunter. Thia kind of attention 
to little effeota that would aurpriae the reader and were yet not ao 
apt or ao aiuaiant aa to beooae autaor exbibitioniaa, Ford had learned 
fro• Coarad, aa4 he undoubtedly lectured on the aethod to the young 
H .. iagway. 
Hemingway did not take up the tiae ahift fro• Ford Madox Ford, 
but he did indicate that he eould haYe b.r uaing aBd gently aatirizing 
Ford 1a deYioe throughout hia book The Torreata of Spring (1926) whioh 
alao had aoae iarba directed at Heaingway 1a two other notable teachera, 
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Gertrude Stein and Sherwood AaAeraon. Interested aa he waa in the •now• 
of aituationa, or what ia beiag aaid or dono, there waa little room in 
Hemin~'• soh .. • of writing tor tae ooaplexitiee of time.'6 This 
intoreat did aake hia receptive to Ford 1a aurtace effect• and to Conrad 1a 
atated dictua 1 betoro all, to aako you ••••; thua Ford waa able to trana-
ait hia appreciation tor Conrad 1a work te Heaingway.'7 s. F. Sanderaon 
believea that it waa probably isra Poua witA hia knowledge of illagiat 
poetry who furthered. Heaiagway i:a the toeh:aiflu• of 1aharply visualized. 
iaagea,•'8 but it ia more logical to aaauae tho pro•• influence of Ford 
and Conrad. Theae two older authera aid not give Hemingway the aole 
inspiration tor hil crilp, objective deacriptione, which probably have 
roota ruaai:ag clear back to hi• :aewapaper daya, but they did. aerve hia 
aa reaaauring oxaaplea that liDked bia with the great tradition• ot the 
:novel. 
When Ford .. t Heaiagway, the latter waaaa abort atory writer and 
waa prepari:ng to make the large atep to the novel. Though the two 
genre• have auch in co .. o:n in teras ot teehniftue, it ia not a aiaple 
matter tor an author to .. ve troa oae to the other. Gwy de Haupaaaant 1a 
novel•, for exaaple, are relative tailuroa when coapared with hi• ahort 
'6Heaingway doea uae the tiae ahitt in 1The SDOwa of Kiliaanjaro• 
but in a rather el .. entary faahion. For Hoaingway 11 attitude toward 
time aee Jean Paul Sartro 1a coapari••• ot Hemingway and Caaue co:atained in 
Sartre 1a Literary iaaaza (New York: Philoaophical Library, 1957), pp. 24-41. 
'7 John .McCormick, Cat:aatrophe aDd IaadnatioJu An Interpretation 
of the Recent Engliah aDd Aa.rioan Novel (LoDdon: Longaana, Groen, 1957), 
p. 180. 
'8s. F. Sand.oraon, Erneat Heaingway (New York: ivorgreen, 1961), 
P• 20. 
stories, ami in America Edgar Allan Poe was not quite successful with 
his Narrative of Arthur Gorion PX• mer was Bret Harte with Babriel 
Conroy. In the conTeraations that Ford and Heaingway had, Ford was 
the experieaoed novelist and Heaingway the aovice, and Ford explained 
to hia his theories on the construction of t~e noTal as he ha4 deTelop-
ed the• with Conrad aDd as he had explained thea to countless other 
writers. We ~•t assume that Ford'• expo~ion of his Tiewa was in part 
responsible tor his winDing Heaingway 1a adairation. There i1 also the 
tact that Ford'• book on Conrad, which is in part a handbook on writing 
fechniquee, came out in 1924 while Ford was Hemingway'• editor at the 
transatlantic reTiew. The first effect of these theories and of Ford'• 
general influen .. ·•» a.aingway would naturally be apparent in The Sun 
•lso Riaes, and perhaps it is. 
We find in that novel a structure that deals with •one coil of 
embroilaents,• with nothing extraneous, aDd that advances in a pro-
greasion d 1effet that culaiaatea in the wild fiesta at Paaplona and 
the ti•t tight between Cohn and Pedro Romero. There is, too, the brief 
coda in whioh Brett and Jake Barnes aeet and talk at the Hotel Montana 
in Madrid. Furthermore, the ending ot that uovel is particularly re-
lated to the teaching ot Ford Madox Ford. He long believed in the 
value of what he called a •coup de oaDOa• which he had learned from 
1tudying the novel• and short storie• of Guy de Maupaasant.'9 The•-.up 
de canon• is a device coming at the end of a novel or short story that 
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ia •a 1harp aentence that flaahea the illumination of the idea over the 
whole.•40 It ia often a final iroay. In The Sun Also Riaea there ia 
a fine example of tho •coup de canon• wort&J of Maupaaaant hiaaelf. 
1 0h, Jake,• Brett aaid, •we could have had auch a damned good 
tiae together.• 
Ahead was a mouated policeman in Khaki directing traffic. He 
raiaed hia baton. The car alowed audtenly preaaing Brett againat 
••• 1Yea,• I aait. 1Ian 1t it pretty to think so.• 
The acope of The Sua Alao Ri••• ia one that Ford could approve 
of, for the novel doea analyze a aegaent of aociety. The focua of the 
novel ia alae rather abarp, a• we ••• everything that Jake Barn•• •••• 
and only that, juat as in The Good Soldier we had aeen everything 
througb John Dowell. A.ong the oharaotera, Jake Barn•• ia, of course, 
an American eorreapondont who ia eonaiderably drawn froa Ho~ngway 
himaolf. Brett Aahley, however, ia an Engliah woaan of the upper 
olaaaea, aad thougb abe aight have a real life prototype, aoaeone of the 
Paria aet that He~ngway waa drawing on, abe haa a literary origin in 
Ford Madox Ford 1a Sylvia Tiotjena. Both are of the Eagliah upper claaaea, 
beth are irreligioua, incapable of abaae, and aggreaaively witty, and 
both are highly t.aoral. Ford Madox Ford had proaented the type fully 
drawn in Soae Do Bot (1924), the firat voluae ef the Tiotjena tetralogy 
that waa current while He~ngway 1a book waa in ita plaaning atagea. 
There ia alao a relatienahip that oxiata ~etween Ford 1a work and 
The Sun Also Riaea aua later Hemingway DOvel• and atoriea that baa 
4°Loe. cit. 
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been pointed oat by John KcCoraick.41 For both authora, aoae situation• 
are ••••loped entirely through the dialogue aa they might be handled b1 
a dramatiat. Dra.atie temaion rises aDd tall• aa Jake Barnes talks 
with Robert Cbbn or Brett Aahley, just as it doea in Some Do Not. In 
both DO•els certain atatic scones are set: tor Headngway they are often 
Jet in bars and tor Jerd at the breakfast or dinner table, in which, 
tor exaaple, Brett re•eala to Jake Barnea the extent of her relationship 
to Cobn or Sylvia TietjeD8 re•eala the nature of her hatred of her 
husband while he a.ita talking with her. This influence, of courae, 
oaae to Ford troa Heary Jaaes, but Ford and not James is the likely 
example that irneat He~mgway choao te follow. 
Doapite all these appareat relationships, Ford Madox Ford did 
not like The S~ Also Rises aa a novel, nor did ho like the literary 
parody of The Torrent• of Spring. One would not expect hia to enjoy 
The Torrt!ta of Spring, not only because it is a alight work by aQJ 
atandard but alao beeauae aome of the satire ia directed at hia own 
techai.uea; howe•er, it ia perhaps aurpriaing to soae that he should 
not enclorae HeaiDgway 1a well known tirat novel. The auwer is not 
hard to tiaa. Ford beli•••• in tae .. rality ot the no••l aa oxeaplified 
by HeDrJ Jaaea, Joaeph CoDrad, aDd hiaaelt, a aorality that intuaed the 
work but that ne•er becaae preaching. The SUD Alao Riaea lack• thia 
high purpoae that is .ore ••ident in H .. ingway 11 later work, and it ia, 
41MoCoraiok, Catastrophe aa4 r.a~nation, pp. 218-19. 
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a1 at least one critic aaa pointe& out,42 the kind of nevel that da.agea 
tho .. ral fabric of our eoeiety. In Ford 11 own TietjeBI novel•, Sylvia 
i1 pre1onted fully a• accurately a• Brett Ashley, but •h• ia not pre-
aonted ae a woaan to be adadred. In that novel Valentine ~nnop, a 
lpirited woaan more like Catherine Barkley, ultiaately wins Chriltopher 
Tietjen~, to tho great chagrin of Sylvia. 
It would be ra1h to a••ua• that Ford 11 moral attitude regarding 
the function of the aoveliat waa a deei1ive influence on Heaiagway 1s 
work, but agila we ~t aa1uae that Ford had talked with Haaingway 
about the purpoaea of the nevel. Even ill The Sun Al1o Riaea, H•iagway 
se ... to be aware that aoaethiRg is wrong with hie authorial attitude, 
for the final iro~, in which Jake auggeata thing• wouldn1t have been 
tiRe had he been well, atteapt1 to uaiercut 10 .. of the adairation 
Heaingway kDow1 he aaa aroun~e( tor Brett. In hia later work when 
the type reappear•, aa the !aerioan Mrs. Macomber, tor exaaple, Heaing-
way1• own attitude haa beco•• far sore critical. 
Ford'• iafluence over Heaingway wane(, of courae, a1 Hemingway 
advanced hia career and develope( aore tully hia ideaa. There are, 
however, 1oae siailaritiea between .A Farewell to .Ar~ and the Tietjen• 
tetralogy. They are, a1 John KoCor.ick haa pointed out in a di1cuaaion 
ot ~rld War I novel•,4' aattera of 1cope and treataent. Ford had 
u1ed •indirection, underatat ... at and irony•44 to convey what Siegfried 
42idward ¥ageDknecht, Cavalcade ot the Aaerican Novel (New York: 
HelU'J Holt, 1952), p. '69. See alao Beach, .Aaerican Fiction, p. 8,. Mr. 
Beach defenaa the novel agaiaat charge• of !amorality, but ho doea adait 
that the Hemingway iaitatora ••- to have grasped only the worst aepecta of 
th••• loat Boheaiaaa. 
4'MoCormick, Cataatrophe and Iaagination, pp. 2o4-'7· 
44lbid., P• 219. 
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Saeaoon and Biobaro Aldingtoa ha& ehoaea to overatate. Hemingway followed 
thia example. Foro bao alao .auaged to oommuaicate •a notion of the 
vaatneaa of the war•45 which oily Hemingway could approximate, When 
Beai•gway b•gan hie novel, he had the tiniahed tetralogy by Ford to draw 
on, and once again it ae ... to have aorved hia well. 
In au.aing up the·relatienahip or the two aen, we can only aay that 
Ford 1a influence on Heaiagwa7 vaa iapertaat in helping the younger writer 
to reach artiatic aataritr. He tranaaitted to Hemiagway tho technical 
answer• that Guatavo Flaubert, HoDrJ Ja.ea, Joaeph Coarad, and he hiaaelf 
had arrived at, if he did DGt alao traaaait the moral concern• of thole 
aa.e writera. He aet the rouager writer at a crucial peried of H .. iagway 1a 
lite, aDd he helped to guide hia through it to aucce••· Gertrude Stoia 
baa .a&e the weak claia that Hoaingwar wa• learning auch about writing 
by copying down The Making of Aaerita!! troa the manu•cript for public-
ation in Ford'• traa.atlantic review.46 Surely that eccentric werk 1• 
rather outaide the great tradition et the novel, and Heaiagvay waa able 
to learn auoh aore troa hia relatio .. aip with Ford and troa readiag 
F. Scott Fitsgerald 
The relatioaahip that exiate4 between Ford aad F. Scott Fitzgerald 
ia a difficult one to define, but it waa poaaibly verr iaportant to 
Fitzgerald'• tevelopaent aa a noveliat. Fitzgerald had returned to 
45Loc. cit. 
46stein, The Autobiograp!f ot Aliot B, Toklaa, p. 266. 
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France tor a aecond viait in April ot 1924, and there he met Ford and 
tried to re-work hi1 firat draft of The Great Gatagr. In order to 
appreciate what tho 7oar in France aeaat tor Fitzgerald 1a career, it i• 
neceaaar1 briefl7 to review hi1 earlier novel• and to examiae the 
artiatic probl .. • he faced. 
Alfred lazin ba1 atated flatl7 that Fitzgerald •never underwent 
the Europeaa approcticeahip that the other• (Erno1t H.aingwa7 and John 
Dol Pa••••l did,•47 but Mr. Kazia il ~•taken. He also doe• not explain 
the change ia Fitz,eral4 1• art. In oae inltaace, he aaya Fitzgerald ia 
an author who ia ... tot hia work •tr .. ted to luck,•48 and in another 
he calls Fitzgerald •a aa1ter crattaaan.•49 He wa1 both. In the earlier 
novel•, he had relic& heavil7 on~• in1tinet1 aDd had achieved popular 
succe11ea. In The Great GatlbY Fitz,erald allie& hiaaelf with the 
European tradition• of the novel, aa ex .. plitied bJ Ford and Conrad, and 
produced hie maaterpiece. 
Frederick J. Hoffaaa haa reached what ia perhapa the beat uader-
ltanding ot Fitzgerald'• relationa&ip to Ford aad Conrad. He DOte• 
fir1t that in 192,-1924 Fitzgerald begaa to turn away troa the native 
influeace ot H. L. Meaokea {which made the pla7, The Vegetable, rofl•ct 
Menckea 1a aeoial critioi••) and to concern hiaaelf with 1iore aubataatial 
47Kazin, OR Native GreJDd•, p. 242. 
48ill!,., p. 246. 
49ng_., P• 249. 
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literary aiada like Conrad aDd Fora Madox Ford.•50 In an earlier work, 
Kr. Bothaan bad noted an intl\teace ot The Good Soldier alld its use of 
a ••ualitied first person narrator• in Fitzgerald's handling of Carraway.51 
There is DO specific evidence tor this influence in the letters of 
Fitzgerald or in his public utterances, aad Fitzgerald aay have derived 
the technique solely traa Conrad; however, be was in Tho Great Gatsby 
using tho aotbods that Ford and Conrad had developed together. 
Fitzgerald was tryiag to iaprovo the artistrt of his tochni•u• 
atter the aixod critical judgaonts that had booa registered on This Side 
of Paradiso (1920) aDd Tho Beautitul aad Damned (1922).52 He began to 
get aore concerned about selectivity aDd about achieving a detaohaent 
or aesthetic distance troa the heroes of his DOYela.5' He began to 
recognize the value of a scenic preaentatiom of plot and to look for a 
aore coaplex fora tor his novels. It is no wonder that he greeted the 
works of Joseph Conrad with enthuaiasa,54 for thoro all hi1 probl ... 
had been solved. 
Mr. Hottaan suggests, uci it i1 not iaposliblo, though agaia there 
50Hott-.n, The Groat Gat1by: A Study, p. 48. 
51Fredoriok J. Hottaan, The Modora Novel in A..rica: 1900-1950 
(Chicago: Henry Regnory, 1951), p. 84. 
52For exaaplo, Edmuad Wil1oa called Fitzgerald a writer who 1 ha1 
been given iaagination without intellectual control of it.• Quoted 
in Tho Literaty Spotlight. edited John Farrar (New York: Doran, 1924), 
p. 126. 
5'Hott.a.n, The Groat Gat1by: A Study, p. 6. 
54na. 
is no oonclusive evidence for a relationship, that Fitzgerald aay have 
read the diacuaaion of these prebl ... in Ford 11 Joseph Conrad: A Personal 
Roaeabraaee (1924). It 11 even likely that Fitzgerald had read the book 
aa it was popular in Paris at that tiao, and it had appeared in the 
tranaatlantio review in 1924. Certainly Fitzgerald, if he had read tho 
book, also read Conrad'• aovela and saw more fully how tho tecaaiq~~· 
were worked out in individual novels. 
Thoro and in Ford 1a The Good Soldier a sensitive noveliat could 
aee the value of a narrator to give fora to the novel and to provide 
aesthetic distance for the author. Nick Carraway ia presented aa a 
man who chooaes to uncover the meaning of Jay Gataby 1a life, and tho 
obvious parallels if not the sources tor Nick Carraway are Marlow seeking 
out the meaning of the life of Kurz or of Lora Jim and John Dowell 
trying to plumb the meaning of hia marriage and his friendship with the 
Aahbur~. This helped Fitzgerald to make his subjective judgment of 
Gataby through Nick Carraway and to make it a functional part of the 
story. In This Sidt ot Paradiae Fitzgerald had used the alternate de-
tachment and involv ... nt of roaantic iroDJ to blur the final judgment. 
In The BeautifJl and Damned AntboDJ and Gloria Patch end the novel in a 
vague suttering and failure. Nick Carraway, however, ia forced to sum 
up what he baa seen. 
Nick ia also looking back on his experience ao that he ia able 
to arrange details and shift time auoh aa Conrad and Ford had done. 
Jaaea E. Miller baa conveniently charted the novel. 
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A 1iaple diagraa of the •••uence of event• in Tho Great Gat1b1 
i1, perbap1, helpful. Allowing X to 1tand for the straight chron-
ological account of the 1u.mer of 1922, and A,B,C,D, and E to 
represent the significant event• of Gat1by 11 pa1t, the nine chapter• 
of The Great Gatabz may be charted: X, X, X, XCI., X, XBXCX, X, 
XCXDX, XEUI.55 
Tho fact that he i1 telling the 1tory of what ha• happened emable• Nick 
(and F. Scott Fitzgerald) to arraago tao aaterial in a progreaaion of 
effect and to withhold detaila, auch a• Jay Gat1by 11 real name and 
background or how he di.C, until they oan be used ao1t effectively. 
Kr. Hottu.B hal virtually vi thdrawn ail claia that The Good Soldier 
influenced The Great Gataby in hi• later workbook on Fitzgerald'• novel. 
Peraap• tail il UDfair to Ford. Madox Ford do1pite tho lack of definite 
1ub1tantiation. Thoro are 1oae thing• about Nick Carraway and the aannor 
in which he tella his story that 1ugge1t John Dowell aore than Marlow. 
Dowell'• avowed inteation in hi• atory ia to sound the depth• of Edward 
Aaaburahaa1a ERgli1h heart, aad Fitzgerald'• intention ia obvioully to 
show the American dr~ through Gataby. ~ick a• a character 11 sore 
1ophistioated than Marlow aad oloaer to Dowell. He start• his •tory with 
aoao generalizatioBI taat are to be inveatigated in the nevel, and then 
he tilla in h.ia genealogical ._kgrouad. 
_, faaily have been prominent, well-to-do people in thi• Middle 
We1tern city tor three generationa. The Carraway• are soaething of 
a clan, aDi we have a tradition that we 1re de1cended from the Duke• 
of Buoclouoh, but the actual founder of _, line was mJ grandfather'• 
brother, who .... aaero in fifty-one, •ent a aub1tituto to tho Civil 
War, aDd atartod the whole1alo hardware bulin••• that •1 father 
55Jaao• E. Miller, Tho Fictional Teohnigue of Scott Fitzgerald 
(The Hague: Martinua Nijhott, 1957), p. 97. I •uoto thi• troa Hottaan, 
Tho Groat Gatsq: A Study, p. 186. 
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Dowell starts hi• story with tho aaae kina of generalizations ana then 
givoa tho genealogical baekgrouad ot Edward !ahburDhaa, Florence, aad 
hiaaolf, aaa he givoa it in tAo aaao a...ary fashion and tho aaae tone 
of voice. 
I m,aolt aa a Dowell ot Philadelphia, Pa., whore, it is historically 
true, thoro aro .. re old Eagliaa taailiol than you would find in auy 
six English counties taken together. I carry about with ae ••• tho 
title dooda ot ~ tara, which onoo ·covered several blocks botwoon 
Chestnut aDd ¥alnut Stroot. Tboao title dooda are ot Wampua, tho 
grant of an Indian ohiot to tho first Dowell, who loft Surrey in 
ooapaDJ with Williaa PoBD.5~ 
Jay Gataby, too, despite his huablo origins, is a character very 
close to Edward Aahburnbaa. They aro both oo .. ittod to a roaantic view 
ot love that juatifios oven adultery, and Gataby uses Nick as his pandor 
aa Edward Aahburnhaa had used Dowell. In both novels Nick and Dowell 
coao to accept tho faults ot Gatab,y and Edward by viewing th .. in a 
larger context, a context that diainiahos tho other characters in tho 
novel. Both Edward Aahburahaa and Jay Gatsby aro comDdtted to a hopolosa 
ideal that aakoa thoir act• .... fundaaontally innocent, and both dio 
a tawdry death. At tho end of oach ot tho novels thoro 1• tho ao .. ingly 
trivial detail that baa poetic forco as an objoctivo correlative. After 
Gataby 1a death, Nick Carraway apoaka ot his place, 1 Gataby 1a hou1o was 
still eapty when I loft -- tho grass on his lawn had grown as long as 
56F. Scott Fitzgerald, Tho Groat Gatagr (How York: Scribnor 1a, 
195}), pp. 2-}. 
57Ford, Tho Good Soldier, PP• 4-5. 
aine.•58 Gatsb,J had oared for the grass and made the house a 1yabol of 
hi1 dream, aDd when he died the hou1e wa1 left .. pty aad the gra•• had 
grown high. idward 11 ho~ae that wa1 a 1yabol tor hie way of life wa1 
al1o lett empty, until Dowell finally bought it, and Leoaora re.arka, 
•Edward has been dead only ten days aD& yet there are rabbits on the 
lawn.•59 In both novels a leDSe of loss, ot a world taat ia diainished, 
is achieved by the 1aa. trivial detail. 
Frederick Hottaan notes also Fitzgerald'• inoraa1ed usa of aceDic 
narration in the Conrad and Ford sanner taat derives from Flaubart. 
He incl~dea in his workbook on that novel a number of memorable aeeaea 
under topic headings such a• •rae Bacbanan World• and •The Valley of 
Aahe1.•6° We know troa Fitzgerald'• ewn comment that he had become 
excited b.Y Joseph Conrad'• preface to The ~igger of the 1Nareisau1 1 and 
by the phrase •betore all, to make you aee.•61 This vas fully diacua1ed 
by Ford in his book on Conrad, and it relate• Fitzgerald to the Iapre••-
ionist technique of rendering a 1cene .. that the reater can alao1t feel 
he is thoro aDd experiencing 1t.62 
58Fitzgerald, Tho Great 9ttapy, p. 181. 
59Ford, The Good Soldier, p. 105. 
60Hof~, The Great Gata!f: A Study, pp. 185-95. 
61~. Hoft.an include• Fitagerald 1a introduction to the 19}4 
Modern Library edition of The Great GatabJ in vhioh Fitzgerald 1peak1 
about the influence et Conrad*• preface on hi1 novel. See pp. 165-68. 
62Ford, Jo1eph Conrad, pp. 175-2}0. See also above, pp.102-10}. 
It Fitzgerald did DDt read Ford 11 1tudy of Conrad and The Good 
Soldier it val a aurprising overaight. He was a .an who •in the five 
yeara after Thia Side of Paradiae showed hi .. elf again and again in-
terested in new aodela and ex .. plara.•6; He waa a man who knew Ford 
in Paris and knew of Ford 1a taae, and he was a man who admired Conrad 1s 
work. He waa a writer who waa trying to solve certain technical proble~, 
aad Ford 1a book on Conrad diacuaaed technical aattera and hia novel 
The Good Soldi!£ bad a reputation a.omg writera as a technical feat. 
Yet one will aak if he had read theae books why ian1t there aention of 
th .. in hia letteraf It ae ... reaaonable that an author who was attempt-
ing a masterpiece, as Fitzgerald aaid he waa, would feel .. re confident 
in liaking hiaaelf with a dead, aokaowledgod .. ater of the novel, auch 
aa Conrad had becoae, than with a living writer whole tame was somewhat 
controversial. 
In 1..-ary, Fitzgerald waa learaing new techni~ue1 for The Great 
Gatlby during 1924-25. They were the techniques that Ford had been 
1preading b.f word of mouth and in hi• booka, and the technique• that he 
had developed with Conrad through reading Flaubert and building on 
Jaae1 1 use of the limited point of view. They were techniques that 
coa1iated mainly of the tiae ahift, aceaic preaentation, and the sel-
ectivity of the tiaited point of view aa oppoaed to what Jamea called 
the novel of aaturatioa. For Fitzgerald they made the differenoe betweoa 
a .. ving piece of aaateuriah writing and the poliah of The Great Gatagr. 
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Caroliao Gorden aad Allen Tate 
In 1925 Ford made an exteaded trip to Bow York to try to 1aYe the 
traaaatlantic reYiew. While there he began what wa1 to be a long 
trieDd1hip with Caroliao Gordon, whoa he kired a1 his aecretary,64 and 
Allen Tate. Hi1 effect on both writers wa1 conliderable, perhapl eYen 
determiaative, at lea1t tor their ROYell. AlleR Tate i1 not, of co~r•e, 
ea1eatially a noveliat, but he haa written a tine Civil War noYel naaed 
The Father• (19,8) that haa been receatly re-publi•hed ia Englaad and 
that baa had a rep~tation aaong writera. 
TAe Father• bears maa, reaeablanoe• to The Good Soldier, .which wa• 
indeed the DOYel that Allen Tate had ia aind when he aat down to atteapt 
hia only work in that genre.65 Inatead of EDgliah aociety and the 
people wao fre~uented the bath• at Jauaeia on tho continent, the book 
deals with Southern aocioty; b~t both DOYel• aro intended to reYeal 
olaaa attitudes ia the Flaubert and Jaae1 aaaner. Mr. Tate 1a novel 
tollowl tho progroaaion ef etteot that Ford advocated, though it i• 
without a ... a which Ford felt aight or aigat aot be Uled. The neYel 
build• up to the on~et of tho CiYil War and gain• an inteD8ity a1 it 
goes on that 11 reflected in the taree •eotion heading•: •Plea•ant 
Bill,• •The Cri•i•,• aad •rae AD,r••·•66 
64Ford, It ¥~• The Nig!tiagale, p. '59. 
65Robert Lowell arranged tor ae to aeet Mr. Tate at which tiae he 
diSOUIIed hi1 adairation for Ford and told .. that he had drawn on the 
atruoture and teobni•••• of The Good Soldier for hi• own work. 
66raere ia al•o a geaeral reseablaace between the fir1t three voluael 
of Parade'• Ead wbioh treat the tran1itioa troa peace to war in 1914 and 
Mr. Tateil DOYel. 
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The prose of The Fathers is precise and detailed in the reali1tic 
manner. The conversations are often suaaarized, and though many of them 
are rendered verbatim after a long lapse of time, Allen Tate does rec-
ognize the need to aake soae att .. pt at credibility.67 Most important, 
the narrator ia looking back on his experience and thus able to eaploy 
the time shift. Lacy Gord Buchan present• himaelf as an old doctor who 
was a caild in the dar• before the Civil ¥ar and is reviewing the 
baffling events of those days aad trying to put them into order to satisty 
the deaand1 ef his mind. Lacy Buchan uses the easy converaational tone 
that tai• form d ... Dds,68 and he il able to coament on the events as 
they occur in the chronolegical narrative fro• the vantage point of a 
aan who knows the coase~ueaees of seeaiagly trivial matter•. This pro-
vide• the blending of tiae ~nd the richne•• of double vision that had 
so interested Ford Madox Ford and Joseph Conrad. 
,Allen Tate 1s novel is a work of art in its own right, of course, 
but it was from Ford Madox Ford that he learned most of the tecbni~uea 
and attitudes that aalped hia to develep his own vi1ion and make it 
convincing. Mr. Tate has been mo1t generous in acbnowledging this. 
There ia al~•t a aasoaic tradition in the rile of any aajor art, 
froa ita undifferentiated soeial beginning• to the conacious aptitude 
which is the siga of a developed art form. Doubtless I ought to 
67Allen Tate, The Fathers (New York: Putnam•, 19}8), p. 128. Lacy 
Buchan comments on r .. eabering a conversation from so long ago and 
su.marize1 most of it giving oaly some key phraaea. 
68He starts his novel by identifying himself and supplying the aame 
type genealogy previously co .. ented oa in The Good Soldier and ~ 
Great Gastpy. 
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repeat once more that ••• the moment the secrets of this aptitude 
come within the provenance of formal criticism, they vanish. They 
survive in the works th .. selves, and in the living confraternity of 
men of letters. • • • Tho only man I have known in soae twenty 
years of literary experience who was at once a great novelist and 
a groat teacher, in this special 1enae, was the late Ford Madox 
Ford. His influence wa1 iamenae, even upon writer• who did not 
know him., even upon other wit.va,. .......,. -..,MftoM4r ~4, him. 
For it wa1 through him more than ~ other man writing in English 
in our tiae that the great traditions of the novel came down to us. 
Joyce, a greater writer than Ford, represents by coapari1on a more 
restricted practice of the same literary tradition, a tradition that 
goea back to Stendhal in France, and to Jane Austin in England, 
coming down to Ul through Fl~ubert, Jaaes, Conrad, Joyce, Virginia 
Woolf, and Ernest HeJiingwa.;y.69 
Caroline Gordon hal also acknowledged her admiration for Ford's 
belt work (particularly The Good Soldier and Parade's Ead)7° and baa 
asserted that abe learned .any of the technical a1pecta of writing from 
reading Ford novela. She credita hia, as othera havo, with bringing 
the tiae shift to near perfection, but she recognizes also an advance of 
fora in his work aa concerns, at least, the Engli1h novtl. She lpeaks 
of Ford as having •succeeded in doing the thing that Poe said could not 
be done. He produced the long work whose tensions are as nicely ad-
justed, whoae tone is as sustained as that of the short tale or lyric 
po•.u71 
What this meant fer Caroline Gordon is further developed in her 
literary study named How To Read A Hovel. She sees Ford as a writer 
who oontrols tone in a way •which has been conspicuously lacking in the 
69Allen Tate, •Technique• of Fiction,• The Man of Letters in the 
Modern World, p. 8,. 
7°caroliao Gordon, New Directio .. Nuaber Seven, p. 475. 
71 Loc. cit. 
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Engliaa novel• and compare• hia with a oompoler.72 She recognizes al1o 
that in this re1pect Ford helped introdeoe French attitudes and parti-
cularly tho•• of au.tave Flaubort to Engli1a and Aaerican novelists. 
In fact, her own book on the DOYel i• a defense of the Flaubort, Jaae1, 
and Ford 1chool of writing that contains chapters on 1The Effaced 
Narrator,• •Henry Ja .. • and Hi• Critic•,• and 1 The Central Intelligence,• 
all preoccupation• of Ford Maiox Fora. 
Ford 11 influence on Caroline Gordon hal been of long duration 
and va1 helpt.l in her ievelopaent, but it it perhaps beat 1een in her 
current novel of which only a fra~ent aa1 boon publilhed. In thil 
work, teatatively entitled A Narrow Heart: The Portrait of a WOman,7} 
we see again a central first person narrator, thil time a woman, looking 
back over a life and att .. pting to place it into a aeaningful perapective. 
The time shift il obviously going to figure very prominently in the novel, 
and iaaediately on the first page we are taken into the narrator'• child-
hood and then abruptly •witched aixty years ahead to her visit to a 
plychoanalyat. There is al1o, even in it• fragaentary fora, a cone•rn 
with the aot ju1te (Tiae to the young ••eema -- I can only think of one 
way it-- 1oaehow longer.•), the iaaediate sumaarized family genealogy 
given b.f the narrator, and tho atteapt to control toneqy having the 
narrator withhold facta until the proper aoaent, conscious all the time 
72caroline Gordon, How To Read A Novel (New York: Viking, 1957), 
pp. 145-6. 
7'The Tran1atlantic Review. no. ' (Spring, 1960), pp. 7-19. 
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of the effect on the audience abo preaumea. Caroline Gordon .. kea clear 
in aa open letter to Ford .Maclox Ford, wherever he isk which ahe attache• 
to her fragaent that the novel ahe ia writing she hopes ia "the kind of 
novel you prophe1iecl I would one day write.•74 It appears froa what 
is now evident that the novel ia going to be auch like The Good Soldier 
in structure and .. thod, even if ahe cloea treat a whole life rather than 
•one coil of eabroilaenta.• 
Katherine Anne Porter and other• 
Ford 1a direct influence on noveliata naturally waned aa other 
cont .. porariea abaorbed hia le110n1 and revealed thea in their own 
work1. A writer eoulcl eaaily have been influenced by Erneat Hemingway 
without having read Ford and yet have aasiailatcd some of Ford 1a views 
on the novel•. Katherine Anne Porter recognizes thia when she aaya of 
Ford, •His influence ia deeper tban we are able to meaaure, for he has 
influence& writers who never raacl his books; which is the fate of all 
maatera.•75 Ford waa, in ~illiaa Troy 1s words, "perhapa the last 
representative of the great tradition of the nevel which include• 
Flaubert, Turgenev, James aDd Conrad • • • !76 and, aa at leaat ~ 
repreaentative of that tradition, he provided a cont .. porary exaaple for 
other writer• of how that tradition might be carried on. 
741!!!.., p. 6. The editors of this :u.gazino were paying homage 
to Ford in their choice of magazine name. 
75Kathorine Anno Porter, New Direotiona: Nuabor Seven, p. 479. 
76william Troy ia quoted from the duatwrapper of the Alfred A. 
Knopf 1961 edition of Parade 11 Eat. 
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One caunot say that Ford 1s influence on Katherine Anne Porter was 
a deteraining factor in her deYelopment. During the 1920 1s, Katherine 
Anne Porter was geographically distant from Paria, living in Mexico, 
but she was avate of the new writing that vas being done in Paris and 
the United Statea,77 and abe has aakaovlodgod a long standing adairation 
for Ford'5 noYels.78 She originally aet Ford in 1927, probably when 
he was vi1iting in New York,79 and she renewed the acquaintance in Paris 
where her husband; Eugene Pressly, corrected the proofs for Ford Madox 
Ford 1a It Was The Nightin&alo.8° 
Katherine Anne Porter baa atated that a beginning writer can 
learn from reading Ford's booka and knowing of tho details of hia life 
"what tho pains, and what tho rewards, of a real vriter.•81 To many 
writers Ford was a living exemplar of aan qua artist, and perhaps oven 
to Katherine Anne Porter. Edmund Wilson has said of her that "she does 
aat show anyone 1s influeace.•82 She baa placed herstlf, however, in the 
77Katherine Anne Porter has diacuased this with GleDway Wescott on 
a taped program for educational television which appeared on Chanael 2 
in Boaton on Sopt .. ber 2}, 1962. 
78New Directionsa Number Seven, p. 478. 
79~., p. 479. Mila Porter knew Ford for twelve years which 
would aean aho aet hia ia 1927, a year in which he aade •••eral trips to 
New York and she apparently caae up frea Mexico. 
80Ford dedicated thia book to Mr. Pressly and diacuaaed his 
asaiatance in the preface. 
81Porter, New Diroctionas Nuaber SeYen, p. 479. 
82Edmund Wilaon, Claaaica aDd Com.erciala (New York: Farrar, Straus 
and Young, 1950), p. 219. 
tradition of Henry Jamea,8} and her long friendship with Ford Madox 
Ford would tend at leaat to strengthen that identification. 
¥orking in the tradition of Hemry James, she naturally developed 
certain attitude• toward her craft taat relate to conscious artiatry 
or a concern with literary technique•. When she further comments that 
aDY potential writer who baa read tho Tiotjens novel• or The Good 
Soldier hal •taken a long atop forward in • • • knowledge of crafta-
aanahip,•84 it ia not UDreasonable to aasuae that she had read the 
novels herself and learned aoae thing• about technique fro• them. In 
Miaa Porter'• own work there is the Flaubertian concern with style that 
link• her with the groat tradition, _ana the laek of authorial moralizing. 
She could have derived theae atti&udea froa Henry Jaaes, froa aeveral 
other writers including Ford Madox Ford who followed in a line fro• 
Jamoa, or from Flaubert hiaaelf. However, abe must certainly havo 
learned hew to handle the tiae ahift directly froa Ford Madox Ford. 
Katherine Anne Porter used the ti.. shift generally for small 
effocta, as whon Mlramda in 1Pale Horae, Pale Ridor•85 ia lying in 
bed at the outset of the story and her aind is flaahing back into her 
8}Katberiae Anne Porter, The D![l Before (Now York: Harcourt Brace, 
1952), pp. 12},24. 
84Porter, New Directional Number Seven, p, 479. 
85Katherine Anne Porter, Pale Horse, Pale Rider (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace, 19}9). 
childhood aad thought• of her graDdaother'• horae 1Fiddler 1 aDd then 
return• to focua on all the drabaeaa of her iamediate past. The juxta-
poaition of the two periods of tiae beooaea a aeana for criticising the 
preaent. In moat of hor atoriea, however, there ia no extenaivo uao of 
the tiRe shift, for they proceed uaually on a straight chronological 
liae. 
Tbe oae aajor exception to tbia generalization ia the atory 1That 
Treo 186 whic~ boar• aa.. structural reaeablances to The Good Soldier. 
A man in the story is telling a friead in a Mexicam bar the hiatory of 
hia first marriage, fuat as John Dowell had preten4ed a freind that bo 
waa tolliag about hia marriage and bia relatioaship to Edwara Aahburnbam. 
This enable• the narrater to arrange eveats in a paychologioal order in 
which, for exaaple, he oan imaediately announce that his wife baa left 
bia aad then fill in aa he wishes eveata that led up her going and events 
that bave occurred ainoe. We leara, for example, that since Miriam left 
hia he baa been married and divorced a aecond tiae before we learn the 
reasoaa Miriaa left or the details of their life together. It enables 
hia to withbola until the end of the atory what he regards aa the cliaax, 
tbat Miriam baa aaked to coae back. He has done thia consciously, and 
he speaks of it at the end of the story aa 1tbe good old surprise tech-
Katherine !aPe Porter bas modified Ford 1a first peraon narrative 
86xatherine Amno EQrter, Flowering Judaa and other Stories (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace, 19,J). 
by blending it with third person narrative in which she is usually 
employing the narrator'• language ana thought patterns in this manner. 
He wondered if ~body had ever thought -- oh, well, of course 
everybedy else bad, he was always making marvelous discoveries 
that other people had kPown all along -- how impossible it is to 
explain or to make others see the special •ualitiea in the person 
you love. 
This s.-1-eonversational style is blenaed with direct quotations and 
with the co .. enta of an omniscient author. It proviaea a bridge be-
tween one and tae other, aad it enables her to apply a coup de canon 
at the eai of the story fro• her authorial position. The narrator is 
taking his wife back, and he is trying to convince hi .. elt that she will 
coae back on hie terms and that tho teras will act include another 
wedding oereao~, but the final words of tae story are, "He seeaed to 
be at.ontahing hi .. elt before a airror,• and a reader knows that she 
will ooae back and have her own way. 
In Ford's The Good Soldier as John Dowell puts down his story 
(which ho is pretending to be telling to a friend) his attitudes toward 
tho character• crystallize. He uncovers, for example, so .. repressed 
anger toward Leonora, and he .akes his final favorable judgaent of 
Edward Asbburnhaa. This gives tae story a draaatic present psychological 
thread. In Katherine Amne Porter 1a •That Tree• a aiadlar present is 
involved, consisting of .are action but also leas interesting. Tbe 
narrator as he is telling his story interrupts his account to argue with 
a newspaper aan and, on three occasions, to order another round of drinks. 
Oae would think his syntax would bocoae .. re garbled and hi• eaotions 
would becoae more open, but there is no appreciable difference between 
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the aarrator of the beginning and the narrator of tho end, and hi• 
revelation• do not beeoae, aa one would auapect they ahould, more re-
vealing. 
other writers currently practicing their trade have rendered 
homage to Ford. Eudora Welty has praiaed him for the encouragement he 
gave her and tor hi• attempt to have her first book of atories publilhed.87 
Robie Macauley, the pre1ent editor of the KepYon Review haa praised him 
both aa a teacher, at Oliver College in Michigan, and as a novelist.88 
Novoliata aa diverae as Christopher Morley, Edward Dahlberg, Sherwood 
Anderaon, ana Paul Eagle have praiaed him aa a man, aa a noveliat, aa 
a teacher or aa all thrce.89 Againat this should be considered the half 
negative c*iticiaa of Van W,rck Brookl. Mr. Brooks aet Ford in Paris 
in 1925 and later wrote of hia that 1he had a truly astoniahing flair for 
the art of writing.• He teapered thia praise, however, by adding that 
Ford 1a mind was 1 li.ko a Roquefort cheeae, so ripe that.--lt. waapalpably 
falling to pieces, and I do not think that he waa a good mental diet 
for the young western boys, freah troa the prairies who came under his 
influence in Paris.•9° Iaplicit in the attitude oxpreaaed by Mr. Brooks 
87Katherine Anne Porter quotes a letter from Eudora Welty in her 
introduction to Eudora Wolty 1s novel A Curtain of Green (New York: 
Doubleday, 1941). 
88Robie Macauley discusaea hia student days with Ford and his early 
reading in hia introudction to Parade's End. 
89New Directionsa Number Seven, pp. 458-459, 466-469, 471-472, 476-477. 
90van W,rck Brooka, The OpinioDB ot Oliver Allaton (New York: E. P. 
Dutton, 1941), P• 2o4. 
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is the feeling Ford tried to counter in England, the belief that original 
talent should not be t~pered with and should bo left to grow by itaelf 
to fulfill itself. 
In dofeDBe of Ford'• teaching there is the homage that various 
writers haYe paid him on various occasions, and there is the auccoas 
that some of the writers who haYe learned from Ford have had. Discipline 
and an awareness of technique are not a sufficient substitute for talent, 
but thoro is no eYidence that they have a.~churt a writer, and thoro is 
evidence that they have helped, eYen among the mid-western American 
writers who learned from Ford, to establish more solidly a writer'• 
reputation. For taia reason alone, Ford deserves the name recently 
applied to hia, 1 The Ezra Pound of the novel.•9t 
91Mccormiok, Catastrophe and Imagination, p. 217. 
CHAPTER VI 
THE POETRY AND POETIC INFWENCE 
OF FORD MADOX FORD 
Ford Madox Ford's poetry and his influence on the theory and 
practice of modern poetry has been even more neglected than his 
novels and his influence on novelists. Ezra Pound and T. S. Eliot 
praised some of the World War I poems, 1 and Poetry of Chicago 
awarded Ford's poem "A House" its annual prize in 1921. Since then 
there has been little interest in his poems, and they have seldom 
been included in modern anthologies. Kenneth Rexroth has admired 
2 3 
some of the last poems, from a group of poems entitled "Buckshee," 
and he has brought them to the attention of Robert Lowell who has 
also begun to praise them in private.4 They may come in time to 
have the same kind of critical reputation among poets that Ford's 
The Good Soldier had among novelists before it was re-discovered, 
and if the parallel holds true, they may also be reprinted. 
1
see above, pp. 42-43. 
2
see Mr. Rexroth's introduction to D. H. Lawrence: Selected Poems 
(New York: The Viking Press, 1959), p. 12. 
3These poems were published in Poetry and then in the 1936 edition 
of The Collected Poems of Ford Madox Ford. 
4Robert Lowell has told me of his feeling for these poems and how 
he happened to read them. Delmore Schwartz has also told me of his 
interest in these poems. Most critics believe that Ford's volume of 
poems entitled On Heaven and Poems Written On Active Service (London: 
John Lane, 1918) contains his best work. 
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If the poems themselves have gone almost unnoticed, and they 
have, Ford's assistance to other poets and his influence on some is 
even less recognized. In order to appreciate what role Ford has 
played in modern poetry, it is necessary to consider briefly the state 
of poetry as it was in the early part of the century and the now 
common interpretation of how certain changes came about. T. s. Eliot 
has said that in 1908 there was no poet in England or America prepared 
to help a beginner. He meant by this, as ,he goes on to explain, that 
there was no poet accessible to the young who was trying to develop 
a modern sensibility. 
T. s. Eliot goes on to say that except for some almost totally 
unknown poets, Edwin Arlington Robinson and Robert Frost, no one was 
prepared to say what kind of poetry could follow after the poems in 
the school of Swinburne. He dates the shift in modern poetry at 1908, 
5 
and he relates that shift to the arrival of Ezra Pound in England. 
This judgment is unfair to Ford Madox Ford, for it neglects Ford's 
assistance and advice to young writers. However, the apparent reason 
T. s. Eliot has ignored Ford is a simple one. When Eliot was establish-
ing himself during the war years in London, Ford was gone from the 
literary scene. He had enlisted in the British army and wholly 
immersed himself in his new mode of life. He was seldom seen in London 
literary circles during the war years. Before the war, nevertheless, 
he had made his contribution to modern poetry, and it was a significant 
one. 
5 
"Ezra Pound," An Examination of Ezra Pound, ed. Peter Russell 
(Norfolk,Conn.: New Directions, 19SO), PP• 25-26. 
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Ford began to be seriously concerned with the state of English 
poetry in 1908 when he started The English Review, and what he saw 
as the common poetic practice did not please him. His criticism 
involved three main areas: poets had limited their range of subjects; 
they had established a false poetic diction; their broad attitudes 
6 
about the purposes of poetry were outmoded and derivative. Thus, 
one function of The English Review was to establish the same kind of 
vigorous interest in new movements in poetry that Ford was also 
trying to achieve for prose. 
To this end, one of Ford's concerns as editor of the magazine 
was to publish Thomas Hardy's poem "A Sunday Morning Tragedy." It 
had been turned down by timid newspaper and magazine editors as an 
immoral poem, and Ford knew it was not that. 7 He gave the poem the 
place of honor in the poetry section of the first issue of his 
periodical, which was a bold step for an editor to take. Plainly, 
Ford was defending Thomas Hardy's right to treat the subject of an unwed, 
pregnant girl who is given an abortive by her mother. Though the poem 
deals with a crude subject, Ford and Hardy considered it a moral work. 
In his own poems, Ford was treating such "unpoetic" subjects as 
8 
"The Three Ten" that comes into Kilburn Station and a skidding bus 
6Ford Madox Ford, "Preface," Collected Poems (London: Goschen, 
1914), PP• 13-20. 
7see above, pp. 82-83, for an account of the publishing of this poem. 
8
"The Three Ten" and "Finchley Road" are two poems in Ford's Song~ 
From London (London: Elkin Mathews, 1910). 
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on Finchley Road. In tord•s view, poets and critics were then 
unresponsive to such subjects and were writing or praising what he 
called "the sure cards of the poetic deck."9 These included such 
subjects as love on a country lane, moonlight, and the singing of 
birds, but they did not include realistic appraisals of the life that 
the poet saw every day. Ford began to apply the same aesthetic to his 
poems, the views derived from Conrad and Flaubert, that he had applied 
to his novels. In his preface to Collected Poems, he preached that 
10 poetry is "the putting of certain realities in certain aspects," 
and he suggested that for a subject an anaemic shopgirl with bad 
11 teeth was better than Isolde. He wanted poets to do for their own 
day what Fran~ois Villon had done for his time; however, just as he 
had believed that an understanding of the past was a necessary first 
step to writing a novel of the present, he wished poets to know the 
Greek tradition of verse, Proven~al poetry, Minnelieder, and whatever 
other groups of poems they could find that might widen their 
12 perceptions. 
The same limitations that existed for poetic subjects also held 
for poetic diction in the poetry of the early twentieth century. 
9Ford, "Preface," Collected Poems (1914), p. 16. 
10Ibid., p. 17. 
11Loc. cit. 
12 ~., pp. 19-20. 
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Ford commented in 1911: 
My father once wrote of Rossetti that he put down the thoughts 
of Dante in the language of Shakespeare, and the words seem to 
me to be extremely true and extremely damning. For what is 
wanted of a poet is that he should express his own thoughts in 
the language of his own day.l3 
In Ford's view, the Pre-Raphaelites, excepting Christina Rossetti, had 
not used the language of their own day, nor did the poets of the Nineties 
and their followers; however, Ford saw some hope for poetry in the fact 
that William Butler Yeats was turning to a more modern idiom in 1909 
and that Thomas Hardy was writing his realistic Wessex poems. 14 
Ford's own attempt to enlarge the range of poetic diction was 
related to his use of the speaking voice in his poems. He believed 
that an English poet of his day used a poetic diction that had become 
stale. By using the speaking voice of an intelligent and sophisticated 
man, his own speaking voice, Ford was able to help break down the 
artificial barriers that had been erected by critics and other poets. 
During 1911, Ford had stayed in Germany, and there he found poets 
using a wider range of language. He followed their example, and he 
also introduced unusual characters in his poems who had to be described 
in normally unpoetic words. For example, in a poem written in 1911, 
"To All the Dead," there are two Chinese chiropodists, and there is 
mention of a man who made his fortune from "pills for the liver."15 
13Ford, Ancient Lights, P• 52. 
14Ford, "Preface," Collected Poems (1914), pp. 24-27. 
l5Ford Madox Ford, "To All the Dead," High Germany (London: 
Duckworth, 1911), p. xliii. 
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Ford believed as early as 1909 that unless a poet "speaks to 
us sincerely, without affectations, and in such language as he 
ordinarily uses, his poems will ring false, and we shall find little 
pleasure in him.u16 In his own poems, Ford began using slang and 
mild expletives in order to make them appear more casual, and he 
began using the occasional foreign words and phrases that he used in 
his novels and in his conversation. 
In Ford's view of the post-Victorian age, there was a fragments-
tion of experience that prevented poets from making great pronounce-
ments for their time. He saw people as less settled than they had 
17 
been and more subject to varied and fleeting impressions. For this 
reason, he felt that the poet must now limit himself to illuminating 
the small areas of life with a more humble poetic vocabulary than his 
predecessors had used. He believed also that the poet should avoid 
strict verse forms, for free verse, in his judgment, was better 
18 
suited to the expression of intimate moods. 
The rhythms of Ford's poems are meant to suggest the rhythmns 
of thought or of conversation, wherein one idea may follow suddenly on 
another with little or no transitional statements. This gave Ford 
both an organizational pattern for his poems and a cadence. The 
l6Ford, The Critical Attitude, P• 189. 
17 ~., PP• 185-186. 
l8Ford, "Preface," On Heaven, p. 9. 
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technique is the same one he had been using in his novels. One finds 
in "To All the Dead" a time scheme that shifts from the days of a 
Chinese queen nine thousand years ago to a modern street scene in Paris. 
Geographically the scene changes from China to Paris to America to 
Treves, as related scenes are called into the mind of the poet by 
the direction of his thought. The poem is a montage of scenes developed 
in the stream of consciousness manner in which inner thoughts are 
blended with impinging sensations aroused by external stimuli. 
A close examination of the poem reveals that in 1911 Ford was 
essentially a modern poet, and there were few others at the time. The 
technique of juxtaposing scenes from the past and the present was to 
be used later by Ezra Pound and T. s. Eliot. For all three poets it 
was a device for examining the quality of life in this century by 
measuring it in the light of the past. This juxtaposition of past and 
present was an outgrowth of the time shift which Ford had begun develop-
ing in prose fiction during his years with Conrad. 
"To All the Dead" begins with a ghostly visitation that the narrator 
of the poem experienced the night before: 
A Chinese Queen on a lacquered throne 
With a dragon as big as the side of a house, 
All golde~and silent and sitting alone 
In an empty house. 
With the shadows above and the shadows behind, 
And the Queen with a paper white, rice white face, 
As still as a partridge, as still as a mouse, 
With slanting eyes you would say were blind 
In a dead, white face. 
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A prince has come to pay court to the queen, and at the beginning of 
the poem, a reader used to the Pre-Raphaelites would find nothing 
unusual in the scene as it was set, the reversion into a romantic 
past. He might find it odd that the poet has unromantically associated 
the texture of a woman's skin with rice and with paper and that he 
has compared the queen with a blind woman, a mouse, and a partridge. 
If he did regard the poet's sensibility as strange, he would neverthe-
less feel a confidence about his intention. 
In Section II of the poem, however, this common reader would 
lose his bearings. The scene shifts abruptly into the present, and 
the poet or narrator is arguing with a cranky American in a musty 
Paris room about the "nature of things," while outside twenty different 
newsboys are "hawking" twenty different newspapers. The conjunction 
of scenes is startling, and it is meant to be. The lacquered throne 
and regal setting of Section I that represent the glorious past of 
China are contrasted with a modern instance of some Chinese who operate 
a chiropodist's salon. The fact that Ford was using the technique of 
juxtaposition of past and present to criticize modern life before Eliot 
and Pound used it does not mean that they took it from him, for it is 
rather well established that Eliot derived the method from La Forgue, 
and Ezra Pound apparently followed Eliot's example. However, it does 
seem evident that Ford was the first modern English poet to use the 
device, and for that he deserves some recognition. 
In Section III of Ford• s "To All the Dead," the American mentions 
his home in Sandusky, and the poet's mind flashes back to what he 
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remembers of an earlier visit to Sandusky. He calls up images of 
jack-rabbits, bonfires, and fishermen, but the vision is arrested 
when he sees the cold, staring eyes of the two Chinese chiropodists 
looking out of their attic window. Again the poet's mind goes back 
to the past, this time to America, suggested by his American friend, 
and to the subject of death, suggested by the two Chinese who have 
made him think of the dead Chinese queen. He remembers some Indian 
graves that he had seen along the banks of the Hudson River. 
In Section IV, the poet leaves Paris and takes a train to 
Treves. There is an element of the topographical poem as the train 
jolts through "greeny grey Lorraine" and arrives at Treves. The 
poet starts thinking again of Sandusky; now, however, he tells us 
what the cranky American had said about its present state. What was 
once a pastoral scene with a certain primitive vigor has changed and 
become: 
••• a sort of daily Henley regatta, 
And the bright parasols of Japanese paper 
Keep up a ceaseless, endless chatter, 
In the endless, ceaseless girl graduate story 
Where once there were silence, jack-rabbits and snakes •• • • 
This information has been withheld by the poet until now when he can 
place it into a meaningful relationship with something else. Here 
the poet has found that Treves also is no longer unspoiled: it has 
become a part of the itinerary of touring old maids with cameras. 
Section V, the conclusion, is the longest part of the poem. 
In an ironic voice that echoes Baedecker information, the poet reveals 
that Treves has a professor of Neo-Chinese. He tells us also that 
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he has come to Trtves to rest from what he speaks of as "Modern 
Improvements" and to think of all the dead. Everything seems dying 
or dead, at least everything that he considers worthwhile, and even 
"the best of beer has lost its zest." He goes out at sunrise and 
sits on an ancient burial mound. He thinks again of his American 
friend who believes that everything is happening for the best, and 
that the world is constantly improving. Some noises in the surround-
ing woods, that he conjectures are the rustling of a wild boar, 
intrude upon his thoughts, and then he thinks of Marshall Wallenstein 
who died somewhere in the area, of a friend he has lost to death, and 
of the changes that have taken place in Sandusky. 
From the woods come kisses, sighs, and groans, and he realizes 
that it was not a boar he had heard but rather some lovers. He 
remembers that this particular night is All Souls• Night, and once 
again he thinks of the Chinese queen. He adds more details to the 
hallucinatory scene he had witnessed. She had faced her lover with 
an enormous longing, and though they did not touch, she swayed before 
him "just like a purple butterfly/ Above the open jaws of a coral 
snake." He compares her look of intense longing with the two Chinese 
chiropodists "who smile like toads at Paris mannequins." He remembers 
also that the professor of Neo-Chinese had told him that day that the 
lovers acted as if they were people from a dynasty nine thousand 
years past. 
The poet thinks about this, and then a warrior and his wife come 
out of the woods from the direction of the noises he had heard. The 
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warrior identifies himself as a Mongol who had also lived nine 
thousand years before and had been killed by a wolf. His wife had 
fallen on her sword to join him in death, and they had been buried, 
as was then the custom for burying great lovers, side by side with 
only their fingertips touching. Through centuries of effort, they had 
grasped each other's hands and finally embraced and freed themselves 
if only spectrally. They had been wandering free on All Souls• Night, 
but now they have come back to re-enter their earthen home, the mound 
on which the poet is sitting. 
As they disappear, for the moment the poet is shaken. He 
imagines the passion of the warrior wife, and then he sees a boar come 
shouldering through the woods. It is a "monstrous, tusky brute" with 
seven mates following, who breaks into the clearing. The suggestion is 
that primitive vigor survives only in the animal kingdom. The poet 
walks out of the woods past a "Forbidden" sign posted on the area. 
He ends his poem with an imaginary toast to all the dead, and to the 
passion that has left the world. 
This is not a major poem, and perhaps not so important in Ford's 
poetic canon as "On Heaven," "Antwerp," and the late poems from Buckshee. 
Despite the attempt to achieve order with random rhymes, there is a 
slackness to the verse that is noticeable in most of Ford's poems. One 
feels also that Ford romanticizes the past by choosing highly selected 
examples from history and contrasting them with commonplace modern scenes. 19 
19The same charge may be levelled against T. s. Eliot. 
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The poem is, however, an early attempt in this century to discover 
new directions in poetry. Ford, like Edwin Arlington Robinson and 
Robert Frost, was trying to achieve a flexible, conversational idiom; 
unlike them, he was prominent in literary circles. He was using free 
verse, which became one of the characteristic modes of this century, at a 
time when it was uncommon. He was structuring his poem on a mental 
pattern and shifting his scene rapidly. Finally, he took as his theme 
an attitude which has become quite common, that despite our material 
advances, there is a dimension of the spirit found lacking in modern 
life. 2° Ford was not only suggesting new directions for poetry in his 
essays; he was providing a significant example in his own poems. 
Ezra Pound 
Ezra Pound arrived in England in 1908, carrying with him some 
copies of his privately printed book of verse A Lume Spento, which 
he sent out to reviewers. In 1909, May Sinclair introduced him to 
21 Ford Madox Ford, and in October 1909 Ford published Pound's poem 
"The Ballad of the Goodly Fere" in The English Review. It was an immedi-
ate success and made Ezra Pound's name familiar in the fashionable 
22 literary salons of London. 
20 Apparently Ford believed that Pound was too optimistic about modern 
times, for he wrote a poem named "Canzone a la Sonata," also published in 
High Germany, in which he lectures Pound on his faith in progress. 
21Ford, Return to Yesterday, P• 357. 
22The poem deals with the last hours of Christ treated in the ballad 
form; later Pound remarked, "After the success of the 'Goodly Fere' all I 
had to do was to write a ballad of each of the disciples, and I would have 
been set for life." As quoted by Malcolm Cowley, Exile's Return (New York: 
Viking, 1959), P• 124. 
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During the latter part of 1909 and for the succeeding five years, 
Pound and Ford were frequently together and became close and enduring 
friends. Everything indicates that the relationship that the two 
men entered into was to a degree the relationship of student and 
teacher. Pound was twenty-four years old in 1909 and Ford was thirty-
six. Ford was a successful editor, poet, art critic, and novelist, 
and Pound was just at the beginning of his career. Pound, as he 
describes it, spent his time in London "going to see Ford in the after-
23 
noons and Yeats in the evenings." 
Violet Hunt, who was then working on The English Review, has 
mentioned that Pound lived near South Lodge and was "in and out all 
day" for visits with herself and Ford. She mentions also that Pound 
was then frequently taking Ford's dictation (with "feverish energy") 
24 
and performing various menial tasks at the offices of The English Review. 
At the time, Ezra Pound, in dress and in sensibility, was very closely 
related to the Bohemian poets of the Nineties and to the Pre-Raphaelites. 
Ford has described the appearance he then assumed: "Ezra ••• would 
approach with the step of a dancer, making passes at an imaginary 
opponent. He would wear trousers made of green billiard cloth, a pink 
23
"Interview With Ezra Pound," The Paris Review (Summer-Fall 1962), 
No. 28, P• 36. 
24violet Hunt, The Flurried Years (London: Hurst and Blackett, 1926), 
p. 108. 
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coat, a blue shirt, a tie hand-painted by a Japanese friend, an 
immense sombrero, a flaming beard cut to a point, and a single large 
blue earring."25 
The poets that Ezra Pound admired and imitated in his early verse 
were not revolutionary poets. There were echoes of Swinburne in his 
rhythms; 26 he had read William Morris enthusiastically to H. D. in 
college as they sat under "a very Pre-Raphaelite apple tree"; 27 he 
acknowledged Dante Gabriel Rossetti as his spiritual father in his 
translations of Guido Cavalcanti; 28 and he was interested in the romantic 
or Celtic twilight early poems of William Butler Yeats. During the 
years he spent in close proximity to Ford, he made radical changes in 
his poetic attitudes, and they were due in part to what Ford was teaching 
him. 
In Pound's fi~st book of poems, A Lume Spento, there are, as 
Alice Amdur points out, definite echoes of Swinburne. In "Anima Sola," 
for example, we find this stanza: 
My joy is the wind of heaven 
My drink is the gall of night· 
My love is the light of meteors 
The autumn leaves in flight. 
25Ford, Return to Yesterday, pp. 356-357. 
26Alice Amdur, The Poetry of Ezra Pound (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard 
University Press, 1936), p. 14. 
27 The Cantos of Ezra Pound: Some Testimonies, H. D. et al. (New York: 
Farrar and Rinehart, 1933), P• 18. 
28 Amdur, The Poetry of Ezra Pound, p. 27. 
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The romantic self-image revealed in these lines, and the phrasing 
(notably "wind of heaven" and "gall of night") are derived from 
29 Swinburne, as is the rhythm of the stanza. 
In Personae and Exultations, both small volumes published in 
1909 after Pound had arrived in England, there is not a considerable 
poetic advance. T. S. Eliot has noted a growing Yeats influence on 
Pound's work; however, he accurately links Pound's music in his poems 
with that of Swinburne. 30 The subjects of the poems are also those 
one would associate with a follower of Swinburne. There is, for 
example, a poem "Praise of Ysolt," and an "Idyl for Glaucus," both 
of which return to the past in musical verse with a diction that is 
often archaic. Some characteristic lines from "Praise of Ysolt" 
clearly illustrate the qualities of Pound's verse during his early 
years in England: 
My song was ablaze with her and 
she went from me 
As flame leaveth the embers so went 
she unto new forests 
And the words were with me 
crying ever, "Song, a song."31 
Many of the poems, such as "Na Audiart" and "Piere Vidal Old," employ 
rhythms from Proven~al poets and treat scenes from their lives; 
29Ibid., PP• 13-14. 
30T. s. Eliot, Ezra Pound: His Metric and Poetry (New York: 
Knopf, 1917), pp. 9-13. This scarce study, Eliot's second book, was 
published anonymously. 
31Ezra Pound, "Praise of Ysolt," Personae (Norfolk, Conn.: 
New Directions, n.d.), P• 17. 
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however, in T. s. Eliot's judgment this choice of subject matter and 
verse forms was as much Pound's inheritance from the Nineties as an 
32 
attempt to revitalize Proven~e. 
After the publication of Personae, Ezra Pound met T. E. Hulme, 
F. s. Flint, and others of the Imagist group who were then forming 
an aesthetic creed based on free verse and the poetic image. His 
next book, Canzoni (1911), showed no significant change in poetic 
attitude from the earlier volumes. The poems were again mostly on 
medieval subjects and were cast in medieval verse forms. Pound was 
learning the skillful use of complicated verse forms; however, the 
poems contained, as Eliot noted, a number of archaisms. 33 One can 
only conclude that the Imagists and T. E. Hulme were no influence 
on Pound. 
It is important to know where Pound stood poetically in those 
years. By his own admission, he was in London trying to learn "the 
34 London literary language." Ford had left London at the end of 1910 
for a stay in Germany. When Pound visited him in 1911 and showed 
Ford his recently published Canzoni, Ford rolled on the floor, 
as Pound tells it, in laughter at Pound's work. Ford did not like 
32r. s. Eliot, "Introduction," Selected Poems of Ezra Pound 
(London: Faber & Faber, 1928), p. xiii. 
33Eliot, Ezra Pound: His Metric and Poetry, pp. 8-14. 
34 Ezra Pound, "Ford Madox Ford," Furioso I (Spring 1940), p. 2. 
either the subject matter or the diction of the poems, and his 
reaction propelled Pound into the twentieth century. By Pound's 
own reckoning, it advanced his career two years. 35 
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In this manner, Ford indirectly influenced William Butler Yeats 
through Pound. Pound's assistance to Yeats began in 1912 when 
he altered some of Yeat•s poems without permission, and it continued 
from 1913 to 1916, when Pound,acting as Yeat•s secretary and correcting 
words or lines from Yeat•s poems, made the diction more modern and 
the lines more concise. 36 It began because Pound, as William Carlos 
Williams expressed it, gave Yeats "a hell of a bawling out" for his 
use of archaisms and so impressed Yeats that he then allowed Pound 
to correct his manuscripts.37 The criticism Pound gave Yeats was 
from a poet who had himself been using archaisms until Ford derided 
the practice. In just such a way does the Masonic tradition among 
artists function, so that one helps a fellow poet by his criticism 
or his example, and a movement in poetry is born or becomes more 
pronounced. 
The influence of Ford that was transmitted through Pound to the 
"later" Yeats goes beyond the mere weeding out of archaisms. 
35Loc. cit. 
36rhe details of Pound's relationship with Yeats are taken from 
Richard Ellman, Yeats: The Man and the Mask (New York: MacMillan, 
1948), PP• 211-21 • 
37 The Selected Letters of William Carlos Williams, ed. and with 
an introduction by John c. Thirlwall. (New York: McDowell, Oblensky, 
1957), PP• 210-211. 
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Richard Ellman has pointed out that Pound encouraged Yeats to use 
"a speech so natural and dramatic that the hearer would feel the 
38 
presence of a man thinking and feeling." This is what Ford had 
been striving for since 1908 and what he succeeded in communicating 
to Pound. In place of empty poetic rhetoric, of a fixed poetic 
diction, Ford had used in his poems the normal speaking voice and 
a colloquial vocabulary. Yeats would not have accepted advice 
directly from Ford; however, Pound has acknowledged that "Fordie 
helped him, via me, in trying to get towards a natural way of 
writing.tt39 
Pound's first noticeably modern volume came immediately after 
Ford had criticized Canzoni in his Ripostes in 1912. There is a 
marked change from his earlier work in some of these poems. The 
diction is less like Swinburne's, more restrained, and the attitudes 
expressed are more realistic. T. s. Eliot has further observed 
that for the first time in Pound's work, "the effect of London is 
apparent; the author has become a critic of men, surveying them from 
a consistent and developed point of view; he is more formidable and 
40 disconcerting; in short, much more mature." 
38 Ellman, Yeats, p. 210. 
39Ezra Pound, "Interview," The Paris Review, No. 28 (Summer-Fall, 
1962), 30. Apparently Ford and Yeats were not ftiendly. Ford had 
published Yeats in The English Review; however, he did not care for the 
early poems of Yeats, and he made no effort to establish a friendly 
relationship with the Irish poet. 
40Eliot, Ezra Pound: His Metric and Poetry, pp. 16-17. 
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If we examine the poems, we find some such as "Silet" 
(written in 1911) and "Apparuit" composed in the old manner on 
standard subjects, but "Portrait d'une Fetmne" treats of a modern 
woman in London, and "Phasellus Ille" is a complaint against the 
orthodox critics in London who cannot even be aroused by Bernard 
Shaw. In both poems there is a more modern voice than Ezra Pound 
had formerly used. The rhythms of the poems have become colloquial. 
In fact, one of the poems from that volume, "In Exitum Cuisdam" is 
41 
apparently an answer to Ford's "Canzone a la Sonata," and its 
language and tone are recognizably deriVed from Ford. 
Ford's poem is dedicated "To E. P.," and Pound's poem has, as 
its subtitle, "On a Certain One's Departure," which suggests Ford's 
absence from England and his apparent decision to take up German 
citizenship. Both poems are friendly, if somewhat argumentative, 
and both use a generally conversational tone and diction. Ford 
has used his poem to tell Ezra Pound, his "friendly sonneteer," that 
progress has not come with modern improvements, and that there is 
little in the world for Pound to "crow cock like" about. Ezra Pound's 
answer, if it is an answer, is that friendship has also become debased. 
Pound's poem, given here in its entirety, seems to refer to Ford's 
former friends, such as Joseph Conrad and Arthur Marwood, who had 
42 quarreled with Ford. 
41 Ford, High Germany, PP• xxii-xxiii. 
42 Pound, Personae, p. 59. 
"Time's bitter floodl" Oh, that's all 
very well, 
But where•s the old friend hasn't fallen off, 
Or slacked his handgrip when you first gained 
Fame? 
I know your circle and can fairly tell 
What you have kept and what you've left behind: 
I know my circle and know very well 
How many faces I'd have out of mind. 
Ford's precepts were assimilated quite easily by Pound, and much 
later he paid generous tribute to Ford for what he had done for 
writers. Pound said: 
For the tensears before I got to England there would 
seem to have been no one but Ford who held that French 
clarity and simplicity in the writing of English verse 
and prose were of immense importance as in contrast to 
the use of a stilted traditional dialect as •language 
of verse• unused in the actual talk of the people, even 
of the 'best people,• for the expression of reality and 
emotion.43 
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Pound was praising Ford for passing on to other writers the prose lessons 
of Flaubert. 
Once Pound had grasped these ideas, he proceeded to make them 
a central part of his attack on the low standards of the artist and of 
his readers. Professor Hugh Kenner has a discussion of the importance 
the Flaubertian idea of the mot juste assumed in the poetry and essays 
of Ezra Pound. He quotes, for example, a passage in which Pound is 
discussing the need for the artist to use language with care: 
43 Pound, "Ford Madox Ford," Furioso I (Spring 1940), p. 1. 
'Artists are the antennae of the race.' They are the 
registering instruments, and if they falsify their reports 
there is no measure to the harm they do. If you saw a man 
selling defective thermometers to a hospital, you would 
consider him a particularly vile kind of cheat.44 
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In this passage, there are echoes of Ford's view that the artist is 
the "sensitized instrument" recording his age, and the view derived 
from Flaubert that the artist has the solemn duty to use words with 
care and accuracy. 
Furthermore, Professor Kenner, who is, as far as I can determine, 
the only critic to relate Ford's techniques to those of Ezra Pound, 
sees in the method of Ezra Pound's Cantos a debt to The Good Soldier 
and to Ford's use of the time shift. 
The function of the time-shift is to do away with the plot--
plot in the sense of a linear sequence of events. The •story' 
is broken up into a number of scenes, conversations, impressions, 
etc., which function as poetic images and are freely juxtaposed 
for maximum intensity. In The Good Soldier and in Ford's 
various volumes of memoirs this device reaches a very high 
level of development •••• 
The drama of these juxtapositions /:Professor Kenner had 
illustrated with a passage from Ford'S Joseph Conrad: A Personal 
Remembrance:? needs no comment. Neither does its similarity 
to the method of the Cantos. The interested reader should 
examine The Good Soldier, a revolutionary bggk when it appeared 
in 1913, the year before Ulysses was begun. 
Hugh Kenner could as easily have cited Ford's poem "To All the Dead" 
as a forerunner of the Cantos method, for in that poem the •story" 
~enner, The Poetry of Ezra Pound, PP• 141-148. 
45~., PP• 268-269. 
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is broken up into "a number of scenes, conversations, impressions, 
etc., which function as poetic images and are freely juxtaposed 
for maximum intensity." 
This is the method that Ezra Pound took up in his plotless 
epic the Cantos which is based on the processes of his own mind, and in 
the major poem of his second period, "Hugh Selwyn Mauberley'.' (1920), 
which tries to register the condition of England and of art after 
World War I. In particular, poems II-XII of "Hugh Selwyn Mauberley" 
"present an ideogrammic survey of the cultural state of post-v.1ar 
46 England." Pictures, images, and conversations are placed side by 
side as they might come up in the mind of the poet. In poems VIII, 
IX, and X of the sequence, two false stylists (Hugh Kenner conjectures 
that they are meant to represent Max Beerbohm and Arnold Bennett.47 ) 
are financially successful and smug about their art, and they are 
contrasted with Ford Madox Ford whom Ezra Pound represents as the true 
stylist, driven into retirement by neglect. 
On various occasions, Ezra Pound has maintained that it was 
Ford and not T. E. Hulme who was the critical light in England in the 
48 years 1910-1912. He has stated flatly that Hulme had very little to 
do with what went on in poetry in those years, and that in retrospect 
46Ibid., P• 171. 
47 Ibid., PP• 173-174. 
48 Ezra Pound, "This Hulme Business," The Townsman, II (January 
1939), P• 15. 
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he is being given undue credit.49 Ezra Pound's judgment cannot 
be considered authoritative for the other poets of that day, and 
certainly T. E. Hulme had some effect on the poetry of T. s. Eliot; 
however, Ford should be given much more credit than is customary 
for the development of Ezra Pound and for injecting new ideas into 
a moribund poetic art. 
Ford Madox Ford and the Imagists 
Ford was almost as involved with the Imagists as he was with 
Ezra Pound who gave the group that name and functioned for a short 
50 
time as their leader. It is perhaps useful to name the Imagists, 
if only to prevent a misunderstanding. There were F. s. Flint, 
Hilda Doolittle, Richard Aldington, John Gould Fletcher, and Amy 
Lowell in one group that more or less remained in sympathy with the 
original tenets of Imagism. Ford Madox Ford, Ezra Pound, D. H. 
Lawrence, James Joyce, and John Cournos were rather peripheral 
members of the group, and most of them published in the Imagist 
anthologies that came out in 1914 through 1917. Ezra Pound edited 
the first Imagist anthology in 1914, and then he quarreled with the 
51 group, and the succeeding three anthologies were edited by Amy Lowell. 
49Kenner, The Poetry of Ezra Pound, p. 58. 
50 Thomas Burnett Swan, The Classical World of H. D. (Lincoln, 
Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1962). 
51~., P• 18. 
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Ford had begun his relationships with the members of the group 
as early as 1909, when he published poems by F. s. Flint, Ezra Pound, 
and D. H. Lawrence in The English Review. They were at the time all 
strangers to each other, and they certainly did not feel any sense of 
kinship. In 1911 H. o. came over to England from America and resumed 
her friendship with Ezra Pound. In 1912 she met Richard Aldington, 
whom she was to marry, and she also met Ford Madox Ford. In 1913 
Richard Aldington met Ford also, and the three of them were often 
52 
together. Finally, in 1914 Richard.Aldington was acting as Ford's 
secretary and taking down dictation from him in the morning, including 
the last part of The Good Soldier. 53 
If the Imagists can be said to advocate the suggestive picture 
rather than the narrative, then Ford was an early Imagist. Richard 
Aldington has stated that Ford's poems written during active service 
are derived from the poems of H. o. 54 This is an error. Instead, 
they grew out of the poetic doctrines that Ford had established for 
himself before H. o. had even arrived in London. The opening of 
"Clair de !J.me" is typical of Ford's work at the time, and it is 
perhaps the kind of poetic effect that Richard Aldington had in mind 
when he made his comment. 
52Aldington, New Directions: Number Seven, p. 456. 
53Richard Aldington, Life For Life's Sake (New York: Viking, 1941), 
P• 155. 
54 ., i' New l)lre.c;:t on&: Number Seven, p. 457. 
I should like to imagine 
A moonlight in which there would be no machine guns! 
For, it is possible 
To come out of a trench or a hut or a tent or a church all 
in ruins: 
To see the black perspective of long avenues 
All silent. 
The white strips of sky 
At the sides, cut by the poplar trunks: 
The white strips of sky 
Above, diminishing--
The silence and blackness of the avenue 
Enclosed by immensities of space 
Spreading away 
Over No Man's Land •••• 
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The effect of this description is pictorial and vivid, just as the 
poems of H. o. often are. However, the poetry is more personalized 
than H. o.•s poems; the poet's voice is obviously a human one, and 
he introduces himself into the poem. The scene which Ford is describ-
ing is also a modern scene of great contemporary interest to those 
who are not at war; it is not a timeless seen~ of the kind that 
H. D. often created, based on the classical world. 
There is a purity in these lines that one ordinarily associates 
with the Imagists, and that derives perhaps from the careful selection 
and sparing use of adjectives combined with the studied attempt to 
keep the view described in sight and to reproduce it as precisely as 
possible. Ford did not learn these habits from Hilda Doolittle; 
he learned them from the one Pre-Raphaelite he continued to admire, 
Christina Rossetti. In 1910, again before H. D. had even arrived in 
England, Ford was praising the poems of Christina Rossetti for being 
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"as clean in texture and as perfect in the choice of epithet as 
55 
any of Maupassant's short stories." He had read Christina Rossetti's 
poems as a young man, just as he had read the poems of the other Pre-
Raphaelites, but he had learned to value her work more than that 
of the others through studying his prose masters, Flaubert and 
Maupassant. 
Ford regarded the quality of precision in Christina Rossetti's 
poems as a virtue which made her work more modern than the poems of 
56 any others of the group with which she was associated. In his own 
poems, as early as 1910, Ford was attempting the picturesque image 
that is suggestive and precise. "Mauresque," for example, is the kind 
of poem from Ford's canon that enabled him later to become a peripheral 
member of the Imagist group and to publish in their anthologies. 
To horse! To horseS The veil of night sinks 
softly down. 
The hills are violet, the desert brown, 
And thou asleep upon the silken pillows 
Within the small white town. 
We ride! We rideS and o•er the sand in billows 
The crescent moon looks softly down. 
This poem, given here in its entirety, is more a scene than a narrative, 
and though there are a number of adjectives used for such a short 
poem, and though the tone of the poem is more romantic than most 
Imagist poems and more romantic than most of Ford's other poems of 
that time, the scene is reasonably clear and dominant. 
55 Ford, Ancient Lights, p. 54. 
56 Loc. cit. 
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That Ford anticipates in some ways the poetry of H. o. does not 
of itself signify that he had an influence on her work. It is more 
likely that the two had attitudes in common about some aspects of 
poetry. In fact, if Ford did influence any of the Imagist poets, it 
was Richard Aldington who was in his debt. D. H. Lawrence read 
Aldington•s early poems and considered them to be imitations of Ford's 
57 poems, and some of them are. The opening of Aldington's "Eros and 
Psyche" will illustrate the relationship. 
In an old dull yard near Camden Town, 
Which echoes with the rattle of cars and •buses 
And freight-trains, puffing steam and smoke 
and dirt 
To the steaming sooty sky--
There stands an old and grimy statue, 
A statue of Psyche and her lover, Eros. 
A little nearer Camden Town, 
In a square of ugly sordid shops, 
Is another statue, facing the Tube 
Staring with heavy purposeless glare 
At the red and white shining tiles--
A tall stone statue of Cobden. 
And though no one ever pauses to see 
What hero it is that faces the Tube 
I can understand very well indeed 
That England must honour its national heroes, 
Must honour the hero of Free Trade--
Or was it the Corn Laws?--
That I can understand. 
This poem can be compared specifically with Ford's opening to "Finchley 
Road" which was published five years earlier. 58 
57Lawrence, Letters, P• 215. 
58Richard .Aldington•s poem was published in Images (1915). I quote 
it from The Complete Poems of Richard Aldington (London: Allan Wingate, 
1948), p. 52. Ford's poem originally appeared in Songs From London (1910). 
I quote it from Collected Poems of Ford Madox Ford (1936 edition), P• 132. 
As we come up at Baker Street 
Where tubes and trains and 'buses meet 
There's a touch of fog and a touch of sleet; 
And we go on up Hampstead way 
Towards the closing in of day • • • 
You should be a queen or a duchess rather 
Reigning in place of a warlike father 
In peaceful times o'er a tiny town 
Where all the roads wind up and down 
From your little palace •••• 
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In both poems there is the contrast of modern England with the past. 
Richard Aldington uses the statue of Eros arid Psyche to make a 
critical statement about the grime of modern times, and Ford uses 
a medieval town scene. Both achieve the effect of the human voice and 
a relaxed manner of treating the subject. Aldington does not bother 
to find out if Cobden was the hero of Free Trade or of the Corn Laws, 
and Ford changes his mind and decides that the woman he addresses 
should be a duchess rather than a queen. Ford's poem rhymes, though 
the lines are irregular, and Aldington's does not. This, however, is 
not a significant difference between the two poets, for Ford often 
used unrhymed verse or random rhymes, as he did in "To All the Dead." 
In such cases, he achieved whatever sense of form the poem has by the 
repetition of key words, alliterative effects, and the approximation 
of the rhythms of the mind at work. All of these devices were taken 
over by Aldington. 
In Richard Aldington's "Childhood," from the same volume of poems 
as "Eros and Psyche," again all the characteristic Ford techniques are 
present. However, the rest of the volume shows an even more marked 
influence of H. D. Almost all of them are on classical subjects treated 
in her manner, as in the opening of "Choricos." 
The ancient songs 
Pass deathward mournfully. 
Cold lips that sing no more, and withered wreaths, 
Regretful eyes, and drooping breasts and wings--
Symbols of ancient songs, 
Mournfully passing 
Down to the great white surges, 
Watched of none 
Save the frail sea-birds 
And the lithe pale girls, 
Daughters of Oceanus. 
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Ford's influence, therefore, on Richard Aldington can be said to be 
present but not dominant. 
Ford learned from his reading of Imagist poems nothing that 
he had not known before. He was never fully committed to the movement, 
and he believed that H. D., for one, was making a .mistake when she 
shut out contemporary reality. He expressed this view in a poem 
entitled "When the World Crumbled," which he wrote while he was in 
France during World War I. 
Once there were purple seas--
Wide, wide ••• 
And myrtle groves and cyclamen, 
Above the cliff and the stone pines 
Where a God watched • • • 
And thou, oh Lesbian • • • 
Well, that's all donel 
The War Poems 
The poems that Ford wrote in France during World War I are 
contained in his volume entitled On Heaven and Poems Written On Active 
Service which has long been considered his best single book of poetry. 
These poems are notable mainly for their lack of rhetoric and jingoism 
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or sensationalism. They are not, however, bitterly disillusioned 
poems. As a man inspired by Flaubert, Ford took the middle road of 
realism. He did not propagandize for his government in his creative 
work, and he did not overdramatize himself and his own danger. He was, 
however, able to praise the dignified bravery shown by some of the 
soldiers. In "Antwerp," the poem that T. S. Eliot admired, 59 Ford 
praised 11a strange new beauty" that had come into the world when the 
ragged Belgian soliders put up a strong defense against vastly 
superior forces. 
For there is no new thing under the sun, 
Only this uncomely man with a smoking gun 
In the gloom • • • 
What the devil will he gain by it? 
Digging a hole in the mud and standing 
all day in the rain by it 
Waiting his doom, 
The sharp blow, the swift outpouring of 
the blood, 
Till the trench of grey mud 60 
Is turned to a brown purple drain by it. 
In discussing his own experience, he made it seem often mundane, 
as life is often for a soldier anywhere. 
Presently I shall go in, 
I shall write down the names of the forty-two 
Frisoners in the battalion guardroom 
On fair white foolscap. 
Their names, rank, and regimental numbers, 
Corps, Companies, Punishments ~d Offences, 
Remarks, and by whom confined. 
59see above, PP• 42-43. 
6
°Ford, "Antwerp," On Heaven, P• 19. 
61 Ford, "What the Orderly Dog Saw," On Heaven, PP• 31-32. 
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By so choosing to understate the life of the soldiers in the trenches, 
or, more accurately, to present it in its undramatic moments as well 
as in its dramatic ones, Ford was advancing the ~thetic view tnat he 
had started to develop for his poems in 1908. 
Ford wanted to curb the English inclination for exaggerated 
attitudes and self-dramatization so evident, for example, in Richard 
62 Aldington•s Images of War. One might compare Ford's lines previously 
quoted with these lines from Aldington's "Vicarious Atonement." 
If our wasted blood 
Make bright the page 
Of poets yet to be; 
If this our tortured life 
Save from destruction's nails 
Gold words of a Greek long dead; 
Then we can endure, 
Then hope, 
Then watch the sunrise 
Without utter bitterness. 
But, 0 thou old and very cruel god, 6J 
Take, if thou will, this bitter cup from us. 
Where Ford sees and praises the bravery of some Belgian soldiers who 
meet their death with a quiet conviction, Aldington talks of "utter 
bitterness" in a prayer to some apparently pagan god. 
In January 1918, Ford wrote to Douglas Goldring to tell him that 
he was to have a book of war poems published by John Lane. With pride 
of authorship he singled out one of the poems named "Footsloggers" for 
62Richard Aldington, Images of War (London: Beaumont Press, 1919). 
63 Images of War from which this poem is drawn is contained in The 
Complete Poems of Richard Aldington, P• 74. 
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special notice. It was, said Ford, "a patriotic poem that I fancy 
is rather beautiful--with nothing about Brittania and the lion and 
so on, in it."64 Again :r-ord took as his avowed intention the desire 
to eliminate false rhetoric from his poems. The poems were greeted 
with enthusiasm in England by a small group of readers and writers 
associated with Harold Monro's Poetry Bookshop, and Ford was praised 
in absentia by Ezra Pound and recommended to all he knew as one of a 
65 
triumvirate of gods including also James Joyce and Wyndham Lewis. 
In these war poems, Ford had further enlarged the range of 
poetic diction. William Rose Benet, who wrote the introduction to 
the final collection of Ford's poems, comments on the language that 
he uses. 
Gas-shells, shrapnel, and mine-clouds ••• sugar and onions 
••• are these words for poetry? Yes. Because this is not 
poeticizing. This is experience. This also: 
I wonder, my dear, can you stick it? 
As we should say: 'Stick it, the Welchl' 
In the dark of the moon, 
Going over •••• 
As one grows older it is this record of personal experience, 
I find, that seems most important in a man's poetry~ But 
the record must be written. Not many can write it. 6 
Ford had been registering his own times in his own spoken voice as 
he continued to do also in his novels. 
64 Goldring, Trained For Genius, p. 198. 
65 ~., p. 203. Goldring quotes Stella Bowen. 
66 Benet, "Introduction," Collected Poems of Ford Madox Ford (1936 
edition), P• ix. 
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Ford's war poems cannot be said to have had much of a direct 
influence on any one writer. It seems logical, however, that if 
they were read and admired by Ezra Pound and his circle and by the 
people who frequented the Poetry Bookshop operated by Harold Monro, 
that they were making a contribution to the climate of the times. 
It should also be said, without making any claim for a causal 
relationship, that the version of war which Ford presented is much 
closer to the great war novels that were written in the 1920's than 
that we find in the more famous war poets such as Rupert Brooke. 
Last Poems 
During most of the decade following the war, Ford did not write 
very much poetry. He was, for the most part, working on his novels 
and he felt that his poetic impulses had failed. Then in the early 
1930's he lived in France with Janice Biala, the artist, and he was 
given what he calls buckshee. 
Buckshee, derived from the universal Oriental backschisch, 
has no English equivalent. It is a British Army word--signifies 
something unexpected, unearned--gratifying. If the cook, at 
dinner time, slips three extra potatoes into your meat can, 
these are buckshee potatoes; if, for something you are paid 
in guineas instead of pounds, the odd shillings are buckshee •••• 
Or if you have long given up the practice of verse and g¥ddenly 
find yourself writing it--those lines will be buckshee. 
The poems that Ford suddenly found himself writing, titled Buckshee 
in gratitude, are the last he ever wrote. 
There are nine poems in all of varying lengths, of which the 
best are "Champetre," "L'Oubli--, Temps de Secheresse," and a last 
67~., P• 292. 
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poem named "Coda." The poems register what Kenneth Rexroth calls 
"intense erotic friendship"; 68 they are very obviously autobiographica1. 69 
They are set variously at sea, in Paris at a party, and on Ford's farm 
in Proven~e. They are confessional poems written in a direct manner 
sometimes almost painful to read. In them a male and female are 
involved in a complicated sexual and spiritual relationship. He is 
old and near death. He regards the Proven~e farm as his "final 
stamping ground." He is troubled by the autumnal dry weather coming 
on and by the "harsh, suspended, iron tocsin notes" of Richelieu's 
clock. Both, of course, remind him that he must soon die. 
In contrast with the images of death that pervade the poems, is 
his desire to love and be loved. The woman of the poem, however, is 
presented in succession as a•~one~<tgranite," a tigress, and a woman 
without a heart. In "Champetre," the poet brings her a bee orchid 
which he has found. 
But when I gave it to you you never raised 
your eyebrows 
--'That a bee orchid? • • • It's like neither 
bee nor orchid!' 
Was all you said. And dropped it amongst 
the tea table dishes 
And went on gazing over the lake; 
As once you dropped my letters into a VI 
Avenue garbage can 
And went on gazing up West Ninth Street 
Towards Wanamakers I sic_7. 
68Kenneth Rexroth, "Introduction," o. H. Lawrence: Selected Poems 
(New York: Viking, n.d.), P• 12. 
69 rn "Fleuve Profond" Ford identifies himself as the main character 
of the poems by having a woman at a party lecture him on his women 
characters from Parade's End. 
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The poet remembers that in his youth finding a bee orchid meant very 
good fortune in life. 
Then one of us would find a bee orchid. 
From fold to fold of the downs the cry 
would go: 
'A bee orchid!' ••• 'Ho, a bee orchid!' 
'Hullo: a bee orchid!' 
And God promised us the kingdoms of Earth 
and a corner in France 
And the heart of an Oriental woman! 
Well, here is the corner in France; 
The kingdoms of the Earth are now rather 
at a discount: 
We should not know what to do with them 
if we had them! 
And you--you have no heart! 
• • • 
In "L'Oubli--, Temps de s-echeresse," the last poem before the ~' 
there has been a change in the relationship. It is not really explained, 
but it seems to have come through the poet and his mistress living 
together for a few years and farming the land. It is not entirely 
convincing, but the poet feels a new sense of joy and the farm has 
become a haven. 
For this is a corner of France, 
And this, the Kingdom of the Earth beneath 
the Sun 
And this, the garden sealed and set apart 
And that, the fountain of Jouvence ••• 
And, yes, you have a heart. 
Kenneth Rexroth believes that there is nothing like these poems 
in modern literature except the poems of D. H. Lawrence which he wrote 
about his Rhine journey with Frieda. Rexroth specifically compares 
Ford's "L'Oubli--, Temps de S~cheresse" with Lawrence's "River Roses" 
and "Quite Forsaken." He indicates that though they are of a kind in 
that they are both direct revelations of the relationship that exists 
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between a man and a woman, there is a world between them. He finds 
more cotnmunion in the Lawrence poems when Frieda is absent temporarily 
70 
than in "the closest possible kiss" in Buckshee. 
Mr. Rexroth has certainly described the quality of Ford's poems, 
and the poems are controversial. They are not, however, without 
precedent. It is not only Lawrence who has revealed so unabashedly 
the biographical relationship between a man and woman. Thomas Hardy 
has some partly elegiac poems (e.g. "The Going" and "Without Ceremony") 
written after the death of his first wife in 1912 that reveal some 
details of his life with his wife, and George Meredith in his Modern 
~ and William Ellery Leonard in Two Lives are as candid as Ford 
and Lawrence about the sadness or anguish of love. Both Ford and 
Lawrence, however, make the experience so clearly personal and 
immediate that to many critics the poems have not been transmuted 
into art. These critics would maintain that the experience is not 
sublimated but raw and undigested. Kenneth Rexroth's answer to this 
possible complaint about the Lawrence poems, which he obviously means 
to apply also to the Ford poems, is that they "may not be sublimated 
(whatever Y. M. c. A. evasion that may refer to) but they are certainly 
pure and eternal.1171 In short, he accepts them as art. 
It is not my purpose to resolve this critical argument. Ford's 
poems from Buckshee seem to me to have form, insofar as his other 
70Rexroth, "Introduction," o. H. Lawrence: Selected Poems, p. ll. 
71 Loc. cit. 
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free verse poems with random rhyme have form, and they have the 
concentrated emotion of poetry that causes some readers to be moved. 
They are also, it seems to me, influential poems, even if they 
have not been widely read. Robert Lowell, perhaps the best American 
poet of his generation, had admired the poems before he published his 
Life Studies. In that volume, we find not only a poem of homage 
entitled "Ford Madox Ford," but also a series of poems ("Skunk Hours," 
"Home After Three Months Away," "Man and Wife," and "To Speak of the 
Woe That Is in Marriage") that are obviously autobiographical and 
intimately detail the strains and pleasures of a relationship between 
72 
man and wife. The language of these poems is much more direct than 
the language of Mr. Lowell's earlier work. He has abandoned, temporarily 
at least, the moving rhetoric that so distinguished the poems of Lord 
Weary's Castle, for a diction that is wider ranging and perhaps 
"unpoetic." In "To Speak of the Woe That Is in Marriage," for example, 
the person of the poem calls himself a "hopped up husband" who terrifies 
his wife and is inclined to "cruise the street for prostitutes." 
This kind of poetry has affinities with what is called "beat 
poetry," though the poems of both Ford and Lowell are less strident 
than most "beat" poems, and they are not designed to be read to music 
in coffee houses. Ford's work was not the only influence on Robert 
Lowell's new phase, if it is going to be a new phase, but it seems 
reasonable to say that it was one influence. Ford's poetry even late 
in his life was novel and experimental. 
72Lowell, Life Studies, pp. 83-84, 87-90. I recently asked Robert 
Lowell if these poems had influenced his Life Studies, and he acknowledged 
that they may have, for he had been reading them at the time he was 
writing his own. 
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Summary 
In considering Ford as a poet, one must give him some credit, 
if credit is due, for shaping modern poetry. In his practice, he was 
using free verse, the speaking voice, and sharply drawn images. He was 
extending the range of poetic diction and introducing into his poems 
the device of juxtaposing past and present, the time shift, as they 
might exist concurrently in the mind. In his role as an editor and a 
friend to younger writers, he was advancing the same ideas in critical 
statements and attempting to make The English Review a cosmopolitan 
center for new poems in a new manner. He gave advice to Ezra Pound, 
that saved Ezra Pound two years time in his own poetic development by 
Pound's own admission, and that turned him toward modern subjects and 
the techniques of the Cantos. 
Ford cannot be said to be a major poet; however, it is no disgrace 
to be a good minor poet, and he was that. His major interest was the 
novel, but surprisingly he learned through his study of Flaubert many 
of the attitudes that enabled him to answer the question T. s. Eliot saw 
as central to the poets of 1910, "What kind of poetry could follow 
Swinburne?" Despite these accomplishments, he is today almost totally 
unrecognized as a modern poet or as a force in modern poetry. One need 
only compare "To All the Dead" with other poems of its day or compare 
Ford's war poems with other Georgian war poems to see that Ford was 
striking new paths that we now recognize as familiar, much trodden 
ways. 
CHAPTER VII 
THE LITERARY CRITICISM AND CRITICAL 
INFLUENCE OF FORD MAOOX FORD 
The literary criticism of Ford Madox Ford has often been derided 
or neglected, for reasons that are apparent to anyone who has read 
his critical works. First, Ford's reach sometimes exceeded his grasp. 
He wrote eight books which contain mainly criticism and four books 
1 
which are reminiscences but sometimes critical. This is not an 
inordinate number of books for one man to write, but Ford was also 
writing his novels and his poetry. The natural result of such 
prodigious output was that the books are sometimes poorly conceived 
and carelessly executed. 
The scope of some of the critical works was really larger than 
Ford was qualified to treat. He was a man who loved literature and 
had wide ranging tastes, but he was very limited in his scholarship. 
In The English Novel and The March of Literature, the latter of which 
purports to cover literature from Confucius to modern times, his 
1The books which are mainly critical are: The Critical Attitude 
(1911), Henry James (1913), Thus to Revisit (1921), Mister Bosphorus and 
the Muses: Or A Short Histor of Poetr in Britain (London: Duckworth, 
1923 , Joseph Conrad (1924 , The English Novel (1929), Portraits From 
Life (1937), and The March of Literature (1939). The books which are 
mainly reminiscences are: Ancient Lights (1910), New York Essays (1927), 
Return to Yesterday (1931), and It Was the Nightingale (1934). The 
distinction is difficult to keep; Ford often reminisces in the critical 
works and criticizes in the reminiscences. 
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scholarly shortcomings are particularly evident. Robie Macauley has 
told of studying under Ford at Olivet College and hearing him discuss 
the material that was to go into The March of Literature. Ford judged 
2 
writers and their works as if all literature were contemporaneous. 
Second, Ford did not care much for accuracy, and that is surely 
the main reason his books of criticism are not read. He quoted from 
memory if he did not have a book readily available, and he often 
3 quoted wrong. Worse than this, he frequently warned his readers, 
as in his introduction to Ancient Lights, that he had "for facts a 
most profound contempt." He protested, nevertheless, that his recounting 
of the opinions, conversations, etc., of writers he knew gave an 
essentially accurate impression even if they were not factually 
accurate in all their details. The implied admission hardly makes 
for confidence on the part of the reader, whatever other pleasures 
Ford's method may give. 
In fact, throughout Ford's life he was dogged by critics and 
newspaper correspondents who pointed out the factual errors he had made 
in his books. As early as Ancient Lights, Ford told a story of Thomas 
2Robie Macauley, "The Dean In Exile: Notes on Ford Madox Ford 
As Teacher," Shenandoah, IV {1953), 43-48. 
3For example, Part III of Ford's Joseph Conrad is entitled, "It Is 
Above All to Make You See ••• •" and should read, "It is, before all, 
to make you see ••• •" See Conrad's"Author•s Note" to The Nigger of the 
'Narcissus•. 
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Carlyle seeing Goethe and Schiller sitting in the garden of a Weimar 
restaurant. In Ford's story, Carlyle paid the waiter some money and 
took his place serving at the table. When it was pointed out to Ford 
that Carlyle had never been in Weimar and that Schiller had died when 
Carlyle was five years old, Ford weakly replied that "as a boy I had 
that pretty and romantic impression, and so I presented it to the 
4 
world--for what it was worth." 
It was not worth very much, and it was misleading. Ford had 
also described Stephen Crane's Brede House as situated in a damp 
hollow that helped activate his tuberculosis, but the fact was that 
5 Crane's house was on an elevation and not damp at all. Ford also 
6 
recorded a conversation with H. G. Wells that Wells could not remember, 
and he was wrong in describing some of Henry James's attitudes and 
some of the details of his life. 7 Even Graham Greene, who believes 
Ford to be one of the few enduring writers of this half-century, is 
constrained to remark of his anecdotes that "it is never possible to 
8 
say where history ends and the hilarious imagination begins." 
4Ford, "Preface," Ancient Lights, pp. xiii-xv. 
5 For a discussion, see Edith R. Jones, "Stephen Crane at Brede," 
Atlantic Monthly, CXCIV (July 1954), 57-61 •. 
6
see H. G. Wells, "A Footnote to Hueffer," The English Review, 
XXXI (August 1920), 178-179. 
7 See Simon Nowell-Smith, "Preface," The Legend of the Master 
(London: Constable, 1947), pp. xxviii-xxxii. 
8 Greene, "Ford Madox Ford," The Lost Childhood, p. 89. 
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Third, Ford was opinionated, and sometimes his opinions were 
impossible to defend. Though he wrote several historical novels, 
9 he was unable to appreciate the merits of that genre. He also 
failed to appreciate fully enough the artistry of some of the realists 
who preceded him, mainly Fielding and Dickens, because they differed 
from him in some attitudes concerning the form and technique of the 
nove1. 10 When Ford speaks of Grendel and his dam as Poltergeists 11 
one is perhaps amused, but what can one make of Ford's claim that 
12 Chaucer was writing for the printing pressf 
The natural questions to ask then are "How should Ford's critical 
works be taken?" and "What is their value to the modern world of 
letters and their influence on critical thought?" 
It must be said at the outset that Ford tells a marvelous story; 
~ he is a master of the anecdote. Richard Aldington very succinctly 
illustrates the effect Ford can have on a reader, both the initial 
pleasure and the sense of disillusion that sometimes sets in. He is 
talking about Ford's conversation, but what he says applies as well 
to Ford's books. 
9Meixner makes a spirited defense of Ford's position on the 
historical novel. See Ford Madox Ford's Novels, pp. 81-82. 
lOThe differences are discussed later in this chapter. 
11 Ford, The March of Literature, PP• 313-317. 
12Ford, The English Novel, p. 51. Ford does not repeat this error 
in The March of Literature. 
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I have a vivid recollection of a dinner my father gave Ford 
and me early in 1914. The food and wine were good, and Ford, 
ever susceptible to the genial influences of the table and good 
fellowship, opened the flood-gates of his discourse and babbled 
o' green fields--Ishould say, of celebrities--in his most 
imaginative strain. A scholarly recluse like my father, with 
a passion for books and very little acquaintance with writers, 
was an ideal subject for Ford's experiments. • • • So we had 
the stories about Ruskin, and my uncle Gabriel and my aunt 
Christina; the Conrad and James stories; the story of the abbe 
Liszt•s concert and how Queen Alexandra took the beautiful 
infant Ford on her knees and kissed him; the "old Browning" 
stories, and the Swinburne stories; gradually working back 
through the 19th century. My father was swimming in bliss, 
although once or twice he looked a little puzzled. And then 
Ford began telling how he met Byron. I saw my father stiffen. 13 
The anecdotes Ford tells in his books, however, often concern 
literary men he knew, and they are sometimes valuable for a scholar, 
if true, for what they reveal of one author's opinion of another and of 
the general attitudes of the men he is discussing. Ford was not a 
vicious liar, and his stories do seem true in spirit, if we cannot trust 
all the details. Joseph Collins, for example, rebukes Ford for his 
occasional inaccuracies in Ford's book on Conrad, but he finds the book 
14 humane and filled with "the breath of life." Horton Zabel believes 
the books will survive as memoirs which capture the spirit of the age, 
and he believes that much of Ford's criticism reveals a devoted attempt 
15 to assist neglected writers. Hugh Kenner considers the memoirs the 
13Aldington, Life For Life's Sake, PP• 150-151. 
14Joseph Collins, "The Doctor Looks at Biography," Bookman (London), 
LXI (April 1925), 173-176. 
15Zabel, Craft and Character in Modern Fiction, p. 255. 
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most enduring part of Ford's work, and he suggests they be read as 
if they were novels. 16 
Thus we can say that one merit the literary memoirs have is that 
they give to some readers a convincing representation of the period 
they cover. This was indeed what Ford attempted. In his preface to 
Ancient Lights he tried to explain the attitude. 
I try to give you what I see to be the spirit of an age, of a 
town, of a movement, This can not be done with facts. Supposing 
that when I am walking beside a cornfield, I hear a great rustling 
and a hare jumps out; supposing now that I am the owner of that 
field and I go to my farm-bailiff. I should say "There are about 
a million hares in that field. I wish you would keep the damned 
beasts down." There would not have been a million hares in the 
field, and hares being soulless beasts cannot be damned, but I 
should hive produced upon that bailiff the impression that I 
desired. 7 
One cannot wholly" blame a critic who rejects completely Ford's 
memoirs and his anecdotes of other writers. Simon Nowell-Smith, for 
example, finds errors in Ford's various accounts of Henry James, and 
he casts doubt on Ford's assertion that he and James were friends. His 
main argument is.that James's letters have only occasional reference 
18 
to Ford, and not very warm reference at that. Unfortunately, he had 
not seen the James-Ford correspondence, printed by Douglas Goldring. 19 
We see in the letters that from 1896 to 1909 Ford corresponded with 
Henry James and was frequently a visitor at his house. We see that 
16Hugh Kenner, "He Wrote of Giants," Kenyon Review, XI (Autumn 
1949), 696-699. 
17Ford, "Preface," Ancient Lights, pp. xv-xvi. 
18 Nowell-Smith, "Preface," The Legend of the Master, pp. xxviii-xxxiii. 
19Goldring, Trained For Genius, PP• 100-113. 
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James read and admired many of Ford's books. Ford never gives the 
20 impression that he was a dear friend of Henry James. 
One must, of course, be on guard while reading Ford, and one 
must particularly look for outside verification for any statement 
Ford makes that redounds to his own credit. Ford is not the first 
writer of memoirs that must be approached cautiously, nor will he be 
the last, but his broad range of literary friendships has, at least, 
made his comments and the conversations he reports of some value. 
Perhaps now that Ford is getting more critical attention as an import-
ant novelist, someone will do a full length study of the memoirs and 
sift the truth from the fictions. The stories are certainly not made 
entirely out of whole cloth. 
Ford's own critical judgments can, of course, be examined for 
what they are worth. Here there is no problem, or at least none that 
cannot be handled. We can look at the works he discusses and compare 
his judgments with those of other critics and with our own, and ~e can 
try to estimate what effect his opinions have had on the modern climate 
of opinion. We can see in some instances a direct connection between 
20simon Nowell-Smith questions Ford's anecdotes about James and 
does not print some that seem in character for James. Yet he does 
include an unverified story from Logan Piersall Smith which is very 
unconvincing. In the story James bursts into a luncheon at Edith 
Wharton's with these words: "My hands, I must wash theml ••• All 
the way from Chelsea to Grosvenor I have been bayoneting, my dear Edith, 
and hurling bombs and ravishing and raping." See The Legend of the 
Master, PP• 166-167. 
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what he has said and what later critics have said. We can, in short, 
take his measure as a literary critic. 
Any assessment of Ford as a literary critic must take into account 
his tendency to dismiss writers whose aesthetic principles differed 
from his own. He is a critic who is also a novelist of a certain 
school, a school that he felt was neglected in England, and he 
tenaciously defends writers who agree with his own principles and 
attacks those who do not. But when he places a writer on the Procrustean 
bed of his own ideas and then lops something off, we get a reasonable, 
if limited, criticism of the writer. 
But Ford is at his best when he treats writers with whom he is 
in sympathy, and in this role he was both a preserver and a builder of 
reputations. It may be fruitful to examine some of the services he has 
performed, if only to see why Compton Mackenzie could say that of all 
the judgments of literary men he had heard "the least fallible of all 
21 
were Ford Madox Ford's." 
Henry James 
Ford was among the early critics to admire the novels of Henry 
James. He requested and received his first permission to visit the 
master at Rye in September of 1896. From then on, for the rest of his 
life, he was a devoted admirer of James's work and recommended it as a 
21 Compton Mackenzie, Literature In My Time (London: Rich and Cowan, 
1933, PP• 182-183. 
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model for other writers in his books and articles, despite the fact 
22 that James had ended their friendship. He wrote two early novels that 
are directly modelled on Henry James's work, and he acknowledged their 
i . 23 or g1n. The first, The Benefactor (1905), uses "the Jamesian 
24 
vocabulary and imagery," and the second, An English Girl (1907), 
explores James's international theme. If imitation is the sincerest 
25 form of flattery, Ford was paying it. 
In 1908, in the first number of The English Review, Ford praised 
26 
the "New York Edition" of James's novels, and in 1913 he published 
a full length study of James that presented him as "the historian of 
one, of two, and possibly of three or more civilisations.rr27 Ford 
was in particular an admirer of James's middle period (he gave greatest 
praise to The Spoils of Poynton and "The Real Thing"), but he also 
called attention to such lesser known works as "Four Meetings" (1877) 
22Henry James had broken with Ford after the latter went to Germany 
with Violet Hunt. See Goldring, Trained For Genius, pp. 162-165. 
23 Ford, Joseph Conrad, pp. 186-187. Ford does not identify the 
novels by name, but John Meixner does and gives a stimulating discussion 
of the relationships. See Meixner, Ford Madox Ford's Novels, pp. 105-
109, 130-133. 
24 Meixner, ~., p. 130. 
25 Ford also parodied James's manners and conversation in some of 
his anecdotes, but so did others who admired James. His book The Panel: 
A Sheer Comedy (London: Constable, 1912), also contains some parody of 
James's style, and Ford drew on Henry James's person for the physical 
description of his Henry VIII in his three volume Tudor trilogy. 
26see above, PP• 82-83. 
27 Ford, Henry James, p. 22. 
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and "The Bench of Desolation" (1909). 28 Ford defended James as an 
artist, as a master of selection, and of the progression of effect, 
and he defended James's right virtually to restrict himself to drawing 
people of the upper class. Ford's book on Henry James is not much 
read today. 29 It was a pioneer study, and has now been superseded. 
However, Ford did try to establish James as a great novelist, and he 
praised his work in almost every literary study he published. 
Morton Dauwen Zabel speaks of Ford's Henry James as "personal 
30 
and eccentric, but stimulating as a study of craft and style." 
He surely does not mean that Ford's tastes are eccentric, for in making 
his own representation of the short works for The Portable Henry James, 
he includes the stories Ford had praised over his lifetime:~he lesser 
knGwn and the better known. In a group of five stories and three 
short novels one might expect to find "The Beast in the Jungle" and 
"The Real Thing," both of which Ford admired; but would one equally 
expect to find, as he does, some of Ford's other favorites: "Four 
Meetings," "The Pupil," and "The Bench of Desolation"? Ford made a 
personal judgment of every author that he read, and he often succeeded 
in gaining a new appraisal of less recognized work. 
28~., PP• 26 and 41. 
29 In five years of collecting Fordiana, I have not been able to find 
a copy of this work. D. w. Jefferson omits it from his selective bibli-
ography (Henry James, New York: Grove Press, 1960), and yet he includes 
much less important contributions. I feel the book is neglected and 
difficult to obtain. 
30 Morton Dauwen Zabel, The Portable Henry James (New York: Viking 
Press, 1951), p. 692. 
31Besides Ford's full-length study, see also his "Henry James," 
in Portraits From Life, PP• 1-20. 
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Despite Ford's efforts to keep up interest in Henry James, he 
did not succeed. One cannot blame him for this. He tried, as others 
had, to convert H. G. Wells sometime during 1913 to the belief that 
James was a great novelist 32 and only helped to rouse H. G. Wells to 
make the scathing attack on James which concludes that a James novel 
"is a magnificent but painful hippopotamus resolved at any cost, even 
at the cost of its dignity, upon picking up a pea which has got into 
f . d ,33 a corner o 1ts en. Ford was a crusader for the James cause. 
He was not unlike the hero of his novel The Panel who asks for James's 
novels whenever he is near a railway bookstall in order that they 
will be stocked. Today we do not find foolish the opinion expressed 
by Ford in 1913: "Mr. James is the greatest of living writers and 
34 
in consequence, for me, the greatest of living men." 
Joseph Conrad 
Ford did a similar service for Joseph Conrad, though it is not 
generally recognized. I have already tried to show that Joseph 
Conrad gained some benefit from his association with Ford which helped 
Conrad in his writing. There is, however, another side of the coin to 
be looked at, in order to see if Ford Madox Ford appreciably helped 
32H. G. Wells, Boon, The Mind of the Race, The Wild Asses of the 
Devil, and The Last Trump, • • • (New York: Doran, 1915), PP• 99-100. 
33Ibid., p. 110. The attack by H. G. Wells on James runs from 
page 99 ~age 110. 
34Ford, Henry James, P• 9. 
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to establish the reputation of Joseph Conrad. There is perhaps no 
better place to begin than with a consideration of Ford's Joseph Conrad: 
A Personal Remembrance. 
Ford published his appraisal of Conrad in Decembe~ 1924 just a 
few months after Conrad's death. Jessie Conrad immediately dispatched 
a letter to the London Times Literary Supplement in which she called 
35 Ford's study a "detestable book." She attacked specifically only 
two allegations that Ford had made. First, she maintained he had not 
been so close to Joseph Conrad as he pretended to have been, and second 
she denied "most emphatically that Joseph Conrad had ever poached on 
36 
Mr. Hueffer's vast stock of plots and material ••• •" In Joseph 
Conrad As .I Knew Him (1926), Jessie Conrad broadens her attack on Ford 
by suggesting that he did some damage to the stature of Conrad when he 
asked that The Nature of a Crime be printed in both their names instead 
of taking Jessie Conrad's suggestion and issuing it as his own work. 37 
In Joseph Conrad and His Circle, Jessie Conrad's accusations 
against Ford become petty at times. She is angry because Ford does 
not once mention her in his books,38 and irritated, though she denies 
it, that Henry James served tea to Mrs. Hueffer before serving it to 
35Jessie Conrad, "Joseph Conrad: A Personal Reminiscence," (Letter 
to the Editor) Times Literary Supplement (London), 4 December 1924. 
36toc. cit. 
37Jessie Conrad, Joseph Conrad As I Knew Him, P• 152. 
38Jessie Conrad, Joseph Conrad and His Circle, p. 69. 
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hersel£. 39 She blames Ford for rumpling up a pair of Joseph Conrad's 
trousers40 and for drying his LFord'!7 panama hat on a paper in the 
oven while her joint was cooking.41 Ford also countermanded a 
42 
cartiage she had ordered, and he left a laundry bill for the Conrads 
to pay when they moved into "The Pent.n43 
One hesitates to discuss these personal matters, but they have 
been introduced as evidence by Mrs. Conrad, and they have contributed to 
the general animus directed against Ford that enables some critics such 
as Gerard Jean-Aubry to dismiss Ford's study of Conrad by a personal 
attack on Ford. The matters Mrs. Conrad takes up are easily disposed of, 
even from her own evidence of Ford's character. Buried in the mass of 
recriminations Jessie Conrad levels on Ford are bits of grudging appreci-
ation. Ford was not the ideal houseguest, but he was less temperamental 
44 than Joseph Conrad who often visited Ford, and when Jessie's son Borys 
was quite ill, Ford, in Jessie's words, was "always at hand to shift my 
45 
small invalid, fetch the doctor or help with the nursing." 
39
rbid., pp. 69-70. Graham Greene remarks on the triviality of these 
attacks on-ford in his review of Jessie Conrad's book. See "The Domestic 
Background," The Lost Childhood, p. 100. 
40Jessie Conrad, Joseph Conrad and His Circle, PP• 115-116. 
41 
~., P• 113. 
42Loc. cit. 
43rbid,, p. 114. 
44 Ibid., P• 66. 
45 rbid., P• 71. Borys had contracted enteric fever and almost died 
of it. ----
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If we examine Jessie Conrad's other charges, we find that they 
have some weight, but that they are not damning. The Nature of a Crime 
certainly did not help Conrad's reputation, and Ford undoubtedly wanted 
to publish it at a time when Conrad's sales were good and the book 
would bring him some profit. The book, on the other hand, could not 
have harmed Joseph Conrad's reputation. Both authors wrote a preface 
for publication with the fragment in which they discussed the origin 
of the work and told how little value they attached to it. Mrs. Conrad 
wanted her husband's name left off the book, but that would have been 
a misrepresentation, for Conrad was responsible for some pages. 
Furthermore, there is some logic to Ford's statement that he preferred 
to bring the book out in his lifetime and to explain what it was and 
how it was done, lest after the death of both writers it should come to 
light and be incorrectly dissected by "some philologist.u46 
Mrs. Conrad attaches more importance to plots than most writers 
do, and than Ford does. Ford presents his service to Joseph Conrad 
in giving him plots as a slight matter, and he, not Jessie Conrad, is 
right about the extent to which Conrad availed himself of these plots. 47 
Her final criticism of Ford, that he was not so close to Joseph Conrad 
as he pretends to have been, is based on her statement that Ford "never 
spent more than three consecutive weeks under our roof, and when we 
returned the visit we always, with few exceptions, had rooms in a cottage 
46Ford, "Preface," The Nature of a Crime, P• xi. 
47see above, pp. 113-115. 
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close at hand.48 She adds that after 1909 the "meetings between the 
two were very rare and not once of my husband's seeking.tt49 Her argu-
ment is difficult to understand. Jessie Conrad's Joseph Conrad and His 
Circle frequently mentions lengthy visits between the Hueffers and the 
Conrads, and does it matter that no one of them was for more than 
three weeks? Furthermore, it is a fact that Ford and Joseph Conrad 
did not meet very often after 1909, but this fact does not appreciably 
damage the book Ford wrote. 
Ford's book on Conrad is not meant to be a definitive biography, 
nor is it meant to be a full-length critical study. It should be read 
for what it is, "a personal remembrance." As such it presents Ford's 
view of Conrad as he knew him, and it depicts the methods of the two 
writers as they worked on their joint efforts. The information Ford 
gives about his collaboration with Conrad is invaluable, and Ford 
discusses the relationship at great length. It is unfortunate that 
he did not bother to look up some dates or to verify some quotations, 
but he did try to render "the truth of the impression" with a "pious 
50 
scrupulosity." This in itself makes the study valuable, for we see 
in Ford's portrait of Conrad a warmer and more human man than is 
represented in Mrs. Conrad's accounts of her husband. 51 Both views 
undoubtedly contain a degree of truth. 
48Jessie Conrad, "Joseph Conrad: A Personal Reminiscence," (Letter). 
49 Loc. cit. 
5
°Ford, "Preface," Joseph Conrad, p. vi-viii. 
51; Graham Greene says of Mrs. Conrad's final book on her husband, "Out 
of a long marriage she has remembered nothing tender, nothing considerate." 
See "The Domestic Background," The Lost Childhood, p. 100. 
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Much of the anger that was aroused when Ford published his study 
of Conrad came, I believe, because Ford was considered a decidedly 
52 inferior writer who had attached himself to a master novelist. 
Now that Ford's own novels have been given more serious consideration, 
and now that critics are praising Ford, perhaps some of the odium 
directed at Ford will abate. Many readers today would agree, I believe, 
with Paul Wiley's statement: "Although Ford's study, Joseph Conrad: A 
Personal Remembrance, provoked some animosities on its publication 
after Conrad's death in 1924, it must surely seem to readers today 
53 
a generally appreciative evaluation of that writer." 
Ford's service to the literary reputation of Joseph Conrad went 
far beyond the one book. In 1909, Ford set down in The English Review 
the defiant statement that "Mr. Conrad and Mr. James stand so far 
above any other imaginative writers of to-day that their significance 
and their importance are apt to be lost. • • • They are united by 
54 
one thing--by an extreme literary conscientiousness." During 
Ford's lifetime, in one book after another and in many magazine articles, 
Ford played on this theme, i.e. that Conrad was an artist, a great 
imaginative writer. 
The view seems commonplace enough today, but it was not always 
so. Richard Curle in a 1915 study of Conrad praised an article written 
52This is the view Jean-Aubry takes. See The Sea Dreamer, p. 232. 
53 wiley, Novelist of Three Worlds: Ford Madox Ford, p. 14. 
54 Reprinted in Ford's The Critical Attitude, p. 89. 
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by Ford which discussed Conrad's artistry, and lamented the fact that 
critics and readers chose to see in Conrad only an adventure story 
novelist. 55 As late as 1939, Graham Greene saw Conrad again regarded 
in England as merely "the writer of romantic sea stories and purple 
56 passages." Conrad's true reputation had risen and fallen back, but 
it was not Ford's fault. As Graham Green expressed it in 1935, 
while refuting Jessie Conrad's charges against Ford, "The truth is 
57 
that no one did more than Ford to preserve Conrad's fame." 
In a work published in 1937, Ford noted the "commercial and 
fashionable eclipse" of Joseph Conrad and prophesied a re-emergence 
58 
within thirty to sixty years after the day of his death. He predicted 
that although The Nigger of the 'Narcissus• would always be regarded 
as a masterpiece, some of the land novels such as Nostromo would get 
their due. Ford was more pessimistic than he needed to have been in 
deciding when the wheel would turn again, but his confidence that it 
would turn again has been justified. 
There is another comment that bears on the Ford-Conrad relation-
ship that should be considered here. John A. Meixner has said: 
55 Curle, Joseph Conradi. A Study, pp. 3-12. 
56Greene, "Ford Madox Ford," The Lost Childhood, p. 89. 
57rbid., "The Domestic Background," p. 100. 
58Ford, "Conrad and the Sea," Portraits From Life, p. 68. 
As for Conrad's prose, that was a matter about which Ford 
was almost always silent, contenting himself with urging his 
own views. Once, however, in Return to Yesterday, he did 
allow himself to hint an estimate. "Conrad produced with 
agony and you saw how it was done," he wrote and noted 
casually that his collaborator• s English was "literary." 
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Such an observation, in the light of Ford's ideal of language, 
was clearly not praise.59 
This is quite misleading. Ford recognized that there were differences 
between Conrad's prose style and his own, but he praised Conrad's 
prose in several books. 
In Ancient Lights (1911), Ford talks of reading Almayer's Folly 
and finding in that novel "an English that was new, magic and unsur-
passed.n60 In The Critical Attitude (19ll), Ford praises Conrad for 
his detailed descriptions. 61 Ford's book on Joseph Conrad has many 
passages from Conrad quoted for illustration, and Ford in that same 
62 book calls Conrad "a great writer of elaborated prose." In Ford's 
preface to The Sisters (1928), he devotes at least a third of the 
sixteen pages praising Conrad's style and giving illustrations of 
how Conrad got some of his effects. There he says also that The Rover 
63 
"for the limpidity of its style, was almost unapproached." In 
Portraits From Life, Ford quotes approvingly several passages of 
Conrad's prose and discusses his and Conrad's search for the just word. 
59 Meixner, Ford Madox Ford's Novels, p. 18 
6
°Ford, Ancient Lights, p. 226. 
61Ford, The Critical Attitude, pp. 89-92. 
62 Ford, Joseph Conrad, p. 215. 
63Ford, "Preface," The Sisters, P• 11. 
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If Ford did not consider Conrad a good stylist, he could never have 
believed him a great novelist. 
It is impossible to say how much effect Ford had in introducing 
Joseph Conrad to other novelists. He certainly aroused Ernest 
Hemingway's interest in Conrad, and Hemingway may have passed this 
enthusiasm on to his friend, F. Scott Fitzgerald, if Fitzgerald did 
not have his interest awakened by Ford's study. At least, both of the 
American writers began to appreciate Conrad's work when they were in 
close contact with Ford Madox Ford and the transatlantic review. If 
Graham Greenecould publicly recognize Ford as the major preserver 
of Conrad's reputation at a time when it was generally low, how many 
more of the novelists and critics or men who make the literary climate 
of opinion were not also awakened to Conrad's significance by Ford?64 
Stephen Crane and Others 
The only other modern prose writer Ford felt was important enough 
to stand with Henry James and Joseph Conrad was Stephen Crane. Again 
Ford tried to preserve Crane's reputation, as he had tried to preserve 
the reputations of the others, when interest in Crane's work was lagging. 
Ford lamented the fact that in the 1930's in all of New York he could 
65 
only purchase "a cheap reprint of a random collection" of Crane's work. 
64Ford tried unsuccessfully to convince Ezra Pound of the merits of 
Conrad. See Ezra Pound, Letters: 1907-1941, ed. D. D. Paige (New York: 
Harcourt, Brace, 1950), PP• 155, 169. 
65 Ford, "Stephen Crane," Portraits From Life, p. 37. 
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Ford considered this a national disgrace and went so far as to suggest 
66 
that Congress should do something about it. 
In his criticism of Stephen Crane, Ford emphasized the mastery 
of Crane's style. 
His technique was amazing and extraordinarily contagious. 
How many stories since its day have not opened with a direct 
imitation of the marvellous first sentence of "The Open Boat": 
"None of them knew the color of the sky." 
Haven't a thousand stories, since then, opened with just that 
cad e nee, like a machine-gun sounding just before stand-to 
at dawn and calling the whole world to attention? And of 
course there is more to it than just the cadence of the eight 
monosyllables to the one dissyllable. The statement is arresting 
because it is mysterious and yet perfectly clear. So your 
attention is grasped even before you realize that the men in 
the boat were pulling or watching the waves so desperately 
that they had no time to look up.67 
With the same degree of sympathy, Ford pressed the claims of other 
writers he admired. He frequently praised D. H. Lawrence, Thomas Hardy, 
W. H. Hudson, Ezra Pound, Ernest Hemingway, and Caroline Gordon. 
Among the enthusiasms he had which have not become widely accepted was 
a respect for Stephen Crane's novel The Third Violet68 and for the 
69 
work of R. B. Cunninghame-Graham. It is surely only a matter of time 
before Cunninghame-Graham becomes more recognized, and one hesitates, 
even after reading The Third Violet and finding it slight, to dismiss 
66Lo . Co Clto 
67 Ibid., P• 35. 
68 See, for example, "Stevie and Co.," New York Essays, p. 23. 
69see, for example, "W. H. Hudson," Portraits From Life, p. 53. 
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the considered view of a critic who has been so consistently right. 
Ford has recorded a diatribe that Wyndham Lewis let fall upon 
him in 1910. 
"You and Hr. Conrad and Mr. James and all those old fellows 
are done •••• Explodedll •• Fichus! ••• Vieux jeul ••• 
No good! • • • Finished! • • • You go to infinite pains to get 
in your conventions. • • • But that isn't what people want •••• 
They want to be amused. 8Y brilliant fellows like me. Letting 
off brilliant fireworks.7 
Ford saw new writers such as Wyndham Lewis, H. o., and Ezra Pound 
appearing in London, and new literary movements being formed. Despite 
the assistance he was able to give these writers by publishing their 
works or transmitting some of his own knowledge to them, he began 
71 
to feel outmoded and took a farewell of literature. When once 
again he took up his pen after the war, it was to defend and preserve 
the reputations of men whose books he had admired and to carry on their 
work in his own novels. The temporary obscurity or neglect that came 
to the novels of Henry James, Stephen Crane, and then Joseph Conrad 
was not brought on by Ford, and he spread appreciation of these writers 
where it perhaps counted most, among young writers and young critics. 
Ford was, however, more than a preserver of contemporary reputa-
tions. As a literary critic, he also attempted to discover a coherent 
tradition of the novel. What he finally synthesized is a contribution 
to modern critical thought despite its limitations, and it is worth 
examining in broad outline. 
70 rbid., "There Were Strong Men," P• 219. 
71 Ford, "Preface," On Heaven, PP• 8-9. 
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Particularly in The English Novel and The March of Literature 
Ford tried to explain the larger pattern that would absorb all the 
minor comments he had been making in his other critical essays and 
books. The broad outline of Ford's theory of the novel presented 
here is taken mainly from these two works with an occasional 
comment from one of the lesser critical studies. As Ford saw the 
history of the novel, it was an unevenly developing genre, unlike the 
history of England which broadened down from precedent to precedent. 
There was a great ttadition, but it was buried under a mass of novels 
that ignored previous technical accomplishment. In Ford's view, 
there were "novelists" who respected their craft and their predecessors, 
but all too often there were "nuvvelists" who went wherever their own 
eccentric genius led them and sometimes even disparaged their own 
calling. 72 
Ford believed, and this is not an original perception of his, 
that the invention of the printing press made the novel inevitable. 
He recognized that the novel was intended to be read and reflected on 
in the study; whereas works in the manuscript or oral traditions 
could be less carefully organized and more spontaneous in their effects 
because they were less subject to careful examination. It need not 
matter to someone listening to the Iliad that Homer would nod over a 
particular, but for the novelist, in Ford's view, this was very 
dangerous. The discovery of the printing press did to a great degree 
72Ford makes the distinction between "novelist" and the "nuvvelist" 
in The English Novel, p. 83 and throughout that book. 
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change the medium of an author and has certainly brought about some 
decline of interest in oral effects. On the other hand, Ford recog-
nizes that even before the printing press some authors were careful 
in their workmanship. 
Ford saw in Geoffrey Chaucer a forerunner of the novelist because 
of the minuteness of his observation and character drawing. The author 
in the oral tradition, Ford believed, is usually given to broad effects 
of characterization and setting and is generally less complicated than 
the author whose works are to be printed. Chaucer, however, is the 
conscious artist of little effects as well as broad ones and an artist 
of more complicated forms than most of his predecessors. In Ford's 
view, Chaucer, despite his rude sweetness, is better read than listened 
to, or is at least as enjoyable to read as to hear. Ford recognized the 
delight in sound of the opening of The Canterbury Tales where"the three 
'ou' sounds in 'shoures• and •droughte• and 'licour• contrasted with the 
'o's' of •sote' and 'rote' give the effect ••• of cuckoos calling 
73 in a spring shower," but he was more interested in the story of 
Palamon and Arcite which he believed read like a modern novel, an 
"affair" that carried a reader away and was as impersonal as Flaubert.74 
73 Ford, The March of Literature, p. 409. 
comment is marred by the fact that he uses the 
11droghte" unrecognized by Skeat or Robinson. 
Ford's appreciative 
variant "droughte" for 
74 Loc. cit. It is Ford who makes the comparison with Flaubert. 
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We can see already that Flaubert is the touchstone for all of 
Ford's criticisms of writing. Ford believed that a writer should 
pay careful attention to even the smallest detail. He believed 
that characterization should not become caricature. He believed 
that the author of a work should treat his subject in an impersonal 
manner, and that he should have a tightness of form and treat only 
one coil of embroilments or what Ford called an "affair." 
It is significant that Ford should praise "The Knight's Tale," 
75 for it is only now getting serious attention from critics. It is 
perhaps no accident that an age which has fully accepted the aesthetic 
views of Flaubert and their reflection in Henry James, Joseph Conrad, 
Stephen Crane, and Ford Madox Ford should now re-evaluate "The Knight's 
Tale." But despite Chaucer's example, Ford saw a long decline in non-
dramatic poetry and a loss of the sense of form. Again for Ford, this 
related to the oral tradition as opposed to written tradition. He 
believed that Spenser's Faerie queene and Drayton's Poly-Olbion were 
diffuse and episodic in large measure because they were meant to be read 
76 to an audience rather than read in the study. 
The Elizabethan drama was something else again. Ford saw in that 
77 form the novel struggling to be born. For one thing, the Elizabethan 
75 See, for example, Charles Muscatine, "Form, Texture, and Meaning 
in Chaucer's 'Knight's Tale'"; contained in Chaucer, ed. Edward 
Wagenknecht (New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1959), pp. 60-83. 
76 Ford, The English Novel, pp. 49-50. 
77 Ibid., PP• 42-43. 
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stage had little scenery and therefore much of the description was 
supplied by the dramatist through the characters. For another, the 
dramatic method itself would with some modifications be taken over 
by the novelist and particularly by the novelists in the tradition 
Ford espoused. Henry James may possibly have owed some of his 
ultimate success as a novelist to what he had learned from his 
unsuccessful dramas. It is also true, of course, that Richardson, 
Flaubert, and Stendhal all emphasized what Percy Lubbock calls the 
"scenic" rather than the "pictorial" in their attempts to allow the 
situation to be revealed through the words of the characters themselves. 
What moved against the novel in the Elizabethan dramatists, as 
78 Ford saw it, was their self-conscious use of language. The Eliza-
bethans were explorers in a brave new world and not very timid 
explorers. They called attention to the cleverness in their prose 
and their verse by relying heavily on the use of "trope, metaphor, 
image, simile, plays upon words, conceits and every type of verbal 
felicity so that the last thing that comes to the mind in the case of 
79 
almost any work of that age is the subject treated of." They provided, 
in short, what Ford considered to be some of the techniques of the novel 
and an indication of form but not the language. 
Shakespeare, for example, was to Ford a poet who wrote novels for 
recitation and very unlike modern dramatists.80 He provided in the 
78 ~., PP• 68-69. 
79 Loc. cit. 
8
°Ford, The Critical Attitude, p. 69. 
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language itself, "scenery, atmosphere and human emotions. All that 
81 
the stage manager has to provide for him is declamation." On these 
grounds, Ford attacked Herbert Trench's attempt to make the scenery 
realistic because it duplicated the effect and only served to make 
82 
much of the language redundant and tiresome. Ford considered 
Shakespeare's plots, apart from the chronicle plays and Othello, 
83 generally silly, but he did feel that in the development of English 
prose what little_prose Shakespeare wrote throughout his plays was, 
unlike the prose of other Elizabethans, perhaps a high water mark.84 
However, in his view, although the Elizabethan drama gave 
technique and form to the novel, its language was too ornate for prose 
writers. The printing press had made distribution of literary works 
possible, and the grammar school had "developed the capacity and taste 
85 for reading~ ~ among large groups of people. The language that was 
needed was first set down by Cranmer in the Prayer Book of 1522 and 
86 then taken up in the later King James version of the Bible. For Ford, 
Greene's Groatsworth of Wit, Coryat•s Crudities and Culpepper's Herbal 
are on the level of "antique dealers' local curiosities"87 when 
81Lo c. cit. 
82Loc. cit. 
83 Ford, The English Novel, P• 47. 
84 Ford, The March of Literature, P• 
85Ford, The English Novel, P• 48. 
86 l£.!2.•, P• 7 3. 
339. 
87 Ford, The March of Literature, p. 452. 
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considered alongside Cranmer's enduring prose. Ford's view of the 
development of the novel proper in some ways resembles his collabora-
tion with Conrad in which he was trying to achieve a new flexibility 
in language and Conrad was seeking a new form for the novel. 
In Ford's tradition of the English novel, the first figure he 
considers is John Bunyan. He maintains, understandably enough, that 
it is the dramatic and imaginative aspect of Bunyan's work that has 
caused it to endure and not the moralizing, and he turns for illustra-
tion to the less familiar work of Bunyan, The Holy War. Here he sees 
the novelist-historian at work as Bunyan presents in his allegorical-
88 
war battle scenes that derive from the Great Rebellion and scenes that 
are rendered rather than written about. Bunyan, in other words, is a 
forerunner of the Realist-Impressionists, an author who presents his 
scenes dramatically so that the reader can experience them for himself 
rather than viewing them from a distance, as it were, with the author 
relaying the information. 
Ford does not disparage Bunyan's moral fervor. He considers it, 
in fact, so undeniably sincere that it is a very positive value in the 
works. He contrasts this with what he considers the sometimes hypo-
critical passages of Defoe, Fielding, and Thackeray who occasionally 
deliberately write "passages of virtuous aspiration that were in no way 
88 Ford, The English Novel, pp. 63-64. Ford over-confidently main-
tains that Bunyan had experience in battle against the opinion of most 
scholars. However, this does not invalidate Ford's view, for he believed 
Stephen Crane was also a novelist-historian in The Red Badge of Courage. 
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aspirations of theirs and that in consequence very seriously detracted 
89 from the value of their works as art." But beyond this, it is 
Bunyan's technique that impresses Ford. Ford felt that through render-
ing the scene dramatically Bunyan actually took his readers through 
the Slough of Despond and actually brought them face to face with 
Giant Despond. 
Yet essentially Ford sees Bunyan as a writer of allegorical tracts 
rather than as a novelist. The first man he regards as a novelist 
90 
working in a form apart is Defoe. Among his works, Ford praised 
Robinson Crusoe, of course, and Moll Flanders, but he was not satisfied 
with most of the novels and biographies. 
As in the case of Goethe, one hesitates to write down that 
in ninety per cent of his writings outside Moll Flanders 
Defoe is an insufferable bore. Nothing is more dreary than 
the continual repetition of his accounts of piratical 
adventures and sneak-thieving in the lives of dull villains 
like Captain Singleton, Captain Avery, "the king of the 
pirates," John Sheppard, Jonathon Gow or the Six Notorious 
Street Robbers--and Jonathon Wild, the thief-taker, whom 
Fielding, later, more fictiously illuminated.91 
To this list, strangely enough, Ford also adds Roxana which he finds 
92 
as "dull as it is obscene." 
What Fordfinds lacking in these works as opposed to those he 
praises is a Flaubertian sense of truth. The adventures are used for 
their own sake, to titillate the reader rather than to cause him to 
89Ford, The En~lish Novel, P• 64. 
90 Ford, The March of Literature, p. 564. 
91 Ibid., P• 565. 
92 Ibid., P• 569. 
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think. The adventures are so like each other that the effect is 
more wearying than exciting. The characters are shallow. On the 
other hand, Defoe's successes have become a part of the imagination of 
the race, and because of them Defoe "shall be a hard, angular pebble 
93 indeed for oblivion to swallow." 
Ford credits Defoe with a memorable prose style in his best 
94 
work, and he quotes from Moll Flanders to prove it. He recognizes 
the influence of the Spanish picaresque novels on Defoe and the 
influence of his journalistic background, 95 but he overlooks the native 
influence of such works as voyage literature, biography, and the moral 
tract. On purely academic matters, Ford is often weak. He does, 
however, make what he considers a damaging aesthetic criticism of Moll 
Flanders. The book introduces "the happy ending which was to become 
96 
the invariable concomitant of English fiction." Ford finds Defoe 
realistic throughout the book, and he finds the ending not quite so bad 
as "the happy Victorian conviction of the permanence of wedding bells, 
settled estates, and children"; nevertheless, he sees it as a defect 
in an otherwise sound novel.97 
After Defoe, Ford in The March of Literature considers Fielding, 
Smollett, and Sterne together in order to compare them and to arrive 
93Loc. cit. 
94Ibid., PP• 566-567. 
95 rbid., PP• 569-571. 
96~., P• 566. 
97Loc. cit. 
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at some essential statement about each. He is surprisingly quick in 
dismissing Sterne. One would think that he would find Sterne's shifting 
view of time very compatible with his own technique. But he does not 
say anything about Sterne's techniques, which had no influence on his 
and Conrad's development of the time shift, and he angrily calls 
98 Sterne a "dissolute, brandified and aesthetic parson." 
He finds that both Sterne and Fielding have a false sense of 
cause and effect and thereby give a faulty version of reality. Again 
Ford is presenting a Flaubertian view which holds that the result of 
a foolish life, such as Madame Bovary's was, is tragedy. Ford felt 
that cause and effect in the character of Tom Jones leads one to 
99 believe that "drinking makes a man a fine genial fellow." He main-
tained also that had Fielding been genuine in his moral aspirations, 
he would have painted Blifil more attractively and had Tom Jones come 
100 to the eighteeneth century equivalent for the electric chair. 
Ford does consider Amelia a novel of Fielding's that reveals 
"compassion and concern for poor humanity." He recognizes also that 
Fielding was a conscientious magistrate in "a horrible epoch." He finds 
a possible cause and effect relationship between the moral purpose of 
Amelia and Fielding's duties as a police magistrate, and he speculates 
98 ~., P• 572. 
99 
Ford, The Critical Attitude, P• 58. 
10
°Ford, The Enilish Novel, PP• 98-99. 
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that Fielding's experiences in law "may have added to his views of the 
values of life a certain ballast of seriousness." Nevertheless, Ford 
believed that even Amelia was marred aesthetically by too frequent 
authorial intrusions and long theological discussions. 101 
One may find Ford's view of Fielding unastisfactory. His 
attitudes are, however, consistent, if limited. Fielding is a failure 
as a novelist if he is judged solely by the criteria of Flaubert. In 
pursuing the Flaubert position, Ford charges Fielding with the fault 
that he did not try to make his readers believe in the reality of 
, his characters. This Ford relates to Fielding's frequent authorial 
intrusions which he felt destroy the illusion of life transpiring. 
Ford does not consider the digressions in themselves displeasing, but 
he regards them as disastrous when they are inserted into the novels. 102 
Smollett, on the other hand, is more to Ford's liking. He is 
against Smollett•s happy endings, and he sees in Smollett a cruel sense 
103 
of humor. However, he feels that Smollett shows that "the wages of 
104 
sin is death." Ford quotes in illustration of this a passage from 
Roderick Random in which the ruin of a fashionable woman of London is 
rendered. She had contracted venereal disease. In a footnote, Ford 
comments on the rise of venereal disease in New York and suggeststhat had 
the victims read Smollett, they might have avoided this fate.l05 
101Ford, The March of Literature, P• 584. 
102 Ibid., P• 588. 
l03Ibid., p. 576. Ford tempers this judgment by saying that it was 
a cruelty-co-mmon to its day. 
104Ibid., P• 573. 
l05Loc. cit. 
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In fact, as Ford sees the growth of the novel form, the mainstream 
shifted to France after Richardson and was directly inspired by him. 
This is not to say that Ford does not praise some English writers who 
followed closely after Richardson. He regards William Beckford as a 
fine writer and Captain Marryat and Jane Austen as great writers, but 
he does not consider them very influential on the direction the novel 
was to take. The next major advance that he sees occurs first in the 
work of Oiderot and is taken up by Henri Beyle or Stendhal. 
This advance consisted of the "discovery that words put into the 
mouth of a character need not be considered as having the pe~backing 
110 
of the author. Ford recognized that before this discovery authors 
had put words into the mouths of characters with whom they were in 
obvious disagreement, but he saw also that the characters were plainly to be 
regarded as villains. 111 In Oiderot and then in Stendhal, the characters 
in the novels began to be shaded more and to become less recognizable as 
i 1 . b i "11 i 112 v rtuous peop e oppos1ng o v ous v1 a ns. It was, in Ford's view, 
a further step towards truth to life. 
This movement culminated in Flaubert and Maupassant in France, 
both of whom were concerned with establishing the literary values Ford 
believed in. They were concerned with prose style, with shading 
characters, with author aloofness, with a realistic texture, with the 
11
°Ford, The English Novel, PP• 122-124. 
111 Loc. cit. 
112Lo i c. c t. 
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moral essence of a situation, with a single coil of embroilments, 
with the progression of effect, and with a remorseless view of the 
consequences of a way of life. They were for Ford novelists pure in 
style who refined the great technical concerns of the novel and brought 
them together into a serious body of work. 
The novelists of Victorian England, Ford felt were inferior as 
artists. He attacked in particular Thackeray and Dickens. He recog-
nized that in their best novels they kept within "a reasonable scale 
of incident"; however, in other matters they were deficient. 
But they deal as a rule too frequently in coincidences that 
are justified by no preliminary preparation of the ground and 
their "characters" are all statically overdrawn. Given that a 
man has a cough, a hoarse voice, a black jowl and a wooden leg, 
not one of these novelists will let him take something to soften 
his voice, shave, or substitute a cork limb for the wooden peg 
that will stick out all over the story--ad nauseum. The general 
effect is thus one of monotony. 113 
In the matter of form of the novel, Ford considered Thackeray not 
114 
"strikingly good" and Dickens "excruciatingly bad." He praised 
both authors as realists, and he believed that with all the faults 
Dickens had as a writer "it is impossible not to see that Anglo-
115 
Saxondom was a better •• • world because he had passed through it." 
Nevertheless, he regarded both writers as "nuvvelists" as opposed to 
"novelist~' as wayward geniuses lacking in craft. 
ll3Ford, The March of Literature, P• 808. 
114Ibid., P• 809. 
115~., P• 819. 
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Ford singled out Dickens's Great Expectations for the highest 
praise he gives to any of the novels Dickens wrote, and he thereby helped 
116 
to raise the estimation of the merits of that novel. He saw in 
117 
the novel a modification of most of Dickens's serious faults, and 
118 he saw some masterly prose passages, but even the highest praise 
that Ford pays to Dickens is obviously given with reservations. In fact, 
it is not until Henry James appears on the scene that Ford once again 
is able to treat an author with an almost complete acceptance of his 
work. 
In the work of Henry James, Ford saw the French influence and a 
return to the traditions of Jane Austen and Richardson, and he saw the 
James influence and direct French influences taken up by Joseph Conrad 
119 
and Stephen Crane. Ford regarded these three writers, and he might 
have added his own name to the group, as in truth "plottirug against 
the English novel" as H. G. Wells has charged. 120 He saw they had a 
generally common technique and generally common literary aims: "All 
three treated their characters with aloofness; all three kept themselves, 
their comments, and their prejudices out of their works and all three 
121 
rendered rather than told." 
ll6see George H. Ford, Dickens and His Readers (Princeton: Princeton 
Univ. Press, 1955), PP• 191-192, 208. Mr. Ford acknowledges that Ford 
Madox Ford aroused interest in Great Expectations, but he presents Ford's 
final judgment of Dickens in too harsh a light. 
117Ford, The March of Literature, P• 816. 
118 Ibid., P• 825. Ford particularly praises the masterful opening 
scene in Great Expectations. 
119Ibid., PP• 826-827. 
12
°Ford, The English Novel, PP• 143-144. 
121~., PP• 144-145. 
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He, of course, recognized differences among them. James was more 
introspective, Crane more incisive, and Conrad more poetic. Yet all 
three had the same broad technical concerns, and each one, in Ford's 
view, had the aim of immersing the reader in an affair, "so completely 
that he was unconscious eit~er of the fact that he was reading or of 
the identity of the author, so that in the end he might say--and believe: 
'I have been in a drawing room overlooking Boston Common, in a drinking 
122 
saloon in Yellow Sky or beneath the palm leaves of Palembangl'" 
This group, along with George Moore whom Ford was less inclined to 
praise, constituted the living and fruitful advocates of a tradition of 
the novel Ford spent his life defending. 
The discussion of Ford's coherent tradition of the novel found 
here leaves out some of the writers Ford praised (Turgenev, Trollope, 
Mark Twain, etc.) and some he did not favor (Wilkie Collins, George 
Eliot, Meredith); however, even in this skeletal form it demonstrates 
that Ford was consistent in his views and that he stood for a set of 
values. Yet Ford's contribution to critical thought has gone largely 
unnoticed. Caroline Gordon has praised the major critical work of Ford, 
The March of Literature, as a"brilliant, uneven, and much-neglected" 
123 book, and it seems to me that her judgment is valid and could also 
serve as a description of some of Ford's other critical works. There 
is in Ford's crticism the same valiant attempt to shape a great tradition 
122 ~., P• 145. 
123Gordon, How to Read a Novel, P• 237. 
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in the novel that we find in the more consisten~ successful criticism 
of F. R. Leavis, and their basic attitudes are not far apart if they do 
differ on the merits of some particular writers. 
Richard Foster, writing in the Hudson Review, paid Ford a high 
compliment when he said, 11 If I had to conjure an image of the ideal 
critic, I think he would look like D. H. Lawrence or Ford Madox Ford, 
because I think the most valuable criticism is least system-bound, 
is most freely responsive in all the human ways that count, from 
aesthetic to moral, and is written, however technical its content may 
be, as 1 essay 1 --the vehicle most capable of sustaining and expressing 
124 that free responsiveness." The view is more generous than most of 
the judgments made of Ford as a critic, but it is also misleading. Ford 
does bring the essay form and the human voice to his criticism, and 
he is responsive to particular merits of writers even those writers 
he does not admire in general. However, he is decidedly system-bound 
and therein lies his value as a critic. He has presented a point of 
view, and he has helped to get that point of view a hearing among people 
interested in literature. If, like D. H. Lawrence, he is guil~of 
making his own taste and temperament a universal criteria, he neverthe-
less is consistent and stimulates thought. 
Ford was then a preserver of literary reputations, and a spokesman 
for one view of the great tradition of the novel, but he was also 
124Richard Foster, "Communications," The Hudson Review, XII, No. 3 
(Autumn, 1959), 475. Mr. Foster was enlarging on his critical views 
contained in "The Romanticism of the New Critics," The Hudson Review, XII, 
No. 2 (Summer, 1959), 232-246. 
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a critic of critics. Some of his pronouncements in this role are 
worth recogniti~n. 
As early as 1902, Ford was speaking against the kind of biographical 
discussion of an author (then widely practiced) which tended to make the 
work of art a matter of secondary importance. He said: 
Again, the most profitable method of criticism is that of 
paying attention to a man's work. For the intrusion of a certain 
amount of biographical matter and personal facts (which in ordi-
nary cases can only lead to that most bastard of all forms of 
criticis~-that based on a priori knowledge) the present writer 
must apologize. The artist should be allowed to live out his 
life in peace. If he is not, if the censor of manners must for 
the public good be called in to say: "This man was a good 
citizen and saved money; this a Bohemian who worked after 125 supper," our view of his art becomes less generally clear. 
With this view, Ford was anticipating the "new critics," and like 
them he was trying to make his point by taking an extreme position. 
In his own criticism, he frequently talked about an author's life; 
however, he was trying to curb a tendency that some critics had 
virtually to ignore direct criticism of particular works. 
Furthermore, Ford was in his cosmopolitan attitudes toward 
literature setting down an example of criticism that led away from 
British insularity. He demonstrated in his criticism a willingness 
to consider all literature his province and a desire to prove that 
literary developments occurred often on a world scale. This again 
was not a unique attitude, but it was a generally healthy attempt 
to show that important literary developments were not confined to 
the London scene. He helped, along with Ezra Pound who developed his 
125Ford, Rossetti, PP• 3-4. 
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interest by himself, to turn critical attention to the Proven~al poets, 
and he demonstrated at least an acquaintance with such unplumbed areas 
as the modern Spanish novel and such little known figures as Victor 
126 Shlovski, the Russian Formalist critic. His interests ranged wide 
in time and place. 
Ford believed that England was generally unsympathetic to its 
critics and to any kind of rigorous thinking. He tried to point out 
this attitude to the readers of The English Review. 
In these islands critics have been extraordinarily rare. 
When they have arisen they have been listened to with dislike 
and dread, with a show of respect. Then they have been petted 
out of the way. If a slug should enter a bee-hive, these 
industrious insects will, if they can accomplish it, slay him 
with their stings, but failing this and in any case they set to 
work and cover him with wax. • • • Now our islands are the 
bee-hives, and what is the critic in England when, direfully, 
he appears but just a slug2127 
He enjoined upon his readers, and particularly other critics, the 
necessity for what he called "the critical attitude." 
He meant by this that the critic should be just but also fully 
honest in dealing with literature, and that he should not hesitate 
to attack settled beliefs generally held when he considers them wrong. 
To illustrate, Ford set down his own belief that Milton was not a great 
poet. 
126Ford has written often on the Proven~al poets and translated 
some of their poems. He derived this interest from his father. For 
Ford's knowledge of Shlovski and Spanish literature see the charts in 
the appendix to The }mrch of Literature. 
127Ford1 s editorials from The English Review are contained in 
The Critical Attitude. For this comment, see PP• S-6. 
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Now, supposing that a critic should arise to say that 
Paradise Lost is a dull and pompous work, and that the figure 
of Milton, by obscuring the less-known seventeenth-century 
poets, has shut our eyes to a whole world of lyrical beauty 
for which all the epics and all the prose writing of Milton 
can never make amends, all men with their accepted ideas of 
a literary hierarchy will exclaim against the impertinence 
or the very atheism of the critic. And this indignation, this 
moral fervour will be felt by men whose affection for the 
works of Milton is of the most mediocre. For here again 
mankind will say, "Where will this end?ttl28 
This attitude, extreme as it is, was taken up by Ezra Pound129 and then 
by T. S. Eliot. 130 If it now seems worthless as an opinion, it served 
at least to call attention to the neglect of other seventeenth century 
poets such as Donne, Marvell, Herrick, Crashaw, and King. 
Ford also criticized the Bible from what he considered a detached 
point of view and found that it recorded "barbarisms, crudenesses, dis-
131 proportions, and revelations of sickening cruelties." He recognized, 
however, that many of the scenes are rendered with "extraordinary 
132 literary skill." He was not attacking the Bible as religious 
authority; however, he did feel that both the Bible and Milton's poetry 
had been for too long considered sacrosanct or beyond criticism. In 
Ford's view, a critic should be as dispassionate when he judges the 
128 Ibid., P• 12. 
129Ezra Pound challenged Lascelles Abercrombie to a duel over the 
latter's London Times review in praise of Milton. See Eustace Mullins 
This Difficult IndiVIdual, Ezra Pound, (New York: Fleet, 1961), P• 116. 
130 T. s. Eliot, "Milton," On Poetry and Poets (New York: Noonday 
Press, 1957), pp. 156-162. 
131Ford, The Critical Attitude, P• 7. 
132Ibid., PP• 7-8. 
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qualities of books or authors close to the national heart as when 
133 he judges "The Winged Victory" of Samothrace. 
Finally, Ford influenced the English critic, Sir Herbert Read, 
though the influence cannot be said to have been decisive. Read met 
Ford first in 1918 at an Army camp, and for the next two years he was, 
in his own words, Ford's "young and enthusiastic disciple." 134 Ford 
did not direct Read to the works of Henry James; Read had liked James's 
novels as early as 1914. 135 Ford does seem to have encouraged Read's 
interest and to have helped him also to realize the merits of Stendhal, 
136 Flaubert, and Maupassant. Read's judgment of Ford is an ungenerous 
one. He admits that Ford's conversations were interesting, that his 
letters were interesting, and that his advice was "entirely reasonable 
137 
and sympathetic." Nevertheless, he is critical of Ford for believing 
that he (Ford) had a place in literature somewhere between James and 
138 Conrad and yet extending beyond Conrad to a number of younger writers. 
Ford's self-image does not seem so unreasonable today. 
One cannot say with any certainty that Ford helped shape in 
Sir Herbert Read's mind the concepts that Read was to set down in 
English Prose Style (1928). It is not unreasonable to think that a 
l33Loc. cit. 
134Read, The Innocent Ele, P• 219. 
135.!£.!2.., P• 221. 
136.!£.!2.., P• 223. 
137~., P• 220. 
138~., P• 225. 
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young man at his formative stage in life, as Herbert Read was when he 
met Ford, would gain some knowledge and sense of values from a period 
of two years spent as a disciple to a long practicing novelist. The 
portions of Ford's letters that Read quotes, from Ford's correspondence 
with him immediately after World War I, are almost exclusively con-
cerned with style and the achievement of such authors as Stendhal, 
139 Flaubert, and Henry James. Then, too, we find in Read's study a 
chapter devoted to Impressionism and elsewhere in the book long prose 
models taken from writers, such as Sir Henry Maine and Oswald Doughty, 
who were favorites of Ford also. 140 If Ford did not influence some of 
the choices of the book and some of the ideas contained there, he at 
least would find little to disapprove of in what Sir Herbert Read 
presents. 
In summary, Ford as a critic was a preserver of reputations, a 
man who shaped a coherent tradition of the novel, a man who had left 
a vivid picture of the literary life of his day, and a man who held 
many attitudes that were to come into prominence in the work of such 
later critics as T. s. Eliot and Ezra Pound. If he is a critic who 
must be read with some reservations, he is nevertheless worthy of 
some recognition. Time has shown that he was often right even when 
he held a minority view, and there is little more that a critic could 
ask of himself. 
l39~., PP• 220-225. 
140English Prose Style is most conveniently available in a 1952 
revision (Boston: Beacon Press, 1952). 
CHAPTER VI II 
FORD MADOX FORD: THE MAN OF LETTERS 
IN THE MODERN WORLD 
In an essay entitled "The Man of Letters in the Modern World," 
which Allen Tate wrote and considered important enough to use as the 
1 foremost essay of a book, he asks, ''What should the man of letters 
be in our time?" In large measure, this was the question that Ford 
Madox Ford sought an answer to throughout his life. He gave himself 
to literature and the arts with a wholehearted dedication that made 
of his calling almost a religion. 
Ford started reading other writer's manuscripts or books and 
giving detailed criticism as early as 1900 when he corresponded with 
2 
John Galsworthy about the technique of the Villa Rubein. At his 
death in 1939, he had over two hundred manuscripts from young writers 
in his possession, "and his last energies were spent on them."3 
During the years of his life he had argued with, lectured at, and 
perhaps helped many of the distinguished writers of our day from 
1Tate, The Man of Letters in tne Modern World. 
2 See Chapter II, fn. 96. 
3 Goldring, Trained For Genius, PP• 276-277. 
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Joseph Conrad and D. H. Lawrence to Robert Lowell and Eudora Welty. 
Ford had something to say to all of these people, and he believed 
it to be his main purpose in life to say it. He was truly a "man 
mad about good letters."4 
Ford was often haughty in his pronouncements, so much that 
Stephen Crane wrote to a Canadian friend: 
You must not be offended by Mr. Hueffer•s manner. He 
patronizes Mr. James. He patronizes Mr. Conrad. Of course 
he patronizes me, and he will patronize Almighty God when 
they meet, but God will get used to it, for Hueffer is all 
right •••• s 
This was the young Ford, and he did not appreciably change as he 
got older. In what was perhaps the last year of his life, he 
organized a club named "The Friends of William Carlos Williams" which 
met in a Greenwich Village restaurant. William Carlos Williams 
thought it a dubious honor and was "horribly embarrassed" by the idea, 
but he attended out of courtesy to Ford. 6 
Ford's haughtiness certainly contributed to the general neglect 
of his accomplishments, as did the figure he cut in the world. Ford 
wore for a long time a walrus mustache and for a large part of his 
life he was stout. Some people thought these matters laughableJ he 
breathed so heavily that a friend of Norman Douglas termed him an 
4Ford, Ancient Lights, p. 296. 
5Ford often quoted this letter. 
Life, P• 34. Stephen Crane was indeed 
Almighty God, even before they met, in 
See, for example, Portraits From 
prophetic. Ford patronized 
his poem "On Heaven." 
6 William Carlos Williams, The Autobiography of ••• (New York: 
Random House, 1951), P• 300. 
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"animated adenoid."7 FUrthermore, his domestic life was so entangled 
that it caused more than one scandal and resulted in a court action--
a jail sentence--8 and at least three books by women in which he is 
rather villainously drawn. 9 
As a result of Ford's manner and of his actions, all of the 
writers Ford helped, with one exception, said harsh things of him as 
well as kind things, and posterity is just now putting these comments 
into a perspective and giving Ford some credit. Consider a representa-
tive selection of the criticismsFord received, and of the friends he 
made angry or alienated. Ford had done some service for Joseph 
Conrad, but Joseph Conrad at one point agrily called him the "Olympian 
F. M. H." 1° Ford had been friendly with Henry James, exchanging visits 
and letters, and he dedicated a book (The Heart of the Country, 1906) 
to James, but Ford•a marital difficulties and his relationship with 
Violet Hunt so angered James that the relationship was broken off. 
Ford had helped D. H. Lawrence to begin his literary career, but 
Lawrence began to feel exploited and to believe that Ford and Ezra 
Pound were inclined to parade him ~as one of their show dogs." 11 
7Norman Douglas, Late Harvest (London: Drummond, 1946), P• 45. 
8Goldring, Trained For Genius, pp. 162-168. 
9violet Hunt, The Flurried Years; Stella Bowen, Drawn From Life; 
and Norah Hoult•s fictional account of the Ford-Violet Hunt relationship& 
There Were No Windows (New York: Didier, 1946). The novel treats of a 
woman abandoned, and the main characters are very obviously Violet Hunt 
and Ford. 
10 Letters from Joseph Conrad, 1895-1924, ed. Garnett, P• 239. 
11tawreno~Letters, pp. 74 and 174. 
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Clearly Ford was not without fault in his relationships with people. 
However, one can also see some truth in the statement Ford made in an 
essay on Ezra Pound that "of all the unlicked cubs wnose work I have 
thrust upon a not too willing world, Ezra was the only one who did not 
subsequently kick me in the face." 12 
Time generally softens a man's personal failings and makes it 
simpler to praise him for his objective accomplishments. Ford has left 
his mark upon the world. He came upon the literary scene when the 
Pre-Raphaelite attitudes in art were flourishing. He came out of the 
Pre-Raphaelite background. During the years he worked with Conrad, he 
changed radically his beliefs and his assumptions about art. Then for 
almost forty years he tried to gain widespread acceptance for the ideas 
he had accepted. They were not original ideas, it is true. Most of them 
came from Flaubert either directly or through Henry James. However, Ford 
and Conrad added the time shift, and Ford brought this particular device 
to a high point of excellence. Other techniques of Flaubert they refined. 
Then Ford began to spread these technical concerns. 
Ford had an instinct for finding centers of creative activity. 
Even when as a young man he established himself in the Sussex country-
side, he was within visiting distance of Henry James and Stephen Crane, 
and by renting his house to Joseph Conrad, he brought another great 
writer into the area. In the years between 1898 and 1905, these writers 
made a school, or so it seemed to H. G. Wells, all of whom preached the 
12Ford, "Ezrar New York Essays, P• 34. 
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13 Flaubert attitudes toward conscious art. These were the years in 
which Conrad and Ford were shaping their doctrines and trying out their 
technical ideas in their novels. 
Between 1905 and 1914, Ford lived for the n~st part in London 
and was present at the beginning of a broad new movement in poetry. 
Ford was active in helping new poets to get published, and he was 
writing modern poems himself. By founding The English Review, he was 
able to provide for some of these poets an outlet for their work. 
His novels of that time, and the prose he published in The En~lish 
Review were intended to keep alive the lessons of Flaubert, Henry James, 
and Joseph Conrad and to make them known to writers and readers who had 
not yet become acquainted with the work of these distinguished realists. 
During these years, Ford believed that the importance of the man 
of letters and of the artist was at a very low point in England. He 
believed that with the coming of Henry James to England and with the 
stir of literary activity that resulted in The Yellow Book, a promising 
beginning had been made for establishing the Flaubertian kind of novel 
in England. However, he saw the trial and conviction of Oscar Wilde as 
a disgraceful national act which brought on a decline of honor for the 
artist. Ford considered Oscar Wilde's humor "thin and mechanical"; 
nevertheless, he felt that Wilde's fate was "infinitely more bitter than 
14 anything he could have deserved." As a result of the trial and the 
13wells, Experiment in Autobiography, p. 525. 
14 Ford, Ancient Lights, PP• 152-153. 
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attending publicity, Ford believed that the public probably "inseparably 
connected in its mind the idea of poetry with ideas of vice.,.lS He 
believed that this made most practicing artists in England cautious 
and more eager to be propagandizing moralists than practicing craftsmen 
and dispassionate analysts of the current scene. His own novels, his 
poetry, his essays, and his conversation had the main purpose of counter-
acting these prevailing attitudes. 
In the years immediately preceding World War I, Ford participated 
in new movements beginning in England inspired mainly by American 
writers such as Ezra Pound, T. s. Eliot, and H. o.l6 When Ford enlisted 
in World War I, he took formal leave of literature. After the war, 
however, and after a few years stay in tne country, Ford emerged again 
and found for himself a vital place in Paris. There he was once more 
living in the cultural center of the West, and there he once more founded 
a magazine and helped young writers. The stock market crash brought an 
end to Paris as a mecca for writers, and once again Ford moved his home. 
During the 1930's, Ford travelled a great deal between France and 
America. However, he had come to believe that the greatest center ot 
cultural activity in those years was the American Midwest. He accepted 
a lectureship at Olivet College in Michigan and taught there in 1938. 
In the years immediately preceding, he had travelled over the United States, 
lecturing at colleges and universities. 17 Finally, in May of 1939, 
15 ~., P• 154. 
l6Ford, "Preface," The Good Soldier, p. xix. 
17Goldring, Trained For Genius, pp. 260-261. 
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Ford travelled to the Provence that he loved so well. In June of 
1939, he had a heart attack and died; he was buried at the English 
18 
cemetary at Deauville. 
His life had been spent in the practice of literature and in 
defending the arts wherever he was. As a young man, he had boldly 
19 
written in his diary, "Every artist is my fellow countryman," and 
this credo became realized in his actions. Wherever he travelled, 
he gave aid to the young and aspiring writers he met. He always 
regarded his profession as the worthiest life a man could follow, 
and he impressed that view on all those that knew him. 
Allen Tate was one of the writers Ford knew and influenced. 
In conceiving a measure for the man of letters, Mr. Tate says: 
The general intelligence is the intelligence of the man of 
letters: he must not be committed to the illiberal specializa-
tions that the nineteenth century has proliferated into the 
modern world: specializations in which means are divorced 
from ends, action from sensibility; matter from mind, 
society from the individual, religion from moral agency, 
love from lust, poetry from thought, communion from25xperience, and mankind in the community from men in the crowd. 
Ford had such a general intelligence, and he tried to reveal in his 
work what Tate speaks of as "the recurrent discovery of the human 
21 
communion as experience, in a definite place and at a definite time." 
18 ~., P• 276. 
l9Ford, It Was the Nightingale, P• 75. 
20tate, The Man of Letters in the Modern World, pp. 19-20. 
21~., P• 18. 
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Tate adds to his definition that it is the duty of the man of letters 
"to render the image of man as he is in his time, which, without the 
man of letters, would not otherwise be known.n 22 
Ford, as a man of letters in the modern world, presented in his 
creative writing and in his critical essays and books the image of the 
artist as a sensitized instrument rendering the life around him and 
dispassionately taking its measure. He avoided outright moralizing 
and author intrusion, but he tried to show a truthful relationship 
between a man's actions and his fate. He was against propagandizing 
by authors as he felt H. G. Wells, for example, was doing in his 
23 
utopian novels. He was an author who did not believe literature 
should take a reader out of himself, but rather that it should show 
him where he stood in life.24 
Tate also feels, as many other modern critics do, that it is 
a further duty of the man of letters "to preserve the integrity, the 
purity, and the reality of language wherever and for whatever purpose 
22 ~., P• 15. 
23Ford, Portraits From Life, pp. 111-118. Mr. Tate, in an essay 
entitled "To Whom Is the Poet Responsible," also criticizes writers, 
Ezra Pound and Archibald MacLeish, for becoming propagandists in their 
creative work. See The Man of Letters in the Modern World, pp. 30-31. 
It should be noted, also, that Ford wrote propaganda himself, e.g. 
When Blood Is Their Argument, but he did not believe creative work 
should contain obvious propaganda for any cause be it ever so just. 
24Ford, "Epilogue," A Call, P• 299. 
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it may be used.u25 This again was one of Ford's most cherished 
beliefs. H. G. Wells could not understand the concern exhibited by 
Ford and Conrad for finding the precise words to express external 
reality. 26 He did not see clearly the burden of truth that Ford and 
Conrad assumed for themselves. He preferred instead to state as his 
final judgment, "I remain definitely on the side opposed to the 
aesthetic valuation of literature •• • • I come upon masterpieces 
by pure chance: they happen to me and I do not worry about what I 
miss.u27 
H. G. Wells had a lifespan roughly parallel with that of Ford 
Madox Ford. To Ford he represented a counter trend in literature 
that was very strong. In fact, in 1937 Ford saw a triumph of the 
Wells forces in England that left Ford himself "without even a 
28 
comrade in arms" there. This was an unduly pessimistic view. 
The artistic traditions of the modern English and American novel, 
notably developed by Henry James, were carried on by Joseph Conrad 
and then by Pbrd Madox Ford, and they are carried on today in England, 
for example, in the very recent novels of William Golding and Lawrence 
Durrell. They have become a part of the literary climate that can be 
attacked but not ignored. Ford has his measure of credit, if credit 
is due, for the present state of the novel. 
25Tate, The Man of Letters in the Modern World, p. 20. 
26wells, Experiment in Autobiography, p. 528. 
27 ~., P• 532. 
28 Ford, Portraits From Life, p. 107. 
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FORD MADOX FORD: HIS LITERARY THEORY AND INFLUENCES 
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After being neglected, Ford Madox Ford has been re-discovered 
as an important novelist. This dissertation deals with Ford as a 
literary theorist and as an influence on other writers. 
Chapter I treats Ford's emergence with the help of Joseph Conrad 
from his Pre-Raphaelite background and his subsequent renunciation of 
Pre-Raphaelite aesthetics. Chapters II and III treat his theory of 
the novel and his acceptance of certain Flaubertian techniques, 
e.g. impressionism, the progression of effect, and the in1personal 
author. 
Chapter IV treats Ford's influence on Joseph Conrad and other 
English novelists. Ford's assistance in the actual writing of Conrad's 
novels is here shown to be negligible, despite any other impression 
that Ford may have given. However, Ford is shown to have assisted 
Conrad financially, suggested plots that Conrad used, and helped him 
develop a deep concern for technical artistry. It is also shown that 
Ford may have influenced Conrad's decision to expand Lord Jim, and 
that he did help Conrad to acquire a more supple prose style and a 
fuller knowledge of the English character. 
In addition, this chapter treats Ford's relationship to D. H. 
Lawrence and shows that Ford encouraged him, helped edit some of his 
2 
manuscripts, and suggested the semi-autobiographical treatment of his 
life that became realized in Sons and Lovers. James Joyce, Graham 
Greene, and Evelyn Waugh are all discussed in relation to Ford and 
the modern English-Catholic novel. Furthermore, Waugh's World War II 
trilogy is related to Ford's Parad~'s End in terms of technique, 
incident, and scope. 
Chapter V treats Ford's relationship to Glenway Wescott, Ernest 
Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald, Allen Tate (The Fathers), Caroline 
Gordon, and Katherine Anne Porter. Allen Tate and Caroline Gordon 
have acknowledged an indebtedness to Ford, and Katherine Anne Porter 
has implied her obligation. Some of their techniques are discussed 
and related to Ford's theory of the novel. Glenway Wescott and Ernest 
Hemingway have not acknowledged an influence; however, both knew and 
admired Ford at a crucial period in their artistic development, 
and an influence seems likely. Both The G~thers and The Sun Also 
Rises are discussed in relation to Ford's theory of the novel. 
Furthermore, the chapter relates Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby to 
Ford's The Good Soldier in terms of form and intent. 
Chapter VI treats Ford's theory of poetry and his influence on 
other poets. Ezra Pound is shown to have acquired a modern diction and 
an attitude toward subject matter from Ford, and Richard Aldington is 
shown to have been influenced by Ford in specific poems. Certain of 
Robert Lowell's poems from Life Studies are shown to have derived in part 
from Ford's "Buckshee" poems. 
3 
Chapter VII treats Ford's criticisms of other authors in order 
to show that he constructed a coherent tradition of the novel based 
on his appreciation of Flaubert. This chapter also treats Ford's 
attempts to sustain the reputations of the novelists of his day whom 
he admired: Henry James, Joseph Conrad, and Stephen Crane. 
Chapter VIII summarizes Ford's accomplishments as a man of 
letters in the modern world. 
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